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REFORM OF CORPORATE TAXATION

MONDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1983

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:35 p.m., in room SD-

215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Robert J. Dole (chair-
man) presiding.

Present: Senators Dole and Danforth.
[The press release announcing the hearing and the opening state-

ment of Senator Dole follow:]
[Press release]

FINANCE COMMITTEE SETs HEARING ON REPORT ON REFORM OF CORPORATE TAXATION

Senator Robert J. Dole (R., Kans.), Chairman of the Committee on Finance, an-
nounced today that a hearing will be held on Monday, October 24, 1983 on the
reform and simplification of the corporate income tax.

The hearing will begin at 10:00 a.m. in Room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Office
Building.

The hearing will examine the recent Finance Committee staff report and recom-
mendations on the reform and simplification of corporate and shareholder income
taxation.

"The staff report is the result of 11 months of careful study," Senator Dole noted.
"The report identifies not only a number of loopholes in the current law, but also a
number of cases in which unintended hardships arise. That is hardly surprising be-
cause the Congress has not carefully examined the corporate tax for 50 years. The
report itself reflects the work of the American Law Institute, the American Bar As.
sociation Tax Section, and an informal working group of tax practitioners who as-
sisted the staff in this project."

Senator Dole particularly asked witnesses to comment on the following questions:
(1) If gain is taxed to the corporation on the distribution of appreciated property,

is any relief appropriate either on a temporary or permanent basis? If relief is con-
sidered necessary, how should it be structured?

(2) Does the 85 percent dividends received deduction, when coupled with the full
deductibility of short-term capital losses, constitute a loophole or present unintend-
ed benefits?

(3) If, as the staff suggests, the limitation on dividend treatment of distributions
by corporations provides opportunity for abuse, should the earnings and profits limi-
tation be repealed, or should a narrow set of revisions to the rules be attempted?

(4) What special limitations on net operating losses and other tax attributes are
desirable in acquisitions?

(5) Should inactive limited partnerships with publicly traded partnership interests
be taxed as corporations?

STATEMENT OF SENATOR BOB DOLE, REFORM AND SIMPLIFICATION OF CORPORATE
TAXATION, OCTOBER, 24, 1983

For the first time in fifty years, this afternoon's hearing will give the Congress a
careful, comprehensive look at the fundamental rules for corporate taxation. The
staff has identified a number of serious problems, and has proposed a number of
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possible simplifying solutions. These proposals are a result of the same effort to sim-
plify and reform the federal income tax that yielded the subchapter S and install-
ment sales bills in the 96th and 97th Congresses. Before turning to the substance of
this afternoon's hearing, I want to comment briefly on the process that has led to
this hearing, and the steps that remain before us.

Almost one year ago I issued a press release calling first for public comments on
corporate tax reform and then a staff study. Although we obviously made a great
deal of progress in 1982 eliminating corporate tax loopholes, preliminary study sug-
gested that more could and should be done. That press release singled out recent
proposals by the American Law Institute and the American Bar Association tax sec-
tion as meriting study.

We received a number of public comments as well as more informal comments.
We have studied those comments and the ABA and ALI proposals very carefully.
Indeed- these questions have probably already had the most careful consideration
over the past year of any issues now pending before the Congress.

The staff concluded that it could do a better job of evaluating the prior legislative
proposals and making recommendations to the Congress if it solicited the assistance
of a number of distinguished tax practitioners. The working group that resulted has,
thus far, met ten times over the past six months and there will be further meetings
next month. I want to take this occasion to thank the members of the working
group publicly for their dedicated volunteer service:

M. Bernard Aidinoff, former chairman of the ABA Tax Section and a distin-
guished private practitioner in New York City.

Donald Alexander, former Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service, and a
distinguished private practitioner in Washington, D.C. Don Alexander will appear
this afternoon in his individual capacity.

William D. Andrews, professor of law, Harvard University and reporter for the
American Law Institute on its corporate taxation proposals. Bill Andrews will
appear this afternoon in his individual capacity.

Prank Battle, Jr., a distinguished private practitioner in Chicago, Illinois. Frank
Battle will appear on behalf of the Chicago Bar.

Herbert Camp, chairman of the New York State Bar Association Tax Section
Committee on Corporations.

Peter Faber, former chairman of the ABA Tax Section's Committee on Corporate
Stockholder relations and a private practitioner in New York.

Martin D. Ginsburg, professor of law at Georgetown University and former chair-
man of the New York State bar association tax section.

Fred T. Goldberg, former assistant to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, now
a private practitioner in Washington, D.C.

Harold Handler, chairman of the association of the bar of the city of New York's
Tax Section.

James Holden, a distinguished practitioner in Washington, D.C.
Robert Jacobs, chairman of the ABA Tax Section's Committee on Corporate stock-

holder relations and a practitioner in New York City.
Howard Krane, a distinguished practitioner in Chicago, Illinois.
Willard Taylor, chairman of the New York State Bar Association Tax Section,

and a private practitioner in New York.
This Committee may never before have had the benefit of so much hard work by

such as distinguished group. Indeed it is hard to imagine a more distinguished
group of corporate tax lawyers. The hard work of this group is reflected in the staff
report. That is not to say that any or all of these individuals support any particular
proposal made by the staff. In this project we have also benefited from the technical
assistance of the experts at the Internal Revenue Service and the Treasury Depart-
ment.

In undertaking this project the staff made five very sensible assumptions. First,. it
was assumed that we would continue, in general, to have it corporate level tax. That
is, we would neither abolish the corporate level tax nor tax shareholders on all cor-
porate income without regard to its distribution. Many of us-including the Presi-
dent, apparently-have substantial doubts about the ultimate desirability of impos-
ing a corporate level tax. But it is pretty clear to this Senator that politics and eco-
nomics will prevent any radical change in the near future.

Second, the report assumes that the tax law will continue generally to distinguish
between ordinary income and capital gains, and that dividends will be taxed as ordi-
nary income. In general, that premise is uncontroversial, although one witness will
argue that dividends should generally be treated as returns of capital.
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Third, it was assumed that we should permit corporations to merge tax-free in a
variety of circumstances. That will permit investments to be shifted into the most
productive enterprises.

Fourth, it was assumed that individuals would be permitted a step-up in basis for
assets held at death.

Fifth, the staff addressed this project as a means of preventing abuses, closing
loopholes, simplifying the rules and eliminating unintended hardships. The staff has
not been instructed to come up with a revenue-raising proposal.

It is clear that some of the witnesses misunderstood*what the staff was instructed
to do. One witness characterizes the "preoccupation" of the report with abuse and
manipulation as "disturbing." This Senator is more disturbed by the manifold types
of abuse and manipulation-a few of which I will highlight below-than by the
report. Let's not shoot the messenger.

I want to thank all of the members of the working group, and particularly those
appearing today, for their efforts.

Leveraged buy-outs. Last week the Wall Street Journal ran a story that described
a problem identified by the staff report. Because liquidation of a corporation or a
deemed liquidation following an acquisition of a controlling stock interest in a cor-
poration permits the step-up in basis for acquired assetts without payment of a cor-
porate level tax, the Federal income tax provides an unintended bias in favor of the
sale of businesses.

Corporate acquisitions. The staff report noted that the current law provides an un-
intended benefit for corporations who buy substantial amounts of a target corpora-
tion's stock and pay for them with borrowed money. This possibility has been vivid-
ly demonstrated by the recent investment by Mesa Petroleum in Gulf Oil.

In rough terms, according to Mesa's filing with the SEC, its investment group has
acquired $630 million worth of Gulf Oil Corporation stock, which pays a $3 dividend
per share. Approximately $500 million or more of the stock was paid for with bor-
rowed money that accrues interest at about 11 percent. As a result, Mesa Petro-
leum, in the first quarter, will have a cash flow, economic loss of about $2.875 mil-
lion on its investment. The tax law will convert this pre-tax loss into an after-tax
gain of $2.575 million.

Whatever we think of the Mesa Petroleum investment in Gulf, many of us prob-
ably think that the tax law should be neutral-and should not provide a tax subsidy
for such investments-particularly when we have an estimated nearly $200 billion
federal deficit.

Publicly traded companies. There is currently listed on the New York Stock Ex-
change, a company with about $1 billion in assets and 5 to 10 thousand equity
owners. It paid no tax last year and will pay no tax next year. Under current law, it
is exempt from federal income tax. For State law purposes, this entity is a limited
partnership. Should such entities be exempt from tax if they are formed in the
future?

Dividend rolls. Another problem identified by the staff report that has received
substantial attention is the dividend roll. Currently, corporations may obtain sub-
stantial tax benefits by buying preferred stock shortly before a dividend declaration,
then selling such stock immediately after the declaration of the dividend. The corpo-
ration is entitled to the dividends received deduction-reducing the tax rate on the
dividend to a maximum of 6.9 percent. The corresponding short-term capital loss,
however, offsets tax at up to a 46 percent rate. The resulting 39.1 percent tax rate
arbitrage presents an enormous loophole.

For example, when the Chrysler Corporation pays a $110 million cumulative divi-
dend next week, the loss to the Treasury probably be at least $43 million-and may
be even more if certain other tax avoidance techniques are employed.

The staff report makes comprehensive recommendations in six areas:
(1) Mergers, acquisitions and liquidations;
(2) Special limitations on net operating losses;
(3) Corporate distributions;
(4) Basis in controlled subsidiaries;
(5) Classification of entities as corporations; and
(6) Use of foreign corporations to avoid tax.
I do not want to recapitulate here each of the proposals described in the rej)ort

The announcement of this hearing asked five principal questions relating to toe
proposals. I am pleased by the careful attention that the witnesses have given to
these problems and questions.

There are, however, two substantive problems on which I want to comment fur-
ther.
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First, more than any other staff proposal, the suggestion that publicly traded lim-
ited partnerships formed in the future should be taxed as corporations has excited a
great deal of interest. Three comments are in order.

First, if the committee were to adopt this proposal, this Senator would seek to
apply the rule only prospectively. At this time I see no reason to apply the new
rules to existing entities. Moreover, I agree with those witnesses who suggest that
we ought to look at this problem very carefully before acting. Finally, there is no
hidden agenda. There is no plan to extend these rules to other publicly marketed
limited partnerships or partnerships with more than a certain number of partners.

Second, a number of witnesses spend a lot of their time explaining that publicly
traded limited partnerships are generally treated as partnerships under current
law. That question is not at issue. What we are here this afternoon to wrestle with
is not whether such entities are treated as partnerships, but whether such entities
should be treated as partnerships.

Third, I hope that the witnesses will focus on the problem stated at the outset:
Should a billion dollar New York Stock Exchange Company with ten thousand
shareholders be exempt from tax? Should, General Motors be given an election to
pay tax as a corporation or to distribute all of its assets to GM Limited Partnership
and thereafter pay no tax?

The second area that merits special comment is the proposal to limit the divi.
dends received deduction. There seems to be little doubt that the dividend roll and
short-sale problems described by the report pose serious problems. More serious
problems are posed, however, by the use of the dividends received deduction to fi-
nance corporate acquisitions and the issuance of preferred stock by non-taxpaying
corporations as a means to transfer tax deductions that cannot be used. Issuance of
preferred .stock by such non-taxpayers poses to some the same problems as safe
harbor leasing or trafficking in net operating losses.

Nevertheless, many of the witnesses suggest that the report's proposals would ad-
versely affect capital markets and have unintended results. Once we agree on what
the problems are, perhaps we can come up with narrower solutions.

At least one commentator has characterized this project as embryonic. After 12
months of staff study and public discussion, preceded by a decade of professional dis-
cussion, if this project were embryonic, it would imply a longer gestation period for
tax legislation than I have recently seen.

This Senator does not regard this project as an academic exercise. The Washing-
ton Post put it very well in endorsing these proposals nearly a month ago: "There
will be many voices urging more years of study, but the time for action is now."

Based upon the testimony we will receive at this hearing-most of which was sub-
mitted in advance and has been studied by me and by te staff-it is my hope to
move forward with this project on a bipartisan basis. At the least, I hope that Sena-
tor Long and I will get a bill introduced by December. It may even be possible to
bring this matter before the finance committee, if the Senate does not recess on
schedule. With respect to the proposed changes to the dividends received deduction
of course, those changes are already pending before the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me first apolo to the witnesses and
others who have been inconvenienced, but we have been having a
briefing on the situation in Lebanon with Secretary Shultz, and i'm
certain you will understand the importance of that. So we will pro-
ceed with the hearing

I think other members who may wish to attend the hearing will
be here shortly after the briefing concludes, about 3.

I would like to take 2 or 3 minutes to highlight a statement that
I will ask be made a part of the record, concerning the purpose of
these hearings and where we intend to go as we move along. Then
we will move quickly into the witness list and try to accommodate
as many as we can.

For the first time in 50 years, this afternoon's hearing will give
the Congress a careful, comprehensive look at the fundamental
rules for corporate taxation. The staff has identified a number of
serious problems and has proposed a number of possible simplify-
ing solutions. These proposals are a result of the same effort to
simplify and reform the Federal income tax that yielded the sub-
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chapter S and installment sales bills in the 96th and 97th Congress-
es.Before turning to the substance of this afternoon's hearing, I
want to comment briefly on the process that led to this hearing
and the steps that remain before us.

Almost 1 year ago I issued a press release calling first for public
comments on corporate tax, reform and then a staff study. Al-
though we obviously made a great deal of progress in 1982 under
Senator Danforth's and Congressman Stark's leadership in elimi-
nating corporate tax loopholes, preliminary studies suggested that
more could and should be done. That press release singled out
recent proposals by the American Law Sttute and the American
Bar Association tax section as meriting study.

We received a number of public comments as well as more infor-
mal comments, and we have studied those comments and the ABA
and ALI proposals very carefully. Indeed, these questions have
probably already had the most careful consideration over the past
year of any issues now pending before the Congress.

The staff concluded that it could do a better job of evaluating the
rior legislative proposals and making recommendations to the
congress if it solicited the assistance of a number of distinguished

tax practitioners. The working group that resulted has, thus far,
met 10 times over the past 6 months, and there will be further
meetings next month. I want to take this occasion to thank the
members of the working group publicly for their dedicated volun-
teer service. They are well-known by many in the tax field:

Mr. Bernard Aidinoff, former chairman of the ABA tax section
and a distinguished private practitioner in New York City;

Donald Alexander, former Commissioner of the Internal Revenue
Service, and a distinguished private practitioner in Washington-
he will be appearing later;

William D. Andrews, professor of law, Harvard University, and
reporter for the American Law Institute on its corporate taxation
proposals; and he will be appearing later;

Frank Battle, Jr., a distinguished private practitioner in Chicago,
Ill.-and he will be appearing;

Herbert Camp, chairman of the New York State Bar Association
tax section committee on corporations;

Peter Faber, former chairman of the ABA tax section's commit-
tee on corporate stockholder relations and a private practitioner in
New York;

Martin Ginsburg, professor of law at. Georgetown Univer~ity and
former chairman of the New York State Bar Association tax sec-
tion;

Fred T. Goldberg, former Assistant to the Commissioner of Inter-
nal Revenue, now a private practitioner in Washington;

Harold Handler, chairman of the association of the bar of the
city of New York's tax section;

James Holden, a distinguished practitioner in Washington, D.C.;
Robert Jacobs, chairman of the ABA's tax section's committee on

corporate stockholder relations, and a practitioner in New York;
Howard Krane, a distinguished practitioner in Chicago, Ill.; and
Willard Taylor, chairman of the New York State Bar Association

tax section, and a private practitioner there.
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I don't recall this committee ever having the benefit of such a
more distinguished group. It is hard to imagine a more distin-
guished group of corporate tax lawyers, andI think the work of
this outstanding group has been reflected in the staff report.

In undertaking this project the staff made five very sensible as-
sumptions. First, it was assumed that we would continue, in gener-
al, to have a corporate level tax. That is, we would neither abolish
the corporate level tax nor tax shareholders on all corporate
income Without regard to its distribution. Many of us-including
the President apparently-have substantial doubts about the ulti-
mate desirability of imposing a corporate level tax. But it is pretty
clear to this Senator that politics and economics will prevent any
radical change in the near future.

Second, the report assumes that the tax law will continue gener-
ally to distinguish between ordinary income and capital gains, and
that dividends will be taxed as ordinary income. In general, that
premise is uncontroversial, although one witness will argue that
dividends should generally be treated as returns of capital.

Third, it was assumed that we should permit corporations to
merge tax free in a variety of circumstances. That will permit in-
vestments to be shifted into the most productive enterprises.

Fourth, it was assumed that individuals would be permitted a
step up in basis for assets held at death.

And fifth, the staff addressed this project as a means of prevent-
ing abuses, closing loopholes, simplifying the rules, and eliminating
unintended hardships. The staff has not been instructed to come up
with a revenue-raising proposal, contrary to some reports that I
have seen.

It is clear that some of the witnesses misunderstood what the
staff was instructed to do. One witness characterizes the "preoccu-
pation" of the report with abuse and manipulation as "disturbing."
This Senator is more disturbed by the manifold types of abuse and
manipulation-a few of which I will highlight below-than by the
report. I would just suggest we shouldn't shoot the messenger until
we have found out what the message is.

I want to thank all of the members of the working group and
particularly those appearing today.

Let me just touch on a few of the areas that many in the audi-
ence probably understand better than this Senator, but they are
areas that we believe need some concern. We are busy looking at
the food stamp program and the WIC program and all these pro-
grams that affect low-income Americans, to try to find abuse and
fraud and where they can be tightened up, and I believe we have
the same level of responsibility, if not a greater responsibility, to
tighten up the loopholes where we find them in the Tax Code. So it
is not with any hesitation that we proceed with this hearing, and I
think we will have an agreement from responsible people in the in-
dustry and I think generally can work out any problems we may
have.

Leveraged buyouts is one area that we are trying to identify and
we have identified. If you read last week's Wall Street Journal you
saw the story that described a problem identified by the staff
report. Because liquidation of a corporation or a deemed liquida-
tion following an acquisition of a controlling stock interest in a cor-
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poration permits the stepup in basis for required assets without
payment of a corporate level tax, the Federal income tax provides
an unintended bias in favor of the sale of businesses.

Another area is corporate acquisitions. The staff report noted
that the current law provides an unintended benefit for corpora-
tions who buy substantial amounts of a target corporation's stock
and pay for them with borrowed money. This possibility has been
vividly demonstrated by the recent investment by Mesa Petroleum
in Gulf Oil.

In rough terms, according to Mesa's filing with the SEC, its in-
vestment group has acquired 630 million dollars' worth of Gulf Oil
Corp. stock, which pays a $3 dividend per share. Approximately
$500 million or more of the stock is paid for with borrowed money
that accrues interest at about 11 percent. As a result, Mesa Petro-
leum, in the first quarter, will have a cash flow economic loss of
over $2 million on its investment. The tax law will convert this
pretax loss into an after-tax gain of $2 million.

Whatever we think of the Mesa Petroleum investment in Gulf,
many of us probably think that the tax law should be neutral and
should not provide a tax subsidy for such investments, particularly
when we have an estimated nearly $200 billion Federal deficit this
year and for the next several years.

Another area for scrutinizing is publicly traded companies. There
is currently listed on the New York Stock Exchange a company
with about $1 billion in assets and 5,000 to 10,000 equity owners. it
paid no tax last year and will pay no tax next year. Under current
law it is exempt from Federal income tax. For State law purposes,
this entity is a limited partnership. Should such entities be exempt
from tax if they are formed in the future?

Another problem identified by the staff report that has received
substantial attention is the dividend roll. Currently, corporations
may obtain substantial tax benefits by buying preferred stock
shortly before a dividend declaration, then sel ing such stock imme-
diately after the declaration of the dividend. The corporation is en-
titled to the dividends-received deduction, reducing the tax rate on
the dividend to a maximum of 6.9 percent. The corresponding
short-term capital loss, however, offsets tax at up to a 46 percent
rate. The resulting 39.1 percent tax rate arbitrage 'presents an
enormous loophole.

For example, when the Chrysler Corp. pays a $110 million cumu-
lative dividend next week, the loss to the Treasury will probably be
at least $43 million-and may be even more if certain other tax
avoidance techniques are employed.

I would just suggest that we have tried to be specific, we are not
on any fishing expedition. There are some areas that ought to be
addressed. The staff report makes recommendations in six areas-
mergers, acquisitions and liquidations; special limitations on net
operating losses; corporate distributions; basis in controlled subsid-
iaries; classification of entities are corporations; and finally, the
use of foreign corporations to avoid tax. And we will go over those
as we get into the year.

I would just say, finally, with reference to publicly traded part-
nerships, more than any other staff proposal, the suggestion that
publicly traded limited partnerships formed in the future should be
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taxed as corporations has excited a great deal of interest. And I
would just make three comments that would sort of focus on that:

First, if the committee were to adopt this proposal, this Senator
woull seek to apply the rule only prospectively. At this time, I see
no reason to apply the new rules to existing entities. Moreover, I
agree with those witnesses who suggest that we ought to look at
this problem very carefully before acting. Finally, there is no
hidden agenda. There is no plan to extend these rules to other pub-
licly-marketed, limited partnerships or partnerships with more
than a certain number of partners. Second, a number of the wit-
nesses spent a lot of their time explaining that publicly traded, lim-
ited partnerships are generally treated as partnerships under cur-
rent law. That question is not at issue. What we are he6e this after-
noon to wrestle with is not whether such entities are treated as
partnerships, but whether such entities should be treated as part-
nerships.

Third, I hope that the witnesses will focus on the problem stated
at the outset: Should a billion dollar New York Stock Exchange
company with 10,000 shareholders be exempt from tax? Should
General Motors be given an election to pay tax as a corporation or
to distribute all of its assets to GM limited partnership and there-
after pay no tax?

One other area is the proposal to limit the dividends-received de-
duction. There seems to be little doubt that the dividend-roll and
short-sale problems described in the report holds serious problems.
More serious problems are posed, however, by the use of the divi-
dends-received deduction to finance corporte-acquisitions and the
issuance of preferred stock by nontaxpaying corporations as a
means to transfer tax deductions that cannot be used. Issuance of
preferred stock by such nontaxpayers poses to some the same prob-
lems as safe-harbor leasing or trafficking in net operating losses.

Now, we may have some witnesses who may not agree with that,
but we can perhaps look for narrower solutions.

So I just suggest that this is the first hearing. We have had 12
months. Somebody characterized this report as embryonic. We do a
lot of things around the Congress that may be embryonic, but it's
not in this particular area. We have had about 12 months of study
and public discussion, preceded by a decade of professional discus-
sion; if this project were embryonic, it would imply a longer gesta-
tion period for tax legislation than we have seen recently and that
we may see in the next few days.

This Senator does not regard this project as an academic exer-
cise. I don't normally quote from the Washington Post or any other
paper, but they indicated there will be many voices urging more
years of study, but the time for action is now.

So, it is my hope that we can work out a bill, introduce it as we
have done in the past on bipartisan basis. We are looking at some
of the most glaring loopholes now, to try to put them in our pack-
age, which you will have a chance to see later on this week.

Having frightened everybody with that last statement, we will
now move to the witnesses.

Mr. Ronald A. Pearlman, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Tax
Policy, Department of the Treasury.
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STATEMENT OF RONALD A. PEARLMAN, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY FOR TAX POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. PRARLMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate being here today. I am going to, about as summarily

as I can, report to you on the Treasury's views on the staff propos-
al. We have submitted a statement for the record, and the details
are in the statement.

Let me say, at the outset, that we are in strong support of the
goals of the staffs proposals. We want to compliment the chairman
on his leadership in directing the staff study, and commend the
staff on the considerable efforts expended over the past year, the
manner in which these complex matters have been explored, and
the quality of the end product.

The scope of these proposals is enormous. They will affect to
some extent, every corporation and every shareholder. With pro.
posals this broad, it is understandable that not everyone is going to
agree with every proposal; and indeed, we do not agree with every
proposal. However, we hope our disagreements will not be viewed
as opposition to the project or to the proposals' goals. We hope to
evidence our support by our commitment to work with the commit-
tee and with the staff in seeking to achieve these goals.

I am going to go over each of the major proposals that you men-
tioned in your opening statement, Mr. Chairman, and simply indi-
cate Treasury's views on those proposals, as briefly as possible.

We are supportive of the acquisition proposals primarily because
they will bring consistency and symmetry to corporate transac-
tions, which we do not believe is present in current law, and will
minimize the significance of form rather than maximize that sig-
nificance as is present in current law.

We think it is a bit dangerous, however, to sell these proposals as
simplification. Corporate transactions by their nature are complex,
and they will continue to remain complex, we suspect. We would
guess that, ultimately, the rules governing those transactions will
be complex; but, in our judgment, that does not mean that the pro-
posals do not deserve support.

In connection with the acquisition proposals, we are supportive
of the proposals to provide elective, gain recognition, or tax-free
treatment at the corporate level, recognizing that the consequence
to the acquiring coporation will flow consistently from which elec-
tion is made.

We likewise believe that at the shareholder level taxation should
be based, not on the corporate tax treatment, but on the considera-
tion received by the shareholder in the transaction.

We want to emphasize that our support for corporate level electi-
vity is appropriate only to the extent that the corporation whose
assets are sold or whose stock is purchased, the so-called target cor-
poration, is required to recognize gain or loss it a taxable election
is made. We could not support basis step-up by the acquiring corpo-
ration without a corresponding gain or loss recognition.

Thus, the so-called General Utilities doctrine, discussed in some
detail in the report and in our statement, in our judgment would
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have to be repealed in order for the corporate electivity to be appli-
cable.

We believe that the repeal of General Utilities will improve the
approach to taxing corporate acquisitions. However, we also believe
that, because the repeal of General Utilities will result in two
levels of tax-one based on the target corporation's gain and one
based on the shareholder level gain-it is appropriate to avoid that
double taxation in certain circumstances, and that relief from
double taxation should be granted if the proposals go forward.

We have suggested in our statement, Mr. Chairman, that that
relief comes in the form of a shareholder credit. We recognize that
the credit concept is complex and has other drawbacks. Neverthe-
less, this is an approach that we would like to explore with the
committee in an effort to provide appropriate relief.

Under the liquidation proposals of the report, inkind distribution
of assets would also tMgger a corporate-level tax as the result of
the repeal of General Utilities, and would result in a consequent
shareholder tax because of the distribution. We believe that a
double tax on an inkind distribution of assets by a corporation-
particularly if made to historic shareholders and if the distribution
is of an ongoing business-is inappropriate, and that some relief is
in order. We suggest that it would be appropriate to provide that
relief in the form of a carryover basis to the shareholders, perhaps
with some gain being recognized as the result of accumulated un-
distributed earnings, and perhaps with the possibility that a condi-
tion of that carryover basis would be that there would be no step
up in the basis of the assets on a shareholder's death.

We support the application of the repeal of General Utilities in
connection with distribution of property, either as dividend distri-
butions or in redemption transactions.

In connection with the earnings and profits proposal of the
report, we are concerned by the proposal that the earnings and
profits limitation be repealed. We think that the problems the staff
raises in connection with the earnings and profits concept are best
dealt v.ith by identifying the issues and trying to deal with them
on an item-by-item basis.

With respect to the 85-percent corporate dividends received de-
duction, two proposals are made by the staff: One would involve
the lengthening of the holding period that would be applicable
9 ror to the time the dividends-received deduction would be availa-

ble. We are supportive of, and sympathetic to, a suggestion that the
holding period be extended. We are not sure that the 1-year hold-
ing period that is suggested in the report is the appropriate one,
but we believe some extension is appropriate.

We have suggested in our statement that, if the holding period
requirement is not met, instead of disallowing the corporate divi-
dends received deduction, another approach to dealing with the
problem is possible- namely, to make a cost-basis allocation be-
tween the stock purchased and the dividend right that the purchas-
er acquires. We think that produces a better result than simply dis-
allowing the dividends-received deduction.

In connection with leveraged corporate stock acquisitions, we
share the staff's concern, but we oppose the proposal to disallow
the corporation's interest deduction under a mechanical rule which
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matches the first dollar of dividend income with the first dollar of
interest expense. In cases where we are able to match deductible
interest payments with dividend income, we think the proposal has
conceptual merit. But a mechanical disallowance rule does not, in
our opinion, match actual income and expense, and ignores wheth-
er the total distributions made by the recipient corporation are, to
a material degree, in the form of interest or dividends.

With respect to the recommendations relating to the taxation of
foreign corporations, we are generally supportive of the proposals
described in the report. We have some concern about the breadth
of these proposals generally as a plied to foreign corporations and
suggest that some additional study be given to the foreign implica-
tions.

With respect to the provisions relating to the carryover of net op-
erating losses and other tax attributes, let me say that we are quite
supportive of the proposal contained in the report. In our state-
ment we have indicated that we think the rules could be simplified,
by applying a single rather than two rules to purchase and the tax-
free reorganization transactions; we think that single rule should
be the so-called purchase rule described in the statement.

Here, Mr. Chairman, since the net operating loss rules of the
1776 act come into effect beginning January 1, 1984, it is possible
that there may be some need to delay that effective date in order
to give the Congress the opportunity to implement the appropriate
operating loss rules. Certainly this is one area of the report that
does need rather prompt attention.

Finally, we comment briefly on the staff's proposal to classify as
associations taxable as corporation limited partnerships whose in-
terests are traded. We oppose this proposal.

Our principal objection is that classification of business organiza-
tions involves matters, policy considerations, and tax details that,
in our judgment, go well beyond the scope of this project.

Questions such as how a type of organization should be taxed,
whether a so-called C-corporation, an S-corporation or as a partner-
ship or, for that matter, as a real estate investment trust or a regu-
lated investment company, require, we believe, an analysis of all of
those classification situations. We suspect that if that analysis were
undertaken, we would not agree to base tax classification on the
degree of marketability of an organization's equity interests.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared remarks. I would like
to thank you again for giving us the opportunity to express our
comments, and again to commend the staff on its fine work.

We look forward to working with you and the members of the
committee and the staff as your project goes forward.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Ronald A. Pearlman follows:]
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

Mr. Cha-irman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to have the opportunity to present the views of
the Treasury Department on a preliminary report, prepared by the
Staff of this Committee (the "Staff"), entitled "The Reform and
Simplification of the Income Taxation of Corporations." This
report sets forth proposals which would make fundamental changes
to many of the rules of Subchapter C of the Internal Revenue Code
(the "Code") governing the taxation of corporations and their
shareholders. Three principal suggestions are advanced: (1) A
new scheme for taxing corporations and shareholders participating
in corporate mergers, acquisitions or liquidations would be
provided; (2) The taxation of distributions by ongoing
corporations to their shareholders would be changed
significantly; and (3) A new set of rules would be created tc
determine the extent to which net operating losses and other
corporate tax attributes survive corporate acquisitions. The
report also addresses other collateral matters including the
classification of publicly traded limited partnerships as
corporations for tax purposes, and certain issues arising in
connection with the taxation of foreign corporations.
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The stated goals of the proposals are tour folds (1) To
simplify the taxation of corporate transactions; (2) To prevent
corporations from obtaining unintended tax benefits; (3) To make
the tax law more neutral with respect to the structuring of
corporate transactions, and j4) To improve compliance with the
tax laws.

I will summarize briefly our position on the respective
proposals before discussing each in more details

1. Acquisitions. The Treasury Department supports granting
the corporate parties to an acquisition an explicit election to
treat the transaction as either taxable or tax-free. We also
agree with the proposal to require corporate level recognition of
gain or loss on the assets acquired whenever the acquisition is
effected with a taxable election and those assets take a
stepped-up basis in the hands of the acquiring corporation.
However, we do not believe that the acquisition should result in
double taxation of liquidating gains, and suggest that relief in
the form of a shareholder tax credit be explored.

We also support treating t'e tax consequences of an
acquisition at the shareholder level independently of the
consequences at the corporate level. Further, we agree that, to
the extent a shareholder receives qualifying consideration, the
shareholder should be entitled to nonrecognition of gain or loss
without regard to the consideration received by, or the tax
consequences resulting to, other shareholders.

2. Liquidations. The Treasury Department agrees that, in
general, liquidations of nonsubsidiary corporations should be
treated analogously to taxable corporate acquisitions. We also
believe, however, that serious consideration should be given to
allowing an in kind liquidation to be accomplished on a wholly or
partially tax-free basis under appropriate circumstances.

3. Distributions. The Treasury Department supports the
proposal which provides that a corporation recognizes gain on a
dividend distribution of appreciated property to noncorporate
shareholders. We oppose, however, eliminating the earnings and
profits limitation on dividend income. To the extent
inadequacies in the rules presently exist, we prefer identifying
and rectifying the specific sources of the problems.

The Treasury Department agrees that the holding period for
stock on which dividends would be eligible for the dividends
received deduction should be increased to provide a market risk

28-219 0 - 84 - 2
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sufficient to offset the arbitrage possibilities presented. When
the holding period is not satisfied, we suggest that the
arbitrage possibilities be eliminated through an adjustment to
the basis of the stock. We oppose, however, the proposed
amendment to section 265 to disallow interest deductions on debt
incurred to purchase or carry certain corporate stock. Rather,
we believe that the appropriate solution lies in a reappraisal of
the dividends received deduction provisions themselves.

4. Foreign Rules. The Treasury Department believes that the
impact o th9 proposals generally on the taxation of foreign
corporations and their shareholders requires further analysis.
With respect to the report's specific foreign recommendations,
the Treasury Department agrees that the tax avoidance purpose
test of section 367(a) should be amended to require an
appropriate "toll charge" as a condition for certain tax-free
transfers to a foreign corporation. We believe that the report's
proposals relating to the timing and extent of "recapture" of
untaxed earnings (and certain unrealized gains) of a controlled
foreign corporation require further study.

5. Special Limitations on Net Operating Losses and Other Tax
Attributes. The Treasury Department generally supports limiting
tHe use o net operating loss carryovers after an acquisition by
reference to the income attributable to the pool of capital that
generated the loss. We believe, however, that the technical
provisions proposed by the Staff to implement this approach might
be simplified and improved by adoption of a single rule
applicable to all acquisitions.

6. Entity Classification. The Treasury Department opposes
the proposal which treats limited partnerships with publicly
traded partnership interests (or instruments evidencing interests
in partnership interests) as associations for tax purposes.

In general, the Treasury Department strongly supports the
overall goals of the proposal, and we commend the Staff's efforts
to identify those corporate tax provisions of current law which
need to be revised. At the outset, however, we wish to emphasize
that the scope of these proposals is enormous. They would make
fundamental changes to the rules that govern the most basic, as
well as the most intricate, corporate transactions, some of which
have been in the law since 1918. The proposals would affect, to
some degree, every corporation and every shareholder.
Accordingly, we strongly believe that adoption of these proposals
should come only after they have been translated into specific
statutory provisions and subjected to deliberate and detailed
technical and policy analyses by all interested parties. we
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would be pleased to work with the members of the Committee and
the Staff on an ongoing basis to develop such a legislative
package.

A special consideration applies, however, with respect to the
rules regarding the limitations on net operating loss carryovers,
since the provisions enacted in 1976 are presently scheduled to
become effective in 1984. Accordingly, more rapid development of
that portion of the proposals is required. By the same token,
however, enactment of 'these provisions should not be undertaken
without adequate time for detailed study. Therefore, we suggest
that the effective date of the 1976 revisions be deferred for a
few months so that the Congress is not faced with the choice of
enacting incompletely developed proposals or allowing the former,
undesired provisions to come into effect.

Additionally, while we support the goals of the proposals, it
must be pointed out that certain of the proposals cannot be
expected to achieve each of their stated objectives. For
example* many of the transactions to which the acquisition
proposals will apply are extremely complex and intricate. Any
new scheme for taxing those transactions will necessarily mirror
that complexity. Thus, we do not believe that those proposals
should be viewed as an effort to simplify the tax laws. With
appropriate modifications, however, the proposals may be
justified on the grounds that they will make the taxation of
corporate acquisitions more rational, and will make the tax laws
less important with respect to the structuring of those
transactions.

Similarly, not all of the transactions affected by these
proposals are susceptible of taxpayer abuse. To the extent that
specific abuses have been identified which mandate a prompt
legislative solution, we would be pleased to assist in that
effort. We believe, however, that some of the perceived abuses
identified in the report can be addressed in ways that do not
require implementation of the Staff's proposals.

It also should be noted that the proposals are not only
far-reaching, but several would have significant revenue
consequences. I wish to reaffirm that the Administration opposes
any legislation at this time which would increase ta:es.
Accordingly, our support for certain of the proposals is based on
our determination that they will prevent taxpayers from claiming
unintended tax benefits. Our support for other proposals is
based upon our understanding that they would not have any
significant revenue impact.
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Finally, we wish to call attention to one of the most basic
assumptions upon which this report rests. The report assumes
that the present system of imposing a corporate level tax on
corporate profits and a separate tax on shareholder gains and
dividends will continue indefinitely. The strength of many of
the proposals lies in their rationalizing and strengthening this
two-tier tax to the greatest extent possible. We believe,
however, that Congress should not embark upon such a fundamental
strengthening of this two-tier tax system without at least giving
serious consideration to whether integration of the corporate and
shareholder taxes is a more desirable long-term objective.

I will turn now to a discussion of the specific Staff

proposals.

The Acquisition Proposals

Description

The acquisition proposals would revise the tax consequences
to parties participating in corporate acquisitions. The
proposals have three essential elements:

1. The corporate parties may elect to have the transaction
treated as either a tax-free or taxable acquisition. If taxable
treatment is elected, the acquiring corporation ("Acquiring")
inherits none of the tax history of the acquired corporation
("Target"), and Acquiring takes a stepped-up basis for the assets
acquired (i.e., the tax basis of the assets at the timeof the
acquisition-eflects the value of the consideration paid by
Acquiring). If tax-free treatment is elected, all of Target's
historic tax attributes, including asset basis, remain intact.,

2. In any transaction in which taxable treatment is elected,
Target must recognize all gains and losses which inhere in its
assets, with certain limited exceptions described below. This
result would reverse present law, which provides that a
corporation generally does not recognize gain or loss on the
distribution of property to shareholders or on sales of property
incident to complete liquidations. If tax-free treatment is
elected, Target generally would not recognize any gain or loss as
a result of the acquisition.

3. The tax consequences to Target's shareholders is
determined independently of the tax treatment elected by the
Target corporation. If qualifying consideration -- generally
stock of Acquiring -- is received by a Target shareholder, no
gain or loss is recognized on the exchange of Target stock, and
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the basis of the Target stock surrendered is ubstituted as the
basis for the Acquiring stock received. If nonqualifying
consideration -- generally cash or notes of Acquiring -- is
received, gain is recognized on the Target stock exchanged to the
extent of the nonqualifying consideration. Further, if receipt
of nonqualifying consideration is equivalent to the receipt of a
dividend, the value of the nonqualifying consideration is taxed
as dividend income without regard to the amount of gain realized
on the exchange. These rules apply on a shareholder-by-
shareholder basis, so that one shareholder's treatment is not
dependent upon the consideration received by, or the treatment
accorded to, any other shareholder.

Rules also are provided to cover collateral areas such as
selectivity, the treatment of purchase premium in taxable
acquisitions, acquisitions from related parties, the treatment of
creditors, and transfers (including incorporating transfers) to
controlled corporations.

General Discussion

Under present law, a corporate acquisition is either a
"reorganization" -- in which case it is a nonrecognition,
carryover basis transaction at the corporate level, and, to the
extent of qualifying consideration received, a nonrecognition,
substituted basis transaction at the shareholder level -- or it
is a taxable transaction -- in which case it is a cost basis
event at both corporate and shareholder levels, but may be
taxable only at the corporate or shareholder level. The Staff
justifies its proposal in part on the grounds that the rules
which distinguish tax-free reorganizations from taxable
transactions are irrational, unduly complex, and lead to abuse.

The Treasury Department supports continued development of the
acquisition proposals. These proposals have substantial merit in
that they would provide greater consistency and symmetry to the
tax treatment of corporate acquisitions. The principal defect of
present law is that it relies too heavily on form and corporate
procedures in determining tax consequences. We agree that it is
very difficult to justify the present rules which define and
differentiate various types of acquisitive transactions. The
proposals reflect the view that similar transactions ought to be
treated similarly, and that the tax law ought to be neutral
regarding the transaction's form.

We are not convinced, however, that the rules of present law
are unduly complicated. Rather, it is the environment in which
those rules operate which is complicated. Corporate structures,
and the nontax relationships between those structures and the
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owners of the enterprise, can be enormously complex. Moreover,
acquisition transactions themselves may be extremely complicated.
Therefore, it must be recognized that any set of rules created to
apply in this area will be complicated in operation, we are not
convinced that the proposals themselves will prove simple upon
application.

We also are not persuaded that the acquisition provisions of
current law have been the subject of systemmatic abuse. Indeed,
these provisions have operated rather efficiently during their
long history. While abusive transactions have occurred,
legislative response has often been swift. Indeed, the .corporate
provisions enacted as part of the Tax Equity and Fiscal
Responsibility Act of 1982 ("TCFRA") were directed, in part, at a
series of specific identified abuses. We are not aware that
those provisions have not proven effective.

Finally, it must be recognized that the change in the rules
itself will necessarily cause dislocations for a substantial
period of time. The basic structure of the acquisition rules can
be traced back to 1918, and the present provisions have spawned
an extensive body of case law, regulations, and published revenue
rulings to aid in their interpretation. While the present rules
occasionally operate in an irrational manner, they are generally
understood by practitioners and have been used to effect
transactions on a relatively routine basis over a substantial
period of time. In contrast, taxpayers would likely be without
substantial interpretative guidance for an extended period if new
rulqs were enacted. Given the breadth of this project, the
absence of that guidance could prove serious.

Corporate Level Electivity

The Treasury Department supports giving corporate buyers and
sellers of businesses the choice of having the sale treated as
either a taxable or tax-free transaction. We also agree that
this choice should be available without regard to whether the
transaction takes the form of the purchase of the business assets
or the stock of the corporation conducting that business.

Under present law, a corporate purchaser may acquire a
stepped-up basis in Target's assets either through a direct
taxable purchase of those assets or through the taxable purchase
of Target shares followed by a section 338 election. A carryover
of tax history and asset basis can be obtained under present law
through a tax-free or taxable purchase of Target shares (provided
no section 338 election is made in the latter case), or through
an asset acquisition which satisfies one of the tax-free
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reorganization provisions. We agree that, in practice, taxable
or tax-free treatment is now generally electable if the parties
follow the forms prescribed by the statute and interpretative
authorities. That reliance on form, however, tends to reward the
well-advised and to trap those who may not be aware of the
nuances of the present provisions. We believe that the law would
be improved if the results of an acquisition were explicitly
elective, and did not depend on the form of the transaction.
This is what the proposal provides, and the Treasury Department
endorses it.

General Utilities

We strongly believe, however, that corporate level
electivity is proper and appropriate only if Target is required
to recognize its gains and losses in any case where a taxable
election is made. Thus, the General Utilities doctrine must not
be applicable in these cases. Under that doctrine, which stems
from the Supreme Court's decision in General Utilities &
Operating Company v. Helvering, 296 U.s, u0U (1935T -- and which
is now codified in sections 311, 336 and 337 of the Code -- a
corporation generally does not recognize gain or-loss on the
distribution of property to shareholders or on sales of property
incident to complete liquidations. However, as further explained
below, we also believe that it is inappropriate to impose both a
corporate level tax and a separate shareholder tax on gains
realized on liquidations. Our present view is that relief from
the shareholder level tax should be afforded through the means of
a tax credit.

Gain and loss recognition by Target is a necessary
consequence of a taxable election for a number of related
reasons. First, it makes symmetrical the tax treatment of each
corporate party to the transaction. If Acquiring is to receive a
stepped-up basis for the assets of Target, gain or loss should be
recognized, measured and characterized by reference to those
assets in the hands of Target. Secondly, if asset basis were
stepped up in corporate solution without a corresponding tax, the
amount of the step up effectively would be removed from the
corporate tax base. Finally, under the proposals, the corporate
parties can elect to step-up the basis of the acquired assets
even though the Target shareholders are not taxed upon the
receipt of Acquiring stock. Failure to impose a corporate tax in
such circumstances would cause a significant reduction in the tax
base with no immediate tax to any of the parties to the
transaction. Under present law, this result is not possible, as
nonrecognition of gain at the shareholder level is allowed only
if the transaction proceeds on a carryover basis at the corporate
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level, and a basis step-up at the corporate level is permitted
only if the Target shareholders (and possibly Target) recognize
gain and loss.

The symmetry between basis step-up and gain recognition
provided by repealing the General Utilities doctrine would
significantly improve the system for taxing corporate
acquisitions. Present law generally imposes a tax only at the
Target shareholder level# measured b the difference between the
amount realized and the Target shareholders' basis in their
stock. Additionally, the tax generally is imposed at capital
ain rates since it derives from the shareholders' sale of stock.
he proposed repeal of the General Utilities doctrine would

result in the tax being measured by reference to Target's
corporate-level basis in the acquired assets, and would
characterize the income recognized by reference to the nature of
those assets in the hands of Targeti Accordingly, we believe the
proposed repeal of the General Utilities doctrine is conceptually
correct,

The present system, in contrast, produces completely random
results. For example, the step-up in basis to fair market value
at the death of A shareholder, or direct market purchases of
stock, may cause stock basis to be high relative to corporate
asset basis. In other cases, Target's shareholders may be in
higher or lower tax brackets than the corporation or may be
exempt from U.S. tax altogether. Similarly, where a direct sale
of certain corporate assets would produce ordinary income,. it is
difficult to justify a system of taxation which limits the tax to
the shareholders' capital gains on their stock. Indeed, it was
just this disparity in treatment which led to enactment of the
collapsible corporation provisions of section 341. Thus, a
beneficial consequence of repealing the General Utilities
doctrine would be that those complicated rules also could be
repealed.

The repeal of the General Utilities doctrine in the context
of acquisitions would result in two levels of tax being imposed
on the disposition of a business; Target would recognize gain
measured by its basis in its assets, and Target's shareholders
would recognize gain by reference to their basis in their Target.
stock. Thus, the taxation of corporate acquisitions would be
brought more in harmony with the present statutory scheme of
twice taxing corporate operating profits, once when earned at the
corporate level and again when distributed to shareholders. As
stated in my introductory comments, consideration must be given
to whether double taxation of corporate income is always
appropriate. Even if full double taxation of operating profits
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is acceptable, it is arguable that double taxation of liquidating
proceeds results in excessive taxation, particularly to the
extent that the gain relates to appreciation in value of the
corporation's original capital.

The Treasury Department believes that relief from .he double
tax must be continued in the acquisition context. It would seem
preferable, however, for the reasons discussed above, for that
relief to be provided at the shareholder rather than the
corporate level as under present law. We believe that
consideration' should be given to providing Target's shareholders
with a tax credit appropriately measured by reference to the tax
paid by Target. In this respect, we note that the American Law
Institute in its Federal Income Tax Project on Subchapter C also
proposed a foirm of shareholder credit.

The shareholder credit appears to be an appropriate solution
because it ensures that one, but no more than one, tax is paid,
and measures that tax by reference to the assets whose basis is
stepped up. Moreover, to the extent the appreciation in value of
a shareholder's stock simply reflects the appreciation in value
of the corporation's assets, a shareholder credit precludes
double taxation of that asset appreciation. The shareholder
credit also meshes well with the repeal of the General Utilities
doctrine. Thus, the one tax that would be collected would be
exacted at the corporate level and would be determined without
regard to a shareholder's stock basis, its tax status, or its
marginal tax rate,

While we generally support the shareholder credit approach,
we recognize that it presents complexities which remain to be
worked out. For example, requiring the corporation to compute
the amount of credit available for each shareholder, and to
inform each of the credit to which he is entitled, may prove to
be a complex task for corporations with numerous shareholders
whose composition changes daily, especially with respect to sales
which occur prior to the acquisition. In addition, it is unclear
how the credit mechanism should operate where a shareholder
cannot use the credit because losses offset the shareholder's
gain realized on the acquisition, or where a shareholder receives
stock which results in nonrecognition at the shareholder level.
It also may not be appropriate to provide relief from the double
tax on gains which resemble mainstream profits (e.g., gains on
inventory and other short-held assets). Nevertheless, we believe
the shareholder credit is the approach which should be explored
to provide appropriate relief from the double tax.
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We believe that the other relief measures proposed by the
Staff may not be workable or appropriate. The Staff has set
forth four options (other than a shareholder credit) which may be
considered if relief to double taxation is to be provided on a
permanent basis. First, they suggest that certain historic
assets could be exempted from the corporate tax. Alternatively,
an election could be provided on an in kind liquidation
distribution to permit the deferral of the corporate or
shareholder tax (or both) until the assets are disposed of by the
shareholders. Thirdly, the corporate capital gains rate might be
reduced. Finally, a reduction in the individual capital gains
rate could be provided. The Staff also has proposed a form of
transition relief which would phase in the corporate capital
gains tax on certain assets over a 12-year period.

For reasons I have described, we do not believe it is
appropriate simply to exempt certain assets from corporate tax if
those assets are to receive a fair market value basis in
corporate solution.. Simlarly, while (as I will develop later)
deferral of tax on liquidations in kind may be appropriate, that
solution is not available in many cases, including the simple
case of a sale for cash followed by distribution of the proceeds.
Reducing the tax rate on corporate or shareholder capital gains
generally would minimize the burden of the double tax, but does
not respond directly to the problem of double taxation. Finally,
we believe the issue is more than transitional. The question
is whether there ought to be a double tax on gains realized in
the course of corporate dispositions. Phasing in a double tax
system provides relief to those who invested in corporations in
reliance on the existing structure, but does not the address the
underlying issue.

Another aspect of transition relief bears mentioning,
however. Even under an approach which imposes only a corporate
(rather than a shareholder) tax on dispositions, the tax burden
could be greater than under present law. Presently, the maximum
tax cost of disposition is shareholder level gain plus certain
recapture items which also are taxed at the corporate level
(e.g.# depreciation, investment tax credit, LIFO inventory).
Because of date of death step-up or recent market purchases,

' :k basis may be high relative to asset basis. Further,
r6;apture items may not be significant if inventories are on a
FIFO basis or real estate has been held for substantial periods.
Accordingly, the burden of a corporate level tax could be greater
than the tax imposed under present law. That burden is enhanced
by the fact that the present shareholder tax is generally imposed
at capital gains rates (now a maximum of 20 percent for
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individuals), while corporate gain on inventories or similar
assets would be taxed at the corporate ordinary income rates
(presently a maximum of 46 percent). Of course, the tax burden
relative to present law would be even heavier if only limited
relief from double taxation is provided. Indeed, under the
credit, exemption, or phase-in proposals described in the Staff
report, the relief would be 11 mited to the double tax on
long-held, capital gain assets, and generally would not apply to
ains on shorter-held, ordinary income type assets, such as
nventories.

Thus, those who have relied on the existing structure in
planning their affairs would be subject to a greater tax burden
on disposition than previously thought. While every change in
the tax laws has this effect to a greater or lesser extent, in
light of the broad impact of this project, the Committee might
want to consider whether a deferred effective date or other
transitional relief should be provided.

Shareholder Consequences

We see no necessary connection between the treatment of
an acquisition transaction at the corporate level and the
treatment of the exchanging shareholders. There is no
incongruity between treating the transaction on a nontaxable
basis as between the corporate parties and as a taxable,
recognition exchange at the shareholder level. Indeed, this
result can obtain under present law upon a cash purchase of
shares. Similarly, the parties' decision to treat the
transaction on a cost basis need not dictate the results to the
shareholders.

Under the Code, the taxability of corporations and
shareholders are two separate matters. Corporations are taxed
when profits are realized and shareholders are taxed when
distributions of those profits are made or stock is redeemed or
sold. We believe that upon a corporate combination, taxation
should not be required if a shareholder receives a continuing
equity interest in the venture. We recognize the argument that,
when Target is significantly smaller than Acquiring, in fact, an
exchange for new and wholly different property has occurred on
which taxation should result. In this connection, it might be
noted that in formulating the 1954 Code, the House of
Representatives would have denied tax-free treatment to mergers
or consolidations, other than those between "publicly held
corporations," unless the shareholders of Target received at
least 20 percent of the stock of the resulting corporation. That
provision was not enacted in part because of various problems
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involved in defining a publicly held corporation. We also
believe that it is impossible to draw appropriate lines in this
area which will meaningfully distinguish a tax-free continuing
investment from a taxable sale.

Accordingly, The Treasury Department agrees that, whatever
election is made at the corporate level, shareholder treatment
should depend on the nature of the consideration received.
Instruments that represent a continuing, equity involvement with
the assets of the acquired enterprise, such as stock of Acquiring
or its parent, should be received free of tax. Similarly,
receipt of consideration other than stock should have tax
consequences usually attending that of a distribution by an
ongoing corporation to a shareholder.

Thus, we agree that the rule of section 356(a) of the Code,
which limits dividend income to recognized gain, should be
eliminated. If a distribution has the effect of a dividend it is
difficult to see why dividend treatment should be limited to the
excess of the amount received over basis. No such limitation
applies under current law with respect to ordinary distributions,
and the rules for distributions attending corporate combinations
should be harmonized with those governing ordinary distributions
to the greatest extent possible.

We also note that the proposal determines dividend
equivalence by assuming that the Target shareholders first
transfer all of their stock for stock of Acquiring and then have
a portion of that Acquiring stock redeemed. This rule, which
looks to the shareholder's reduction in interest as measured
after the acquisition, would essentially codify the result in
wright v. United States, 482 F.2d 600 (8th Cir. 1973). As such,
it rejects the approach which looks to the distribution as if it
were made by the Target, and which, determines dividend
equivalence based on the reduction in relative interests before
the acquisition. Shimberg v. United States, 577 F.2d 283 (5th
Cir. 1978); Rev. Rul. 75-83, 1975-1 C. B. 112.

Resolution of this issue is a very close call. On the one
hand, since the nontaxability of the receipt of Acquiring stock
is premised on the assumption that the Target shareholder
continues his investment in the enterprise, and since cash is
essentially fungible, arguably the distribution should be treated
as having been made by the Target to its shareholders. Further,
where the distribution is to a controlling shareholder of Target
who may have engineered the transaction, it may be argued that
the dividend determination should be made completely by reference
to the shareholder's interest in Target. In this connection, it
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might be noted that under the Staff's proposal the instances of
dividend treatment would be greatly reduced relative to the
pre-acquisition approach, both for controlling shareholders and
others. On the other hand, a strong argument may be made that
any reduction in a shareholder's interest should be measured by
taking into account the overall transaction, and therefore the
relevant determinant is the shareholder's interest in the
resulting enterprise.

On balance, we do not object to the Staff's recommended
approach in the context of the overall project. Since, however,
(as explained below) we oppose repeal of the earnings and profits
limitation on dividend income, if the post-transaction approach
is to be adopted, the measure of dividend income should be
determined by reference to the earnings and'profits of the
combined enterprise.

Finally, we note that the proposal eliminates the present
nonstatutory constraints on tax-free reorganization status, such
as continuity of interest, business purpose, and continuity of
business enterprise. We agree that continuity of interest and
business purpose may be eliminated in the new structure.
However, we are concerned about the complete abolition of the
role of continuity of business enterprise in tax-free
acquisitions. For example, if Target sells all of its assets for
cash and then merges into Acquiring, it may be appropriate to tax
Target shareholders on the receipt of Acquiring stock, as the
Target shareholders arguably retain no continuing interest in the
Target enterprise upon which nonrecognition of realized gain can
be justified. By the same token, however, we recognize that it
may be difficult to distinguish cases where a continuing
investment in fact exists from those in which it does not.
Section 368(a)(2)(F) of the Code, in part, deals with this
situation in certain mergers involving investment companies. We
note that the proposal would retain the rules of section
368(a)(2)(F). Perhaps those rules could be expanded to cover
other, similar transactions not presently within its scope.

Selectivity -- Unallocated Acquisition Premium

The acquisition proposals allow taxable or tax-free elections
to be made on a corporation-by-corporation basis. Thus, an
election could be made with respect to a subsidiary of Target
that is different from the election made with respect to Target.
An anti-tax avoidance rule generally extends any election as to
one corporation to all assets held by that corporation within one
year of the acquisition. In addition, "unallocated acquisition
premium" (generally goodwill) could be the subject of a tax-free
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election, with concomitant carryover basis, even though a taxable
election is made. These rules represent a substantial
liberalization of the consistency rules of present law contained
in section 338, which generally require that the step-up in basis
or carryover basis election be made as to all or none of the
acquired assets.

We have some reservations about these proposals. First, it
must be recognized that the corporation-by-corporation approach
imposes no serious limitation to selective treatment of assets.
If the seller has the foresight to lodge assets in separate
corporations more than one year before the disposition, free
selectivity will result.

We are concerned that the ability to achieve a cost basis on
some assets and a carryover basis on others may make acquisitions
more attractive. As we testified before this Committee on July
15 of last year, the ability to pick and choose as to asset basis
(with the pre-TEFRA tax consequences) had been abused and had
provided an incentive for certain corporate acquisitions. Since
potential ACRS deductions make some assets especially real
estate) more valuable to buyers than to sellers, the tax laws
provide sme incentive for the sale of those assets. When some
desired assets are acquired with a basis step-up, while other
des-fred- assets are acquired without triggering any tax detriment,
the incentive escalates. The consistency rules enacted as part
of TEFRA were a response to that problem.

In that testimony, the Treasury Department also recognized
that a repeal of General Utilities might be a viable solution to
the selectivity problem. When a corporate level tax is paid in
connection with an acquisition, the advantage of a basis step-up
diminishes. We are concerned, however, that repeal of General
Utilities might not totally eliminate the problem. If, for
example, gain on long-held depreciable assets is exempted from
tax (or is phased in over a substantial period), the problem
would exist with respect to those assets. Indeed, even if a
shareholder credit is provided, so that only a corporate tax is
imposed, an incentive may still exist to the extent that the
value of the purchaser's deductions exceeds the seller's tax
paid.

In any event, the degree of the problem will depend upon the
extent of the tax imposed on the sale. Thus, no anti-selectivity
rule can be fashioned until the system for providing relief from
the General Utilities repeal, if any, is decided upon. At that
point, the identified abuse sought to be restricted must be
balanced against any increased complexity created by the remedial
rule.
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The proposal also provides an exception to the corporation-
by-cor oration consistency rule for so-called "unallocated
acquisition premium," which is defined as the excess of the
purchase price over the value ot the assets acquired. This
amount is generally intended to represent purchased goodwill.
Under this exception, in an otherwise taxable transaction,
Acquiring could elect a carryover (generally zero) basis for this
item, and Target would recognize no gain on the sale of that
item. This rule provides some relief from the repeal of General
Utilities in taxable acquisitions.

As stated above, we believe that relief from double taxation
would best be provided through means of a shareholder credit. We
also have some concerns about the implications of the proposal.
If the parties have a free rein in making the allocation to
purchase premium, substantial flexibility would be provided to
determine asset basis. That flexibility is inconsistent with the
selectivity rules generally, and with the premise that basis
should reflect the price paid. In this connection, it should be
noted that a similar goodwill allocation in the partnership
context (section 736) must be reasonable in amount. Treas. Regs.
5 1.736-1(b)(3). It is also difficult to see why goodwill should
be treated differently from other assets. The theory of the
acquisition proposal is that, in a taxable acquisition, Acquiring
starts fresh with all assets acquired, and inherits none of
Target's tax histo-ry A further premise is that corporate tax is
paid on the basis acquired. We are not certain that goodwill
should be accorded-different treatment. The proposal also does
not make clear what items would be covered by this allocation.
If the justification for the suggested special treatment is that
Acquiring will derive no tax benefit from this asset, it is
difficult to see why other nondepreciable or nonamortizable
property, such as other intangibles or land, should be excluded
from the rule.

Incorporation Transactions

Section 351 of the Code presently allows property to be
transferred to a controlled corporation without recognition of
gain to the transferor. This provision (which most often applies
in incorporation transfers) is based on the premise that tax
should not be imposed on the mere change in form (i.e., from a
proprietorship or partnership to a corporation) of conducting
business. The proposals retain section 351, but tighten the
present rule relating to the receipt of debt securities to
parallel the rule which applies in the acquisition context.
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Presently, transferors may receive securities under section 351
with no immediate tax, while in acquisition transactions
securities may be received tax-free only to the extent of the
principal amount of the securities surrendered.

The preferential treatment of debt securities in a section
351 transaction should be abolished. An exchange of property for
debt is an appropriate occasion for taxation. Further, the
availability of installment reporting prevents any undue hardship
on the transferor. In addition, the favorable rule in the
section 351 context has resulted in acquisitions being cast in
the form of section 351 exchanges in order to secure its
benefits. The Treasury Department supports conforming the
securities rules for incorporation and acquisition transactions.

Further Comments

Finally, we note that no specific proposals are made with
respect to other transactions now affected by the rules of
Subchapter C. For example, section 355 contains detailed
provisions. regarding corporate divisions. Similarly, specific
rules governing restructuring of bankrupt corporations are now
provided. We believe that these, as well as other, rules must be
carefully'reexamined if basic changes are made to the corporate
tax provisions. The rules of corporate taxation are an
integrated whole. If changes are made to certain of the basic
provisions -- for example, the rule of General Utilities -- those
changes will reverberate throughout the system. Some provisions
previously thought necessary to prevent abuse may no longer be
relevant; others may have to be redrawn and strengthened.
Accordingly, we believe that a fundamental restructuring must
take into account all collateral consequences.

The Liquidation Proposals

Under the proposals, liquidations in kind generally are
treated the same as taxable acquisitions. Thus, the liquidating
corporation recognizes any gain or loss inherent in its assets.
Additionally, the shareholders receive a fair market value basis
for those assets and recognize the gain or loss realized on
disposition of their stock. Although the proposal does not
specifically address the point, presumably no special election
with respect to goodwill is permitted.

The Staff justifies this proposal on the grounds that it is
necessary to be consistent with the acquisition proposal, and
that it will achieve substantial simplification by allowing
repeal of the collapsible corporation rules. Further, it is
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asserted.that the opportunity afforded by present law to create
depreciable basis at the cost only of a shareholder level tax is
unduly favorable, resulting in less tax being imposed than if no
corporate tax existed, and causing tax-motivated liquidations and
liquidation-reincorporation transactions to occur.

The Treasury Department believes that a double tax on an in
kind liquidation distribution of an ongoing business to its
historic shareholders is inappropriate and that some relief is
warranted. The Staff report recognizes that:

"[Lliquidation of a corporation is often a highly formal step
without economic substance. After a liquidation, in general,
shareholders have substantially the same economic interest as
before."

As noted, under present law (and under the proposals), gain or
loss is not recognized in incorporation transfers on the theory
that the mere change in form in the conduct of a business is not
an appropriate realization event. Similarly, there would seem to
be at least some circumstances involving a change in form out of
corporate solution where taxation -- indeed, double taxation --
of asset appreciation is inappropriate. We believe that a
structure should be provided to permit a tax-free unwind of a
corporation under appropriate circumstances.

The Staff recognizes thatrelief may be needed in some
circumstances. Their solution is to trigger the corporate level
tax while deferring the shareholder tax though a substitution of
the shareholders' stock basis for the corporation's asset basis.

We suggest that consideration be given to structuring the
relief in a somewhat different manner. We are not convinced that
an immediate tax need be exacted from the corporation on
liquidation, just as it is not necessary to exact a tax on
incorporation. If the corporation's asset basis carries over in
the hands of the shareholders, the potential for the one tax that
ought to be imposed remains intact. Thus, the shareholders could
be provided with an election, parallel to the one available in
acquisitions, in which the liquidating corporation recognizes no
gain or loss and the shareholders take a carryover basis for the
corporation's assets. Preservation of the corporate level tax
through the carryover of asset basis should be adequate to
prevent abusive liquidatien-reincorporation transactions.
However, a condition to this election might be that the basis of
the assets received could not be stepped up to fair market value
at the death of the shareholder. In addition, it may be
inappropriate in some cases to permit a tax-free withdrawal of
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corporate earnings. Accordingly, a further feature of the
carryover basis election could be that gain will be taxed to the
extent of the undistributed earnings received.

In this connection, it might be noted that the Subchapter C
Advisory Group proposed a somewhat similar provision in its 1959
Recommendations on Corporate Distributions and Adjustments. The
Advisory Group proposed that, on liquidations, shareholder gain
would be recognized only to the extent of the excess of the
corporation's basis of the assets distributed over the
shareholders' basis of the stock surrendered (plus liabilities
assumed). Similarly, under that proposal, the shareholders'
basis for the assets received generally would be the greater of
the corporation's basis in those assets or the shareholders'
basis in their stock.

We recognize that there may be problems with the approach we
propose. First, in some cases, it may provide different results
than those which obtain in acquisition transactions. To the
extent the rules are different, discontinuities will result.
Indeed, just as present law differences between incorporations
and acquisitions have caused transactions to be cast in the
former mode, so might distinctions between disincorporations and
acquisitions cause taxpayers to structure transactions to achieve
the more favorable result. In this connection, we also note that
those judicial doctrines which have been jettisoned in the
acquisition proposal, such as continuity of interest and
continuity of business enterprise, may have to be applied to
liquidations in kind.

Nevertheless, we believe that, if possible, an election
should be provided so that certain in kind liquidations of a
business will not be taxable at the corporate level. We would
like to work with the Staff to see if this result can be
obtained.

The Distribution Proposals

Reveal of General Utilities

The proposals also provide for the repeal of the General
Utilities doctrine in the distribution context. Thus, a
corporation would generally recognize gain on a distribution of
appreciated property to its shareholders, whether the
distribution is by way of a dividend or is in redemption of
shares. (No gain would be recognized, however, on an
intercorporate dividend distribution, since the carryover basis
to the distributed preserves the gain inherent in the property.)
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The Treasury Department supports this result. Last July, we
testified before this Committee in strong support of rules
(enacted as part of TEFRA) which would tax the distributing
corporation on gain recognized on the distribution of appreciated
property in redemption of stock and in partial liquidation. That
support was based on the belief that there is no reason for a
difference in result where property is sold by the corporation
and the proceeds distributed, and where the property is
distributed in kind. That reasoning also supports requiring the
distributing corporation to recognize gain on a dividend
distribution.

This result also will achieve simplicity and consistency.
Corporations generally are taxed on distributions of appreciated
property in redemption of stock. However, that general rule does
not apply to certain distributions made to significant historic
shareholders. The policy underlying that exception is
questionable, and the exception itself introduces additional
complexity to the Code. Further, under some circumstances,
dividend distributions are taxed to the distributing corporation.
For example, a distribut-ion in redemption of stock which does not
qualify for exchange treatment under section 302(a) results in
recognition to the distributing corporation. It is difficult to
see why the fact of a redemption is relevant to this result. The
significance of a redemption is particularly questionable in
light of the fact that a distribution in partial liquidation
which is accorded exchange treatment under section 302(b)(4) may
nonetheless trigger gain to the distributing corporation even if
the shares are not surrendered in the transaction.

Repeal of the Earnings and Profits Limitation on Dividend
Income

Under present law, a distribution is a taxable dividend to
the shareholder only to the extent of the corporation's current
or accumulated earnings and profits. The purpose of the earnings
and profits limitation is to subject to dividend tax only
distributions of a corporation's profits, while allowing tax-free
the return of the shareholder's capital. The proposal would
repeal the earnings and profits rule, subjecting to dividend
treatment all distributions other than redemptions treated as
exchanges. As a relief measure, certain tax-free returns of
capital would be allowed if made to the contributing shareholder
within 3 years of the contribution. The Staff bases the proposal
on certain apparent abuses in the earnings and profits
computation, and the complexity of earnings and profits
accounting.
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The Treasury Department opposes the repeal of an earnings and
profits limitation on dividend. income. We believe that the
principle of the limitation -- which is to subject to shareholder
tax only a distribution of corporate earnings -- continues to be
valid. That is not to say that the present rules operate
correctly in every case. However, to the extent defects exist,
the appropriate response is to identify and rectify the sources
of the problem, rather than to scrap the principle altogether.

For example, the Staff identifies as one source of
manipulation the case where a corporation borrows against the
unrealized appreciation in its assets and distributes the
proceeds to its shareholders. Since earnings and profits are not
increased to reflect the borrowing, the distribution is not
necessarily taxable to the shareholders. If this device is
determined to be abusive, it could be curtailed by a simple
amendment to section 312. Indeed, the Code presently contains a
provision to cover an analogous situation. Under section 312(i),
receipt of a Federally-guaranteed loan which exceeds the basis of
the securing property increases earnings and profits by the
amount of the excess. A similar provision might apply to other
borrowings.

Additionally, the Staff notes that, because earnings and
profits are tied to taxable income, improper results obtain to
the extent that taxable income does not reflect financial
earnings. As an example, the report cites the case of certain
defense contractors who made periodic, non-taxable distributions,
because the deferral of income and accelerated deductions
available under the completed contract method of accounting
eliminated their earnings and profits accounts.

We note that TELRA made certain changes to the completed
contract rules which will limit discontinuities between earnings
and profits and financial income. However, to the extent
distinctions remain, we believe that the appropriate response is
to examine those features of the tax laws which cause the
disparities to exist, and to consider the role that special rules
and methods of accounting should play in determining earnings and
profits. Another response could be to have earnings and profits
determined in the first instance on financial rather than tax
earnings. Repealing the limitation, however, in our opinion, is
a misdirected means of rectifying the perceived abuse.

While, for some, repeal of earnings and profits will achieve
a degree of simplification, we are not convinced that repeal
would significantly reduce any existing complexity. We note
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that, even if the concept is repealed for purposes of determining
dividend treatment, earnings and profits (or a similar
computation) will still be required for other purposes of the
Code, such as the measure of recapture under section 1248.
Finally, to the extent complicating rules do exist, again, we
would rather attempt first to simplify the rules themselves.
Eliminating the concept altogether is an overbroad response.

Additionally, we are not certain that repeal would be
constitutional, or even if constitutional would be supported by
any degree of fairness. To choose a simple example, assume Mr. A
forms corporation X and invests $1,000. Over a 3-year period, X
breaks even, so that A's $1,000 represents all of X's assets. if
A withdraws $200 from X, we have difficulty viewing A as having
any accretion to wealth on which an ordinary income tax should be
imposed.

Finally, we fear that taxing all distributions on equity as
dividends will put further pressure on the debt-equity
distinction. While distributions on both would be taxable to the
shareholder, the corporation could deduct only those payments
made on the debt. Our experience in developing regulations under
section 385 has shown that distinguishing debt from equity is no
easy matter. We are loathe to support any rule which tends to
increase further the tax advantages that debt instruments have
over equity instruments.

Corporate Dividends Received Deduction

The Staff identifies two areas of concern in relation to the
functioning of the 85 percent dividends received deduction.
available to corporations. The corporate dividends received
deduction is provided in order to prevent the imposition of
multiple taxation as dividends pass from one corporation to
another. In general, under the present scheme for taxing
corporate operating profits, such profits should be subject to a
first "mainstream" tax on income from operations, and a second
shareholder level tax as the earnings are distributed to
noncorporate shareholders. The corporate dividends received
deduction thus assures that, in general, significant additional
tax is not imposed on intermediate distributions to corporate
entities.

Circumvention of Restrictions on the Dividends
Received Deduction

The first area of concern identified by the Staff relates to
possible opportunities to obtain the benefit of the dividends
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received deduction in certain cases in which the "dividend
income" effectively had matured prior to the taxpayer's
acquisition of the dividend-bearing shares. For example, a
taxpayer might acquire shares of stock immediately prior to the
time the shares became ex-dividend, and, following -the
ex-dividend date and the predictable drop in value of the shares
by an amount approximately equal to the dividend, sell the shares
at a loss. (Because the holder of the shares on the ex-dividend
date is entitled to receive the dividend distribution, the price
of the shares drops immediately after the shares become
ex-dividend.) The taxpayer then could claim that the dividend
income is 85 percent tax-exempt (due to the dividends received
deduction), while the short-tefm loss on the shares is allowable
in full against unrelated capital gain income. Thus, a taxpayer
would receive dividend income of $1, subject to a tax of $0.069,
and experience a short-term capital loss of $1, having a value as
a tax benefit of $0.46. The net tax benefit of this transaction
is $0.39 ($0.46 - 0.069) per dollar of dividend income.

The existence of this tax arbitrage opportunity was
recognized by the Congress in 1958. In response to the problem,
the availability of the dividends received deduction was
conditioned on a taxpayer's holding the shares producing the
dividend for more than 15 days, on the theory that the taxpayer
would be exposed to significant market risk during that period.
The risk associated with holding the shares for 15 days was
viewed as adequate to deter taxpayers from engaging in
transactions, such as the one described above, in order to obtain
improper tax advantages. The 1958 amendment also provided for a
90-day holding period where a dividend on preferred stock was
attributable to a period exceeding one year. This rule is
justified on the premise that a larger dividend combined with a
smaller likelihood of price fluctuation in the shares (than would
be the case for common stock) presents a greater opportunity to
obtain tax arbitrage benefits that are disporportionate to the
market risk borne by the taxpayer. Finally, the 15- and 90-day
holding periods are considered not to run for any period during
which the taxpayer has insulated itself against risk of loss in
holding the shares by reason of its also holding a put, a fixed
obligation to sell, or having entered into a short sale, with
respect to "substantially identical" stock or securities. This
tolling rule during periods that the taxpayer has a reduced risk
of loss follows logically from the purpose of the holding period
rules to ensure that tax arbitrage is foreclosed automatically
where the taxpayer does not accept the degree of market risk
prescribed by the statute.
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Two problem's in the functioning of the restrictions on the 85
percent dividends received deduction have come to light:

* In cases where a dividend is paid that is large in
relation to the trading price of the shares, the 15- and
90-day holding periods may not provide sufficient market
risk to counterbalance the tax arbitrage opportunity.

o Various techniques may allow taxpayers to reduce
materially the risk of loss of holding shares without
taking a position in "substantially identical" stock or
securities, as that term is defined. In these cases, the
policy underlying the 15- and 90-day holding period rules
s frustrated.

To deal with these apparent opportunities to benefit from tax
arbitrage through the use of the dividends received deduction,
the Staff proposes that a one-year holding period be established
in order to qualify for the dividends received deduction. The
report states that "[tJechnical changes would also be made to
tighten the rules for computing such holding period," but does
not specify the nature of those technical changes.

We concur with the general approach of the Staff in dealing
with these apparent opportunities to utilize the dividends
received deduction to produce improper tax arbitrage. We wish to
suggest some modifications to the specific proposals however.
Initially, we agree that introducing greater market risk as the
"price" of obtaining the dividends received deduction is an
appropriate means of dealing with the tax arbitrage opportunity
that may be presented where large dividend distributions are
made. Our preference, however, would be to deal with such cases
by a more targeted means than a general lengthening of the
required holding period. Thus, we suggest that the holding
period should be lengthened only in cases involving relatively
large dividend distributions, because such cases appear not to be
dealt with adequately by the present 15- and 90-day holding
period rules. We are not able at this time to evaluate the
appropriateness of the suggested one-year holding period.
However, some period substantially in excess of 90 days is
certainly is called for. Moreover, consideration might be given
to requiring that the stock be held for a substantial period of
time prior to the distribution in order for the taxpayer to
qualify for the dividends received deduction.
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Secondly, in the case of large dividend distributions where
the taxpayer does not hold the shares for the required period, we
would favor an approach that would recognize that the purchaser
of the shares in substance is acquiring two separate assets. To
illustrate this point, assume that a share of stock is trading at
$38 and that an $11 dividend has been declared. The new holder
can be viewed as paying approximately $11 to acquire the right to
receive the $11 dividend distribution and $27 for the underlying
stock. Following this approach, the purchaser's basis in the
underlying shares should be only $27 (the $38 purchase price
reduced by the amount of the dividend payment), with the result
that a subsequent sale of the shares will produce no gain or loss
other than as a result of actual market fluctuations subsequent
to the purchase. In our view, this basis allocation rule
corresponds to the economic substance of the transaction and
accords with general tax principles.

Thus, to deal with the perceived abuses which have arisen in
the context of large dividend distributions, we suggest
that consideration be given to reducing a corporate taxpayer's
basis in acquired shares by the amount of the dividend if (i) the
dividend exceeds some material percentage -- such as 5 percent --
of the trading price of the shares (immediately prior to the
shares becoming ex-dividend), and (ii) the taxpayer ultimately
does not hold the shares for the required period. A
recapture-type rule would be needed for cases where the shares
are disposed of after the tax return for the year was filed and
prior to the passage of the required holding period.

We also agree with the Staff that existing law may be
inadequate to deal with techniques in which taxpayers reduce
materially the risk of loss of holding stock investments without
taking a position in *substantially identical* stock or
securities. The difficulty with the present rule derives from
the assumption that market risk may be reduced materially only
through positions in stock or securities which are "substantially
identical* -- a term that has been construed narrowly. A more
appropriate rule would take a functional approach, and inquire
whether the taxpayer has substantially diminished its risk of
loss of holding the stock by reason of its holding another
'position," whether or not the latter position is held in
substantially identical stock or securities. We note that the
standard of "substantial diminution of . . . risk of loss from
holding (a] position . . . by reason of . . . holding 1 or more
other positions" was utilized by the Congress in the tax straddle
rules enacted in Title V of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1981. The purpose of the substantial diminution of risk rule in
the 1981 Act parallels closely the objective of the tolling rules

I
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applicable to the dividends received deduction. Accordingly, we
believe it would be appropriate to consider utilizing the
substantial diminution of risk standard in the context of the
dividends received deduction.

In summary, we do not favor an across-the-board extension of
the holding period to qualify for the dividends received
deduction. We believe that legislation consistent with the
suggestions outlined above would eliminate unjustfied tax
arbitrage opportunities by ensuring that (i) the market risk
entailed in qualifying for the dividends received deduction bears
an appropriate relationship to the magnitude of the dividend, and
(ii) the holding period rules requiring the taxpayer to accept a
measure of market risk to obtain the dividends received deduction
may not be avoided. We are not persuaded at this time that cases
not brought within these strictures present a significant tax
avoidance opportunity warranting a general extension of the 15-
and 90-day holding periods of present law.

Leveraged Stock Acquisitions

The second issue raised in the report in relation to the
functioning of the dividends received deduction involves
transactions in which taxpayers incur or continue indebtedness to
purchase or carry corporate shares that will yield dividend
income. The availability of the dividends received deduction,
coupled with a deduction for "offsetting" interest expense, again
can produce unintended tax benefits. To illustrate the problem,
assume that X Corp. borrows $100 at 10 percent annual interest to
buy $100 of stock paying an annual dividend of $11. The
after-tax cost of the annual interest charge is $5.40 ($10 - ($10
x .46)). The $11 dividend income will result in $10.24 after tax
($11 - ($11 x (1-.85) x .46)). Overall, the investment yields a
pre-tax return of $1, but an after-tax return of $4.84 ($10.24 -
$5.40). Although there is some measure of economic risk
associated with the investment position in the stock and the
obligation to repay the debt, in certain cases these risks are
diminished significantly by the use of nonrecourse borrowings and
floating rate preferred stock investments. Even where these
risk-reducing techniques are not employed, it is clear that these
transactions can provide a corporate investor a substantial tax
benefit that is not justified in many cases.

The Staff proposes to deal with the problem posed by these
transactions by disallowing a corporation's deduction for
interest on indebtedness incurred to purchase or carry corporate
stock that will produce dividends qualifying for the dividends
received deduction. An "objective rule" would be provided to
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ensure that the borrowing to- purchase or carry the stock
investment could not be disguised. The Staff does not suggest
disallowance of interest deductions in connection with
investments in controlled subsidiaries.

While we share the Staff's concern regarding leveraged stock
acquisitions, it is our view that any solution to the problem
posed by these transactions must be consistent with the
fundamental concepts underlying the dividends received deduction.
Because the proposed solution could produce results that are not
consistent with the policy underlying the dividends received
deduction, we must oppose the proposal.

The corporate dividends received deduction has long been a
feature of the corporate income tax. As noted above, the purpose
of the deduction is to prevent multiple taxation of dividend
income flowing through corporate entities. To illustrate, if X
Corp. earns $2 of income from operations, it will pay 0.92 of
corporate tax. Assume X Corp. distributes the approximately $1
of earnings to its shareholder, Y Corp. In general, there should
be no tax collected from Y Corp. because Y Corp. in turn will
distribute the $1 as a dividend to its shareholder, individual A,
who will pay the second tax on the corporate earnings. The
absence of an exclusion mechanism at the Y Corp. level could
result in triple or even greater taxation.

It should be noted that the allowance of an 85 percent
dividends received deduction, instead of 100 percent, is
inconsistent with this policy. The reason for the 15 percent
taxability of dividends from non-controlled subsidiaries
generally is said to be to discourage multiple corporation
structures. However, as discussed below, 15 percent taxability
also may be a justifiable policy result to the extent that the
corporate dividend recipient is capitalized in part with debt.

Certain important assumptions underlie the assertion that the
dividends received by Y Corp. in the above example generally
should not be subject to tax. The most significant assumption is
that the $1 dividend received by Y Corp. will be paid out by Y as
a dividend. The failure to pay out dividend income in the form-
o a non-deductible dividend distribution undermines a critical
premise of the dividends received deduction. The conjunction of
the dividends received deduction with a deduction for the
distribution in the form of an interest payment, will, overall,
result in collection of only one tax on corporate earnings,
instead of the two taxes generally required by current law. To
illustrate this point, vary the above example by making an
admittedly extreme assumption: assume A's interest in Y Corp.
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consisted exclusively of debt, and that the equity interest in
the corporation were nominal. Thus, Y Corp. would distribute the
$1 dividend received from X Corp. to A in the form-of deductible
interest. A first tax would be collected at the X Corp. level,
and a second tax would be collected (with respect to the interest
received) from shareholder A. However, in addition to a
deduction for the dividend received, Y Corp. would have an
additional deduction for interest paid. In effect, a negative
tax would be accorded to Y Corp., with the result that, overall,
only one tax would be collected in the chain (disregarding the 15
percent taxability of the dividend received by Y Corp).

Obviously, the example is oversimplifiod, particularly in the
assumption of 100 percent debt capitalization. It illustrates,
however, that the predicate for allowing a dividends received
deduction is the assumption that dividends received will be paid
out in the form of a dividend. A further assumption would appear
to be that the dividend distribution will occur relatively near
in time to the receipt of the dividend income; taking into
account the time value of money, it may not be appropriate to
insulate Y Corp. from current tax where the distribution to A
will not be made for a long period of time.

To summarize our view, the Staff's proposal to disallow the
deduction for interest payments that are "matched" with dividend
receipts has conceptual merit. However, a mechanical
disallowance rule that does not take into account the character
of the total payments made by the corporation with respect to its
capital structure will sweep too broadly in some cases. For
.example, if the corporation receiving dividend income were
capitalized almost exclusively with equity, it would not be
proper to disallow deductions for interest expense simply because
the corporation also holds equity securities that generate
dividend income. A mechanical disallowance rule such as that
proposed would achieve a proper result only if one makes the
assumption that total distributions by the recipient corporation
are made to a material degree in the form of interest. Such an
assumption would not be correct in many cases.

An approach to the dividends received deduction that would
conform more closely to the policy considerations supporting the
proposal would be to link the deduction for dividends received to
the distribution of those amounts in the form of a dividend.
Such an approach could be drawn as a deduction for dividends paid
to the extent distributions are made out of dividends received.
A difficult problem with this approach is identifying the source
of dividend distributions. One solution to the problem would be
to assume that each dollar distributed as a dividend is comprised
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of income from each source earned by the corporation, and that
the proportion of the dividend derived from a particular source
is determined by the ratio of the amount of income from that
source earned by the- corporation to the total income of the
corporation. Under this assumption, if a corporation earned $10
of dividend income and $90 of income from operations, a $10
dividend distribution would be considered as made $1 from
dividend income and $9 from profits from operations, so that a $1
dividends paid deduction would be permitted. Alternatively, the
assumption could .be made that the $10 dividend distribution was
made entirely from dividend income, so that a deduction of $10
would be permitted. Such a rule is no doubt simpler to
administer, and may be supported to some degree by a logic that
the "discretionary" funds available for distribution to
shareholders are investment receipts.

We are not prepared here to recommend a dividends paid
deduction in lieu of the current dividends received deduction. A
proper tracing rule, which is fundamental to the concept of a
dividends paid deduction, clearly requires further study.
Moreover, a change in such a fundamental aspect of the corporate
tax must be-considered in light of the larger whole of corporate
taxation, and the impact on investment practices including
non-tax rules relating to debt-to-equity ratios and the like.

Payments in Lieu of Dividends

The Staff also describes a problem that is similar in concept
to the tax arbitrage opportunities that may be presented by the
corporate dividends received deduction where shares are acquired
just prior to the ex-dividend date. The problem may be
illustrated by an example used previously. Assume a stock is
trading at $38; a dividend of $11 per share has been declared,
and the stock is about to become ex-dividend. An individual
borrows the shares and opens a short sale by selling the shares
at $38. On the dividend payment date, the individual will be
required to idemnify the lender of the shares for the dividend by
paying him $11. Thereafter, the stock can be expected to drop in
value by an amount reflecting the dividend payment, so that the
short sale can be closed at S27, yielding a gain of $11. Under
present law, the individual is permitted an ordinary deduction
for the short sale expense of $11 under section 212 of the Code.
Closing the short sale results in short-term capital gain of $11.
The ordinary deduction may be utilized against wage or investment
income, while the short-term gain may be offset by unrelated
capital losses (which otherwise would be deductible against
ordinary income only to the extent of $3,000 per year, and would
not be deductible to any extent in the case of a corporation).
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Again, our analysis of this transaction proceeds from the
assumption that two assets -- the stock, and the matured dividend
right -- were borrowed and sold. The payment of the short sale
expense from the proceeds of the short sale constituted, in
substance, a return of the-matured dividend right to the lender.
As such, the repayment of the dividend right should not give rise
to a deduction; it merely represents the repayment of borrowed
funds. The two asset analysis leads to the further conclusion
that the amount realized on the short sale of the stock must be
separated from the amount realized from the sale of the matured
dividend right. Thus, closing the short sale in this example
should produce no gain or loss (in the absence of actual market
price changes after the short sale is opened). An alternative
means of reaching the same result would be to deny a deduction
for the dividend substitute payment and treat the amount of the
dividend substitute payment as an increase in the tax basis of
the short sale account, without bifurcating the short sale into
its component parts.

The foregoing analysis is appropriate in our view where the
person effecting the short sale borrows, and realizes on, a
matured dividend right, rather than a right which accrues
subsequent to the opening of the short sale. Take as an
alternative example the case wheke A opens a short sale by
borrowing and selling preferred stock, realizing $100 on the
short sale. Assume that after one year, A is required to pay
over the $10 dividend substitute payment to the lender of the
shares. If there has been no market fluctuation in the value of
the shares, A then will close out the short sale by buying in the
same shares for $100. It is clear in this example that the short
sale expense represents the cost of obtaining the use of the
property sold short, and, more particularly, the cash proceeds of
the short sale. As a result, the expense corresponds closely to
interest, a characterization that is reflected in the interest
and carrying charge provisions of section 263(g) of the Code.

Based on this analysis, we suggest that consideration be
given to providing different treatment for short sale expenses,
depending on the length of time the short sale is held open. If
the short sale is held open for a brief period of time, say 6
months, we believe it would be appropriate to assume that the
taxpayer has acquired a matured dividend right, so that the
payment should not be deductible, but instead should be
capitalized to the account of the short sale.

If the short sale is open for a longer period, such as in
excess of 6 months, it may-be appropriate to treat such payments
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as interest substitutes, consistent with the rule of section
263(g)(2)(A)(ii). Under this approach, the payments generally
would be deductible, but the limitation on the deductibility of
investment interest (section 163(d)) and the disallowance rule
applicable to interest on indebtedness incurred to purchase or
carry tax-exempt obligations (section 265(2)) should apply.

Recommendations Relating To The Taxation
Of Foreign Corporations

Background

The tax regime imposed by the Code on foreign corporations
differs from that imposed on domestic corporations. In general,
the latter are subject to U.S. taxation on their worldwide income
while the former are subject to U.S. taxation on a more limited
basis. More specifically, foreign corporations are subject to
U.S. taxation on a gross basis (without deductions) on fixed or
determinable gains, profits and income , dividends,
interest, rents and royalties) from U.S. sources, and on a net
basis (net of deductions) on income effectively connected with
the conduct of a U.S. trade or business. Effectively connected
income of a foreign corporation is taxed at a rtte, and in a
manner, comparable to that of a U.S. person.

The income of a foreign corporation not engaged in business
in the United States therefore is not subject to current U.S.
tax. A U.S. shareholder, however, is taxed on distributions
received out of earnings of a foreign corporation. Certain
categories of undistributed income of a foreign corporation which
is controlled, directly or indirectly, by U.S. persons are not
entitled to the general rules deferring taxation until receipt by
a U.S. shareholder, and may be included currently in a U.S.
shareholder's income under the subpart F, foreign personal
holding company or foreign investment company anti-deferral rules
of the Code.

A dividend paid to a 10 percent or greater U.S. corporate
shareholder carries with it a "deemed paid" foreign tax credit
for the foreign tax imposed on the accumulated profits from which
the dividend is paid. Undistributed earnings included in the
income of a U.S. corporate shareholder (and electing individual
shareholders) of a controlled foreign corporation under subpart F
also carry a deemed paid credit for foreign taxes paid on the
earnings and profits from which the amount is considered to be
paid. A previously taxed earnings and profits account also is
created for the earnings of the controlled foreign corporation
which have been taxed directly to U.S. corporate or individual
shareholders.
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General Discussion

The report contains three specific recommendations pertaining
to the taxation of foreign corporations. I will describe these
proposals in more detail below. It should be recognized,
however, that the report's proposals could have far-reaching
consequences on the present regime for taxing foreign
corporations. I will discuss briefly only one of several
possible -examples.

As discussed earlier, one of the proposals is to repeal the
earnings and profits limitation on dividend income. The report
states that the earnings and profits concept would be retained
for other purposes under the Code, and cites as examples the
deemed paid foreign tax credit, the treatment of controlled
foreign corporations and the recapture of untaxed earnings on the
sale of stock of a controlled foreign corporation.

As described above, the income of a foreign corporation
generally is not taxed until it is distributed, or deemed
distributed, to a U.S. shareholder. In this connection, a vital
linkage exists under present law between the distribution, or
deemed distribution, and the earnings and profits from which the
distribution is considered to be paid. The report does not
specify how the proposal to repeal tlV, earnings and profit
limitation on dividend income would be integrated with the
present regime for taxing foreign corporations. It is apparent,
however, that severing the relationship between a dividend and
the earnings and profits from which it is paid would require
significant alterations to our present rules for taxing foreign
corporations.

We believe that there is merit .in being able to apply
domestic corporate tax rules equally to foreign corporations.
The alternative suggested by the report -- having separate rules
for foreign corporations -- would frustrate the quest for
simplification, one of the principal objectives of the proposals.
In addition, we are concerned that such disparate tax treatment
would make the tax laws less neutral with respect to a decision
to conduct foreign operations through a branch of a domestic
corporation or a .foreign subsidiary. Further study would be
necessary to ensure that such different tax treatment would not
lead to unintended results. For these reasons, in addition to
those set out above, we would prefer that the definition of
earnings and profits be refined .rather than repealed.
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In general, we believe that the report's proposals need to be
carefully analyzed to determine their impact on our system of
taxing foreign corporations. These proposals would cause
difficult transition problems in the foreign area if this
relationship were not anticipated carefully.

Specific Recommendations Made by the Staff

Section 367. Section 367(a) is the principal mechanism in
the Code designed to prevent the avoidance of Federal income
taxes where assets carrying unrealized income potential are
transferred outside the United States. Section 367(a) currently
requires gain to be recoghized when property is transferred by a
U.S. person to a foreign corporation in certain exchanges that
otherwise would be accorded nonrecognition treatment. Gain is
recognized if the transfer is "pursuant to a plan having as one
of its principal purposes the avoidance of Federal income taxes."
Because the Tax Court has adopted a narrow interpretation of the
"principal purpose" requirement, the IRS has had difficulty
administering this provision in a way which restricts the types
of tax avoidance transfers that section 367 was intended to
combat. The report recommends that section 367(a) be amended and
suggests as alternative approaches either (i) lowering the
principal purpose threshold to a "significant" or a "material"
purpose test, or (ii) substituting an "effects" test for the
subjective purpose test. Under the latter approach, gain would
always be recognized with respect to designated "tainted" assets.

The Treasury Department and IRS have been engaged in a review
of section 367(a). We generally agree that it would be desirable
to adopt some form of an "effects" test. As the report
recognizes, however, certain assets such as manufacturing and
marketing intangibles raise particularly complex issues, and the
details of any such test therefore would require careful
consideration. We are not prepared at this time to make a
specific proposal, but would be pleased to work with the
Committee to formulate an amendment.

Expansion of Section 1248. Under section 1248, gain
recognized by certain U.S. shareholders on the sale or other
disposition of stock of a controlled foreign corporation must be
included in the shareholder's gross income as a dividend to the
extent of the foreign corporation's previously untaxed, post-1962
earnings and profits which are attributable to the shareholder's
stock during the period the shareholder owned that stock.
Section 1248 recapture generally applies to any U.S. person who,
during the five years preceding the sale, was a 10 percent or
greater shareholder while the foreign corporation was a
controlled foreign corporation.
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The report recommends simply that "decontrol" of a foreign
corporation trigger section 1248 recapture. The report does not
specify how and to whom the recaptured income is to be taxed. It
is not clear from the report that a U.S. shareholder owning less
than 10 percent of the foreign corporation would not be su ject
to the recapture rule even though the shareholder would not be
subject to section 1248 under present law. It also is not clear
whether the recapture would occur at the time of decontrol orupon a later disposition of the stock.

The recommendation was made in response to a transaction
involving particular circumstances in which section 1248
recapture was allegedly avoided. The recommended change to
section 1248 has a sweep that extends far beyond the class of
transactions which are apparently its target. We believe that
the implications of this recommendation require additional study.

The report also recommends that two special deemed
realization rules be adopted for purposes of section 1248. This
proposal would cause the unrealized gain inherent in certain
"collapsible" and "subpart F" assets held by a foreign
corporation to be included for purposes of determining earnings
and profits at the time of the section 1248 recapture event. The
addition of the collapsibility provision is designed to offset
the report's recommended repeal of the collapsible corporation
rules of section 341 for domestic corporations. The addition of
unrealized subpart F income to section 1248 earnings is based on
a similar rationale. This recommendation, like the decontrol
proposal, has not received extended consideration by Treasury or
other interested parties, and we believe that it deserves further
study.

Special Limitations on Net Operating Losses
and Other Tax Attributes

Background

Under current law, a corporation that incurs a net operating
loss in one year generally is permitted to use the loss to offset
income earned in the three taxable years prior to and the fifteen
taxable years after the year in which the loss is incurred. The
underlying premise of allowing a corporation to offset a net
operating loss incurred in one year against taxable income earned
in another year is to provide an averaging device to ameliorate
the unduly harsh consequences of a strict annual accounting
system.

28-219 0 - 84 - 4
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Section 382 was added to the Internal Revenue Code in 1954 to
establish objective tests that would curb "trafficking" in
corporations with unused net operating loss carryovers. Congress
was particularly concerned that corporations were acquiring shell
corporations whose principal asset was a net operating loss
carryover that could be applied in future years against income
unrelated to any business activity of the acquired corporation.
If such trafficking in loss corporations were permitted, the
underlying averaging function of the carryover provisions would
be lost.

In addition to the specific objective limitations contained
in section 382, the carryover of net operating losses may be
disallowed under section 269 if the principal purpose of an
acquisition of stock or assets is to secure the benefit of the
net operating losses. Thus, section 269 is available to prevent
misuse of the general carryover provisions. Moreover, special
limitations, contained in Treasury Regulations, apply in certain
instances to limit the use of net operating loss carryovers by
consolidated groups of corporations.

In the Tax Reform Act of 1976 ("1976 Act"), Congress sought
to strengthen the provisions of section 382 to deal with
"trafficking" in loss corporations and to make those provisions
more nearly uhiform for taxable and tax-free acquisitions. The
1976 Act amendments were enacted in part because Congress
believed that section 382 was ineffective and did not adequately
serve its purpose. The effective dates of the 1976 Act
amendments, however, have been delayed in response to criticism.
The 1976 Act amendments are currently scheduled to become
effective on January 1, 1984, in the case of tax-free
reorganizations, and on June 30, 1984, in the case of taxable
purchases.

Section 382, both as presently in effect and as modified by
the 1976 Act, contains two sets of rules for limiting the
utilization of net operating losses. One set of rules applies in
cases of changes of stock ownership by purchase ("purchase rule")
and the other set of rules applies to certain tax-free
reorganizations ("merger rule"). Identical limitations are
provided in section 383 on the use of other tax attributes --
such as investment tax credit carryovers, foreign tax credit
carryovers, and capital loss carryovers -- following an
acquisition. While, for convenience, this discussion will refer
primarily to net operating loss carryovers, many of the same
principles, also apply to these other items.
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Purchase Rule

Under existing section 382, the carryover of net operating
losses, in the case of taxable acquisitions, is denied entirely
if (I) more than 50 percent of the stock of the corporation that
incurred the loss ("loss corporation") changes ownership by
purchase within two taxable years; and (ii) the loss corporation
does not continue to carry on substantially the same trade or
business after the change in stock ownership. Thus, in a
transaction in which stock is purchased, the carryover of net
operating losses is prohibited if there is both (I) insufficient
"continuity of interest" by the loss corporation's shareholders;
and (it) insufficient "continuity of business enterprise" after
the stock purchase. If, therefore, the purchaser of a loss
corporation continues to carry on the trade or business
previously conducted by the loss corporation, there is no
limitation on the use of net operating losses.

The 1976 Act amendments removed the requirement that the
historic trade or business of the loss corporation be terminated
before limitations'on carryovers would be imposed following a
taxable acquisition. Under the 1976 Act amendments, net
operating loss carryovers would be limited even if the new
shareholders continued to conduct the same trade or business.
Thus, the focus of section 382 was shifted solely to changes in
stock ownership. The 1976 Act amendments also raised the
threshold for application of the purchase rule from a 50 percent
to a 60 percent change in stock ownership. This increase in the
threshold was enacted to coordinate the rules applicable to
purchases with those applicable to tax-free reorganizations. In
addition, rather than eliminating all net operating losses once
the required change in stock ownership has occurred, net
operating loss carryovers under the 1976 Act are gradually phased
out as the percentage change in stock ownership increases. This
gradual reduction is identical in amount to the reduction
provided in the case of tax-free reorganizations.

Merger Rule

Under section 382 as presently in effect, the carryover of
net operating losses generally is limited in the case of certain
tax-free reorganizations if the stock in the acquiring
corporation received by shareholders of the loss corporation in
the acquisition is less than 20 percent of the stock of the
acquiring corporation. In such a case, the net operating loss
carryovers of the loss corporation are gradually reduced based
upon the level of the loss shareholders' ownership in the
acquiring corporation.
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Under the 1976 Act, the types of tax-free reorganizations to
which section 382 applies were expanded significantly to prevent
avoidance of the limitation. Moreover, the level of retained
stock ownership at which net operating loss carryovers are first
subject to limits was increased by the 1976 Act from 20 percent
to 40 percent, with the net operating loss carryovers available
to the acquiring corporation being phased out gradually as the
loss corporation shareholders' percentage ownership in the
surviving corporation declined below 40 percent.

Summary of Proposal

Unlike existing section 382 or the 1976 Act amendments, the
proposal contained in the report does not reduce the amount of
the net operating loss carryovers that can be utilized by an
acquiring corporation. Rather, it seeks to limit the amount of
income that may be offset by the loss carryovers to the income
attributable to the pool of capital that generated the loss.

In general, the proposal attempts to permit the use. of a loss
corporation's net operating losses, following a taxable stock
acquisition or a tax-free reorganization, to the same extent, as
to both timing and amount, as would have been possible if
ownership of the loss corporation had not changed and the
corporation had invested its assets in activities generating
taxable income. The proposal, like existing law and the 1976 Act
amendments, includes two sets of rules, one applying primarily to
cases in which the stock of the loss corporation is acquired in a
taxable purchase and a second applying to cases in which the
stock or assets of a loss corporation are acquired in certain
tax-free reorganizations.

Discussion

Before discussing the proposal in greater detail, it is
useful to outline briefly the theoretical underpinnings of
limitations on the carryover of net operating losses and other
tax attributes following the acquisition of a corporation. It
also is useful to describe generally the criticism of existing
law and the 1976 Act amendments.

In analyzing the issues raised by the carryover of corporate
net operating losses, commentators have suggested the following
competing, and somewhat inconsistent, tax and economic policy
considerations:

o Any rule governing the carryover of tax attributes should
be consistent with the historic legislative intention that
the carryover provisions serve as income averaging devices;
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0 The tax laws should not unduly distort investment decisions
and should not create undue bias between diversified and
non-diversified entities or between old and new businesses;

o A corporation's ability to carry over net operating losses

should not require the Federal government to be a partner
in all businesses (i.e., the rules governing the use of. net
operating losses should not amount to a Federal subsidy for
all such losses);

o The rules applicable to the carryover of net operating
losses should prevent "trafficking" in loss corporations;

o Any limitations on the carryover of net operating losses
and other tax attributes, to the extent possible, should
not result in tax attributes of a corporation becoming more
or less valuable in the hands of a purchaser of the
corporation than they would have been in the hands of the
Seller;

o The tax laws should not encourage corporate acquisitions
that would not be undertaken for non-tax reasons; and

o The rules establishing limitations on carryovers should
provide certainty in determining the extent to which tax
attributes will survive an acquisition so as to prevent a
purchaser from obtaining a windfall from the carryover.

As is apparent from these principles, the initial question
that must be faced is whether any limitations should be imposed
on the use of net operating loss carryovers. One can argue that
the rules governing the use of net operating loss carryovers will
not create a bias among various types of entities and businesses
and will not distort investment decisions only if all limitations
are removed from the utilization of net operating loss
carryovers. The furthest move in this direction would be to
provide for refundability of net operating losses. In a
refundability system, a corporation that incurred a net operating
loss would receive a refund from the Federal government equal to
the tax savings that would have resulted if the corporation had
been able to offset fully the net operating loss in the current
year against other income.

A provision for direct reimbursement of net operating losses
by the Federal government would, of course, eliminate trafficking
in corporations that had unused net operating losses, one of the
perceived abuses section 382 is designed to prevent. Moreover,
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such a system would ensure that the benefits of a net operating
loss would accrue directly to the entity that suffered the loss
and would eliminate the current bias in favor of conglomeration
that exists with respect to the deductibility of net operating
losses. This bias exists because net operating losses of one
business may be offset against profits of another business,
thereby reducing the conglomerate's current tax burden. By
comparison, a corporation engaged in a single line of business
does not receive any tax benefit from a net operating loss until
and unless that corporation realizes offsetting income. On a
present value basis, such a net operating loss is worth less than
a net operating loss that is usable currently. A reimbursement
system would eliminate this bias by providing the same after-tax
consequences for a net operating loss regardless of the existence
of a related profitable enterprise.

Similarly, the current treatment of net operating losses is
biased in favor of established enterprises, with respect to
undertaking now investments. An established corporation that
incurs a loss in starting a new line of business may secure an
immediate refund under current law by applying that loss against
past taxable profits. A new corporation, by contrast, is unable
to utilize a net operating loss until it realizes taxable income.
A system of refundability also would eliminate this bias by
equalizing the treatment between new and existing businesses in
the event of a loss.

While a system of refundability might well make the net
operating loss provisions more neutral among various types of
enterprises, we do not believe it is advisable to implement such
a proposal. A system of refundability would require the Federal
government to become a partner in all investments, a role we
believe is inappropriate. Moreover, a system of refundability
would pose potentially insurmountable administrative and
budgetary problems. For example, verification of the bona fide
value of the net operating losses would be imperative, yet
extremely difficult, complex and, perhaps, impossible.

Short of providing direct government reimbursement of net
operating losses, it can be argued that all limitations on the
carryover of tax attributes from one corporation to another, such
as section 382, should be repealed. While the resulting system,
which can be described as free trafficking in corporations with
favorable tax attributes, would not achieve complete neutrality,
it would ensure that most of the benefit of the net operating
losses would be realized by those who suffered the economic
losses. Consequently, purchasers of loss corporations would not
be able to realize windfall profits at the expense of loss
corporations or their shareholders.
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The arguments in favor of unrestricted trafficking in loss
corporations (and the arguments in favor of refundability) go far
beyond the legislative intention to provide an averaging device
to reduce the inequity of a strict annual accounting system. In
essence, unrestricted trafficking in loss corporations may be
considered a less efficient form of refundability. As stated
above,, we do not believe that the carryover rules were intended
to serve the function of providing Federal subsidies, whether
direct or indirect, for corporate losses.

Although we recognize that both refundability and the
unrestricted trafficking in loss corporations might make
risk-taking in corporate form more attractive, it is not clear
that risk-taking is relatively discouraged under existing tax
rules. Moreover, the unrestricted ability to-use corporate tax
attributes, including net operating loss carryovers, would
encourage the takeover of loss corporations by profitable ones
primarily to obtain the tax benefits of net operating loss
carryovers. Such tax-motivated mergers and acquisitions may have
adverse effects on the economy and should not be encouraged.

Alternate Bases For Limitations

Accepting, as we do, that the transferability of unused net
operating loss carryovers should be limited, it is necessary to
examine the various bases upon which such a limitation may be
imposed. The bases for limiting net operating loss carryovers
that have been used in the past are continuity of shareholder
interest and continuity of business enterprise.

For purposes of section 382, continuity of shareholder
interest may be defined as the continued economic interest of the
shareholders of the loss corporation in that corporation or its
successor during the taxable years subsequent to the years in
which the net operating losses were incurred. Since its
enactment in 1954, section 382 has considered continuity of
shareholder interest a significant factor in determining whether,
and the extent to which, the carryover of net operating losses
should be limited.- Moreover, the 1976 Act amendments to section
382 established continuity of shareholder interest as the sole
factor to be considered in determining the limitation on net
operating loss carryovers following a change in ownership of the
loss corporation.

The rationale for using continuity of shareholder interest as
the basis for limiting carryovers is that a corporation's
shareholders generally are the real parties who suffer economic
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loss when the corporation they own incurs a net operating loss.
The loss carryover thus should be deductible by the corporation
only if such a deduction will reduce the economic loss incurred
by those shareholders.

We believe that reliance on continuity of shareholder
interest as a determinative factor for limiting carryovers,
particularly as the sole factor as set forth in the 1976 Act
amendments, is subject to serious criticism. Fi-rst, a limitation
based on continuity of shareholder interest may be inconsistent
with the income averaging function of the net operating loss
carryover provision. For example, net operating losses
frequently result from a corporation's ability to deduct expenses
prior to the year in which corresponding items of income must be
reported. This mismatching of income and expenses frequently
occurs in the case of assets that are subject to the Accelerated
Cost Recovery System. To the extent that net operating losses
result from this mismatching of expenses and income, the lack of
continuity of shareholder interest should not limit the ability
of the business to use its net operating losses to offset income,
realized in subsequent taxable years.

Second, a limitation based on a specified percentage of
continued shareholder interest may create undesirable economic
effects. For example, if shareholders of the loss corporation
are required to own a minimum percentage of the stock of the
surviving corporation, a relatively large corporation, because it
would be denied the use of otherwise available net operating loss
carryovers, might be motivated to pay less for a smaller loss
corporation than would a smaller potential purchaser. Certain
acquisitions might thus be discouraged even though desirable
without regard to tax considerations. We believe economically
motivated acquisitions should not be unduly penalized by the tax
laws.

The second factor upon which the limitation on the carryover
of net operating losses has been based is continuity of business
enterprise. Under the continuity of business enterprise test,
limitations are imposed on the carryover of net operating losses
if the business conducted by the loss corporation is not
continued by the acquiring corporation.

The continuity of business enterprise doctrine, as a test to
determine the availability of net operating loss carryovers,
suffers several serious flaws. First, the continuity of business
enterprise test is difficult to apply whenever significant new
capital or other assets are added to the old business, or where
the old business is operated in a different manner. This
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uncertainty has resulted in costly and time.-consuming litigation,
without clarifying the ambiguous nature of the standard. Such
uncertainty causes purchasers to reduce the price they offer for
loss corporations and gives the purchasers an opportunity to
realize a windfall profit at the expense of the loss corporation
and its shareholders. Thus, the intended beneficiaries of the
provision do not properly benefit from the carryover of the net
operating losses by the acquiring corporation.

Second, using continuity of business enterprise as a means to
limit the utilization of net operating loss carryovers may
encourage a loss corporation, or a corporation that purchases the
loss corporation, to continue operating an unprofitable business.
Such uneconomic behavior should not be encouraged by the tax
laws.

Third, even if the continuity of business enterprise test is
met, the continuing business may be an insignificant part of the
surviving corporation, or may produce no income, yet the net
operating losses incurred prior to an acquisition can be used in
full against other income of the acquiring corporation. Such a
result, which in the extreme will be tantamount to free
transferability of net operating losses, may be unsatisfactory.

The existing rules of section 382, which rely on both
continuity of business enterprise and continuity of shareholder
interest, suffer the same defects as their theoretical
underpinnings. Moreover, we believe that existing law is
deficient because many corporate acquisitions can be structured
to avoid the application of the section 382 limitations in
situations in which there may be no substantial business purpose
other than utilization of the net operating loss carryovers of
the acquired corporation. While section 269 can be used to
curtail such acquisitions, existing section 382' inadequately
serves its purpose when its provisions can be so easily avoided.

The 1976 Act, in an attempt to create a more effective set of
rules, eliminated the continuity of business enterprise
requirement, coordinated the treatment of acquisitions by
purchase and tax-free reorganization, and tightened the rules to
prevent avoidance. The rules enacted in 1976, however, have been
criticized for their complexity. While complexity in the tax
laws should be avoided whenever possible, it is justified if the
rules are necessary, theoretically correct, and effective. We
believe, however, for the reasons stated above, that reliance
solely on continuity of shareholder interest is neither necessary
nor theoretically correct. Thus, we believe that alternative
methods of limiting the utilization of net operating loss
carryovers should be explored.
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One alternative that has been suggested, which has enjoyed
widespread support, is the so-called pool of capital approach.
The basic principle of this approach, which is the theoretical
basis of the proposal being considered by the Committee, is that
the entire net operating loss carryover is preserved after a loss
corporation is acquired, but a limit is imposed on the amount of
annual earnings against which the net operating loss carryovers
can be offset. The limit in general is based on the presumed
income stream from the assets owned by the loss corporation at
the time it generated the net operating losses.

Detailed Analysis of the Proposal

The proposal, like existing law and the 1976 Act amendments,
involves two sets of rules, one for purchase transactions and a
second for certain tax-free reorganizations. The mechanics of
the proposal, however, are quite different from existing law or
the 1976 Act amendments.

Purchase Rule

The purchase rule provides in general that net operating loss
carryovers of the loss corporation will be limited, as to both
timing and amount, to the income the loss corporation would have
earned had no change of ownership occurred and had the loss
corporation begun to earn taxable income at an assumed rate of
return on the assets it owned at the time the loss was generated.
This rule will apply whenever the ownership of the outstanding
stock of a corporation changes hands in a taxable purchase after
a year in which the corporation incurred a loss. In addition,
the purchase rule would apply to any tax-free reorganization, to
the extent that the consideration used by the acquiror was
neither stock of the acquiror nor stock of a corporation that
controlled the acquiror.

Under the proposal, no limitations on net operating loss
carryovers would be imposed unless more than 50 percent of the
outstanding stock changed ownership after a loss year. In
determ-in-nkng whether changes in the corporation's ownership were
sufficient to invoke the rule, only shareholders who owned five
percent or more of such stock in the carryover year, directly or
by attribution, would be considered. Moreover, a shareholder in
the loss year could increase his percentage interest by 50
percent without the purchase rule applying to that transaction.
The change in such shareholder's interest, however, would be
considered for purposes of determining whether more than 50
percent of the stock had been sold or exchanged.
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If 100 percent of the stock of a corporation were purchased,the purchase rule would limit the deduction of net operating loss
carryovers for each subsequent taxable year to an amount equal toan assumed rate of return times the purchase price of the stock.
The' proposal specifies that the assumed rate of return would be
an after-tax rate to reflect the fact that, because thet-acquisition profits of the loss corporation would not haveeen subject to tax to the extent offset by the net operatingloss carryovers, the consideration paid for the stock would bebased on the pre-tax and after-tax rate of return on the losscorporation's assets being the same. The proposal suggests thatthe assumed rate of return might be some percentage, such as 125percent, of the fluctuating interest rate determined
semi-annually pursuant to section 6621.

If more than 50 percent but less than 100 percent of the losscorporation's stock were purchased, the portion of the acquiringcorporation's income attributable to the stock that had not beensold could absorb net operating loss carryover deductions withoutlimitation. The remaining portion of the earnings, attributableto the stock that had been purchased, could be offset only in anamount equal to the assumed return on the purchase price of that
stock.

In addition to applying to changes resulting from sales orexchanges of stock, the purchase rule also would apply in thecase of redemption, by treating increases in the percentage ofstock owned by the loss year shareholders, caused by aredemption, as if those shareholders had purchased stock for itsfair market value after the redemption. If the ownership ofstock changed as a result of a combination of purchases andredemptions, the amount of the limitation provided by thepurchase rule would be determined by treating redemptions as ifthey occurred prior to purchases.

We support the theory underlying the proposed purchase rule;however, we believe it entails some practical problems. Becausethe proposal contemplates that the assumed rate of return used inthe calculation of the limitation will vary semi-annually afterthe transaction, potential sellers and purchasers of losscorporation stock would be forced to predict future fluctuationsin the rate of return to determine the economic benefit inherentin the tax attribute, thereby making quite difficult thedate-of-sale market valuation of the stock of the loss
corporation. We believe that such uncertainty, like theuncertainty present in existing law regarding the continuity ofbusiness enterprise test, generally will benefit the purchasers
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of loss corporation stock, who will insist on discounting the
value of net operating loss carryovers. Thus, the corporation
and shareholders that suffered the economic loss will not benefit
fully from the potential net operating loss deductions, and the
acquiring corporation will realize an unjustified profit.

Even if the rate of return did not fluctuate periodically,
the use of specified assumed return raises difficult issues.
Perhaps most importantly, the assumed rate of return would
necessarily be an arbitrarly determined one. Accordingly, its
use would be inappropriate in many instances. Moreover, the
choice of the assumed rate would be extremely difficult. For
example, the proposal states that the rate of return should be an
after-tax rate, and might be a function of the interest rate
provided in section 6621. The interest rate provided in section
6621 is the average predominant prime rate quoted by commercial
banks to large businesses. Because commercial banks are taxable
entities, the interest rate charged to their customers represents
a pre-tax return. While such a rate might nevertheless be a
reasonable estimate of after-tax return on equity investments in
certain instances, this is by no means certain.

While not suggested in the proposal, it is possible that the
goals of the purchase rule might be realized, while avoiding some
of the problems raised by a rate of return, by using an
approximation of the actual rate of return assumed by the
parties in lieu of a statutorily specified return on net assets.
Such an alternative formulation of the purchase rule might limit
the net operating loss carryovers of the loss corporation that
could be used annually by the acquiring corporation to an amount
equal to the purchase price of the loss corporation's stock,
perhaps after applying an appropriate discount rate, amortized
over an appropriate period. we recognize that selection of both
the appropriate discount rate, if any, and the appropriate
amortization period raises some of the problems referred to with
respect to the determination of the rate of return. However, we
believe that the Committee should consider such a revision in the
purchase rule.

In addition to the practical problems raised by the purchase
rule set forth in the proposal, we are concerned that the
interplay of the many technical provisions might permit avoidance
of the rule's intent. We believe, therefore, that care must be
taken to ensure that manipulation of the purchase rule does not
enable avoidance of the limitations on the carryover of corporate
tax attributes. We would be pleased to work with the Committee
in formulating protective rules that would eliminate such
possibilities.
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Meraer Rule

Under the proposal, a separate set of rules applies to any
case in which the stock or assets of a loss corporation are
acquired in a tax-free reorganization, for stock of the acquiring
corporation, or for stock of a corporation that controls the
acquiring corporation, Under the merger rule, the net operating
loss carryovers otherwise available would be allowed to offset
only the portion of income, earned by the surviving corporation
after the acquisition, that is allocable to the contribution of
the loss corporation's assets to the acquiring corporation. This
merger rule is intended in principle to permit the use of net
operating loss carryovers to the same extent that such carryovers
would have been allowed if the loss corporation and the acquiring
corporation had contributed all of their assets to a joint
venture. The proposal attempts to duplicate the fact that, under
such circumstances, only the portion of the joint venture's
income allocable to the loss corporation could be offset by that
corporation's net operating loss carryovers.'

After a tax-free reorganization to which the merger rule
applies, the portion of the post-acquisition taxable income of
the surviving corporation and its subsidiaries allocable to the
loss corporation's assets would be determined by reference to the
percentage of common stock of the acquiring corporation issued in
the acquisition to the loss corporation's shareholders. The
percentage of the acquiring corporation's taxable income that
could be offset, however, would be less than the percentage of
stock of the acquiring corporation issued to-the loss year
shareholders in the acquisition. The reduction is necessary
because post-reorganization taxable income theoretically
allocable to the loss corporation would not be subject to tax to
the extent of allowable net operating loss carryovers. As a
result, the percentage of the acquiring corporation's
participating stock that would be issued in the acquisition
generally would exceed the percentage of taxable income of the
acquiring corporation allocable to the loss corporation's assets
that generated the net operating loss.

The percentage of income that could be offset would be set
forth in a statutory table keyed to the percentage of the
participating stock of the acquiring corporation issued to the
loss shareholders in the acqusition. For example, if the
acquiring corporation issued 50 percent of its participating
stock to the loss shareholders, then 35 percent of the
post-acquisition income could be offset by the loss corporation's
net operating loss carryovers.
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If an acquiring corporation issued stock and paid other
consideration in a tax-free reorganization, the proposal
contemplates that both the purchase rule and the merger rule
would apply. Thus, the surviving corporation would be able to
utilize net operating loss carryovers in an amount equal to the
sum of (i) the value of the other consideration times the
applicable rate of return plus (ii) the portion of the surviving
corporation's income that is allocable to the stock issued to the
loss corporation shareholders.

If the acquiring corporation issued to loss shareholders only
referred stock with a "market rate" yield, the net operating
oss carryovers otherwise available would be allowed only to the
extent of dividends paid or accrued on the preferred stock issued
in the acquisition. The proposal states that special rules would
be applied to cases in which the acquiring corporation had
preferred stock outstanding at the time of the acquisition and to
situations in which hybrid or convertible securities, options,
warrants and the like were issued to loss shareholders in an
acquisition* The proposal does not indicate the scope or the
anticipated complexity of these special rules. We believe, as
described further below, that the complexity of such rules may
suggest adoption of a single rule applicable to all acquisitions
of loss corporations. -

Although we believe that the merger rule might work well when
only common stock or preferred stock with a determinable rate of
return is outstanding after a reorganization, application of the
merger rule may be unworkable in cases in which more complicated
types of securities are involved. Thus, while the merger rule
may be sound in concept, we question whether it could be applied
effectively to reorganizations other than relatively simple ones.
In light of such narrow applicability, we question whether the
additional complexity created by the existence of two sets of
rules is warranted. Moreover, the existence of two sets of rules
creates the potential for inconsistent treatment of similar
transactions and may permit transactions to be structured to
avoid certain limitations. For these reasons, it may be
desirable to apply the purchase rule to all acquisitions of loss
corporations. We recognize that application of the purchase rule
would require the difficult task of valuing stock received in a
tax-free reorganization; however, such valuation may in any event
be required under the special rules applicable to hybrid
securities and the like.
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New Stock Issues

The proposal provides no limitation on the use of net
operating loss carryovers if new stock is issued for cash or
property by a loss corporation Oro rata to shareholders who owned
stock during the year in which I net operating loss was
incurred. Moreover, no limitation would apply if such
shareholders increased their interest in the fair market value of
the loss corporation's stock by 50 percent or less. We recognize
that imposing no limitations on net operating loss carryovers in
these si tuat ions may be appropriate when no other events trigger
application of any limitations on the use of net operating loss
carryovers. We believe, however, that substantial difficulties
may arise in applying this rule after a trigger event has
occurred and a limitation on the use of carryovers is otherwise
applicable.

If a loss corporation issued new stock to third parties,
the merger rule would apply to limit subsequent use of the net
operating losses based on the percentage interest in the loss
corporation's common stock remaining with loss year shareholders.
Similarly, if a loss corporation issued new preferred stock to
third parties, the proposal would decrease the income that could
be offset by otherwise available net operating losses by the
total yield on such newly-issued preferred stock, increased to
reflect the corporate tax paid on the earnings used to pay this
amount.

This new issue limitation would not apply, however, in any
case in which the loss corporation issued to third parties in any
one calendar year new shares, common or preferred, having a value
of less than 20 percent of the value of the loss corporation's
shares outstanding at the beginning of the year. If the 20'
percent floor were exceeded in any year, the new issue limitation
would be applied to the entire issue, not merely the excess over
20 percent.

Although limiting subsequent use of net operating loss
carryovers in cases in which contributions are made to the
capital of the loss corporation by third parties is consistent
with the underlying theory of the pool of capital approach, the
threshold change at which such a provision applies should be
studied carefully prior to enactment. An unduly low threshold
might discourage attempts to rehabilitate loss corporations, a
pressure we believe should be avoided. moreover, such a rule
would seem to encourage loss corporations to borrow capital,
rather than to seek new equity capital. Such a bias in favor of
debt undoubtedly would put added pressure on the tax rules
provided to distinguish debt from equity.
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Investment Companies with Net Operating Loss Carryovers

An important issue that must be confronted when formulating
limitations on the utilization of net operating loss carryovers
is whether a loss corporation which has converted operating
assets to passive investment assets should be able to retain net
operating losses incurred with respect to the operating assets.
The proposal contemplates that, in order to prevent tax-motivated
acquisitions of loss corporations without significant business
assets, no carryover of net operating losses should be permitted
following a change in ownership of a corporation, substantially
all the assets of which were investment assets at the time of
acquisition.

We believe that, in theory, a corporation owning only
investment assets generally should be able to retain and transfer
its net operating loss carryovers to the same extent as a
corporation that owns primarily operating assets, so long as the
rules relating to contributions to capital and new stock issues
prevent avoidance of the applicable limitations. In the context
of the pool of capital approach, it is difficult to distinguish
between a loss corporation that continues to own its operating
assets and one that has converted those assets to passive
investment assets. Moreover, it would be difficult to define the
term investment assets in many industries, including banking,
insurance and securities. Finally, applying special rules to
corporations that convert operating assets into investment assets
would have the undesirable effect of encouraging loss
corporations to retain unprofitable businesses rather than
convert them into more liquid investments.

The unlimited ability to sell a corporation the assets of
which include only investment assets and net operating loss
carryovers, however, might be perceived as being abusive and thus
might affect the public's view of the tax system. We recognize,
moreover, that the ability to convert business assets into
investment assets prior to a purchase or reorganization might in
some instances permit transactions that would avoid the
applicable limitations. Accordingly, if such corporations are
allowed to transfer net operating loss carryovers, we believe
that safeguards would be necessary to prevent abuse of the rules.

Stock Issued to Creditors

Under the proposal, creditors who exchange debt for stock
would be treated as purchasers of already outstanding shares of
stock for a price equal to the amount of debt extinguished.
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Therefore, the net operating loss carryovers that could be
utilized following such an exchange would be limited to that
ortion of the corporation's income equal to the rate of return
imes the amount of debt extinguished. Any stock received for

debt that was held by persons who became creditors after a loss
year, however, would be treated the same as any other issuance of
shares.

The special rules applicable to creditors reflect the fact
that such persons frequently are the parties who economically
bear the losses that are reflected in net operating loss
carryovers. Although we recognize the special status of such
creditors, we believe that the legitimate interests of creditors
must be carefully balanced against the possibility that the
special rules could be used to avoid the applicable limitations.
We would like to work with the Committee to ensure that the
special creditor rules cannot be abused.

Built-in Gains and Losses

The proposal would increase the extent to which net operating
losses could be utilized in a taxable year following a change in
ownership of the loss corporation by the amount of built-in gains
existing at the time of the ownership change and realized during
the year. The proposal also contemplates that any built-in
losses would reduce the amount of built-in gain that would
increase the available net operating loss carryovers.

Although it may be consistent with the theory of the pool of
capital approach to adjust the applicable limitation on the use
of net operating losses to reflect the net built-in gain existing
at the time the ownership of the loss corporation changes hands,
we believe that, prior to enactment, careful consideration should
be given to any provision that would increase the applicable
limitation by the amount of built-in gain. Moreover, even if
such a provision were determined to be appropriate, several
limiting principles wduld be necessary. For example, application
of this built-in gain provision might in some instances result in
an artifically high limit on the use of net operating loss
carryovers. Unfortunately, an attempt to provide the adjustments
necessary to avoid such artifically high limits might result in
unacceptable complexity. In addition, the attempt to determine
the amount of built-in gain existing at the time of an
acquisition and realized at a later date would be fraught with
administrative difficulties and would result in complex valuation
problems. Finally, it also should be recognized that although
the amount of built-in gain realized during the year of the
ownership change would have to be reduced by any built-in losses

28-219 0 - 84 - 5
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existing at the time of the acquisition, as reflected in the
proposal, the built-in losses would be relevant for such a
purpose whether or not those losses are realized during the year.
The determination of the amount of such losses would, of course,
be administratively difficult and quite complex.

Finally, the proposal contemplates that the amount of net
built-in losses would be limited by regulations to the extent
necessary to preclude avoidance of the pool of capital principle.
The problems raised by built-in losses are complex and require
careful study. A persuasive argument can be made, however, that
built-in losses existing at the time that ownership of the
corporation changes hands should, be limited in the same manner as
net operating loss carryovers. We would be pleased to work with
the Committee in studying the difficult issues raised by built-in
gains and losses.

Acquisitions by Loss Corporations

The proposal provides that the merger rule would apply to
acquisitions by loss corporations in exchange for loss
corporation stock, if the loss year shareholders own less than 80
percent in value of the loss corporation stock in the carryover
year. This rule, which places some limits on the ability of a
corporation with net operating loss carryovers to acquire other
corporations that might produce taxable income against which the
net operating losses can be offset, is similar to the provision
in the proposal that limits a loss corporation's ability to issue
new stock to third parties. In the case of new stock issues, no
limitation applies if the loss corporation issues in any calendar
year new stock worth less than 20 percent of the loss
corporation's shares at the beginning of the year. In the case
of an acquisition by the loss corporation, however, the 20
percent threshold, rather than being-determined annually, is
cumulative.

A loss corporation that intended to acquire other
corporations would often do so by issuing new stock in any such
transactions. Accordingly, we believe that the limitations on
new share issuance should be parallel to the limitations on stock
acquisitions and that the considerations referred to with respect
to new stock issues should apply with equal force to acquisitions
by loss corporations. We would be happy to work with the
Committee in studying the issue and developing appropriate
limitations.

Tax Classification of Partnerships with
Publicly Traded Interests

The Staff would classify any limited partnership with
interests traded on an established securities market as an
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association taxable as a corporation (the "classification
proposal"). The report states in rather conclusory fashion that
large, centralized business organizations ought to be subject to
an entity level tax because of the similarity of these
organizations to large corporations. In addition, the Staff
expresses doubt about the adaptability of the partnership tax
rules to the complexity presented by publicly traded limited
partnerships. An unstated concern of the Staff may be that
adoption of the other significant proposals in the report would
increase the disparity between the taxation of partnership and
corporate profits and thereby provide incentives for conducting
in partnership form many activities presently conducted by
corporations. The Treasury Department opposes the classification
proposal.

Our principal objection to the classification proposal is
that the classification of business organizations for tax
purposes is a matter which involves tax policy considerations
beyond the scope of this project. The proper classification and
methodology for taxing publicly held limited partnerships are
difficult questions which we think should be answered only after
a thorough review of the taxation of all similar business
organizations, including real estate investment trusts. We have
serious doubt that after such an analysis one would conclude that
the degree of marketability of an organization's equity interests
should determine the manner in which the organization is taxed.
We also are not convinced that access to a rational system of
pass-through taxation should be restricted on the basis suggested
by the classification proposal. As pointed out earlier in this
statement, we are not prepared at this time to support proposals
which significantly broaden the two-tier tax system of taxing
corporate profits.

We also have some concern about the impact of the
classification proposal on certain activities. The absence of an
entity level tax appears to be a major factor in stimulating
partnership capital formation. Many of the entities that would
be affected by the classification proposal would be those which
are seeking capital for natural resource exploration, research
and experimentation and housing development. Any proposal that
might reduce significantly the flow of capital into these
ventures must be considered carefully.

The American Law Institute Federal Income Tax Project
Tentative Draft No. 7 (1979), which is cited as support for the
classification proposal, recommended as a general rule that
unrestricted access to partnership status be permitted. Its
suggestion to exclude publicly traded partnerships from this
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recommendation was based primarily on the perceived problems that
the IRS would encounter in auditing these partnerships. We
believe that many of these problems have been eliminated or
substantially reduced as a result of the partnership level audit
provisions contained in TEFRA. The administrative problem most
often associated with publicly traded limited partnerships is the
perceived difficulty in allocating various tax items among
partners when there are multiple transfers of partnership
interests during the taxable year or where partnership interests
are held in street name. These allocation problems are faced to
a greater or lesser degree by every partnership and we are not
convinced that the mechanics of making these calculations are
insuperable; nor are we aware of any significant abuses that have
been linked to publicly traded limited partnerships. Indeed, we
suspect that the reporting requirements imposed upon publicly
traded and registered partnerships and the public scrutiny that
these organizations receive make them less likely to engage in
abusive activities than partnerships with fewer partners.

We also believe that the concern over a migration of
corporations 'into partnership form is overstated. To date there
has been no such large-scale movement notwithstanding that
corporate earnings are subject to a more onerous tax regime.
Such a move involves many considerations in addition to the
Federal tax burden, including increased reporting and
record-keeping requirements, and the uncertainties and
state-to-state inconsistencies relating to the substantive law of
partnerships.

For these reasons we must urge that the classification
proposal not be adopted.

Finally, I would like to commend the Staff for its work to
date. We look forward to working with the Committee and Staff on
a continuing reevaluation of the corporate tax provisions of
present law.

I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have.
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The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate your testimony and your willingness
to abbreviate it. Your entire statement will be made a part of the
record.

We do have a number of questions, obviously, for the Treasury,
but I would rather submit those in writing, because we have some
witnesses who have been delayed because of my being delayed.
Since you are right here where we can reach you rather quickly,
we will move on to the next panel.

Mr. PEARLMAN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Unless you have another commitment, you may

wish to remain. I don't want to trap you here, but if you would like
to stay for a while, it might be helpful.

[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
We now have a panel consisting of William D. Andrews, profes-

sor of law, Harvard Law School; Edward N. Delaney, chairman,
section of taxation, American Bar Association, accompanied by
John B. Jones, Jr., Covington & Burling, Washington, D.C.; Willard
B. Taylor of Sullivan & Cromwell, New York, N.Y., and Herbert L.
Camp, Donovan Leisure Newton & Irvine, New York, on behalf of
the New York State Bar Association; and Frank V. Battle, chair-
man, Federal taxation committee, subchapter C project, Chicago
Bar Association, Chicago, Ill.

While you are all getting seated, I will excuse myself for just a
minute. I will be right back.

[Whereupon, there was a brief recess.]
The CHAIRMAN. We may proceed in any way you wish. Your

entire statements will be made a part of the record, and if you can
highlight your statement it would be helpful.

Do you want to start with Mr. Andrews?

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM D. ANDREWS, ESQ., PROFESSOR OF
LAW, HARVARD LAW SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Chairman, my name is William Andrews. I
am a teacher of law at Harvard Law School, and I have been the
reporter of the American Law Institute, subchapter C tax revision
study over the past 8 years.

The institute has no procedure for responding to the staff propos-
als, and so I don't speak on behalf of the institute; but I speak on
my own on the basis of extended involvement in the formulation of
the ALI proposals.

The first and most important thing I want to say is to express
enthusiastic support for the committee staff's proposals revising
the general treatment of acquisition transactions, and to say that
in general the staff proposals parallel those of the institute in their
main themes. And I think the two documents should be regarded
as supporting one another in that important respect.

There are differences in detail, which I think tend to affirm that
the main themes have been put to the test by both groups inde-
pendently, and that those deserve the committee's support at this
time.

The main themes, just to mention them, are: The elimination of
the reorganization definition and its replacement by a scheme of
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elective classification at the corporate level, together with an inde-
pendent assessment of stockholder tax consequences and the elimi-
nation of the general utilities rule. Both of those two themes I
think present the committee with the opportunity for enormous
simplification in the overall tax treatment of acquisition transac-
tions.

I guess I will rest otherwise upon my written statement.
The CHAIRMAN. What we had hoped to do is perhaps to come

back with some questions that you may wish to address.
Mr. Delaney?
[Mr. Andrews' prepared statement follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is William D. Andrews. I am a Professor of Law

at Harvard University where I have specialized in Federal

Income Taxation, and particularly the income tax treatment

of corporations and shareholders, for twenty years. I have

also served as the General Reporter for Subchapter C in the

American Law Institute's Federal Income Tax Project, from

1974 to 1982. While both these employments are quite rele-

vant to the subject of this hearing, my appearance today is

solely on my own and not on behalf of either the Harvard Law

School or the American Law Institute.

The American Law Institute (ALI) has adopted proposals

for revision of the statutes governing the tax treatment of

corporate acquisitions and dispositions and has published a

lengthy report, in May, 1982, explaining, illustrating and

commenting upon those proposals and the problems to which

they are addressed. American Law Institute, Federal Income

Tax Project, Subchapter C, Proposals on Corporate Acquisi-

tions and Dispositions, and Reporter's Study on Distributions,



May 1982. As Reporter for that project I was deeply involved

in the formulation of those proposals and was chiefly respon-

sible for preparation of the report. I do not represent the

ALI in my appearance today because the ALI has no procedure

for taking positions on tax legislation beyond the publication

of its own proposals, but my opinions are informed by lengthy

immersion in the ALI work.

In its current study of corporate taxation the Committee

Staff was directed to examine the ALI proposals, among

others, and has done so with great care and understanding.

Some of the Staff's proposals are indeed in close agreement

with those of the ALI, and others are closely related in

purpose and effect if not in detail. Still others fall on

ground not covered in the ALI proposals. I would like

mainly to talk about the relation between the ALI proposals

and the related Committee Staff proposals, and then to talk

briefly about two of the other Staff proposals.

The General Tax Treatment of

Corporate Acquistions

BotkL the Committee Staff and ALI proposals call for

rather fundamental revisions in our thinking about the

taxation of corporate acquisitions. The two sets of pro-

posals differ in detail, but the important thing about them

is that they affirm common general themes. I would like to

emphasize two.
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1. Elimination of the distinction between reorganiza-

tion and nonreorganization acquisitions. Current tax law

applicable to corporate acquisitions is dominated by a

categorical distinction between reorganization and nonreor-

ganization transactions, reorganizations being governed, at

both corporate and shareholder levels, by a whole separate

set of rules that have no application to nonreorganization

acquisitions. The operative rules governing reorganization

acquisitions are themselves quite sensible, but the reorgan-

ization definition, on which their application depends, is

senselessly complicated. The definition is partly statutory,

containing quite different technical requirements for dif-

ferent forms of acquisition transactions - stock exchanges,

informal asset acquisitions, statutory mergers, subsidiary

acquisitions, reverse subsidiary acquisitions, and so on.

Spread over all these disparate statutory requirements are

some extrastatutory prerequisites set forth in judicial

decisions and regulations, some of which seem to proceed

from and foster an erroneous impression that reorganization

characterization and treatment are a departure from some

norm, to be permitted only on a strictly guarded basis.

Both Staff and ALI proposals would clear away this

morass by eliminating the distinction between reorganization

and purchase acquisitions as a controlling categorical

dichotomy. Many of the operative rules governing the taxa-

tion of corporations in reorganizations would be preserved,

but their application would be controlled by explicit elec-
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tions, rather than compliance with the reorganization defi-

nition. This elective procedure is essentially the procedure

already adopted by the Congress last year for purchased

subsidiaries, in section 338. The Staff and ALI proposals

would extend this procedure to replace the reorganization

rules -as well as old section 334(b)(2). Similarly, nonrecog-

nition treatment of shareholders, as in a reorganization,

would be preserved - but on the basis of a simple appraisal

for each shareholder of the effect of the acquisition on his

investment viewed alone.

This proposal does not involve substantial changes in

what is permitted in the way of tax treatment of an acquisi-

tion, but it would produce enormous simplification and

clarification in how it is to be done. It would further

operate to decouple questions of corporate procedure from

tax treatment so that taxpayers would be spared the unpro-

ductive necessity of shaping corporate transactions in

possibly inconvenient forms to produce a chosen tax-result.

Putting choices of tax treatment on an explicitly elective

basis would also reduce the chance for parties to a trans-

action to defeat the revenue by taking mutually inconsistent

positions, relying on different interpretations of obscure

aspects of the reorganization definition, as sometimes

occurs under existing law.

2. Reversal of the General Utilities Rule. In General

Utilities and Operating Company v. Helvering, 296 U.S. 200

(1935), the Supreme Court affirmed the notion that a corpor-
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ation does not realize gain on the distribution of appreciated

property to its shareholders. General Utilities involved a

dividend distribution of shares of another corporation, but

the rule has been applied also to distributions in liqui-

dation or in redemption of shares. In 1954, the rule was

codified and extended to cover corporate sales of assets, if

made after adoption of a plan of liquidation. Sections 311,

336, 337.

The reasons for the General Utilities rule are obscure;

the Supreme Court itself simply took the general rule for

granted without explanation. Perhaps the rule derives in

part from a naively literal application of the idea that a

corporation is a legal person, to be treated as if it were a

natural person: a natural person does not realize gain by

giving away appreciated property to the objects of his

affection, and so neither should a corporation realize gain

by distributing appreciated property to its shareholders.

But whatever the reason for the General Utilities rule,

it has proved in practice to be a great and continuing

source of mischief and controversy. The basic trouble is

that it permits (invites and induces) the arrangement of

transactions, particularly acquisition transactions, to

produce a step-up in the basis of corporate assets without

any corresponding corporate tax. Since the result of step-

ping up basis is to produce exclusions or deductions from

taxable income in the hands of the transferee, the net

result is uncompensated erosion in the corporate income tax
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base, together with all the distortions of behavior any such

erosion is apt to produce.

The Congress has already responded to exploitation of

the General Utilities rule by repealing it piecemeal in many

situations. As to depreciable property, we have depreciation

recapture, which cuts across the General Utilities exclusion.

Other special statutory rules apply to installment obligations

and to LIFO inventory. Nonstatutory exceptions have been

hammered out in litigation covering earned but uncollected

income items and recovery of previously deducted items other

than depreciation.

In addition to all these various direct exceptions,

there has been a different kind of special response to some

corporations formed or utilized with a view toward exploiting

the General Utilities rule. Such corporations are labelled

collapsible. Under some circumstances the consequence of

collapsibility is imposition of corporate tax; under others

it-is recharacterization of shareholder gains as ordinary

income. Presumably because of the potentially drastic

harshness of this response, the collapsible corporation

provision is fitted out with a series of exceptions and

limitations, which often operate to give well-advised tax-

payers effective ways to avoid its application altogether.

The Committee Staff and ALI proposals both would elimi-

nate all these problems by repealing the General Utilities

rule itself, substituting the simple, measured general rule

that a corporation must recognize gain on any disposition of
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appreciated property except one in which basis carries over

to a corporate transferee. This reformulation would produce

enormous simplification, superseding the present piecemeal

exceptions to the General Utilities rule and making it

possible to repeal the collapsible corporation provision.

Beyond simplification, this change would produce a much more

even-handed application of the income tax and would ameli-

orate the unproductive bias of current law in favor of

corporate acquisitions shaped to take advantage of the

exclusion.

Both the Staff and ALI proposals would except goodwill

from the repeal of General Utilities, since a step-up in

basis of goodwill will not reduce subsequent taxable income.

Moreover, the ALL proposals contain a special narrow credit

for selling shareholders designed to provide relief from

concurrent imposition of corporate and shareholder capital

gain taxes. The Staff report indicates willingness to

consider this and other possible sorts of specific relief.

While provisions for relief might reintroduce some of the

complication eliminated by repeal of General Utilities,

there would still be an enormous net simplification. More-

over, relief can be shaped sensibly to what deserves relief,

which is much better than letting it be defined as what is

not caught up in the web of piecemeal repeal of General

Utilities that characterizes present law.

3. Differences and Similarities between the Committee

Staff and ALI Proposals. There are a number of differences
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in detail between the Committee Staff and ALl proposals. I

will mention a few. The ALI proposals make provision for

limited use of a so-called purchase premium arising in

certain acquisitions; the Committee Staff proposals would

simply omit purchase premium in the case of all carryover-

basis acquisitions. The ALI proposals prohibit simultaneous

cost-basis and carryover-basis transfers between any particular

corporate groups; the Committee Staff proposals, reflecting

difficulties experienced with section 338, set forth a more

specific but lenient rule requiring consistency only on an

entity-by-entity basis. As mentioned before, the Staff

proposals leave open the question whether any special relief

from concurrent imposition of corporate and shareholder

capital gain taxes should be provided; the ALI proposals

contain a very specific relief provision in the form of a

credit for corporate capital gain taxes against shareholder

capital gain taxes.

I do not propose to dwell on these differences or to

evaluate the relative merits of the Staff and ALl positions

at this time. The important thing about the Committee Staff

and ALI proposals is not their differences in emphasis or

detail but their agreement on common themes. The differences

tend to confirm, indeed, the fact that the common themes

have survived the test of examination and elaboration by two

quite independent working groups. From the Committee's

standpoint, I should think the ALl proposals stand as inde-

pendent confirmation that abandoning the reorganization
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definition and overruling General Utilities will indeed lead

in the direction of simplification and clarification and

will not prove in practice to have unanticipated complicating

implications.

ALI consideration of its proposals is no substitute, of

course, for consideration by other interested groups as

well. But still, the ALI procedure is one of lengthy deli-

beration by distinguished expert panels. The Reporter in

this project was closely guided from the beginning by about

a dozen consultants who met typically two or three times a

year for two or three days each time, to assist, advise,

question and criticize in the early stages of formulation of

the proposals. The consultants are listed in the front of

the ALI Report; I cannot imagine that a more distinguished,

diligent, or intelligent group of tax law practitioners (and

teachers) could be assembled. Tentative drafts were subse-

quently distributed to and considered by the Tax Advisory

Group, a larger panel of leading tax lawyers from around the

country, also listed in the front of the report. This group

met several times for several days each time. Drafts were

then discussed and finally approved by the Council of the

Institute and the membership in annual meeting assembled.

Both the consultant and advisory group meetings were attended

also by a liaison committee from the Tax Section of the

American Bar Association and by personnel from the Treasury

Department and Congressional Committee staffs.
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The relation of the ALl work to the Staff proposals is

twofold. It stands as a sQurce of argumentation and elab-

oration - in some cases along alternative lines - of the

main themes of the Staff proposals. But also it stands as

affirmation from a significant quarter in the practicing bar

of the practical workability of these main themes. I hope

the Committee will find that the ALI work helps it to conclude

that the Staff proposals are indeed sound and promising and

deserving of prompt attention, support and enactment.

Special Limitations on Loss Carryovers

Special limitations on carryover of losses and other

tax benefits have been subject to special attention in the

formulation of both the Staff and ALI proposals. This is

partly, in both cases, because of the special situation

surrounding section 382, with amendments adopted in 1976

currently scheduled to go into effect next year.

Again the Staff and ALI proposals vary in detail but

concur in purpose and general outline. Essentially the

proposal in both cases is to eliminate the procedure of

disallowing carryovers, in full or proportionately, and

shift to a system of limitation. Carryovers would be allowed

in full up to the amount of the limit, with the result that

if tax benefits are small in relation to the limit they

would survive unimpaired, while if they are the main thing,

their deduction would be severely limited. The limit would
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be based on price paid in purchase acquisitions, and on an

appropriate share of taxable income following merger acqui-

sitions, and would be designed in both cases to provide a

kind of rough approximation of the income the loss corpora-

tion might have earned itself through a successful reinvest-

ment of its own assets. The controlling overall objective

is to try to have a simple mechanical rule that will cause

the value of tax carryovers to be preserved but not enhanced

in acquisition transactions.

Earnings and Profits and Intercorporate Dividends

Taxable dividends have long been defined in our law as

distributions out of earnings and profits accumulated since

the effective date of the modern income tax, March 1, 1913,

or, since 1936, out of earnings and profits of the current

year. On its face this definition is totally plausible,

appearing to exclude only distributions that do not repre-

sent income or profit and therefore ought not to be taxed as

such. But that appearance is misleading; in practice, the

earnings and profits requirement has led to a parade of

unacceptable results. Some of these have been corrected,

but only in ad hoc fashion and only after they have been

enjoyed to some substantial extent by taxpayers astute or

fortunate enough to stay ahead of statutory changes.

The original accumulated earnings and profits require-

ment, for example, was construed to have the effect that if

28-219 0 - 84 - 6
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a corporation suffered large losses, but then subsequently

turned profitable and began to distribute those profits to

shareholders (rather than accumulating them to restore the

original losses), the distributions would not be taxed as

dividends. This result was reversed, in general, by making

current earnings an alternative source of taxable dividends,

though schemes still exist for using old losses to alter the

characterization of current distributions.

For a more recent example, upon the advent of accelerated

depreciation in 1954, earnings and profits suddenly had the

effect that many corporations paying out a high percent of

their financial earnings would find their dividends to be

nontaxable returns of capital, for tax purposes. This was

precisely the situation for many utility companies, and so

their dividends became largely nontaxable. The statute was

ultimately amended to provide that earnings and profits

should be computed on the basis of straight-line deprecia-

tion, but not until after substantiAL sums had been distrib-

uted without tax. Moreover, depreciation is not the only

deduction the tax law permits on an-anelerated basis, and

some companies have succeeded in playing the same game with

others accelerated deductions.

In addition, the corrective itself, computing earnings

and profits to exceed taxable income by reason of smaller

depreciation deductions, has disruptive effects on other

applications of the earnings and profits concept where some

degree of correspondence with taxable income is essential to
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its operation. Under the Consolidated Return Regulations,

for example, basis of subsidiary shares is adjusted upwards

for accumulated earnings and profits. The manifest purpose

is to give basis credit for taxes paid on taxable income of

the subsidiary. The effect of computing earnings and profits

on the basis of straightline depreciation is to increase

basis by more than taxable income, which makes no sense

whatever. New unacceptable results seem likely to continue

to emerge as long as the earnings and profits limitation

itself is left in place. The Committee Staff proposes, at

least as an alternative, that the problem be dealt with

comprehensively by eliminating the earnings and profits

requirement itself.

I need to emphasize that this topic is one on which the

ALI work and proposals have nothing to say; the question of

dividend definition simply was not taken up in the current

ALI project. Earnings and profits is a topic, however, to

which I have myself given a lot of thought, and I am thoroughly

convinced that the Staff proposal to eliminate the requirement

altogether is a sound one.

Earnings and profits serves other purposes under the

tax law besides dividend definition, and would need to be

preserved as a concept for these other purposes in any

event. It has been argued that if the concept needs to be

preserved for other purposes anyway it might as well be left

in the dividend definition. But the fact is that acceptable

computations of earnings and profits for purposes of dividend
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definition are often unacceptable for other purposes, and

vice versa. It is an advantage of the Staff proposal,

therefore not a drawback, that it would permit earnings and

profits to be computed more sensibly for other purposes if

the dividend definition aspect were eliminated.

Intercorporate Dividends

Dividends received by one corporation from another are

85 percent tax exempt to the recipient, or 100 percent in

the case of a parent's dividends from a subsidiary. The

rationale for the rule is apparently simple enough - to

prevent a cascading of corporate income tnxes on a single

item of income as it flows from corporation to corporation.

The rationale and the rule both work quite satisfactorily,

too, in the case of parent-subsidiary relations and other

substantial, permanent intercorporate investments.

But for mere portfolio holdings and transitory invest-

ments, the intercorporate dividend exemption makes little

sense. Moreover, the result of the rule is to make the tax

rules for corporate investors just opposite of what they are

for individuals, dividends being the preferred form of

return instead of the most heavily taxed. For traded shares,

this incongruity generates opportunities for arbitrage that

are now apparently the object of regular, active exploitation

by sophisticated taxpayers.
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I believe, personally, that it would be sound to repeal

the dividend-received deduction entirely for mere portfolio

and transitory holdings. This is again a matter on which

there is no ALI proposal, although there is some discussion

of the matter in an appendix to the ALI report.

The Committee Staff proposes two limitations on the

dividend-received deduction. For one thing, the Staff would

disallow interest on debt incurred or continued to purchase

or carry dividend-paying shares, except stock of controlled

subsidiaries. This would amount to a kind of indirect

disallowance of the dividend-received deduction in some

cases. It is not entirely clear to me why the dividend-

received deduction should be indirectly disallowed for

corporate borrowers but not for other corporations. The

other Staff proposal would disallow the dividend-received

deduction directly for dividends on shares held for less

than a year. This suggestion seems to me to be entirely

sound.

Conclusion

The Committee Staff's Preliminary Report contains

valuable proposals to deal soundly and sensibly with a wide

variety of problems. In closing, I should like to reiterate

that some of its proposals also have the quality of being in

substantial accord with proposals recently adopted and

published by the American Law Institute, and as to these

particularly I think the Committee Staff proposals offer

very substantial immediate opportunities for simplification

and improvement. I earnestly hope the Committee and the

Congress will seize those opportunities.

Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF EDWARD N. DELANEY, CHAIRMAN, SECTION OF
TAXATION, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.,
ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN B. JONES, JR., COVINGTON & BURL-
ING, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. DEzLANw,. I am Edward Delaney, Mr. Chairman, and I am

the chairman of the tax section of the American Bar Association;
but I speak today only on behalf of the tax section.

The section believes that a more cohesive and rational set of
rules in this important area of the tax law are needed. We very
much appreciate the commitment and efforts made in attempting
to achieve that objective, and are especially pleased that in the
course of their study the staff and the joint committee staff con-
sulted with members of the private tax bar. We hope that that col-
legial process will continue-it has been very successful i past leg-
islative efforts.

The section is generally in agreement with the stated principal
goals of the proposals: simplification, tax neutrality, the elimina-
tion of certain tax-motivated transactions, and strengthening of
taxpayer compliance. To the extent that the proposals go that way,
we are very much in support of them.

I am going. to shorten our statement considerably to meet the
time constraints you have imposed, but we will be prepared to
answer questions.

We do have some problems with, for example, complete elimina-
tion of the earnings and profits test. We think that is premature.

We would have some problems with the disallowance of the in-
terest deduction as it is set up for the curing of abuses through
holding common and preferred stocks.

We do agree that in the dividend area there are some problems
and they should be looked at, but the solution should be directed to
the specific problems.

As to the limited partnerships, we have taken a position that
they should not be treated as corporations; but we are prepared to
restudy that, since our recommendation was really engendered out
of a different perspective. So we would be prepared to restudy that
particular issue.

The section views the staff's preliminary report as a major con-
tribution to the process of reforming and simplifying these rules.
We stand ready to assist the staff in any further work in this area.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Taylor.
[Mr. Delaney's prepared statement follows:]
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I am Edward N. Delaney, Chairman of the Section of

Taxation of the American Bar Association. I appear today to

express the views of the Section regarding the proposals on

the income taxation of corporations contained in the recently

issued preliminary report of the Finance Committee Staff.
1/

The views I express represent only those of the Section, and

should not be construed as representing those of the American

Bar Association as a whole.

The Staff proposals recommend fundamental and far-

reaching changes in the rules governing the taxation of

corporate transactions. Obviously, these proposals are the

result of thoughtful consideration by the Staff and other

knowledgeable people, and we commend them and you for this

effort. The present rules have evolved piecemeal over

several decades. Consequently, they have become quite

technical and complex; and their application can sometimes

lead to arbitrary and irrational results.

The Tax Section believes that a more cohesive and

rational set of rules in this important area of the tax law

are needed. We very much appreciate the commitment and

efforts made in attempting to achieve that objective, and

are especially pleased that, in the course of their study,

the Staff consulted with members of the private tax bar. We

sincerely hope that this collegial process will continue.

I/ Preliminary Report Prepared by the Staff of the Senate
Committee on Finance, entitled "The Reform and Simplification
of the Income Taxation of Corporations," September 22, 1983
(hereinafter referred to as the "Staff proposals").
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The Section is generally in agreement with the

stated principal goals of the proposals: simplification;

tax neutrality; the elimination of certain tax-motivated

transactions; and strengthening taxpayer compliance. Since

the proposals are not accompanied by suggested statutory

language, we cannot now say with assurance that the numerous

specific amendments to the Internal Revenue Code which would

be necessary to implement the proposals would indeed accomplish

these goals without introducing substantial new problems.

As you can appreciate, there is a diversity of

views within the Section as to whether some or all of the

proposals can be reduced to legislative language which would

simplify and improve upon present law, and whether the

proposals can serve as a basis for meaningful legislative

change. Given the controversial subject matter involved,

this diversity of early reactions to the proposals is not at

all surprising. Let me assure you that the Section fully

intends to proceed with a detailed review and evaluation of

the proposals and any bills which may emanate from them.

Before addressing the five areas on which specific

comments were requested in the Committee press release

announcing this hearing, I would like to begin with some

general observations regarding the proposed changes in the

taxation of corporate acquisitions.
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Taxation of Corporate Acquisitions

The Section has long been concerned that the rules

governing whether a corporate acquisition qualifies for tax-

free treatment are unnecessarily complex and often distinguish

between essentially similar transactions based on technicalities

of form. In 1981, after an extended study by its Committee

on Corporate Stockholder Relationships, the Section adopted

a legislative recommendation which would substantially

streamline and make more uniform the definitional provisions

of the Code relating to corporate reorganizations.2/

Under this recommendation, the fundamental present law

distinction between taxable and tax-free acquisitions would

be retained -- namely, that at least some minimum portion of

the consideration paid for the stock or assets of the

acquired corporation must consist of stock of the acquiring

corporation or its parent.

The Staff proposals would eliminate the requirement

of stock consideration as well as other traditional distinc-

tions between taxable and nontaxable corporate acquisitions.

Their central concept is that in acquisitions of either a

controlling stock interest in, or substantially all the

assets of, a corporation, the parties will be permitted to

elect taxable or tax-free treatment of the transaction at

the corporate level. The necessary corollary of taxable

2/ Recommendation No. 1981-5, reported at 34 Tax Lawyer
1386 (1981).
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treatment is that the tax basis of the assets of the acquired

company would be stepped up to reflect the fair marekt value

of the assets, whereas in a tax-free transaction the asset

basis would continue unchanged.

Shareholders of the acquired corporation receiving

stock in connection with a qualified corporate acquisition

would be entitled to tax-free treatment irrespective of

whether the transaction is taxable or nontaxable at the

corporate level, and irrespective also of whether, or how

much, stock is received by other shareholders. Thus, the

"continuity of interest" requirement under present law would

be abolished; and the tax treatment of the transaction would

not be subject to challenge by reason of pre-acquisition

changes in ownership of the acquir-ed corporation's stock, or

post-acquisition dispositions of stock received in the

transaction.

We are generally sympathetic with a tax regime

under which the form of a particular acquisitive transaction

takes does not determine its tax consequences. While it is

true that present law effectively provides taxpayers with

the flexibility to structure most acquisitons of corporate

stock or assets as taxable or nontaxable, it does so in a

complicated manner and often places a premium on the ability

of the parties to avail themselves of sophisticated tax
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advice. The Section's 1981 recommendation was formulated on

the assumption that the law would continue to require at

least some minimum stock consideration as a pre-condition to

tax-free treatment. As expressly noted in the report

accompanying the recommendation, we remain open to the

possibility of endorsing broader proposals, such as those of

the American Law Institute and the Committee Staff, which

would eliminate the stock consideration and related continuity

of interest requirements.

Because consideration of the Staff proposals is

still in its early stages, we are not yet in a position to

offer detailed comments as to the operation and implications

of the proposed revamping of the corporate acquisition

rules. Based on our preliminary review, however, one area

which troubles us is the inclusion of an entity-by-entity

"consistency rule" with respect to the election as to

whether a transaction would be taxable or tax-free. Such a

rule would no doubt foster in many instances the otherwise

unnecessary formation of multiple corporations. We question

whether any consistency rule is really needed.
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I will now turn to the specific questions that the

notice of this hearing requested witnesses to comment on.

1. Distributions of Appreciated Property

Comments were specifically invited on whether, if

gain is taxed to the corporation on a distribution of appre-

ciated property, it would be appropriate to provide some

relief either on a temporary or permanent basis. Since the

Staff proposals would also require gain recognition to a

corporation where there is an acquisition giving rise to a

cost basis election, there is a further question whether

possible relief proposals would also extend to cases where

there is gain to an acquired corporation in connection with

a corporate acquisition, whether or not accompanied by a

liquidation.

The Staff proposals embody important changes in

present law which could have a materially adverse impact on

longstanding taxpayer expectations associated with the

conduct of business activity in corporate form. We therefore

believe that transitional relief is appropriate with respect

to situations where there would not be tax at both the

corporate and shareholder levels under present law.

The Staff proposals suggest the possibility of

phasing in capital gains tax resulting from application of

the new rule. This would appear to be a reasonable approach.

Another transitional alternative which warrants consideration

would be to grant special tax relief in connection with
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liquidations of existing corporations during the first 2 or

3 years following enactment of the new rules.-

We also believe that some form of permanent relief

is appropriate. The Staff proposals mention five possible

options. Of these options, we have some concern that the

shareholder credit, although theoretically appealing, might

be too difficult to administer. We would be more favorably

inclined towards either exempting certain corporate assets

held for some specified minimum time period, or permitting

deferral of the corporate and/or shareholder level tax where

corporate assets are distributed in kind to the shareholders

in a complete or partial liquidation. The former approach

would probably be easier to administer.

We further believe that apart from any of the

options suggested by the Staff proposals, a special exemption

from the corporate level tax should apply with respect to

certain closely-held corporations -- defined, for example,

with reference to the personal holding company shareholder

test and with a relatively low maximum asset level and a

maximum number of shareholders requirement as well.-/

3/ There is recent precedent for such an approach in the
provisions which permit transitional liquidations of personal
service corporations. See P.L. 97-428, S 247.

4/ If this approach were adopted, it probably would be
necessary to fashion an appropriate anti-avoidance rule to
deal with the fragmentation of assets in multiple commonly
controlled corporations.
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Such corporations are essentially similar to partnerships

and proprietorships, and it would be desirable from a tax

policy standpoint to prevent the double tax impact which

would be avoided if the business were conducted in one of

these other forms.

2. Intercorporate Dividends Received Deduction

The second point on which comments were particularly

requested was whether allowance of the 85% dividends received

deduction, when coupled with full deductibility of a short-

term capital loss on a sale of the underlying stock, constitutes

a loophole or unintended benefit.

We agree that allowance of both the dividends

received deduction and the loss on a sale of the stock

resulting from a drop in price after the ex-dividend date

provides an unintended tax benefit.

The Staff proposals include a two-pronged limitation

on the 85% dividends received deduction. The proposals

would require a minimum one year holding period for eligibility

for the dividends received deduction, and also would disallow

a deduction for 85% of the interest on debt incurred to

purchase or carry stock (both common and preferred) the

dividends on which would be eligible for the dividends

received deduction. While we are not yet in a position to

suggest a suitable alternative, we believe that these proposals

go far beyond what is necessary to cure the stated evil.
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To the extent that the principal abuse motivating

the dividends received dedu-tion proposals involves the

issuance of preferred stock with mandatory dividend features,

the solution embodied in the proposals is not responsive to

the real tax issue -- namely, whether the preferred stock is

in fact debt, and if so, whether there should be a deduction

at the corporate level for the payment.

We understand that the proposed interest disallowance

would not involve a tracing concept and, therefore, could

result in the arbitrary disallowance of interest where a

corporation having normal business borrowings holds stock

qualifying for the dividends received deduction. If further

consideration is to be given to this proposal, the reasoning

behind it is such that it would be preferable to cast any

limitation as an explicit limitation on the availability of

the dividends received deduction in specific cases.

3. Earnings and Profits Limitations

Comments were requested on whether (a) the earnings

and profits limitation on dividend treatment of distribu-

tions by corporations provides opportunities for abuse; (b)

the earnings and profits limitation on dividends should be

repealed; and (c) a narrow set of revisions to the earnings

and profits rules should be attempted in lieu of repeal.
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We agree that the current earnings and profits

rules do permit certain abuses (for example, the distribution

of appreciated property in certain circumstances) and that

considerable uncertainty exists concerning the manner in

which earnings and profits are to be computed. We submit,

however, that the wholesale elimination of the earnings and

profits limitation for purposes of determining the amount

taxable as a dividend is not the appropriate response to

such problems.

While problems and uncertainties exist in the

present earnings and profits rules, the concept is intended

to limit the taxation of distributions as dividends to cases

where the corporation has realized corresponding profits.

We believe that such a limitation is generally desirable,

although some carefully defined exceptions may be needed.

Apart from its dividend measurement function, the

concept of earnings and profits is key to the application of

a number of other provisions of the Internal Revenue Code.

That would continue to be so under the Staff proposals, with

the result that many of the complexities inherent in the

computation of earnings and profits would remain. Both

large and small corporations would continue to be required

to maintain earnings and profits accounts for these other

purposes.

28-219 0 - 84 - 7
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Moreover, it would seem that the problems and

complexities in this area could be better dealt with by

making narrower changes in the existing earnings and profits

rules. For example, one clear change which we would favor

would be to require that earnings and profits be reduced by

the fair market value of any debt obligation distributed to

shareholders (rather than by the principal amount of such

obligation). Other rules may warrant change as well. We

will continue to study this subject.

Finally, it should be noted that the Staff pro-

posals implicitly recognize the inequity of blanket dividend

treatment for all corporate distributions by suggesting a

limited "return of capital" exception for certain distributions

to shareholders who made capital contributions to the corporation.

While this exception would probably be workable in straight-

forward situations (e.g., sole shareholder contributions),

it could prove very difficult to administer in a variety of

other situations (e.g., where contributions are made over a

period of time, or where multiple contributors are involved).



4. Limitation on Net Operating Losses
and Other Tax Attributes

As indicated in my testimony last month before the

House Ways and Means Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures,

the Section believes that the guiding principle in limiting

the carryover of tax attributes should be neutrality.

Limitations should be applicable when the economic value of

tax attributes may be abnormally inflated. As we understand

them, the Staff proposals are intended to limit post-acquisition

utilization of attributes by reference to what the loss

company's utilization would have been had no acquisition

occurred. We generally support this approach.

In order to permit further study and refinement of

both the House and Senate proposals, we urge a further

extension of the presently scheduled January 1, 1984 effective

date for the 1976 amendments to section 382. The Section

believes that the 1976 amendments are too complex and in

many respects arbitrary and irrational, and that it would be

a serious mistake to allow them to go into effect.

We believe it very important that the effect of

the attribute limitations should be clear and readily

calculable. In that regard, because of the generality of

the Staff proposals and certain questions which they raise,

there are a number of areas where we feel that further

review and study are required.
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The Staff proposals would replace the existing

rules with a system based on the principle that when a

change in the ownership of a corporation has occurred, loss

carryovers will be allowed only to the extent that the

income of the acquiring corporation or group of corporations

is attributable to the same pool of capital that generated

the loss. The proposals employ two distinct rules in limiting

loss utilization -- the "merger rule" and the "purchase

rule."

The existence of separate rules for cash and non-

cash transactions (and the use of both rules in a transaction

involving mixed consideration) introduces complexities that

would be avoided if one rule governed all types of transactions.

Furthermore, the use of two rules may influence to an undesir-

able degree the form of consideration used in acquiring a

loss corporation. For example, a non-cash acquisition might

be chosen to avoid the fixed upper limit on annual loss

utilization that would be imposed by the purchase rule.

Thus, we suggest that further consideration be given to the

possibility of utilizing a single rule for limiting loss

utilization.

The Staff proposals raise a number of other

operational issues. For example, both the merger rule and

the purchase rule implicitly assume that the loss corporation

has loss carryovers in an amount sufficient to completely

and permanently shelter its income. In the case of a loss

corporation that has only modest loss carryovers in comparison



with the income that its assets are expected to generate,

each of these rules would result in an unduly severe limi-

tation on loss utilization, thus creating an economic bias

against acquisition of the loss corporation. As another

example, if a loss corporation acquires a profitable corpora-

tion (or its assets) in exchange for stock, and the share-

holders retain at least 80% of its stock, there is no limi-

tation on loss utilization. If, on the other hand, the

profitable corporation acquires the loss corporation (or its

assets) in exchange for 80% or more of the profitable

corporation's stock, there will be a limitation on loss

utilization. This lack of symmetry would create an undesirable

bias in favor of placing the loss corporation in the role of

the acquiring corporation in this case.

The treatment of built-in losses is another area

which warrants more careful attention. Heretofore, the

utilization of built-in losses has beeA governed by the

consolidated return regulations and case law under the

corporate acquisition tax avoidance rules of section 269 of

the Code. The Staff proposals indicate that built-in losses

will be determined under regulations to be promulgated by

the Treasury. Because the Staff proposals also contemplate

the repeal of section 269, we urge that consideration be

given to confronting the matter of built-in losses through

express statutory provisions.
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5. Publicly-traded Partnership Interests

As part of its corporate tax proposals, the Staff

has suggested that consideration be given to treating

limited partnerships with interests trading on an established

securities market as associations taxable as corporations

for tax purposes, rather than as partnerships. Recently,

the Section of Taxation, working from a different perspec-

tive, made a legislative recommendation to the American Bar

Association that such limited partnerships should not be

taxed as corporations.

We recognize the concern that implementation of

the Staff proposals with regard to the taxation of corpora-

tions would likely place a further and unforeseen strain on

the entity classification issue. Therefore, we will be

reexamining the issue to determine whether a change in our

position should be considered.

, *

In conclusion, let me reiterate that the Staff

proposals go to the very fabric of the rules governing the

taxation of corporations and their shareholders. The

Section views the Staff's preliminary report as a major

contribution to the process of reforming and simplifying

these rules, and we stand ready to assist in that process in

any way we can.
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STATEMENT OF WILLARD B. TAYLOR, ESQ., SULLIVAN & CROM-
WELL, NEW YORK, N.Y.; AND HERBERT L. CAMP, DONOVAN LEI.
SURE NEWTON & IRVINE, NEW YORK, N.Y., ON BEHALF OF THE
NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK, N.Y.
Mr. TAYLOR. My name is Willard Taylor. I am the chairman of

the tax section of the New York State Bar Association and here on
its behalf. With me is Herbert Camp, cochairman of the section's
committee on corporations.

We support the proposals with respect to corporate acquisitions
and liquidations, but believe that there should be some form of per-
manent relief, either by shareholder credit for the corporate capital
gains tax or reduction in the corporate capital gains tax.

With respect to the 85 percent dividends-received deduction, we
believe that the specific abuse .cited in the press release could be
fixed by fairly minor surgery to present law. It does not justify, in
our view, the broad 1-year holding period proposed by the staff or
the interest deductibility proposal.

We acknowledge there are real problems with respect to the
earnings and profits limitation on the dividend treatment of corpo-
rate distributions. We believe they should be dealt with but do not
believe they justify the elimination of the limitation.

With respect to the net operating loss provisions, we support
them, particularly insofar as they propose a merger rule. If, howev-
er, you conclude that a purchase rule is desirable because it would
permit a single rule, we think that the purchase rule is preferable
to what we now have or will have at year end if the scheduled law
change goes forward.

With respect to publicly traded limited partnerships, we believe
that they should be treated as corporations, but we believe that
this would be a change that ought to be made only in connection
with a broader consideration of the entity classification.

That's the end of my summary. We have filed a full statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Battle.
[Mr. Taylor's prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OF THE NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
TAX SECTION

The Reform and Simplification of
the Income Taxation of Corporations

My name is Willard B. Taylor. I am the Chairman

of the Tax Section of the New York State Bar Association and

appear here on its behalf. With me is Herbert L. Camp,

Co-chairman of the Tax Section's Committee on Corporations.

The Tax Section has over 2,800 members, all of

whom are lawyers with a professional interest in taxation.

They include practicing lawyers, judges, professors of law,

corporate counsel, and officials and employees of the

Treasury Department and the Internal Revenue Service.

Members of the Tax Section have given advice to

the Senate Finance Committee Staff over the past few months

in its preparation of its preliminary proposals,* and we

appreciate this opportunity to comment on those proposals.

Our comments here are only general since the pro-

posals, not being in legislative form, are themselves also

general. If legislation is proposed, we hope to have the

opportunity to submit detailed comments. We also urge that

in its consideration of the proposals Congress move deli-

berately and without haste.

Our comments are organized around the specific

questions on which comments were requested by the press

The Reform and Simplification of the Income Taxation of
Corporations, a Preliminary Report prepared by the
Staff of the Senate Committee on Finance (September 22,
1983).
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release that announced this hearing*. As set forth in

more detail below, we support the merger and acquisition and

net operating loss carryover proposals of the Staff but have

serious reservations on some of the other proposals.

1. The 85% dividends received deduction. The

press release asks whether the allowance of an 85% dividends

received deduction coupled with the full deduction of a

short-term loss on a later sale of the stock is a loophole

or unintended benefit.

It seems to us that no loss has been sustained by

a corporation to the extent that the price which it pays for

stock anticipates the payment of a dividend that is eligible

for the 85% dividends received deduction and the loss

results from a corresponding drop in price after the stock

goes ex-dividend. To allow both the dividends received

deduction and a deduction for the loss on a sale of the

stock in such a case is a doubling up that could appropri-

ately be corrected by legislation.

The Staff's dividends received deduction proposal,

however, is far broader. It goes beyond the situation

described in the press release or any other specific situa-

tion cited in the Staff's report. By extending to more than

one year the holding period required for eligibility for the

* Press Release No. 83-186, October 4, 1983.

-2-
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dividends received deduction and disallowing 85% of any

interest expense incurred to purchase or carry stock on

which the dividends are eligible for the dividends received

deduction (determined by an "objective" rule), the Staff's

proposal would go a long way towards repealing the 85t

dividends received deduction for many corporate share-

holders.*

The Federal income tax system has from its incep-

tion provided for a dividends received deduction, and repeal

in whole or in part of the current 85t deduction would be a

profound change. The theory of a dividends received deduc-

tion is that corporate income should be taxed only once

until distributed to individual or other non-corporate

share olders, and it is in no sense inconsistent with this

theory to allow a corporate shareholder an unlimited deduc-

tion for interest incurred to purchase or carry stock that

pays dividends which are eligible for the deduction.

Although we recognize that allowing a dividends received

In this regard, we did not, as stated in the Staff's
preliminary proposals, identify the general issue of
the deductibility of interest incurred to purchase or
carry stock as a "significant corporate tax shelter
problem.* Our January 1983 submission to the Staff,
suggesting a "limited project" in this area, was
directed at transactions in which nonrecourse debt was
incurred to purchase an issue of preferred stock
structured to service the interest and principal on the
debt, not to the broader question of whether there
should be a disallowance of any interest incurred to
purchase or carry stock.

-3-
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deduction is not consistent with this theory if the corpora-

tion paying the dividend pays no taxes, we are not sure

there is any better way to make sure that there is only one

tax at thecorporate level.* Certainly the Staff's proposal

would not do this, since it could in effect tax the same

corporate income to both the paying and receiving corpora-

tion.

If the Staff's proposal is nonetheless to be

adopted, we urge that it not be done until representatives

of affected industries have been consulted. Repeal or

curtailment of the dividends received deduction will have a

major impact on corporations that raise capital by issuing

stock. This aspect of the Staff's proposals has received

less publicity than others and has not been brought to the

attention of many businesses that would be affected by it.

We also question whether the Staff's interest

deductibility proposal, if adopted, should apply to interest

incurred after the end of 1983, or any other fixed date, to

purchase or carry stock issued prior to that date. In our

Allowing a deduction for dividends paid to corporations
or limiting the dividends received deduction to
dividends paid by tax paying corporations would present
serious problems of administrability.

-4-
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experience, a great deal of stock has been issued or now

trades on the assumption that the 851 dividends received

deduction will be allowable, and in some cases issuers have

indemnified corporate holders against the risk that the

deduction would be lost. An interest deductibility rule

that does not at least defer its application to outstanding

stock will penalize either the issuer or the holders.

If the Committee chooses only to deal with the

specific situation described in the press release, we

believe that requiring a more than one-year holding period

for eligibility for the 85% dividends received deduction, as

proposed by the Staff, is much more than is needed. The

perceived abuse exists only where there are mandatory

dividends (such as dividends that have been declared but not

yet paid or those commonly required by preferred stocks),

since otherwise the price will not anticipate the dividend;

and only where there is a ready market for the purchase and

sale of the stock. To deny the 85% dividends received

deduction for dividends paid on any stock held for one year

or less will deny the deduction in many cases in which this

is not the case.

To fix the case described in the press release, it

should be enough to provide that a corporate purchaser of

stock that is traded on an established securities market and

requires the payment of a dividend must reduce its basis by

the part of the purchase price attributable to the accrued

-5-
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dividend -- the same rule that now applies to debt obliga-

tions purchased between interest payment dates. In the

alternative, it could be provided in such a case that the

dividend is not eligible for the 85% dividends received

deduction unless the stock has been held for all or a

specified substantial portion of the period in respect of

which the dividend is paid -- the quarter, for example, in

the case of a stock providing for a quarterly dividend.*

The rules relating to the calculation of any required

holding period should be, as the Staff suggests, tighter

than under present law.

2. The earnings and profits limitation. The

press release asks whether the earnings and profits limi-

tation on dividend treatment of corporate distributions

should be repealed or whether there should be a narrower set

of revisions to that limitation.

While there are many problems with the present

earnings and profits limitation, some form of limitation is

consistent with the basic notion that a corporate distri-

bution is not income if it is not paid out of earnings

realized by the corporation. Earnings and profits is

relevant throughout the Internal Revenue Code, moreover, and

its repeal only as a limitation on the dividend treatment of

A different rule would be needed for arrearages and
other extraordinary dividends, such as, for example,
one that ties the required holding period to the date
on which payment of the arrearage is announced.

-6-
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corporate distributions will not be an important simplifica-

tion.* Earnings and profits will continue to be central to

the calculation of the indirect foreign tax credit, to the

treatment of controlled foreign corporations and to many

other situations. Nor does the Staff's preliminary proposal

explain the relationship between repeal and the provisions

of sections of the Code such as 306 or address the problems

that may be created by repeal. Thus, while enlarging

dividend treatment will increase tax liabilities if distri-

butions are made to non-corporate shareholders, the situa-

tion is reversed if the distribution is eligible for the 85%

dividends received deduction. Are we to believe that there

will be no reduction in a corporate shareholder's basis for

its atock on account of dividends that are not paid out of

corporate earnings?**

Without a full exploration of these and other

problems, we would not support elimination of the earnings

Indeed, the Staff's proposal to provide that a parent
corporation's basis in a controlled subsidiary's stock
is equal to the net tax basis of the controlled subsid-
iary in its assets, regardless of whether consolidated
returns are filed, will in effect expand the need for
corporations to make a calculation that in many re-
spects is an earnings and profits calculation since net
tax basis changes from year to year by an amount that
may (apart from depreciation) approximate current
earnings and profits or the current deficit in earnings
and profits.

** This could permit corporate taxpayers to create capital
losses at the price of income taxable at a 6.9% rate.

-7-
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and profits limitation on the dividend treatment of corporate

distributions. None of the supposed abuses cited in the

Staff's preliminary report requires repeal of the earnings

and profits limitation and some can be cured by changes in

the regulations.* If the Committee concludes that there are

specific problems, we recommend that they be dealt with by

defining earnings and profits or by other specific revisions

to the Internal Revenue Code or regulations. Defining

earnings and profits, moreover, may permit the development

of definitions that could be used elsewhere in the Internal

Revenue Code and that would lead to an improvement in

present law.

Among the narrow revisions that would make sense

would be the elimination of the "current" or "accumulated"

rule -- that is, distributions should be treated as divi-

dends only if out of earnings and profits accumulated

through year end. Enacted to serve a purpose that is no

longer valid,** the rule that treats a distribution as a

dividend if out of "current" but not accumulated earnings

For example, the rule in Regs. S 1.312-1(a) that
earnings and profits are reduced by the principal
amount (not value) of a distributed debt obligation
could be changed by amendment to the regulations.

** It was enacted in 1936 as a relief measure in connec-
tion with a now-repealed tax on undistributed profits.
See 17.02 Bittker & justice, Federal Income Taxation of
Corporations and Shareholders (4th e d. 1979).

-8-
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and profits does not seem not consistent with the purpose of

the earnings and profits limitation.

3. Publicly traded limited partnerships. The

press release asks whether limited partnerships with publicly

traded limited partnership interests should be taxed as

corporations.

A change in the classification of publicly-traded

partnerships for tax purposes ought to be accompanied by a

broader consideration of the partnership classification

rules, and we also urge that such a study consider the

possible integration of corporate and shareholder taxes.

With respect to specific question asked in the

press release, we think that a limited partnership with

publicly-traded limited partnership interests, if it carries

on an active business, has enough corporate resemblance to

justify taxing it as a corporation. A further reason for

classifying such partnerships as corporations for Federal

income tax purposes is the difficulty of collecting taxes

from partners of publicly-traded partnerships, particularly

taxes resulting from partnership audits.

Taxing existing limited with publicly-traded

interests as corporations, however, would have a severe

effect on their limited partners, and there is a compelling

case for deferring for some period the application of such a

rule to a partnership with limited partnership interests

that were traded at the time of enactment and also for
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giving relief for any adverse tax consequences resulting

from the deemed incorporation of the partnership.*

4. Limitations on net operating losses and other

attribute carryovers. The press release asks what special

limitations there should be on net operating loss and other

carryover in corporate acquisitions.**

The Staff's proposal essentially follows the

proposals-developed by the American Law Institute and is

similar to the proposal on which hearings were held at the

end of last month by the Subcommittee on Select Revenue

Measures of the House Ways and Means Committee.*** These

proposals apply two rules to the carryover of net operating

losses and other attributes after an acquisition: a *mer-

ger" rule, which generally applies where the consideration

consists in whole or in part of common or preferred stock

and which limits the carryover to the post-acquisition

earnings of the combined enterprise that are attributable to

* For example, for any gain or recapture resulting from
the incorporation.

** We have previously urged that consideration be given to
making carryovers freely transferable. See New York
State Bar Association Tax Section, Report on Section 382
of the Internal Revenue Code as amended by the Tax
Reform Act of 1976, 31 Tax Law. 283 (1978). The press
release implies that there must be limitations on
carryovers, however, and we therefore assume that free
transferability is not now under consideration by this
Committee.

*** Hearings held on September 22, 1983 before the Subcom-
mittee on Select Revenue Measures, Committee on Ways
and Means.

-10-
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the stock that is issued and a "purchase" rule, which

applies to cash acquisitions and other cases where the

merger rule does not apply and which limits the carryover to

an interest-like return on the cash or other consideration.

We testified in support of such a proposal before

the Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures of the House

Ways and Means Committee, taking that the view to it was

sound, particularly to the extent it applied the merger rule

to the fullest extent possible. We reiterate that support

here. we also said, and repeat here, that Congress should

allow itself time to deal comprehensively with tax attribute

carryovers and that such legislation cannot be put in place

by Jafiuary 1, 1984, when Section 382 of the Internal Revenue

Code, as amended in 1976, is scheduled to come into effect.

We, therefore, suggest that the January 1 effective date be

further extended for up to one year.

Since the merger rule cannot be applied in all

cases (for example, a cash acquisition by a corporation that

does not have traded stock), adoption of the merger rule

.inevitably means that there must also be a purchase rule.

Contrary to some of the.views expressed before the Subcom-

mittee on Select Revenue Measures, we do not think that the

existence of two rules is by itself a persuasive objection

to the merger rule. If it should be concluded that there

should be only one rule, however, we prefer a single

purchase rule to present law or to the 1976 Act changes that

-11-
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are scheduled to come into effect at the end of this year.

The differences between the merger and the purchase rule are

quite small when compared to what we now have or will have

at year end. A single purchase rule could either limit

carryovers to an interest-like return on the purchase price

or to a lump sum amount.

5. Relief from gain recognized on distributions

of property and in cost basis acquisitions. The Staff's

preliminary proposals with respect to corporate acquisitions

and liquidations provide for the recognition of gain on a

distribution of appreciated property by a corporation to its

shareholders, whether in liquidation or otherwise, and by an

acquired corporation in any acquisition in which there is a

cost basis election, i.e., an election to revalue the assets

of the acquired corporation to cost.

The press release asks whether temporary or

permanent relief is appropriate for gain taxed to a cor-

poration on the distribution of appreciated property and, if

relief is appropriate, how it should be structured. We

assume that relief, if given, would also extend to the gain

recognized by an acquired corporation in an acquisition for

which a cost basis has been elected.

We have previously expressed our general support

for the reform of Subchapter C and the decision to base the

reform on the American Law Institute Federal income tax

-12-
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project.* Thus, we generally agree that the treatment of

shareholders should be divorced from the treatment of the

corporations that are parties to the acquisition, that

whether there is a carryover or a cost basis for the assets

of the acquired corporation should be determined by a simple

election and should not depend on the form of acquisition or

the consideration, and that shareholders should be given

non-recognition treatment when they receive stock 'from a

corporation that is a party to the acquisition, regardless

of the form of the acquisition or of the consideration

received by other shareholders. These proposals, based on

extensive study over a period of years, are sensible. We

have also expressed support for the Staff's proposals with

respect to treatment of "boot* received by shareholders in a

corporate acquisition.

Most of us, however, believe that permanent relief

is appropriate if gain is to be recognized by a corporation

on any distribution of appreciated property to its shareholders

and in any acquisition in which the assets of the acquired

corporation are revalued to cost. As to the form of relief,

we would favor either a shareholder credit for the capital

gains tax paid by the corporation or a reduction in the

capital gains tax paid by the corporation. In either case,

relief would be limited to the gain on long-held capital

* By letter of August 2, 1983 to Roderick DeArment, Chief
Counsel to the Committee on Finance.
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assets. The shareholder credit is more complex and would

benefit only taxable shareholders. A reduction in the

corporate tax would benefit all shareholders but, to be

revenue neutral with a shareholder credit, would of neces-

sity be less beneficial for taxable shareholders.

6. Other proposals. Of the Staff's other

preliminary proposals, we would generally support the

proposals with respect to the determination of the basis of

the stock of a controlled subsidiary, the treatment of

"boot* in non-acquisitive reorganizations and the definition

of Controll. On the other hand, the proposal to expand

Section 1248 to provide for additional ordinary income

treatment of gain realized on a disposition of stock in a

controlled foreign corporation seems to us to bear no

legitimate connection to any of the other preliminary

proposals or, insofar as it relates to assets of the foreign

corporation that would not generate Subpart F income, to any

U.S. tax policy. We have no comment at this time on the

Staff proposals relating to Section 367, the decontrol of

controlled foreign corporations, liquidating distributions

of installment obligations or the S corporation election.
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STATEMENT OF FRANK V. BATrLE, JR., CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL
TAXATION COMMITTEE, SUBCHAPTER C PROJECT, CHICAGO
BAR ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO, ILL.
Mr. BATTLE. My name is Frank Battle. I am appearing today on

behalf of the executive committee of the Federal taxation commit-
tee of the Chicago Bar Association.

I would like to begin by saying that in view of the scope of the
proposals and the number of taxpayers who would be affected, it is
our hope that the unhurried consideration of these proposals by
Congress would allow them to be better understood by, and refined
and honed by comments from the general public.

The CHAIRMAN. Right. We propose to do that.
Mr. BATTLE. I will limit my comments to the portion of the

report dealing with the acquisition and disposition rules.
The committee strongly supports the election by corporate par-

ties to such a transaction, to treat them as either as carryover-basis
or cost-basis transactions, and also strongly supports the separation
of the tax consequences applicable to the corporations from those
applicable to their shareholders.

There is, however, no consensus among the members of the ex-
ecutive committee as to the appropriate treatment of the General
Utilities principle. We do believe that the impact of the tax result-
ing from the repeal of General Utilities should be mitigated in a
manner more permanent than the transition rules set out in the
report; but, beyond that there is no clear consensus. Many. of us be-
lieve that there should be some form of shareholder credit allowed,
as has been stated, or an exemption for tax for historically held
capital assets if the credit is viewed as too complex. Other mem-
bers, and a significant number of the members of the committee,
however, favor retaining current law.

I think it will be on this topic that it would be helpful to gather
a consensus from the public.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Frank V. Battle follows:]
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I am Frank V. Battle, Jr., Chairman of the Special

Committee on Subchapter C Legislation of the Federal Taxation

Committee of the Chicago Bar Association. I am pleased to

appear today on behalf of the Executive Committee of the

Committee on Taxation to present our preliminary views on

the report, entitled "The Reform and Simplification of the

Income Taxation of Corporations" (the Report). Because of

the breadth of the proposals made in the Report and the

shortness of time between publication of the Report and these

hearings, we have not had the opportunity to solicit the com-

ments of the full Committee on Taxation or the approval of

the Board of the Chicago Bar Association of the statements

made here today. We intend to continue carefully to examine

the proposals made in the Report and to solicit the views of

our membership.

We applaud the approach taken by the Staff in

reaching the preliminary decisions set forth in the Report.

In formulating its own proposals the Staff considered pro-

posals made by the American Law Institute, the Section of

Taxation of the American Bar Association, the American

Institute of Certified Public Accountants and others. The

Staff's examination of these proposals was undertaken in con-

nection with the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation,

representatives of the Treasury Department and members of

the bar. We believe that the Report considers a number of
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areas which deserve the attention of Congress. We believe

that unhurried consideration of these far reaching proposals

is essential to ensure that they will lead to legislation

that will substantially improve the law. During that process

the proposals will become better understood by the general

public and will be refined and improved by comments from the

public.

Turning to the proposals themselves, our comments

are with respect to certain aspects of the proposals for cor-

porate acquisitions and dispositions, for limitations on

operating losses, for distributions arid for entity classifi-

cation. These comments are necessarily general in nature,

but we will endeavor to comment more specifically as we con-

tinue our review of the proposals.

Proposals for Corporate Acquisitions

In general we support the proposals (1) to permit

corporate parties to an acquisition simply to elect to treat

the acquisition as either a cost basis acquisition or a carry-

over basis acquisition regardless of the nature of the con-

sideration used to effect the acquisition and (2) to separate

the tax consequences of an acquisition applicable to the

shareholders of the corporate parties from those applicable
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to the corporations themselves. However, our views concern-

ing the specifics of these proposals are influenced substan-

tially by our attitudes on the proposal to repeal the General

Utilities principle. It seems appropriate, therefore, to

preface our statement on the acquisition proposals with a

discussion of that proposal.

The Executive Committee does not support repeal of

the General Utilities principle in the manner proposed in the

Report. Beyond that statement, however, the views of the

members of the Executive Committee are varied. Some believe

that the impact of the tax arising from the repeal of General

Utilities should, in the case of a complete liquidation, be

mitigated by allowing the shareholders of the liquidating

corporation a credit against the tax on the gain realized as

a result of the liquidation for the tax paid by the liqui-

dating corporation. This accords with the conclusions of

the American Law Institute's Subchapter C proposals. Others

believe that the implementation of such a credit, particu-

larly in the case of persons who sell shares around the time

of liquidation, would be very complicated. Accordingly, they

would prefer an exemption from the corporate level tax in the

case of a transfer of capital assets which have been held by

the corporation for some minimum period of time. Still

others believe that the impact of the tax resulting from the

repeal of General Utilities will be substantial and will be
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borne primarily by closely held corporations. Such persons

would prefer retaining the provisions of current law (Sec-

tions 336 and 337) which generally exempt corporate trans-

ferors from tax in transactions in which the corporation is

completely liquidated.

As stated above our views on numerous aspects of

the proposals for corporate acquisitions are influenced by

the outcome of the General Utilities issue. If the General

Utilities principle is repealed as proposed in the Report,

we believe that certain of the limitations contained in the

proposals are unnecessary. The repeal of the General

Utilities principle would mean that a transfer of a'corpo-

rate asset to a transferee whose basis becomes the fair

market value of that asset will generate a tax to the trans-

feror on the full amount of gain embodied in the asset. The

payment of that tax should be adequate to deter tax motivated

transfers. Thus we believe that the requirement that a trans-

feree must acquire substantially all of the assets of the

transferor for a transaction to be a qualified asset acquisi-

tion is not essential. In addition the rules respecting

selectivity in asset and stock acquisitions could be greatly

relaxed.

On the other hand if the General Utilities princi-

ple is substantially retained, the definitions of qualifying
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acquisitions seem reasonable and are certainly an improvement

over existing law. However, if the General Utilities prin-

ciple is retained, certain aspects of the proposals would

undoubtedly require modification.

The Executive Committee supports replacing the rule

of the Shimberg case with that contained in the proposal. We

believe that testing dividend equivalency in reorganization

transactions by reference to the shareholders' interest in

the acquiring corporation accords with the fact that boot is

typically provided by the acquiring corporation. Arguments

ini favor of this approach have been well made elsewhere and

are noted in the Report. See, Levin, Adess & McGaffy, "Boot

Distributions in Corporate Reorganizations - Determination

of Dividend Equivalency," 30 Tax Law. 287 (1977).

Proposals For Limitations on Net Operating Losses

The Executive Committee generally believes that

free transferability of operating losses is preferred to any

set of rules that would restrict the transfer of losses in

some cases and not in others. However, our observation of

the public reaction to the safe harbor leasing rules suggests

that this position is unlikely to gain wide-spread acceptance.

Because we favor free transferability of operating

losses, we prefer the approach of Section 382(a) of existing

-5-
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law to the proposals contained in the Report. In general,

Section 382(a) does not affect a corporation's net operating

losses unless there is a transfer of a substantial interest

in the corporation and the corporation discontinues the

business being conducted at about the time of the transfer.

If Congress believes that it must adopt a rule

which prohibits sales of losses, the proposals are more

likely to achieve that goal than the rules of current law or

those slated to become effective next year. Tho pool of

capital approach underlying the proposals limits the allow-

ance of losses to the income which the transferor of assets

could have realized based upon the value of the assets trans-

ferred. Because the underpinnings of the two rules proposed

are the same, we urge serious consideration be given to

adopting only one rather than two rules. Specifically we

recommend adoption of the rule denominated as the "purchase

rule" because we believe it is simpler and more readily

understandable.

Proposals For Distributions

The Executive Committee does not support the pro-

posal for repealing earnings and profits as a limitation on

distributions taxable as dividends. We believe that distri-

butions which are in fact returns of capital should not be

-6-
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subject to the regular income tax imposed upon distributions

of corporate earnings. To the extent such distributions

exceed a shareholder's capital invested in the corporate

distributor, the shareholder recognizes a capital gain which

should be taxed as such. In addition we are concerned about

whether the implications of this proposal have been thor-

oughly considered. We can foresee attempts by corporations

attempting to take advantage of the proposal. In addition,

it would still be necessary to compute earnings and profits

in the cases of foreign corporations and affiliated corpora-

tions even if the proposal were adopted.

The Report lists several alternative proposals to

complete repeal of earnings and profits. Each of these

proposals seems directed at a particular situation. Of the

several alternative proposals we are most troubled by the

rules fashioned to tax as dividends distributions by corpo-

rations which have financialearnings but which do not have

earnings and profits for tax purposes. We believe that the

adoption of such a rule would have a significant effect upon

the value of the outstanding shares of corporations affected

by the proposal. In addition the ability of such corpora-

tions to raise capital by the issuance of shares could be

adversely affected. We believe these dislocations require

careful consideration before any such proposal is adopted.

-7-
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The Report makes several suggestions in connection

with consideration of the intercorporate dividends received

deduction. One of those proposals is to deny such a deduc-

tion with respect to shares which are not held by the corpo-

rate distributee for at least one year. We assume that this

proposal is prompted by a number of purchases of sh~R.3

around the dividend record date which are held for sixteen

days to avoid the restriction of Section 246(c). Although

we understand that the 16-day rule of current law may be too

short to prevent transactions based largely upon the divi-

dends received deduction, we believe that a one year holding

period is unnecessarily long to respond to concerns with

these transactions. Mutual funds, public utilities and

others will be unnecessarily, adversely affected by the

proposal.

Proposal For Entity Classification

The Report suggests that limited partnerships with

publicly traded partnership interests or instruments evidenc-

ing those interests should be treated as associations taxable

as corporations. We recommend that the Committee defer con-

sideratiorn of this proposal. The proper treatment for tax

purposes of firms organized as partnerships under state law

has been considered many times by the tax writing committees

of Congress and the Department of the Treasury. The issue

is complex and involves the consideration of a number of fac-

tors. It is not clear to us what is inherently wrong with

-8-
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treating large, widely held partnerships as partnerships for

tax purposes. To say that such organizations should be taxed

as corporations if interests in such partnerships are publicly

traded places a great deal of emphasis on a single factor.

In conclusion we believe that the Report raises a

number of important questions and advances a number of

thoughtful proposals. Because of the scope of these pro-

posals and in view of our concerns with some of the specific

proposals, we urge that they be given further consideration.

We believe that the work of the Staff in preparing the Report

is an important beginning to reforming the income taxation

of corporations. We will continue to study the proposals in

greater detail as the specifics of the proposals are devel-

oped, and we will, of course, be available to the Committee

and the staff to assist in that development.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask a few questions, if I might, to
whoever would like to respond.

I think one of the criticisms we hear-and, again, maybe some-
times with justification; maybe this time, but one we are going to
hear later this afternoon-is that we ought to study this a little
longer. At least three of the four members of this panel made that
criticism in regard to last year's changes. How do you feel about
this year and this particular effort? How long have you been work-
ing on it now, I guess is the question. Did you say eight years, Mr.
Andrews?

Mr. ANDREWS. The American Law Institute project began in
1974, in the summer of 1974, and continued with meetings through
1980, and then the report was published in 1982.

The CHAIRMAN. I think you have indicated, Mr. Delaney, that
some areas may need additional study.

Mr. DELANEY. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. Now, if you come
forward with a bill and the opportunity to study the specific provi-
sions, then I don't know that it's a long-term 6-month or 1-year
program; but a bill will be very helpful in concentrating the
thought and study of the issue.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that would be our hope, that we could put
together a bill on a bipartisan effort or nonpartisan effort, intro-
duce the bill, have additional hearings next year. But there are a
few areas that we probably need to address this year. If we ought
to tighten up somewhere without making broad changes, we ought
to do that at the first opportunity, which hopefully will be yet this
year.
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But I think Mr. Battle has indicated there ought to be obviously
time for public comment. Everybody who has an interest ought to
at least know what is under consideration, or as many who can
know what is under consideration.

Is it fair to say that you generally feel this area has had ample
study?

Mr. TAYLOR. I think you have to distinguish between the areas. I
concur with what Bill Andrews said on prospective merger and ac-
quisition rules, and I think that can also be said with respect to net
operating losses.

I don't know that there has been that kind of study in the earn-
ings and profits area, which is a key production area, or with the
treatment of limited partnerships as corporations.

The CHAIRMAN. In my opening statement I described the use of
the dividends-received deduction to help finance a hostile corporate
acquisition. I guess what I would like to know, based on what I un-
derstand about it, is: Does that go on very often? And is it a prob-
lem? Does it happen very often? Anyone on the panel may respond.

Mr. TAYLOR. I think it happens all the time. I think the problem
with the calculations or the objection to the calculations that are
made is that they don't take start with a pretax income of the
target corporation and taking into account the fact that it may
have paid tax on income that is represented by the $3 dividend
cited in your figures.

The theory of the dividends-received deduction is that corporate
income is taxed once and only once, which presumably hap pens at
the target company level. The reason-that that goal couldbe ac-
complished a number of different ways.

Historically, we have accomplished the dividends-received deduc-
tion on the recipient side. It could also be accomplished by allowing
a deduction for dividends paid by the corporation. That would be
another way of doing it.

I assume the reason we have not done it that way is because of
the great difficulty of identifying dividends that are paid to a cor-
poration as opposed to dividends that are paid to an individual.

The CHAIRMAN. Can anybody else comment on that? Is there a
problem there that we ought to be addressing?

Mr. ANDREWS. Well, Mr. Chairman, I would like to speak to that
briefly, if I may. I need to preface this by saying that this question
is not one that was taken up in any way in the American Law In-
stitute discussions, except peripherally.

But I had the very strong sense that the dividend received deduc-
tion is a provision that makes a great deal of sense in the case of a
continuing investment by one corporation in another, and very
little sense in the case of a transitory or limited investment of one
corporation in the shares of another; and that if a corporation is
going to be permitted to act as an investor in the market, it ought
to be taxed like other investors, and that means that dividends
would -a taxed more heavily, not less heavily, than other forms of
return.

My own view is that this is one instance of the dividend received
deduction operating in a way that is not consistent with its pur-

28-219 0 - 84 - 9
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pose, and that the staff proposal to impose a substantial holding
period, in particular, is a very sound although ad hoc step to deal
with that situation.

The CHAIRMAN. I think what we have done and the staff has
done is to have gone through a number of the statements of other
witnesses and visiting with other representatives who have an in-
terest. They made certain criticisms which may be valid.

So I guess the next question is: We have heard that the proposals
for limiting net operating loss have been criticized as too complex.
Again, I am not certain who on the panel addresses that; but is
that a fair criticism? I guess the next question is: If it is a fair criti-
cism, how do we simplify it?

Mr. DELANEY. Well, Mr. Chairman, we believe the 1976 amend-
ments are really irrational, and we believe the proposals that have
been made could be simplified, and we so testified on the House
side. We believe you could cut it to a one-prong test rather than a
two-pronged test and hence simplify considerably the outcome.

The basic thrust of the propos we totally agree with.
The CHAIRMAN. Would anydY else comment on that?
Mr. TAYLOR. Well, I think the criticism of the proposed rule as

being too complex proceeds from the assumption that one rule is
automatically quantum-better than two rules. I guess we are un-
persuaded on that, that you could not have two rules work well
and simply, and that, therefore, you ought to sacrifice the better
merger rule in order to have a single purchase rule.

The CHAIRMAN. Can anybody respond to the criticism that the
shareholder credit, which the Treasury has now recommended, is
too complex? Can anybody give any thought to that particular
area?

Mr. Andrews.
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes; I think that the complexity recognized in the

shareholder credit is something of a problem, but that it is more a
matter, I think, of unfamiliarity than unmanageable complexity.

My own judgment would be that if the committee is favorably
impressed by the effects of a credit, that that would be quite a
manageable kind of computation.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Delaney, I think you have given an answer,
but how would you counsel us to proceed with this project? What is
the ABA tax section going to do? what is your next step?

Mr. DELANEY. Mr. Chairman, are you referring to the total
ThetHAIRMAN. Right.
Mr. DELANEY. We are more than prepared to work with the staff

in further developing it. Our understanding of the timeframe was a
bill sometime within the next month or two, further hearings, and
then possible hearings on the House side on a similar measure. We
are in full support of that.

I have appointed a separate task force, separate and apart from
the working group, to study this and help develop section positions
on each of these proposals.

As you know, we work under very, very strenuous limitations-
speaking on behalf of the American Bar Association. But we think
that the program that has been indicated to us as a goal would be
very workable, and we are prepared to move ahead with it and
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bring people here to help your staff and the joint committee staff
and the House staff to develop these proposals into a bill.

The CHAIRMAN. I have a number of other questions, and most of
them are based on statements we are going to have from other wit-
nesses. I am not certain that we can't have you respond in writing,
if you would be willing to. It might save the time of other wit-
nesses, and we may bring out questions as we deal with other wit-
nesses.

As you know, we are now just discussing the report. There is no
legislation before the committee. We are not attempting to report
out any legislation; we are just at the initial hearing on what we
consider to be a worthwhile project.

Hopefully, we will have a bill introduced but probably not before
we leave, assuming we leave on November 18th, as was the sched-
ule last week. It could be changed because of other events.

We appreciate very much not only your testimony but your will-
ingness to continue to assist us and your past assistance. Thank
you very much.

Our next panel consists of Donald C. Alexander, Esq., Morgan,
Lewis and Bockius, Washington, D.C.; Robert A. Jacobs Esq., Mil-
grim Thomajan Jacobs and Lee, New York, N.Y.; and John S.
Nolan, Esq., Miller and Chavalier, Washington, D.C.

Don, are you going to start?
Mr. ALEXANDER. I would like to start, if I could, Mr. Chair-

man--
The CHAIRMAN. Sure.
Mr. ALEXANDER [continuing]. Because I am on Secretary Watts'

Coal Leasing Commission. We have a hearing in Denver tomorrow,
and I have to show up at that.

The CHAIRMAN. Good. Well, you can start right now-either here
or for Denver. [Laughter]

STATEMENT OF DONALD C. ALEXANDER, ESQ., MORGAN, LEWIS
& BOCKIUS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I know that many in the room would prefer the
latter, of course, but I would appreciate the former.

I certainly hope you proceed with the project and don't let it die.
Subchapter C is badly flawed; it's badly in need of revision, and

reform is overdue. And the time is now. The ALI project is an ex-
cellent place to-start, and staff has done a fine job of putting to-
gether a report that contains many sound recommendations.

Turning briefly to the points on which you specifically asked for
our views, Mr. Chairman, I think that some relief should be given
if you are going to repeal General Utilities completely-particular-
ly where there is a complete liquidation of a small corporation.
You are going to hear a lot more about that from other witnesses. I
don't think that you ought to let that particular problem prevent
the project from going forward, because I am convinced that relief
can be crafted. It will work.

As to the preferred-stock gambit that you mentioned, it needs
correction. You can correct it two waysi. One would be to disallow
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the short-term capital loss, and I discuss this problem in my state-
ment.

Earnings and profits? Getting rid of that is a really drastic step,
and maybe you ought to try to fix it up before you dispose of it.

On net operating losses, I think there is much to be said, as long
as we are going to have ACRS in the law, for permitting benefits to
go to the poor as well as to the rich. And the more you cut back on
the transferability of net operating costs, the more you confine
them to the rich.

Finally, on partnerships, the problem there is that some bad reg-
ulations were written back in 1960, converting associations into
partnerships. It's too late to correct them, but at least for the
future-being fair to everybody who is now treated as a partner-
ship out there in the public-I think that area needs correction
along the lines in the staff report.

[The prepared statement Donald- C. Alexander follows:]
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My name is Donald C. Alexander and I am a partner in

the law firm of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius. I am appearing

here today solely in my personal capacity and not on behalf

of my law firm or any client, although of course I have

interests in various issues raised by the Staff Report.I'

I participated in an informal working group which assisted

the Staff.

I. NEED FOR REFORM

It is extremely improbable that any of the witnesses

here today support all the Staff's recommendations.

Nevertheless, most of us would agree that there is much

merit in the Staff Report. Most of us would agree that

present Subchapter C of the Internal Revenue Code is seriously

flawed, is filled with inconsistencies, disguised opportunities

and hidden traps, and should be thoroughly reviewed. The

Staff has made such a review and has performed a substantial

public service in its examination and recommendations.

1. The Reform and Simplification of the Income Taxation
of Corporations, a Preliminary Report prepared by the
Staff of the Senate Committee on Finance (September 22,
1983). (Staff Report)
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The Staff has utilized work undertaken by others over a long

period of years, particularly that of the American Law

Institute embodied in its definitive study, Federal Income

Tax Project: Subchapter C (1982).

Despite the discomfort that change creates, particularly

to practitioners who have an economic stake in existing law,

we need to correct existing law. But change should be made

carefully and deliberately, with recognition of the fact

that irrevocable investment decisions have been based on

present law.

I believe that, in general, the Staff's recommendations

with respect to the treatment of corporations and shareholders

in acquisitions would substantially improve existing law.

Moreover, repeal of the remaining vestiges of the General

Utilities doctrine is a sound objective and would solve many

vexing problems. However, it should be tempered as suggested

below.

I hope that this project will not die after this hearing.

Present Subchapter C, with its trappings like Code Section

269, is seriously defective; the Staff Report and the hearing

today should be early parts of a continuing process, to be

completed next year, of basic revision and reform.

II. RESPONSES TO SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

My views on the specific questions on which Chairman

Dole requested comment are as follows:

-2-
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1. Taxation of Gain on Distribution of Appreciated

Property. Repeal of what is left of the General Utilities

doctrine, thus calling for the recognition of gain on

corporate distributions of appreciated property, whether or

not in liquidation, is a desirable but drastic step.

Acknowledgement of the latter attribute led the Staff to
2.

suggest a slow phase-in of capital gains taxes.

Other solutions include a shareholder credit for the

tax paid by the corporation, or a reduction of such tax, or

exemption from or deferral of tax on certain types of assets.

While each of these solutions presents definitional and

administrative problems, I have a slight preference for a

shareholder credit along the approach suggested by the

American Law Institute.3"

(2) Dividends Received Deduction on Short-Term Preferred

Holdings. The Staff Report describes a gambit presented by

present law for securing short-term capital losses and the

dividends received deduction. This problem should be addressed

and solved, but there can be reasonable differences over the

scope and method of its solution. Since in economic reality

no loss has been sustained in the example addressed by the

Staff, disallowance of the loss is an obvious candidate for its

solution. However, the Staff's approach is to deny the

dividends received deduction unless the stock in question is

held for one year and to cope with the tax-arbitrage opportunity

2. See page 66, Staff Report.
3. ALI, Federal Income Tax Project: Subchapter C (1982),

pp. 134-41
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afforded by the interplay between the .interest deduction and

the dividends received deduction. I do not quarrel with the

Staff's approach of the alternative course of requiring a

longer holding period, but I suggest that the requirement be

limited so as to cover fully the abuse situations (e.g.,

stock traded on an established securities market and certain

preferred stock, whether or not actively traded) without

being applicable to clearly non-abuse instances. Secondly,

Section 265 of the Code, disallowing expenses and interest

allocable to tax-exempt income, has not worked well in

practice. If this provision should be extended to cope with

the tax arbitrage problem mentioned above, it should be

amended to substitute arbitrary but administrable standards

for present uncertainties.

(3) Earnings and Profits. One of my first assignments

when I started practicing tax law in 1948 was to determine

earnings and profits of a substantial and complex corporate

group which had begun its existence in the 19th century.

Quickly I became convinced that the determination of earnings

and profits is a mystery never to be revealed to mortals,

and little has happened in the ensuing 35 years to alter

this view. You need to eliminate the concept or to define

earnings and profits in a definitive and administrable way.

The Staff proposes to eliminate the concept of earnings and

profits for Subchapter C purposes while retaining it for

-4-
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other purposes such as the computation of the foreign tax

credit. I suggest that before adopting this course, Congress

give further consideration to (1) solving the abuse situations

cited by the Staff through statutory and regulatory changes

and (2) determining whether a rational and workable definition

of earnings and profits may be devised so that the concept

may be retained and we may avoid a new set of problems,

discussed by others, which would be created by its elimination.

(4) Net Operating Losses. In 1981 massive tax incentives,

largely in the form of ACRS allowances, were added to the

Code. Because of a sluggish economy, particular problems in

particular industries (e.g., steel, airlines), and the

effect of recent statutory changes, many corporations have

substantial operating loss carryovers. By no means are all

of these losses due, as the Staff Report suggests, to economic

inefficiencies. When it enacted these incentives in 1981,

Congress refused to limit them to the rich and deny them to

the poor; safe harbor leasing accompanied ACRS to assist

those who wished to acquire productive plant and equipment

but could not currently utilize tax benefits to realize upon

such benefits by transferring them to others. Since safe

harbor leasing is no longer with us and ACRS and the credits

remain, we should not further reduce opportunities for those

with tax losses to benefit from them. The New York State

Bar Tax Section was correct, I think, when it stated in 1982:

"We believe there is much to be said, therefore, for free

-5-
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trade of stock of corporations having net operating loss

carryovers,
Therefore, I question the desirability of proposed new

limitations, based on a "pool of capital theory", which

would reduce the transferability and value of loss carryovers.

A particular problem is presented when a loss corporation

(of which there are many) attempts to rehabilitate itself

through acquisitions. Is it in the public interest to deny

such a corporation the right to utilize its full losses against

its full income? Unlike the apparent thrust of a companion

proposal now before the Ways and Means Committee 5", the

Staff Report provides limited relief to a loss corporation

seeking to rehabilitate itself by rendering its new merger

rule inapplicable if the shareholders of the loss corporation

continue to own 80% or more in value of the loss corporation

stock. This is a helpful but inadequate step; a loss

corporation should not have the value of its carryover

reduced by a merger or similar transaction if its shareholders

retain more than 50% of the stock of the combined enterprise.

Despite the fact that the current provisions of Section

382 of the Code are scheduled to be replaced in 1984 by the

4. New York State Bar Association Tax Section Committee
on Corporations, Report on Section 382 of the Internal
Revenue Code, as amended, by the Tax Reform Act of 1976,
31 Tax Lawyer 283, 286 (1978).

5. See Joint Committee on Taxation, Description of Proposal
Relating to Special Limitations on the Carryover of Net
Operating Losses and Other Tax Attributes of Corporations
(September 21, 1983).
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long-deferred and unsatisfactory 1976 version, there is no

need to craft a hasty replacement which contains the seeds

of overkill. The Republic will survive if present law is

extended again for a time.

(5) Corporate-Type Limited Partnerships. I believe

that limited partnerships with publicly-traded partnership

interests should, in general, be considered associations

taxable as corporations under Section 7701(a)(3) of the

Code. This has been my personal view for more than 20 years,

since I testified against adoption of the present classification

regulations. These regulations are the source of-the

problem; designed to thwart physicians who sought equity in

pension planning (a goal secured by court decisions and

later by legislation), they failed in their purpose but

instead succeeded in permitting what are truly associations

to be misclassified as partnerships with all attendant

conduit benefits. It is too late to correct the mistake

made in the 1960 Regulations, but it is time to remedy this

long-festering problem by legislation. Subject to fair and

reasonable transitional rules which recognize economic and

investor realities created by the Regulations, giant publicly-

traded entities which now masquerade as partnerships should

be taxed as corporations.

6. Reg. Sec. 301.7701-1, -2, and -3 (1960).
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, I appreciate your being here, Mr. Alexan-
der. You are probably on the 4:40 flight; is that correct, if you are
going to Denver? My wife happened to be on it yesterday. If you
are going to Denver, you may have to leave at 4:40.

Mr. ALEXANDER. If so, I'm in deep trouble. [Laughter]
The CHAIRMAN. Right. That's why I thought if that was the

flight, I would excuse you now.
Mr. ALEXANDER. I'm on a later one; not being in Government

any longer, I have more of a transportation problem than the Sec-
retary. [Laughter]

So I can hang around while my two friends have their state-
ments, if they are equally brief. [Laughter]

The CHAIRMAN. We will have Mr. Jacobs and then Mr. Nolan.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. JACOBS, ESQ., MILGRIM THOMAJAN
JACOBS & LEE PROFESSIONAL CORP., NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. JACOBS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Some 25 years ago Judge Tuttle asked me what I would do if I

somehow got the scholarship that I was applying for that he was
about to bestow on somebody. I said I would make the tax law
better, or at least I would try, and he said, "How would you do
that?" I said, "I would have the temerity to try to come to Congress
and do something about it." It has taken me a long time-not quite
as long as this bill, perhaps,-to get here.

These past few months we have been working with your staff
under the leadership of Andre LeDuc. We have worked hard in
what has been the most rewarding professional experience in my
lifetime-working with material that is difficult, working with
people that are dedicated, and working with ideas that are true, to

-produce a proposal, a series of ideas, answers to some difficult ques-
tions. I think that a great service has been done for the Congress
and for the country in bringing forward these intelligent proposals.

Like Don, I don't agree with all of the details. My reservations
are set forth in my testimony. But what I do know is that the time
is now, the problems are real, the corporate tax law cries out for
correction. I don't think that we can, with a straight face, continue
much longer to allow the existing problems to continue.

There are answers, and we can find them. And the answers can
be simple, the answers can be certain, and the answers can be fair.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Robert A. Jacobs follows:]
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. JACOBS
MILGRIM THOMAJAN JACOBS & LEE PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

I am Robert A. Jacobs, a member of the New York City

law firm of Milgrim Thomajan Jacobs & Lee Professional

Corporation. I am an adjunct professor of law at the New York

University School of Law, teaching a seminar entitled Advanced

Corporate Tax Problems and serve as chairman of the American Bar

Association Tax Section's Committee on Corporate Stockholder

Relationships and chairman of the New York State Bar Association

Tax Section's Personal Income Tax Committee. I appear today on

behalf of no client and do not represent the views of any organ-

ization with which I am affiliated.

During the past ten months your staff has worked with

academicians and practitioners to shape the proposals you are

today considering. These proposals seek to comprehensively

address, redress and rationalize the complexities, incon-

gruities, inconsistencies and vagaries of our present scheme of

corporate taxation. The proposals, in large measure, are drawn

from the recommendations of the leading tax organizations and

writings of respected commentators over the past thirty years.

They result from thoughtful analysis of divergent views and

concerns. They represent the very best thought on this

important and vital subject.

2
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I urge that we not let this opportunity to fix the

corporate tax law escape. One of your staffers observed that

this subchapter C project has been far more "labor intensive"

than anyone anticipated. The thousands of hours invested by

your staff and its volunteers in this project will deter all but

the most dedicated from trying to soon revive it, if it fails

enactment by the 98th Congress. Corporate tax law is too

complex and the concerned constituencies too small to muster

often the requisite legislative effort. The program has been

set in motion; the corporate tax provisions are ripe for

reform. I urge you to act on these proposals and bring

simplicity, certainty and fairness to our corporate tax law.

My support of the staff's subchapter C project and my

urging that the Internal Revenue Code's shortcomings in the

field of corporate taxation be addressed and resolved are not an

endorsement of all the views expressed in the Preliminary

Report. Some of my exceptions are noted below. But those

reservations do not detract from my unqualified endorsement of

the thesis of the Preliminary Report, i.e., present corporate

tax law is unduly complex, unpredictable and in need of imme-

diate structural, philosophical and technical improvement.

A good corporate tax law should have sound philosophi-

cal underpinnings, be reasonably certain in its application and

not unreasonably complex. Our present corporate tax structure

avoids each of these criteria splendidly. The admonition that

3
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"if it ain't broke, don't fix it" is not controlling here; our

corporate tax vehicle is broke and must be fixed -- soon. A few

moments of reflection confirms this perception.

Corporate reorganization provisions that treat essen-

tially similar transactions as either taxable exchanges or

tax-free exchanges, depending upon distinctions that inventors

of parlor games would have trouble justifying, should not be

permitted to continue. Why should taxation turn on whether a

merger is effected by merging T into PS, rather than PS into T?

Why should a lot of cash be.o.k. in an (A) reorganization; a

little cash o.k. in a (C) reorganization and no cash o.k. in a

(B) reorganization? The inconsistencies and anomalies of the

reorganization provisions are recounted in detail in the Pre-

liminary Report. If anything, they are understated. The ABA

Tax Section made a partial pass at correcting some of the most

obvious shortcomings in the reorganization definition. See ABA

Tax Section Recommendation No. 1981-5, 34 Tax Lawyer 1386 (1981)

and Jacobs, Reorganizing the Reorganization Provisions, 35 Tax

L. Rev. 415 (1980). The ABA left much undone. The Preliminary

Report undertakes to complete that task with distinction. That

is not to say that the proposals embodied in the Preliminary

Report are perfect or even practically perfect. They should be

recognized for what they are -- thoughtful, practical solutions

to difficult problems.

4
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To be effective the corporate tax law must be simple,

certain and fair. Indeed, simplicity and certainty foster fair-

ness. If we can achieve simplicity and certainty, substantial

fairness will be automatically injected into the system. Take

for example the problem of net operating loss carryovers. The

"fairness" we seek is "neutrality", i.e., the loss corporation,

in the hands of its new owners, may use i.ts net operating loss

carryovers to the same extent, as to both amount and timing, as

it could have used them had there been no change in ownership

and had the loss corporation invested its assets in income

generating activities. But once the neutrality assumption is

accepted and its principles become the theme of the remedial

legislation, neither simplicity nor certainty should be sacri-

ficed by blindly following the neutrality notion wherever it may

lead. We should keep in mind that the neutrality principal,

however well formulated, is nothing more than a convenient fic-

tion. Indeed, corporations themselves and the entire corporate

tax structure are legal fictions. Those fictions are helpful --

so long as we remember that they are fictions, not scientific

truths or religious precepts. Rather than adhering to the

theoretical formulae of the neutrality principle set forth in

the Preliminary Report, the testimony on this subject before

Congressman Stark's subcommittee on September 22, 1983 should be

heeded. A "purchase price" limitation on net operating loss

carryovers can effectively approximate the neutrality rules

proposed in the Preliminary Report, without their attendant

uncertainty and complexity. Spreading that loss utilization

5
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availability (properly "grossed up" to say 125% of the purchase

price) over five years would achieve all three goals of

simplicity, certainty and fairness.

I comment briefly on the five specific proposals out-

lined in the October 4 press release.

1. Relief from gain recognized on liquidating

distributions of property and cost basie acquisitions. To

bring some semblance of order to subchapter C, the Preliminary

Report recommends overruling General Utilities.* That long

overdue step may unfairly surprise shareholders of corporations

that own appreciated capital gain property.

Example:

A incorporates T, transferring to it his corner

grocery business. One of the incorporated assets

is a building that houses the grocery, adjusted

basis $100, fair market value $1,000. Six years

later A liquidates T and receives back his

former business, including the building. The

building now has a zero basis and a fair market

* General Utilities & Operating Co. v. Helvering, 296 U.S.
200 (1935).

6
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value of $1,200. A is taxed on the gain he real-

izes in the liquidating distribution. Should T

be required to recognize $1,200 gain (presumably

all Lode §123i gain) on distributing the building

in complete liquidation?

In a two-tier tax regime, there is no theoretical jus-

tification for relieving T from tax on the sale or distribution

of appreciated property. (For that matter, there is no theoret-

ical justification for not taxing A when he transfers appreci-

ated property to T, but the Code §351 tax-free incorporation

policy overrides the theoretical purity of the two-tier taxing

regime.) Nonetheless, the long history of not taxing this gain,

particularly on the "death" of the corporation, i.e., upon its

liquidation, should not be ignored. Most of the suggested

relief measures properly focus on T's long-held capital gain

property. The American Law Institute's shareholder credit pro-

posal; the phase-in tax proposal of the Preliminary Report; and

the deferred gain recognition proposal, all limit their relief

to capital gain property.

I favor exonerating long-held (e.g. three years or

more) capital gain property, including Code §1231 property, from

the General Utilities tax. I appreciate that there is no

theoretical reason compelling this approach nor, for that

matter, any other relief measure. Yet, the history here is so

7
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compelling that taxing this gain just seems wrong. Besides, I

see no reason to galvanize opposition to the entire subchapter C

revision by permitting citation to a fundamental change in law

that would impose a "new" tax on a sympathetic shareholder who

receives appreciated property liquidating distributions from her

corporation. If Congress recognizes the desirability of over-

ruling General Utilities in all cases, save those involving

long-held capital gain property, an acceptable statute can be

drafted that can gain wide support from a cross section of tax

specialists and concerned corporate taxpayers.

2. The 85% dividends received deduction. Under

present law, corporations may borrow funds to purchase or carry

dividend paying portfolio stock. If the dividends on the port-

folio stock equal the interest carrying costs, the results are

most happy indeed -- at least for the corporate investor. The

following example compares the profitability of this enterprise

under existing law and under the Preliminary Report, assuming

the taxpayer's debt to equity ratio is 1:1.

Existing Proposed
Law: Law:

Dividend Income $100.00 $100.00
Code §243 deduction 85.00 85.00
Taxable income 15.00 15.00
Tax rate .46 .46
Tax $ 6.90 $ 6.90

After-tax dividend proceeds $ 93.10 $ 93.10

a
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Interest deduction $100.00 ; 7-
Tax rate .46.
Tax saving $ 46.00 19. 5 2===== == __ '_

After-tax interest cost $ 54.00 $ 8 .45

After-tax dividend proceeds $ 93.10 $/93.10 '3.|OQ
After-tax interest cost 54.00 $ 80.45 7i3.55
Net profit from transaction $ 39.10 $

The result under existing law seems too good to be true. A 100%

debt finance investment that produces, a zero economic return

yields a $39.10 after-tax profit. The proposed amendment to

Code §265(2) would effectively remove the incentive to purchase

debt financed dividend paying portfolio stock. Under the Pre-

liminary Report, assuming the corporate taxpayer has $10,000 of

equity and $10,000 of debt, 50 percent of all portfolio invest-

ments would be deemed debt financed. Thus, the interest deduc-

tion attributable to the dividend paying stock would be reduced

from $100 to $49.6 , reducing the net after-tax profit from

$39.10 to $1,66. This result seems right, especially when the

focus is on the corporate taxpayer that receives the leveraged

dividends.

I recognize that the conclusion may be otherwise if the

transactions are viewed in a broader perspective. Traditionally

we have not exacted a full tax on intercorporate dividend pay-

ments. Arguably, where the corporate payor claims no deduction,

the corporate payee should not be required to include the'pay-

9
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ment in its income. This construct permits the transfer of tax

benefits from loss corporations to profitable corporations,

transfers which you may view as entirely appropriate or

thoroughly unacceptable. If those transfers are to be

encouraged, leveraged stock purchases by corporate investors are

not an abuse. Rather they are consistent with a policy that

taxes corporate income only once, so long as it remains in

corporate solution.

The other proposal extends the minimum holding period

for stock on which the 85 percent dividends received deduction

is available from 15 days (or in some cases, 90 days) to one

year. This is a salutary improvement that should be enacted.

3. Earnings and profts as a dividend measurement.

There is, to my mind, little doubt that the earnings and profits

concept is a poor measure of dividend treatment. Non pro rata

redemptions and distributions of funds borrowed against appreci-

ated property owned by the distributing corporation, to mention

but two obvious examples, distort dividend treatment. The Cor-

porate Stockholder Relationships Committee of the ABA Tax Sec-

tion has begun a study of' the earnings and profits concept and

how it might be eliminated from the Code. The implications are

significant; until those implications are understood I remain

uncertain whether a piecemeal repeal of earnings and profits as

a dividend measure, as recommended, would be an appropriate

first step or an undesirable half effort that would hinder com-

10
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prehensive reform. Any legislation in this area must take into

account its effect on intercorporate dividends. By increasing

the dividend component of intercorporate payments, if the 85%

dividends received deduction is retained, corporate shareholders

may be able to substantially reduce their taxes on inter-

corporate distributions.

Some corporate taxpayers rely upon the earnings and

profits measure to make regular nontaxable distributions, making

their stock attrar 4ive to purchasers. Corporations in the

extractive industries and public utilities may be adversely

affected by the proposed legislation. If so, Congress should

consider fashioning an exemption for them, rather than shelving

an otherwise desirable reform.

4. Net operating losses. As I observed in my

general remarks, net operating loss carryovers can and must be

legislated 'ith an appreciation of the possible. Legal theories

should give way to an intelligent amalgam of simplicity, cer-

tainty and fairness, which can be achieved without subjecting

taxpayers to purchase rules and merger rules; varying assumed

rates of return; and tabular computations of income available

for net operating loss offset. Each uncertainty introduced into

the system perpetuates the advantage prospective buyers now

wield over prospective sellers of net operating loss carry-

overs. Where the "going rate" for NOLs is 10 percent and their

value to the buyer is 46 percent, the Treasury pays a dear price

11
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for that uncertainty. Neutrality can be approximated and the

tax system can be bettered if a single modified purchase price

rule is enacted.

5. Should publicly traded limited partnerships be

taxed as associations? This issue is not central to the other

concerns covered in the Preliminary Report. That publicly

traded limited partnerships have corporate characteristics is

not new or novel. How existing and future publicly traded

limited partnerships should be taxed -- particularly in the new

world envisioned in the Preliminary Report -- is not an easy

question. I should think this issue could best be handled by

postponing a decision now, looking at the problem anew in light

of the new legislation when it is enacted.

Under the Preliminary Report proposals the collapsible

corporation provisions can be excised from the Internal Revenue

Code, both for foreign and domestic corporations. What a

marvelous blow for simplicity! The consistency rules of Code

§338 can be Junked; another strike for simplicity, certainty and

fairness. The reorganization provisions can be rationalized --

perhaps for the first time ever. With these prospects at hand,

it would be most unfortunate to permit other concerns, however

worthy, to delay or end this reform process. That is not to say

that all that is before you is perfect. Rather, the question is

whether the legislation suggested in the Preliminary Report pro-

vides a comprehensive core of a new corporate tax law; one that

12
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can be built upon with the inevitable corrections and the hoped

for improvements to make our corporate tax law better; a tax law

that approaches fairness, certainty and simplicity. We may

never achieve all our goals, but we should never stop trying.

These proposals are a giant step forward. I feel privileged to

have played a small role in their development and commend them

to you with confidence that their enactment will vastly improve

our corporate tax system.

STATEMENT OF JOHN S. NOLAN, ESQ., MILLER & CHEVALIER,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. NoLAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am John S. Nolan, a tax lawyer in Washington, D.C. I confine

my remarks this afternoon to the subject of the General Utilities
rule. And, while I hate to be the first to sound a discordant note in
this love feast, that's precisely what I am going to do.

I appear today for a group of privately held companies that
would be severely harmed by %he staff proposal to repeal the Gen-
eral Utilities rule with respect to complete liquidations of corpora-
tions. This proposal would impose a double tax on the appreciation
in value of corporate assets which are sold or distributed in a com-
plete liquidation. This would effectively raise the capital gain rate
on this element of gain from investment in corporate business from
20 percent to 42.4 percent.

he impact will be almost entirely on closely held family busi-
nesses, large, publicly held companies seldom undergo complete liq-
uidation. This is neither an efficient nor a fair tax increase, and I
recommend strongly against it.

The family businesses I represent typically hold a wide range of
business assets, including real estate from which their manufactur-
ing or wholesale or retail business may be operated. They also in-
clude family companies which hold real estate which has been col-
lected and developed over a long period of years and is leased to
third parties. These family corporations have paid full corporate
income tax on their earnings, perhaps through several family gen-
erations. The assets are likely to have appreciated substantially in
value over a long period of years, in large part as the result of in-
flation. The family business may have developed patents, trade-
marks, trade secrets, a trade name, know how, goodwill, or other
intangible asset values which have appreciated greatly in value.
This is a typical pattern in many of our high technology compa-
nies.

These families have operated their business through a family
corporation based on certain fundamental assumptions as to our
taxing system as it has operated for the last 50 years. As I have
said, they have paid a full corporate income tax on their regular
earnings, they have also paid a second shareholder-level tax on any
such earnings distributed as dividends. Our system has not re-
quired them to pay a double tax on retained earnings reinvested in
the business. Furthermore, and what is critical in the present con-
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text, our tax system has provided that they would pay only a single
capital gains tax on the appreciation in value of the underlying
assets in their business upon selling or otherwise completely liqui-
dating their business.

The proposal in question would change this latter treatment. It
would impose a double tax on the appreciation in value of the un-
derlying assets of the business, representing gain which may be
largely inflationary gain. The tax cost of a decision to terminate
the family's interest in their business, selling the asset$ and com-
pletely liquidating the corporation, or selling the stock, as I have
said, would be effectively increased from 20 percent to 42.4 percent
with respect to their gain attributable to the appreciation in 'value
of the underlying corporate assets.

In the short run, the result would be to bias the decisions of
these families in favor of merging their family companies into
large publicly held companies in a tax-free exchange for stock of
the public company. Public companies with tax losses created by
ACRS deductions or otherwise, or with unused investment tax
credits, will aggressively seek to acquire such privately held compa-
nies. This will interfere with the allocation by such families of
their capital to its most efficient uses in the market.

In the longer run, privately held business may seek to avoid in-
corporation. Our capital markets, the largest and most efficient in
the world, are based on financial instruments of corporations, not
unincorporated businesses. These markets will adjust, but possibly
at a significant cost to the capital formation process.

Mr. Chairman, there are major economic, legal, and social con-
siderations involved in creating a bias through our tax system to
operating businesses through partnerships or other unincorporated
forms, and in creating additional tax burdens on privately held
business.

These issues require more thought and analysis before we decide
to impose a double tax burden on extraordinary gains in underly-
ing asset values in the complete liquidation of corporations.

[The prepared statement John S. Nolan follows:]
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STATEMENT OF JOHN S. NOLAN
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

OCTOBER 24, 1983

REFORM OF CORPORATE TAXATION

I am John S. Nolan, a lawyer in private practice in

Washington, D.C., specializing in corporate tax law for more

than thirty-two years. I have also taught Advanced Corporate

Taxation in the Adjunct Program at the Georgetown Law School at

various times in past years. I appear today for a group of

closely-held businesses that would be severely harmed by the

proposal in the Committee Staff's report of September 22, 1983,

to repeal the General Utilities rule with respect to complete

liquidations of corporations.

Corporate Tax: Asset Appreciation on
Complete Liquidation (General Utilities)

The result of the Staff proposal as to the General

Utilities rule would be to impose a double tax on the appreci-

ation in value of corporate assets sold or distributed in the

course of a complete liquidation. This would effectively raise

the maximum capital gain tax on this increase in asset value

from the 20% rate, applicable to all other capital gains, to

42.4%. Gain is already taxed on such increase in asset value

to the extent of -- (1) depreciation or ACRS deductions previ-

ously taken; (2) a company's "LIFO reserve"; and (3) a variety

of so-called tax benefit items. (The investment tax credit is

also subject to recapture.)

k
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The additional gain that would be taxed by the. pro-

posed repeal of General Utilities would in many cases be

largely inflationary gain, not real gain, together in some

cases with the value of intangible assets of the business. A

tax rate of 42.4% on these kinds of gain is not justified.

The impact will be almost entirely on closely-held

family businesses; large publicly-held companies very seldom

undergo complete liquidation. The short-term result will be to

iasthe decisions of these families in favor of merging their

family companies into large publicly-held corporations in a

tax-free exchange for stock of those companies, rather than

allocating their capital to other uses that could be more effi-

cient. The tax law would thus further interfere with market

allocation of capital.

In the longer run, business will tend to avoid incor-

*ration wheirever possible. Our capital markets, the largest

and most efficient in the world, are based on financial instru-

ments of corporations, not unincorporated businesses. These

markets will adjust, to be sure, but at a significant cost to

the capital formation process. New instruments subject to new

dimensions of risk will be required to replace corporate capi-

tal instruments.

As a lawyer experienced in this field, and as a

former law teacher of the subject matter, after taking into

account the circumstances of my clients and others similarly

situated, I strongly oppose this particular element of the
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Staff's report. While I agree with many of the other major

elements of the report, and while I see no strong objection to

repeal of the General Utilities rule in the case of ordinary

distributions in kind, I think that its repeal with respect to

complete liquidations would be a grave error in tax policy. I

have studied the detailed reasons given for its repeal in the

Staff report, and I do not find them convincing. They proceed

from a fundamentally erroneous premise and are based far too

much on unjustified speculation. The reasons given against

repeal are understated and require much further development.

I note that in recent letters to Senator Dole, two

prestigious bar associations with great experience in this

field, the Association of the Bar of the City of New York and

the Tax Section of the New York State Bar Association, have

* I recognize that repeal of General Utilities is a key
element in the major treatment of acquisitions proposed in
the report -- that is, the election between cost basis and
carryover basis treatment at the corporate level and the
separate tax treatment at the shareholder level. If General
Utilities is not repealed in th( corporate liquidation
context as I recommend, it will be necessary to retain the
basic elements of §§337 and 338; it obviously is not
desirable to return to the uncertainties of Commissioner v.
Court Holding Co., 324 U.S. 331 (1945) versus United States
v. Cumberland Public Service Co., 338 U.S. 451 (1950), and
Kimbell-Diamond Milling Co. v. Commissioner, 187 F.2d 718
(5th Cir. 1951). If the acquisitions proposals are adopted,
but General Utilities is not repealed ii the complete liqui-
dation context, recapture should be required, but gain or
loss should not otherwise be recognized, in transactions
generally of the type described in §337 and §338 if the
acquiring company elects cost basis treatment. The
operation of those two provisions could be improved and
restricted to their true purpose. It may be that recapture
should be required in any such case, whether the acquiring
corporation elects cost basis or carryover basis treatment.
These are matters which require a great deal more study.
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singled out this same matter to urge further careful evalua-

tion. I strongly urge this Committee to exercise great caution

in making such a fundamental change in our corporate tax

structure.

Impact of the Proposed Change -- Family-Held Businesses

As previously stated, by far the greatest impact of

the proposed change will be on family-held businesses. These

family businesses typically hold a wide range of business as-

sets, including real estate from which the business may be

operated, or real estate collected in a family investment com-

pany. These assets are likely to have appreciated substanti-

ally in value over a long period of years, in large part as a

result of inflation. The business will ofton have developed

patents, trademarks, trade secrets, know-how, or other valuable

intangible assets. Many family companies have been operated

through several generations, thus greatly increasing the infla-

tionary components of these gains. The proposal will tax all

of this gain at the corporate level., in addition to the same

gain being taxed again at the shareholder level, on complete

liquidation of the family company.

Even though the family company may have been operated

for many years, the family may have become so large, or the in-

terests of different family members may have become so diverse,

that it may make greater economic sense for the family to

liquidate the corporation, possibly selling all or part of its

assets, or to sell their stock, and undertake other business
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ventures. It may have become economically more efficient for

third parties to acquire the business. There are a wide range

of reasons why it may become appropriate for the family to ter-

minate the activities of their corporation by complete liquida-

tion. These families have operated on certain fundamental

assumptions as to our taxing system as it has existed at least

for the last fifty years, even prior to the time the General

Utilities case was decided in 1935. These include a clear un-

derstanding under our tax system that upon a decision to ter-

minate their business and completely liquidate, they could do

so incurring only a single capital gains tax on such a terminal

transaction on the appreciation in value of the underlying

assets of the business. This has been the case whether they

sell the assets of the business to third parties, divide the

business among themselves while it remains in corporate solu-

tion, or take their respective shares of the assets in kind and

operate as sole proprietorships or partnerships.

In any such case, they seek to put .heir capital to

its most effective uses in our economy. A single capital gains

tax on this terminal transaction, just as if.the gain had

arisen from any other investment asset held by them, is en-

tirely appropriate. As previously stated, much of the gain is

probably inflationary gain, not real gain, and thus deserves

only a single capital gain tax. Even the balance of the gain,

See United States v. Cumberland Public Service Co., supra,
IRt §337; IRC §355 and its predecessor in the 1939 Code; IRC
§336.
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likely to be largely attributable to real estate or intangible
*

assets, is by nature essentially an investment gain, not

income attributable to regular business activity that typically

is taxed at high. rates. The gain in question by its nature

is capital gain. It should attract only a single capital gain

tax.

A capital gain tax of 42.4% on this gain is not jus-

tified. The result will be that families wishing to terminate

their family businesses will effectively have only one option

-- find a publicly-held corporation and take its stock for

their company. A publicly-held company with tax losses created

by ACRS deductions or otherwise, or with otherwise unusable

investment tax credit, could presumably elect to step-up the

basis of the assets at the corporate level in a cost-basis

I recognize that the report (pages 58, 61) provides that in
a cost basis acquisition, unallocated acquisition premium
goodwilll) will not be taxed at the corporate level but will
bb given a carryover basis. This does not solve the problem
as to intangible assets other than goodwill, such as patents
and trademarks, and may create new controversies as to what
is goodwill -- for example, whether know-how, trade secrets,
trade names, or the like are to be treated like patents or
trademarks, on the one hand, or as part of such " unallocated
premium" on the other hand. Further, the acquiring company,
having paid for such values, may discount their value for
the absence of a stepped-up basis since they may be sold by
it in the future. If so, the shareholders of the target
still bear an implicit tax burden at the corporate level.
Finally, the treatment of such goodwill value in complete
liquidations involving distributions of the assets in kind
is not dealt with in the report. If the parties seek to
operate their business as a partnership, and if the value of
such asset would be taxed at the corporate level in the
absence of §336, the parties could be forced to sell their
business to others or find some other way to avoid double
tax on such asset value.
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transaction under the other proposals in the report at minimal

tax cost.

While the report is not explicit on the point, the

family would apparently lose the opportunity to divide up busi-

nesses in corporate solution either in a pro rata or non pro

rata spin-off by causing the parent corporation to distribute

the stock of its subsidiary to some or all of the family share-

holders without tax. This has proven to be a very healthy and

efficient alternative for the continued operation of

privately-held businesses. Similarly, the family could no

longer sell the assets of the business to a third party, via

§337, or indirectly via §338, and apply their capital to other
,

uses, except by incurring a 42.4% tax burden. Nor could they

liquidate the corporation and operate the business as a part-

nership or sole proprietorship, dividing the assets in kind

among themselves as they see fit. Much of the healthy flexi-

bility of our existing tax system as it applies to family

businesses would be lost. I see no justification for ret oving

this flexibility, which has been an important inducement to the

formation of new, privately-held companies with fresh ideas and

inventiveness.

The problem could be compounded by the fact that the

family company may have been organized originally to incorpo-

rate business assets held in a sole proprietorship or

Technically, in a §338 transaction, the selling shareholders
would not directly incur all of the 42.4% tax, but they
would bear the burden of it partly through a reduced selling
price in a cost basis acquisition.
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partnership. The assets may have appreciated substantially in

value, from inflation or otherwise, and specific intangible

asset values may have arisen, before any such incorporation.

The proposal would tax the pre-incorporation gain on these

assets even though it did not arise in corporate solution. The

result would be that the family would clearly pay a much

greater tax than would have been payable if no corporation had

been formed. There can be no tax policy justification for this

result.

Staff Report: Questionable Assumptions
As. To General Utilities Rule

The Staff report commendably recognizes that there

are substantial questions whether the General Utilities rule

should be repealed:

In addition to the preceding recommendations, the
Staff has identified a number of options that ought
to be considered if the Committee concludes that the
outright repeal of the General Utilities rule is too
harsh. (p. 5). (See also pp. 65, 93-94).

The American Law institute, the recommendations of which were a

major source of reference for the Staff's report, recognized

the severity of a double tax on the long-term appreciation in

value of business assets in a complete liquidation. The Insti-

tute recommended that the shareholder be allowed a credit for

his share of the corporate capital gains tax against his indi-

vidual capital gains tax to eliminate the double taxation. The

credit is extremely complex. It also accomplishes little, to

the extent the corporate and individual capital gain tax rates

are essentially the same (as they should be with respect to the

28-219 0 - 84 - 11
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kind of gain in question here). The Staff rejects the ALI

credit proposal on grounds of complexity and taxpayer compli.-

ance.

The Staff report gives nine arguments favoring repeal

of General Utilities and three arguments against it. Before

reaching them, it is critical to focus upon the basic assump-

tions of the Report in recommending repeal of General Utili-

ties. These assumptions are that: (1) we have an unintegrated

corporate tax system, it should be continued, and it should be

rigorously applied (pp. 4, 55); (2) the primary consideration

should be that the rules should be "simplest and least suscep-

tible to abuse and manipulation" (page 4); and (3) tax abuse

abounds, despite many Code provisions-specifically developed to

prevent it, because of the General Utilities rule (pp. 32-38).

I respectfully i.bmit that none of these assumptions is valid.

In fact, we have never had a truly unintegrated cor-

porate tax system in which a tax is paid on income at the cor-

porate level and a second tax is paid on corporate income by

the shareholders. Over the seventy or more years that our cor-

porate income tax system has developed, we have had a compro-

mise system in which double tax has been imposed on ordinary

earnings from regular operations to the extent they are dis-

tributed to shareholders as dividends, but only a single tax

has been imposed upon extraordinary events, such as a sale or

distribution of assets pursuant to a complete liquidation.
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In reality, we have to a large extent had only a

single ordinary income tax on regular corporate earnings

because of the ability to retain earnings. By reason of our

provision for step-up in basis of assets at death, earnings

taxed at ordinary rates at the corporate level have to a large

extent been retained and have not been taxed again at the

shareholder level. At most, they have been subjected to a

capital gains tax on sale of stock at the shareholder level. A

large percentage of corporations in the U.S., both publicly-

held and privately-held, retain and reinvest in their business

a large percentage of their annual earnings, partly as a result

of the tax advantages to their shareholders that flow from this

policy.

This is an entirely healthy system. The corporate

tax rate and top individual rate are roughly the same. There

should be limits on the tax burden on income from capital so

that capital formation is not inhibited or misdirected away

from business investment. Further, to the extent we provide

incentives through tax allowances, such as the investment

credit, ACRS, the research and development credit, or the

intangible drilling cost deduction, there should be no prefer-

ence for operating in or out of the corporate structure.

Virtually all major foreign industrialized countries,

including the entire European Economic Community and Canada,

have moved toward a single integrated tax structure in which

only a single income tax is paid on business earnings.
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Economists tend strongly to favor such a system to avoid undue

burdens on capital investment. We have obviously greatly

moderated our tax burden on capital by the types of tax incen-

tives previously described. As a practical matter, the effect

of our present corporate tax structure is that by a variety of

means we have achieved what is a single tax on the returns from

capital, and this allows us to remain competitive in the world

economy.

There is no important reason at this time to disturb

this carefully-developed balance that has resulted from seventy

or more years of experience in refining our corporate tax

system to accommodate the needs of our economy and our society.

It is particularly unwise to do so in a way that would impact

harshly on privately-held, smaller companies. The primary

consideration affecting our corporate tax structure should be

economic efficiency, not simplicity or over-reactive concern

with abuse and manipulation.

The preoccupation in this Report with abuse and man-

ipulation is disturbing. Admittedly, the extensive provisions

we have developed to prevent abuse of the General Utilities

*
Integration of the corporate and individual tax has also
been accomplished in other ways in our tax system. The
obvious example is Subchapter S, but administrative con-
siderations have forced the imposition of severe limitations
on its use. Royalty trusts exist to receive and distribute
certain forms of passive income. As recognized in the Staff
report, publicly-traded limited partnerships now exist to
operate going businesses. The report would treat publicly-
traded limited partnerships as corporations. Widely-held
limited partnerships, the interests in which are not
publicly-traded, also exist, however, and the report would
not reach these arrangements.
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rule, such as the recapture rules, the collapsible corporation

provisions, new section 338, the recent repeal of the partial

liquidation provisions, the ACRS anti-churning rules, and

others, are complex. Complexity, however, in a corporate tax

context is manageable, and we have in fact learned to live with

it. Further, despite the impressions suggested by the report,

these anti-abuse provisions are effective in practice. In my

thirty-p.lus years as a corporate tax lawyer, I have not seen

any widespread circumvention of the collapsible corporation

rules or these other provisions. When some special forms of

abuse have developed, as they did in recent years, the Con-

gressional response was swift and effective, as in TEFRA. We

have developed a now legislative capacity to deal with these

problems as they arise.

We must not make a fundamental change in our corpo-

rate tax structure to meet these relatively narrow concerns if

it could substantially affect efficient allocation of capital

resources in the United States. The efft ct of such a change

has not yet been studied sufficiently in the context of repeal

of the Oeneral Utilities rule in corporate complete liquida-

tions. In addition, the possible effects of discouraging the

use of corporations to operate privately-held businL les, in

favor of partnerships the interests in which are not pi licly-

traded, royalty trusts, or other arrangements have not be,

fully evaluated. There are critical economic, legal, and

social issues to be considered.
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Accordingly, I urge this Committee to defer action on

this critical matter at least until these kinds of evaluations

have been done. Much more analysis is required to make the

Judgments that are required in changing the tax structure to

increase burdens on privately-held companies.

Staff Report: Reasons For and
Against Repeal of General Utilities

The report (page 88) argues for taxing gain on cor-

porate assets at the corporate level in complete liquidations

first on the ground that taxpayers pay less tax because of the

General Utilities rule than would be paid in the absence of a

corporate tax. This is difficult to understand, since the main

thrust of repealing the General Utilities rule is to impose a

double tax on the appreciation in value of corporate assets,

thereby raising the effective rate on such gain from 20% under

existing law to 42.4%. No explanation of this argument in the

report is given. Contrary to the impression given in the re-

port, taxpayers will generally pay more tax if General Utili-

ties is repealed than they would have paid in the absence of a

corporate tax.

An earlier reference (p. 36) deals with a non pro

rata liquidation in which the.corporation has no earnings and

profits and liquidates under §333, taking as a basis in the

assets the shareholder's basis in his stock. It is implied

The example given may overlook the fact that depreciation is
recaptured in a §333 liquidation, creating earnings and
profits, and thus ordinary income consequences on the
liquidation.
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that an undue tax advantage arises in these circumstances,

although it is not entirely clear what the undue advantage

consists of. In any event, however, this is a highly unusual

situation -- perhaps one in a thousand -- and is hardly justi-

fication for such a massive change in the tax system as the

repeal of the Leneral Utilities rule.

In the complete liquidation context, involving

privately-held companies, it is useful to recognize that the

shareholder's gain on liquidation consists of two elements --

retained earnings and appreciation in value of the company's

underlying assets. There is no other source of shareholder

gain. The shareholder may have bought his shares at a time

when such elements existed to some degree; if so, his prede-

cessor will have paid tax at the shareholder level on such

elements. Retained earnings and appreciation in value of

corporate assets ultimately always incur a tax at the share-

holder level, except to the extent that stepped-up basis at

death occurs or the shareholder is tax-exempt.

Further, the recapture rules insure that the ordinary

income portion of asset appreciation ultimately is taxed, and

as ordinary income. Retained earnings by definition have been

taxed at the corporate level. What remains then is the capital

gain portion of appreciation in value of corporate assets,

which, as stated above, is ultimately taxed at the shareholder

level, except where there has been an intervening death of the

shareholder. Repeal of General Utilities in complete
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liquidations would tax this latter portion twice, once at the

corporate level, and again immediately at the shareholder level

except where there has been an intervening death of the share-
,

holder. If the business had operated in non-corporate form,

this double tax would not have been incurred.

The anti-churning rules effectively prevent undue

benefit from ACRS. The collapsible corporation rules, despite

their complexity, prevent undue benefit from complete liquida-

tions. There is no substantial opportunity to gain greater

benefits by operating in corporate form than in non-corporate

form.

The other reasons given in the report for this double

taxation may be grouped. The second reason relates to complex-'

ity and abuse, a matter already discussed (supra p. 9-11).

Repeal of the collapsible corporation rules is not necessarily

a useful end in and of itself, regardless of what must be done

to make it possible. There are important economic and social

consequences to be resolved here; the world has lived with the

collapsible corporation anti-tax avoidance rules for more than

thirty years and can continue to do so. It is said that repeal

will block certain tax-motivated acquisitions, but no specifi-

cations are given. TEFRA addressed such problems, and if fur-

ther problems arise, they can be addressed equally promptly and

equally specifically. It is said that repeal of General Utili-

ties will limit churning under ACRS, but we already have in

*
As to the impact of stepped-up basis at death, see infra,
p. 20.
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place an effective set of rules for that purpose. Finally, I

submit that the seriousness of the liquidation-reincorporation

problem is overstated; in my extensive corporate tax practice,

I have seen very few instances of successful liquidation-

reincorporations that produce substantial tax benefits. It is

a wonderful conversation piece and tax teaching tool; it is not

much of a real problem. In point of fact, the report-can be

read to endorse a form of liquidation-reincorporation not pres-

ently available. It would tax the corporation at capital gain

rates, permit a step-up in basis of the assets (even though

continuity of interest clearly exists), and permit depreciation

deductions by reference to stepped-up basis to offset subse-

quent ordinary income from ongoing business operations.

Otherwise, the reasons for double taxation seem to

boil down to a preference for greater purity in an unintegrated

tax system --

iv. General recognition of gain provides
uniformity. **4.

v. Recognition broadens the corporate tax
base. ***

vii. The General Utilities doctrine allows tax
on corporate gain to be avoided entirely. *

All of these propositions assume there should be a double tax

on appreciation in value of corporate assets at the time of a

complete liquidation. As previously stated, there is no basis

for this assumption (supra, p. 9-11), and it would have

enormous adverse effects on privately-held companies in the

U.S. (supra, p. 4-8).
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The example given on page 89 of the Staff report is

somewhat disingenuous. It deals with a dividend in kind of

securities, not a complete liquidation. Presumably the

corporation has earnings and profits, so the shareholders incur

an ordinary income tax of $100,000 on the distribution of the

securities. In a privately-held company, where this situation

might most likely be presented, it would be an unusual trans-

action. If the securities represent stock, the parties would

lose the advantage of the 85% intercorporate dividends deduc-

tion by placing the stock in the hands of the shareholders.

Ordinarily it would be more advantageous, if the medium of

investment were to be changed, for the corporation to sell the

stock, incur the capital gains tax, and reinvest in other

stock.

In any event, the real issue here is the treatment of

a complete liquidation. As stated earlier, there is far less

question about repealing the General Utilities rule with re-

spect to ordinary distributions in kind. If, however, the

stock is distributed in complete liquidation, should a tax of

42.4% be paid on the investment gain of $80,000, rather than a

tax of 20% if the stock had been held outside the corporation?

What rationale supports this result?

We have a generally efficient, fair, and workable

system that presently stimulates capital formation by avoiding

interference with allocation of capital to its most efficient

uses in the economy. Initiative and productivity are
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stimulated by the ability.to build up capital returns in a

privately-held company. For the most part, all income and gain

is taxed at least once, except to the extent we provide tax

incentives for good reasons, whether economic (for example,

business investment or R&D activity) or social (tax-exempt

charitable or similar institutions). When abuses develop, they

may be quickly corrected, particularly with the recent Congres-

sional ability to move more promptly. We should not disturb

the efficient functioning of the present system unless there

are reasons of overriding importance. These have not yet been

demonstrated.

The reasons given in the Report as against repeal of

General Utilities are understated. It is not a theoretical

argument as to "realization". It is a practical consideration.

The repeal as applied in the complete liquidation context would

greatly damage privately-held business in the United States.

To answer the question posed in the Report, a cor-

porate liquidation is an event which warrants a single capital

gains tax because it represents a liquidation of an investment,

just as any other investment. The gain realized is likely to

be largely inflationary rather than real. To the extent the

gain reflects retained earnings, it represents income already

subject to tax at the corporate level. If it has not been

fully taxed at the corporate level, it is because some economic

or social policy has been regarded by Congress as sufficiently

important to call for a tax incentive provision.
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Such gain is quite different from the regular earn-

ings of an ongoing business. The comparisons drawn in the

report to a 73% tax rate on ordinary income overstate reality.

I doubt that any significant amount of income earned through

corporations in the U.S. ever bears an effective tax rate even

close to 73%.

The argument that liquidation of a corporation is

often a highly formal step without economic substance is not

valid. Few complete liquidations involve distributions of

assets to the shareholders in kind. Most involve sales cf

assets pursuant to §337 or sales of stock deemed to be sales of

assets under §338. The liquidation-reincorporation problem, as

previously stated, is given far more emphasis in the Report

than it deserves. Further, it simply is not the fact that

complete liquidations are often tax-driven transactions; they

generally result from a business conclusion that someone else

can operate the business more efficiently and that the share-

holders can direct their capita to more effective uses in the

economy.

The Report correctly notes the argument against re-

peal that 42.4% is too high a tax rate to impose on investment

gain at the time of a complete liquidation. The answer, how-

ever, is not to tinker with this rate. Instead, we should

simply avoid increasing the extent of double taxation. Ex-

traordinary gains arising on complete liquidation of a
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corporation should be taxed once, at regular capital gains

rates, just as is all other investment gain.

Proposals for Relief from Repeal of General Utilities

The several options for mitigating the effect of

repeal of General Utilities are testimony themselves that the

proposal itself is of doubtful merit. In any event, as previ-

ously stated (supra p. 8), the ALI shareholder credit would be

complex, though if General Utilities is to be repealed for

complete liquidation transactions, some such relief would be

essential. Phase-in of a double tax burden does do more than

postpone temporarily the adverse economic and social conse-

quences of the change.

The exemption of gain from certain long-held assets

could solve many of the inequities and problems presented and

should be carefully considered if General Utilities is to be

repealed. Similarly, in such event, some form of carryover or

substituted basis solution has merit and should be carefully

explored.

The reference to step-up in basis at death at page 93

of the report is curious; elsewhere in the report, it is stated

that a fundamental premise of the study is that step-up in

basis at death is to be continued (page 4). Viewed in a

broader sense, particularly in connection with Subchapter S

small business corporations, repeal of the General Utilities

rule can be viewed as essentially an attack on stepped-up basis

at death despite the assurance in the report to the contrary.
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Surely a piecemeal repeal cf step-up in basis at death,

affecting only gains realized from investment in corporate

business activity, is not good tax policy.

Conclusion

The Committee should not repeal General Utilities in

the context of complete liquidations and impose a double tax

burden on asset appreciation. An effective tax rate of 42.4%

on such gain will have severe adverse effects on privately-held

companies. It will create a bias, causing owners of family

businesses contemplating liquidation to merge their corpora-

tions into publicly-held companies in exchange for stock of

such companies. Capital will not be directed to its most

efficient uses in the United States economy.

The CHAIRMAN. I think I will just ask the other two members of
the panel-you have heard what Mr. Nolan has said, that current
tax law provides a healthy flexibility and urges that the repeal of
the General Utilities would unduly burden American business. You
are the experts, so I need to find out if you agree with that.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I think it is a case beautifully stated and beauti-
fully overstated. I think the problem can be solved, to the extent
there is a problem, by the shareholder credit that Professor An-
drews was describing.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Jacobs?
Mr. JACOBS. I tend to agree, although my personal predilection

would be to exonerate the tax as to long-held capital gain property
on the death of a corporation, the liquidation of a corporation, or
the sale in a cost-basis election mode.

But it seems to me, whether you use the credit or whether you
use exoneration, or whether you even use the phasein as suggested
in thQ report, any of those would, I believe, take care of John's
problem of dealing with people's expectations in this connection. In
all events it should be limited to long-held capital gain property.

Mr. NOLAN. Mr. Chairman, could I say that I wonder whether
the complexity is worth it. If the capital gains tax on corporations
is at a higher rate than the capital gains tax on individuals, and
we give a credit to the shareholders with respect to the capital
gains tax paid by the corporation, I wonder whether the complexity
is really worth it.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that's what we hope to determine between
now and the time we pass something. You may already know, but I
don't know yet. I don't have any clients, so that--

[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Your testimony notes that you agree with many

of the major elements of the report. I wonder which ones they are.
Mr. NOLAN. I agree, in general, with the effort in the report to

change the treatment of acquisitions so that the treatment of
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shareholders is divorced from the treatment at the corporate level.
I think that it is necessary in applying the corporate level tax

system of cost-basis acquisitions versus carryover basis acquisitions
to retain some of the elements that we previously have had in sec-
tion 337 and section 338, with respect to sales of assets in connec-
tion with complete liquidations, and sales of stock in connection
with what are effectively complete liquidations. I think those provi-
sions can be improved.

So I think a great deal of the report is very valuable, and I sub-
scribe to it. It's just that I think the issue of repeal of the General
Utilities rule raises many problems that need a great deal more
consideration, particularly with respect to privately-held compa-
nies.

The CHAIRMAN. I think that is an area we are going to have to
spend some time on. In fact, nearly every aspect of it we are going
to spend a great deal of time on.

Mr. Jacobs, do you have any recommendation on the timetable?
You spent how much time on this project?

Mr. JACOBS. The narrow project of the ABA with which I worked
so hard probably rivaled the work of the ALl in terms of length, if
not what we produced. It lasted some 8 or 10 years, to produce the
narrow answer in 368.

But I think what we have here from the staff is the right answer.
I think the people who have looked at this and worked on the
narrow project agree. I would think that this Congress, the 98th
Congress, is the Congress to pass this change.

The CHAIRMAN. It was also suggested by a prior witness, I guess
by the Treasury witness, that we shouldn't lean too hard on simpli-
fication, but that isn't going to be the strongest reed to lean on.

Do you think we are going to simplify? That's one of the pur-
poses-that and some other areas.

Mr. JACOBS. I guess that simplification depends upon the behold-
er. From my perspective as a practitioner, simplification comes
when there is certainty; when you know what the rules are and ev-
erybody is playing by the same rules, you are going to get simplic-
ity, and you are going to get fairness.

In the net operating loss area, for example, we have a situation
where today if a company has a net operating loss it can sell it for
10 cents on the dollar. The purchaser is getting the present value
of 46 cents on that net operating loss that it buys, and the Treas-
ury is paying 36 cents, even assuming we approve transfers.

I would think, in the net operating loss area, for example, you
ought to know exactly what the net operating losses were, so that
the buyers and sellers can do their own trading and the Treasury
Department can quit subsidizing these acquisitions.

The CHAIRMAN. As I have indicated earlier, this is ndt a hearing
on specific legislation. We hope to have some ready to introduce
later this year or early next year.

We do intend to pursue the project. We may find some areas, as
Mr. Nolan has pointed out, that need to spend more time on,
modify, whatever-we are flexible.
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We appreciate very much your testimony, and we will be work-
ing with you and members of your staffs.

Mr. NOLAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next panel consists of Edwin S. Cohen of

Covington & Burling in Washington, D.C., on behalf of the Cham-
ber of Commerce of the United States; and Thomas P. Maletta, vice
president, Taxes, Allegheny International Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa., on
behalf of Tax Executives Institute, Inc., Arlington, Va.

They will be followed by a panel, I might just announce so they
can move up to the front, consisting of Leon M. Nad, national di-
rector, Technical Tax Service, Price Waterhouse, Washington, D.C.;
David A. Berenson, Ernst & Whinney, Washington, D.C.; Nicholas
Tomasulo, Silverstein & Mullens, Washington, D.C.; Richard L.
Bacon, Bell, Boyd & Lloyd, Washington, D.C.; and James Roche,
McDermott, Will & Emery, Chicago, Ill.

Eddie.

STATEMENT OF EDWIN S. COHEN, ESQ., COVINGTON & BURLING,
WASHINGTON, D.C., ON BEHALF OF THE CHAMBER OF COM-
MERCE OF THE UNITED STATES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. COHEN. Mr. Chairman, I am Edwin S. Cohen. I appear today

on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States of
which I am a Director and Chairman of its Tax Committee.

The preliminary report of the committee staff represents a major
contribution in a highly complex field of the law and contains
many hopeful recommendations.

Our written statement discusses three proposals in the report
that cause us special concern. In the interest of time I will com-
ment on only one of these, the proposal that Mr. Nolan commented
on that would impose a double capital gains tax on the sale or liq-
uidation of an incorporated business containing assets that have
appreciated in value.

If I may, I'll use a simple example to show our concern:
Suppose individual A opens a drugstore and buys for $10,000

land and building in which the store operates." Thirty or 40 years
later he retires and sells the building, including the land and build-
ing that have now over this long period of time appreciated to
$110,000.

If he has operated the business as a proprietorship without incor-
poration, he has a long-term capital gain of $100,000, and he pays a
maximum tax of $20,000. Under the existing law he will pay the
same tax if he had incorporated the business. On his retirement, he
would sell the stock, or have the corporation sell the asset and dis-
tribute the proceeds, and his tax would also be at 20 percent, or
$20,000.

Under the proposal, however, A's corporation would have to pay
a corporate capital gains tax of 28 percent, or $28,000. When the
corporation dissolves and distributes its assets to him, he will pay,
in addition, 20 percent on the $72,000 of gain remaining, or $14,400.
So his total tax burden will be $42,400 whereas if he hadn't incor-
porated he would have paid a tax of $20,000. As Mr. Nolan said, it
increases his rate of tax from 20 percent to 42.4 percent.
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The same double tax problem would exist for a farmer if, for any
number of reasons, he has incorporated his farm and it has appre-
ciated in value.

In our written statement we discuss various suggestions that
achieve some alleviation of this result that we think would be
unfair.

The CHAIRMAN. Could he elect subchapter S in that case?
Mr. COHEN. Well, he could if he met all of the circumstances that

permit him to elect subchapter S.
The CHAIRMAN. Because last year, as you recall, we did liberalize

that.
Mr. COHEN. Yes; we go into that in our statement. If you change

subchapter S to eliminate some of the conditions, it might take
care of it for the closely held companies; but, for example, if he in-
corporated because he had children and wanted to leave some of
the stock in trust for his children, he couldn't use subchapter S. If,
for various reasons, such as in the case of a high technology compa-
ny, the corporation has a. second class of stock, he can't use sub-
chapter S.

We do not think that those limitations are necessary, and per-
haps one solution would be to expand subchapter S.

However, without going into the ramifications of subchapter S,
and appreciating some of the points that the Treasury made earlier
today that require further study, there are other possible solutions
to this problem. But until the solution appears on the scene, I
would join Mr. Nolan in his comments, and I think the chamber
would also.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Edwin S. Cohen follows:]

28-219 0 - 84 - 12
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My name is Edwin S. Cohen. I am a member of the Board of Directors and

Chairman of the Taxation Committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, on whose behalf I appear today. I am a member of the law firm of

Covington & Burling, of Washington, D.C. Accompanying me are David E.
Franasiak, Manager of the Tax Policy Center of the Chamber, and Rachelle B.

Bernstein, its Senior Tax Counsel.

The preliminary report of the Committee Staff for revision of the
corporate tax structure represents a prodigious effort in a highly complex
field and contains many helpful analyses and recommendations. We commend the

Staff for the thoroughness of its work.
Because of the difficulty and breadth of the subject, the report

requires careful and extensive study in order to comprehend and appraise the
practical efforts of the proposals on various types of business transactions.

In view of the diversity of businesses represented in the Chamber's
membership, we have been engaged in analyzing major aspects of the proposals
as they may affect both small and large incorporated businesses, both those
that are closely held and those that are publicly traded. Some of our

preliminary conclusions are set out below. We look forward to the opportunity
of offering further comments and assistance to the Committee and its staff as

the work continues.

1. The Proposals Leading to Double Taxation of Gains on Sales or LiQuidations
of Corporati.ons.

The Chamber's preliminary study of that part of the report that
proposes new rules relating to sale or liquidation of incorporated businesses
leads us to voice most serious reservations as to their effect, especially on

small closely held corporations. We are concerned in particular that the
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proposals would discourage the use of corporations as a means of conducting
business. This would occur# we believe because on the eventual winding up of

the incorporated business by sale or liquidation, either a double tax would be

incurred on appreciated capital assets or a purchaser would pay less than fair

market value for those assets. We are particularly concerned about the effect

on those businesses that are already incorporated and cannot now change to an

unincorporated form of business without incurring substantial tax.
The double tax could be avoided by foregoing in the future the

formation of a corporation, but there are often legal and practical

infirmities in conducting a business in partnership or proprietorship form.

Indeed, for this reason the long established policy of the tax law has been to

facilitate the use of corporations to conduct business, and especially so for

small business. While we appreciate the concerns that have led the Staff to

try to solve other problems in the corporate tax area by proposing the double

tax, it is our tentative conclusion that this proposal would be far too
drastic a remedy and should not be adopted. Other solutions with less serious

consequences are available.

A simple example will explain the Chamber's concern. Individual A

opens a drugstore and buys for $10,000 the land and building in which the

store operates. Thirty years later'he retires and sells the business,

including the land and building now worth $110,000. If A has operated the

business as a proprietorship, without incorporation, he has a long-term

capital gain of $100,000 on the sale of the land and building, on which he

pays a maximum tax of $20,000.

Under existing law he would pay the same tax if he had operated his

business as a corporation. On his retirement he would sell the stock of the

corporation, or have the corporation sell the land and building and distribute

the sales proceeds to him on liquidation and winding up of the corporation.

Either way his tax would be! $20,000, just as if he had not incorporated.

Under the proposals, however, A's corporation would have to pay a

corporate capital gains tax of 28 percent, or $28,000; and when the

corporation would be dissolved he also would pay a capital gains tax (on the

remaining $72,000) that could amount to 20 percent, or $14,400. His total tax

burden on the sale would be $42,400 -- more than twice the tax he would have

paid if he had not incorporated his business.
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We do not believe that result would be fair. It would not be sound tax

or economic policy to impose such a double tax burden on a business wholly

owned by one small businessman merely because for any number of reasons he

operated his business *s a corporation rather than a proprietorship.

As some amelioration of this result, the proposals would provide that

the corporation would not have to pay the 28 percent corporate capital gains

tax if the corporation sold the land and building to an incorporated purchaser

and the two corporations agreed that the purchasing corporation would take

over the $10,000 tax basis of the property in the hands of A's corporation.

But that rule would reduce the price that A could obtain for the property for

two reasons: first, the purchasing corporation would not pay the full value

of $110,000 for the property because of the adverse tax consequences it would

have by reason of having only a $10,000 tax basis for it; and second, to

relieve his corporation of the 28 percent tax on the sale, A would have to

forego selling to individual investors and could only sell to corporations,

thus significantly limiting the pool of potential buyers.

The same double tax or loss of value would occur under the proposals if

A had originally started his business in unincorporated form but had later

incorporated it. Under existing law (Code Section 351) A's low tax basis for

the property would carry over to his corporation, and he would have the same

low tax basis for his stock in the corporation. This would produce the same

double tax or loss in value undor the proposal when he retires and sells out.

The same double tax problem would exist for a farmer who for any number

of reasons may have incorporated his farm, if the farm has appreciated in

value.

Subchaptger S Corporations. The Staff report proposes that the 28

percent corporate tax on the sale of property would not be applicable if the
corporation and its shareholders have elected to be taxed under Subchapter S.

Under the provisions of Subchapter S a corporation is relieved of tax on its

income, which is taxed currently to the shareholders in their individual tax

returns. Subchapter S would be available to provide relief from the double

tax if there are less than 35 shareholders of the corporation, but only if the

corporation satisfies certain other requirements. Among those other

requirements are (1) with limited exceptions all the shareholders must be

individuals; and (2) the corporation may have only one class of stock.
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Often a business or a farm is incorporated because of a desire to leave

stock in trust for a surviving spouse or children in the event of the owner's

death. In other cases, more than one class of stock is needed to provide for

the varying needs of a surviving spouse or different children, or employees or

other investors. Especially in new and innovative industries, such as those

involving high technology, a special class of stock may be required to raise

venture capital. Either the existence of a trust shareholder or of more than

one class of stock qill disqualify the company under Subchapter S and under

the proposals lead to the double tax when the business is sold and wound up.

These two grounds for disqualifications have long existed in Subchapter

S because of the administrative problems involved in taxing income of the

Subchapter S corporation to its shareholders even though it is not actually

distributed. In the case of trust shareholders or multiple classes of stock,

there would be serious administrative difficulties in determining the persons

to whom the undistributed income should be taxed, because it is not clear who

will ultimately receive the income when it is actually distributed. But that

administrative problem does not exist when the incorporated business is being

sold and completely liquidated, because at that point in time there is

necessarily an actual distribution to shareholders and the person who receives

it is known.

Accordingly, in weighing the Subchapter C proposals it would seem

desirable to reconsider the dividing line between Subchapter S and Subchapter

C corporations when the incorporated business is sold or completely

liquidated, because the proposals would involve major tax differences

depending upon the category in which the corporation fell.

Death of a Shareholder. The provisions for carryover of basis at

death, adopted in 1976, were repealed by the Congress in 1980, with the result

that upon the sale of his capital assets after his death no capital gains tax

is payable by the decedent's estate or his heirs on appreciation occurring

before his death. This is true whether the assets were held by the decedent

in an incorporated or unincorporated business. Under the Staff proposal this

would continue to be true if the business were unincorporated, but it would no

longer be true if it were incorporated. If the business were incorporated,

the corporation would have to pay a capital gains tax up to 28 percent, even

though the value of the business was subject to estate tax (unless the

corporation was a Subchapter S corporation or the property were sold to

another corporation which would agree to take the property at its low tax
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basis). It is difficult to justify the imposition of a 28 percent capital

gains tax, in addition to the estate tax, simply because the decedent operated

his business in corporate form.

The carryover basis proposal, adopted in 1976 and repealed in 1980,

would eventually have caused a capital gains tax to have been paid by the
decedent's estate or his heirs, whether or not the business was incorporated.

But at least the 1976 carryover basis rule was intended to apply only to

appreciation occurring after 1976, and it had provisions to ameliorate the

double burden of the estate tax and the capital gains tax. The present

proposal, however, would impose the corporate capital gains tax on

appreciation that has heretofore occurred, and without relief by reason of the
imposition of the estate tax. Indeed, unless the property is actually sold

promptly after the decedent's death, it is not clear that the burden of the

corporate capital gains tax would be taken into account in valuing the shares

for purposes of the decedent's estate tax. Thus the proposal has serious

ramifications for the owners of incorporated businesses, as against owners of

unincorporated businesses, in planning their estates for the benefit of a

surviving spouse or children.

Practical Effects. The proposal to impose a double tax on appreciated

property held by corporations would undoubtedly have major practical effects.

Among these would seem to be the following:

(1) The inability to wind up the business without a double tax

would tend to inhibit the formation of corporations, and in particular

the incorporation of businesses already existing in proprietorship or

partnership form. Rather than simplifying the corporate tax area, this

aspect of the proposals would require the small entrepreneur to seek

sophisticated tax advice.

(2) One type of sophisticated tax advice would be that on the

incorporation of a business land and other capital assets should not be
transferred into corporation ownership, but should be retained in

individual ownership and leased to the incorporated business.

Individual ownership would prevent an ultimate double tax. But this

would be a cumbersome and more expensive procedure, would impair the

financial capacity of the company, and it would raise questions on

I.R.S. audits as to the propriety of the rent charged by the
individuals to their controlled corporations.
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(3) once appreciated land or other capital assets are in fact
owned by the corporation, they would be likely to be sold only to other

corporations that would agree to take over the low tax basis, Thus,

once owned by corporations, those assets would be likely to stay in
corporate ownership, limiting the pool of possible purchasers and
producing marketplace effects that are extremely difficult to foresee.
&Osidiarie. The report indicates that a corporate purchaser of

assets of another corporation would have to elect carryover basis for all the
assets acquired from a particular corporation or elect cost basis for all

those assets; but if in the same transaction it were to acquire the assets of

a parent corporation and those of a subsidiary, it could elect cost basis for
the assets of one corporation and carryover basis for those of the other

corporation.

We are concerned that this rule might create serious uncertainty as to

whether particular assets should be held by a wholly-owned subsidiary, rather
then by its parent corporation, in order to make the choice of carryover or

cost basis available to a prospective purchaser in the event the business is
sold. Corporate structures would be influenced by this prospective tax

advantage rather than being dictated by business needs and convenience. The
policy of the tax law for some time has been to equate the tax burden on

corporations operating through divisions with those operating through

subsidiaries, a policy which we believe is proper and which would be

contravened by this proposal.

We are uncertain as to the intention of the proposals with respect to

the treatment of a selling subsidiary and its parent corporation when
carryover basis would be elected by the purchasing corporation for assets

- -acquired from the subsidiary. We believe clarification is required to make

certain that it is not intended to impose multiple layers of corporate tax as

well as a shareholder tax on the sale of a business.

These problems with respect to subsidiaries would require careful

thought. If there are different tax results on sales of property depending

upon whether assets are held in subsidiaries or by a parent corporation, not
onlLywould mere differences in corporate structure produce widely different

-fax resulEs, but in addition we would revive the problems of step transactions

that led the Congress in adopting the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to install

the present rules. If taxes could be saved by having property owned in a
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subsidiary, attempts would be madp to transfer property to subsidiaries

shortly before a sale, leading to I.R.S. challenges as to the efficacy of a

last minute transfer. Similarly, liquidations of subsidiaries shortly before

a sale would lead to unsettled results. These difficult issues, largely set

at rest in 1954, should not now be revived.

Relief f!roDpuble Tax. The press release of the Chairman asks for

comments as to the appropriate form of temporary or permanent relief from tax
to the corporation on the distribution of appreciated property. We assume

that this includes similar relief where the corporation sells its assets as a

part of a plan of complete liquidation.

The principal difficulty in answering this question stems from the

proposal to impose a corporate tax as well as an individual tax at the time

the corporation's business is sold or liquidated. As stated earlier, we do

not believe it would be wise to change the policy of a single tax at the time

of sale or liquidation of the business, a policy that was adopted by the

Congress in 1954 after much study.

We are not inclined to believe that the 10-year transitional rule

mentioned in the Staff report (pp. 65-66) would provide an acceptable

solution. In the first place, the proposal would mean that in less than 6

months there would be imposed a 4 percent corporate tax, and in less than 15

months an 8 percent corporate tax, rising gradually thereafter to 28 percent

by 1995. Those willing to sell or liquidate before April 1, 1984 could do so

with only the present single tax. However, many properties and businesses
cannot be sold in that short a time frame, and many business people would be

reluctant to sell their businesses so quickly in order to avoid a new tax.

Dissolving the corporations now and postponing a sale to third parties until a
later date would eliminate the double tax, but would generally necessitate the

payment of a substantial capital gains tax by the shareholder on the

liquidation of the corporation -- a tax which he tuay not have the funds to pay

until he sells out.

Beyond that, there are often serious nontax problems associated with

the dissolution of a corporation prior to the sale of its assets, because of
the possibility of minors or trustees becoming direct participants in the

business, personal liability to creditors of the business, etc. Thus we are
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concerned that the owners of closely held corporations would be under severe

pressure to take steps which would be unwise except for the purpose of

eliminating the proposed new tax.

The recent American Law Institute study suggested that the added burden

of the double tax be ameliorated by allowing a credit against the

stockholder's tax for the corporate capital gains tax paid at the time of the

sale and liquidation of the business. Despite some problems with that

approach, it would represent, in our judgment, a distinct improvement over the

current proposals. However, it has certain difficulties, among which are:

(1) The corporate capital gains tax at present is 28 percent,

whereas the maximum individual capital gains tax is 20 percent. It

would seem appropriate, at least in the case of the sale of a closely

held business, to apply the individual rate;

(2) A decedent's estate or his heirs would still bear the burden

of the corporate capital gains tax although.they would have had no tax

if the business had been unincorporated; and

(3) There is necessarily some complexity in the calculation of

the credit.

If the double tax were to be enacted, there is a strong case to be made

for exempting appreciation that has occurred to date on property held in

corporate ownership, along the lines of what was done when the income tax was

enacted in 1913 or when carryover basis at death was adopted in 1976. Any

such rule would have administrative difficulties, however, and there would

still remain a discouraging effect on the use of corporations to carry on

business because of the double tax on future appreciation.

In sunary, we have not found, as yet at least, an acceptable form of

relief from the proposal to impose the double tax. We believe that other

answers -- with far less adverse consequences to business generally - can be

found for special problems (such as the collapsible corporations,

liquidations-reincorporation, etc.) for which the double tax proposal has been

designed. We do not believe that the benefits to be derived from the broad

scale change from a single tax to the double tax on the sale of an

incorporated business are sufficient to warrant the serious problems and

difficulties it would engender.
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2. The Prpeosed Elimigation of the Earnings and Profits Test for

Divided. T&xtLion

The report recommends that, with a limited exception, distributions by

corporations to shareholders would be treated as taxable dividends, whether or

not the corporation has operated profitably. For many years such

distributions have been regarded as a return of capital if the corporation has

no earnings or profits. It is true that there have been a number of

difficulties in determining the meaning of earnings and profits, and it may
well be desirable to deal specifically in the statute with some of those

issues. We would be concerned, however, with the complete repeal of the

earnings and profits concept and a substitution of a rule that all corporate

distributions are fully taxable.

The report acknowledges that for certain purposes it would be necessary

to retain the earnings and profits concept, thus leaving the definition of

earnings and profits still to be considered. Moreover, there are cases where

the earnings and profits ceiling on the amount of the taxable distribution

prevents an unfortunate tax disaster. For example, it is not always clear

whether a stock dividend or a recapitalization involves a nontaxable or a

taxable distribution, and the earnings and profits ceiling puts a cap on the

amount of tax involved; the absence of a cap could cause a taxable stock

dividend to involve tax liability on an amount equal to substantially the

entire value of the company. Again, the rules of section 306, relating to the

disposition of stock dividends, and those of section 355, relating to

corporate divisions, have long been geared to the existence of earnings and

profits, and it is not clear what tests would be substituted. Moreover, there

are issues of so-called "constructive" distributions to shareholders which

could lead to excessive taxes in the absence of an earnings and profits

ceiling.

Especially in the case of closely held corporations, it is simply

unfair to impose taxes on individual shareholders when their corporation has

not operated profitably. Difficult as is the earnings and profits problem, we

do not believe it fair or appropriate to abolish it in its entirety.

3.The Diiends Received edction

The Staff proposes that the present 85 percent dividends received

deduction be amended so that it would be available on dividends received by a

corporate shareholder only if the stock is held for more than a year. It has
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also proposed to amend section 265 to disallow 85 percent of the interest paid

on debt incurred to purchase or carry stock producing dividends eligible for

the dividends received deduction. The report indicates that "an objective

rule" would be provided, but does not specify the nature of the rule.

There see. to be three distinct aspects of this proposal:

() Whether the dividends received deduction should be restricted

if the stock is sold within one year, even though no interest has been

paid by the taxpayer and no loss incurred on a subsequent sale of the

stock;

(2) Whether some limitations should be imposed on the taking of a

short-term capital loss upon the sale of the stock within one year if

dividends have been received subject to the 85 percent deduction; and

(3) Whether some limitations should be placed upon the deduction

for interest paid by a corporate stockholder while receiving dividends

subject to the 85 percent deduction.

These three issues should not necessarily be resolved in the same manner.

Income from operations of a corporation is not only subject to

corporate income tax but when distributed to individual shareholders as a

dividend is again taxed to the shareholders. Thus there are normally two

layers of tax on ordinary dividend income. If a corporate shareholder were

not granted relief on dividends received there would be two or more layers of

corporate tax, as well as a layer of individual tax when the recipient

corporation makes distribution to its own shareholders. The 85 percent

deduction for intercorporate dividends provides that relief for the recipient

corporation; without it the cumulative burden of corporate taxes would clearly

be excessive. Accordingly, we believe the dividends received deduction should

be retained in the absence of abusive situations, and any new restrictions

should be designed solely to combat perceived abuses.

We believe it would be unwise to restrict the deduction to cases in

which stock has been held by a corporation for less than a year. Such a rule

would represent a generalized restriction, not limited to any perceived

abusive situation. It would leave every corporate investor uncertain as to

its tax position, since any number of supervening events could make it

necessary to dispose of the stock within a year. The one year dividing line

between long-term and short-term capital gains and losses is related to
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entirely different considerations and has no bearing on the policy issues

involved in preventing multiple layers of corporate taxation on dividend

income.
Any issue regarding limitations on short-term capital losses realized

after the receipt of large dividends can be dealt with by revising rules
restricting further the use of short-term capital loss deductions. To

restrict loss deductions it is not necessary to alter the dividends received
deduction. As in section 246 of existing law, distinctions between preferred

stocks and common stocks would seem appropriate if loss deductions are to be

restricted further.

The proposed limitations on deduction by a corporation of interest

incurred while it receives dividends on stock in other corporations would

present a number of difficult problems. The report suggests some type of

amendment to section 265, which now limits deductions for interest on

indebtedness incurred to purchase or carry tax-exempt state and local

obligations, but the form of the amendment is not specified.

The section 265 rule, with respect to tax-exempt obligations, has been

difficult to administer on a fair and equitable basis, and has been the

subject of much litigation. An effort to extend that rule to ownership of

stock in other corporations would be fraught with difficult policy and

administrative issues. For example, unlike tax-exempt state and local

obligations, stocks do not necessarily pay regular dividends and some may pay

no dividends at all or pay them infrequently; indeed, they are frequently held

with the hope of producing taxable gains rather than dividend income.

In addition, care would be needed to avoid disturbing debt incurred by

a corporation to purchase or build a plant, equipment or office building, or

to finance receivables or inventories, at the same tiv.e that the corporation

holds stock of another corporation. There may oe reasons to distinguish

between portfolio investment and investment constituting a major interest in

another corporation, or between investments in common stocks and in various

types of preferred stocks. Many of these considerations caused the Congress

in the Tax Reform Act of 1969 to provide in Code Section 279 only a narrow

limitation on the deduction of interest incurred by a large corporation

acquiring stock or assets of another corporation.
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Accordingly, we urge the Comittee to refrain from adopting a

generalized restriction on the dividends received deduction and to be quite

cautious about any limitation on corporate interest deductions. We believe

any changes should be confined to dealing with limited areas involving

perceived abuses.
Due to limitations of time we hive confined our statement today to

certain major issues about which we ay.e particularly concerned. The Report

contains many helpful recommendations on which we have not commented

specifically in this statement. It represents a major contribution in a
complex area of the tax law. We trust we can have the privilege of being of

assistance to the Committee and the Staff in its further consideration of this
important subject.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS P. MALETTA, VICE PRESIDENT, TAXES,
ALLEGHENY INTERNATIONAL CORP., PITTSBURGH, PA., ON
BEHALF OF TAX EXECUTIVES INSTITUTE, INC., ARLINGTON,
VA.
Mr. MALmTA. Mr. Chairman, I am Thomas P. Maletta, vice

president, Taxes, of Allegheny International Corp. and a former
president of Tax Executives Institute of Arlington, Va. I appear
today on behalf of TEI, an organization that represents 2,000 corpo-
rations in North America and all of the Fortune 500.

Our support for the goals of the staff study is tempered by our
concern that the business community and the general public have
not been afforded adequate time to review and reflect upon the
staff's sweeping and in themselves complex proposals and I would
personally suggest that a representative of the corporate communi-
ty be included in further studies of this report by the various pro-
fessional associations inasmuch as they are the group that is affect-
ed by the proposed legislation.

Based upon our preliminary analysis of the staff report, we offer
the following comments:

First of all, on the proposal that imposes a double taxation on
corporations as well as shareholders, I won't restate what Mr.
Cohen of the U.S. Chamber has previously stated; but I would just
like to comment on the fact that this proposed measure clearly im-
pacts the viability of small businesses to be acquired by another
corporation of equal or greater size. We feel that this is a substan-
tial imposition of tax at a level of what has heretofore been tax
free at the corporate level and is a detriment to conducting busi-
ness in the corporate format for small businessman.

Second, with respect to the limitation of dividends received de-
ductions, we find this troublesome in that it deals in an area that
has historically served as a legitimate limitation to the multiple
levels of taxation. TEI believes that the staff proposal represents
an overboard, unduly harsh reaction to limited situations in which
leveraged investments in preferred stock may have led to abuse.

Third, TEI believes that the staff's proposal to eliminate the
earnings and profits limitation to the treatment of corporate distri.
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butions is totally unsupportable. This provision would undoubtedly
lead to the taxation of capital. The staffs proposal seems to be
largely based on the contention that earnings and profits are diffi-
cult for both the Internal Revenue Service and the taxpayers to
compute. We believe, Senator, that the ease in administration
seems hardly a reason for such a radical change in tax policy.

And, Senator, in fact the more complex area of foreign taxation
as impacted by E&P is not addressed in this issue.

Last, we are not prepared at this point to comment on all of the
substantive changes in the proposed section 382, but we would like
to point out an apparent cause for concern under the staff's pro-
posed change on the purchase rule. Net operating loss carryovers
would be computed by applying an assumed rate of return to the
assets owned by a loss corporation at the time of ownership. TEI
questions the validity of applying universal rates of return to cor-
porations in various industries.

Mr. Chairman, we can understand that limitations on net operat-
ing losses might be an area of concern, but we also believe that
what occasioned the net operating loss for the most part was duly
paid for in an economic loss of cash and that there ought not to be
a general overall limitation on net operating losses except in specif-
ic abusive situations.

[The prepared statement of Thomas P. Maletta follows:]
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Vice President - Taxes

Allegheny International Inc.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

on behalf of

TAX EBUUTIVRS INSTITUTlE INC.

on

Proposals for Reform and Simplification of Corporate
and Shareholder Income Taxation

before the

Committee on Finance
United States Senate

October 24, 1983

Mr. Chairman and Members of tho Committee: I am Vice

President - Taxes of Allegheny International Inc. of Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania and a former president of Tax Executives Institute,

Inc. of Arlington, Virginia. I appear today on behalf of TEl, a

professional association of corporate and other business

executives who are responsible for the tax affairs of their

employers.

Perhaps more than the members of any other

professional group, TEX members will be vitally affected by

legislation changing the way corporations and their shareholders

are taxed. TEl is the principal association of corporate tax
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executives in North America. Our 3800 members work for more than.

1100 of the leading corporations in the United States and Canada.

No single industry dominates TZI. We truly represent a cross-

section of the business community and believe that our diversity

and dedication to the tax function qualify us to address issues

concerning the administration of the tax laws and the effective

implementation of tax policy. Tax Executives Institute is

dedicated to promoting the uniform and equitable enforcement of

the tax laws throughout the nation and to reducing the costs and

burdens of administration and compliance to the benefit of

government and taxpayers alike. We appreciate the opportunity to

appear before the Committee today to express our preliminary

views on the September 24 report of the Staff on reform and

simplification of corporate and shareholder income taxation.

General Comments

Many of the provisions of subchapter C of the Internal

Revenue Code are unnecessarily complex, and TEl commends the

Committee on its efforts to identify the problem areas and to

reform and simplify the provisions governing the income taxation

of corporations and their shareholders. We generally endorse,

for example, the Staff's proposals to simplify and streiamline the

definitions relating to reorganizations. Similarly, we believe

the abolition of the judicially created requirements of
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continuity of interest and continuity of business enterprise is

laudable. These changes alone would constitute significant

reform.

TEI's general support of simplification of subchapter C,

however, is tempered by our concern that tax professionals, the

business community, and the general public have not been afforded

adequate time to thoroughly review and reflect upon these

sweeping and, in themselves, complex proposals. The Staff

devoted 11 months to the preparation of its report which was

issued barely a month ago, and although the American Law

Institute and others worked with the Staff, we seriously doubt

they and other interested parties have had sufficient time to

digest the report and consider all the possible ramifications of

the Staff's proposals. Certainly this is true for many of us who

are directly involved in the day-to-day functioning of the

business community. Surely, the need for reform is not so

pressing that it outweighs the need for careful, thoughtful

consideration in an area that has such a direct and significant

effect on the manner in which business is conducted and

investment is made.

It cannot be denied that the taxation of corporations and

their shareholders is complex and that changes are both necessary

and desirable. It should also not be denied, however, that the

law will continue to be complex. Consider, for example, new

section 338 of the Code, which was enacted as part of TEFRA.

28-219 0 - 84 - 13
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Although the provision was prompted by a desire to simplify and

reform the rules governing stock purchases treated as asset

acquisitions, it is itself extraordinarily complex and, as a

review of the pending technical correction bill demonstrates,

hardly resolves or even anticipates all the questions it raises.

Stated simply, TEl believes that the goals of

simplification and reform are neither incompatible with the

orderly review of legislative proposals nor necessarily served by

accelerating and truncating the hearings process.. Enactment of

any legislation without meticulous consideration of each specific

proposal and its possible effects could well result in the

development of rules that are not only as complex and cumbersome

as the rules they replace but that also create new uncertainties

and distort economic behavior to a far greater degree.

Consequently, we urge the Committee to significantly extend the

comment period on the Staff's report and to take steps to ensure

that legislation is not enacted until all interested parties have

had ample time to consider the full effects of the Staff's

proposals.

Comments on Specific Staff Proposals

In addition to our general comments, TEl offers the

following comments on certain specific Staff proposals that, on

the basis of our preliminary analysis, we find troublesome.
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Recognition of Gain at the Corporate Level
on Distributions of appreciate Property

In general, Tax Executive& Institute opposes any proposal

that imposes a double tax on certain transactions between

corporations and their shareholders -- specifically,

distributions of appreciated property in liquidation or as

dividends. We believe that nonrecognition at the corporate level

in liquidations serves valid economic purposes and that the

Staff's proposals, if adopted, could cause undue hardship. Our

concern can best be illustrated by the following example. Assume

two individuals transfer property to a new corporation in

exchange for its stock. Shortly thereafter (but after the

property has appreciated), they decide to terminate the business

and go their separate ways. They liquidate the corporation and

take back the property they each had contributed when the

corporation was formed. Under the Staff's proposals, the price

for dissolving the business relationship would be a double tax,

even though (as the Staff acknowledges) the economic interests of

the two individuals have not changed.* This would occur even in

situations where the property had appreciated prior to

incorporation. There is no economic justification for this harsh

result which would make the corporate form less attractive as a

* Even in situations where a shareholder can make an.election
under section 333 of the Code (assuming that election would
continue to be available), there would be a tax imposed at the
corporate level where none is economically justifiable.
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vehicle for conducting business and might significantly alter

business decisions and investment patterns with unforeseen

results.

Furthermore, the Staff's proposal to repeal section 337

(sales pursuant to a plan of liquidation) which is incorporated

by reference in new section 338 could have deleterious effects on

owners of corporate businesses. A buyer wishing to acquire the

assets of a business and desiring to take those assets at a cost

basis by purchasing the stock of the corporation and making a

section 338 election would, under the proposal, pay less for the

stock because he would not only have to bear the burden of

recapture taxes (as under current law) but would also be faced

with a tax on gain at the corporate level. The economic impact

of the additional tax would fall on the selling shareholders,

which would be unduly harsh since they would already be paying

tax on the appreciation of their stock and would not enjoy the

benefits of the step-up in basis of the corporation's assets.

Limitation on Dividends Received Deduction

Under the Staff's proposal, the minimum holding period for

stock on which dividends paid would be eligible for the 85-

percent dividends received deduction would be extended from 15

days to one year and the interest deduction on debt incurred to

purchase or carry such stock would be virtually eliminated (85

percent of the deduction would be disallowed). TEX seriously
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questions the equity of the Staff's recommendations.

The dividends received deduction has historically served

as a legitimate limitation to the multiple levels of taxation on

streams of investment income between tiers of corporations. The

100-percent dividends received deduction (available only with

respect to dividends paid within affiliated groups) operates to

prevent the double taxation of intercorporate dividends

completely. In contrast, the 85-percent dividends received

deduction represents a 6.9 percent tax on other dividends

received in the corporate sector. It was imposed years ago,

mainly to discourage the setting up of multiple corporations by

families or affiliated groups to claim multiple surtax exemptions

and thereby reduce tax liability. Under-'the Tax Reform Act of

1969, however, multiple surtax exemptions and the intercorporate

dividend tax were eliminated for affiliated groups. .n the

aftermath of the 1969 legislation, nearly all tax policy

observers have called for the elimination of the intercorporate

dividend tax across the board. It has remained, apparently only

because of the revenue consequence of eliminating it. Now, the

Staff proposes to extend the adverse effect of double taxation

and to greatly magnify it in certain situations.

TEl believes that the Staff's proposal represents an

broad, unduly harsh reaction to limited situations in which

leveraged investments in preferred stock may have led to abuse.

Surely, a less radical, more limited remedy can be devised to
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prevent such occurrences.

in the first instance, the Staff's proposal seems to treat

investments in common stock in the same manner as investments in

preferred stock, even though the reported abuses have involved

only investments in preferred stock or offsetting positions of

preferred and common stock. Perhaps more important, the proposal

ignores that there are legitimate business reasons for acquiring

less than controlling interests in corporations without regard to

tax consequences. To support its proposal, the Staff cites the

argument that the dividends received deduction "distorts"

investment decision making in favor of stock against debt. It

ignores, however, the much greater bias against equity investment

posed by the double taxation of dividends at the corporate level

and again at the individual shareholder level.

Furthermore, if the holding period were lengthened so that

the deduction would become totally unavailable for dividends on

stock held for less than one year, equity would require that a

100-percent deduction be available for dividends received on

stock held by corporations for more than one year. In fact,

equity calls for a 100-percent dividends received deduction

regardless of these situations.

Finally, TEI is concerned that the Staff's proposal might

influence corporate investment decisions in favor of debt rather

than equity, which could have broad, unanticipated economic
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consequences.

Repeal of the Earnings and Profits Limitation on the
Treatment of Corporate Distributions as Dividends

TEl believes that the Staff's proposal to eliminate the

earnings and profits limitation on the treatment of corporate

distributions as dividends is totally unsupportable. Most

important, the proposal would undoubtedly lead to the taxation of

capital. The Staff states that relief from this unwarranted tax

would be available if the distributions (i) are made to

contributing shareholders, (ii) are not in excess of the amount

contributed, and (iii) are made within three years of the

contribution. Such "relief," however, would be completely

inadequate. We fail to see, moreover, how the relief provisions

could be administered in the context of large publicly traded

corporations that have tens of thousands of shareholders.

The Staff's proposal seems to be largely based on the

contention that earnings and profits are difficult for both the

Internal Revenue Service and taxpayers to compute. Ease in

administration hardly seems a valid reason for such a radical

change in our tax policy. Moroever, although the Staff proposes

to eliminate the earnings and profits limitation for the purpose

of determining the taxability of distributions, it states that

the earnings and profits concept would be retained for other

purposes (such as determining the deemed paid foreign tax

credit). Thus, most large corporations which have foreign
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operations would still be required to make earnings and profits

computations for non-U.S. subsidiaries while their shareholders

(owners of a U.S. company) would be compelled to pay a tax on

distributions, because of the difficulty of making such

computations, even though those distributions could well

represent the return of capital.

Special Limitations on Net operating Losses

Finally, we would like to briefly comment on the Staff's

proposals relating to the amendment of section 382 of the Code,

which deals with limitations on net operating loss carryovers.

The Staff contemplates two general sets of rules -- one dealing,

in general, with the sale of stock of a loss corporation ("the

purchase rule") and the other dealing with reorganizations ("the

merger rule").

At this time, TEI takes no position with respect to these

rules (including whether there should only be one rule to apply

to all types of transactions), but we do wish to comment on one

aspect of the purchase rule. Under the Staff's proposed purchase

rule, net operating loss carryovers would be limited to an amount

that the loss corporation could have utilized had no change of

ownership occurred and had the loss corporation begun to earn

taxable income at an assumed rate of return on the assets owned

by it at the time of the change of ownership. (The rule would

apply an assumed rate of return to the purchase price to
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determine the amount of losses -that could be used.) TEX

questions the validity of applying universal rates of return to

corporations in varying industries. For example, the actual rate

of return on assets for a corporation engaged in the manufacture

of heavy equipment might be vastly different from the actual rate

of return on assets of a pharmaceutical company. The myriad

differences in corporations (their principal businesses their

size, their location, etc.) makes it extremely unlikely that an

equitable purchase rule could be either drafted or administered.

Conclusion

As stated at the outset TEl believes first and foremost

that additional time is necessary to ensure that any legislation

that is ultimately enacted is sound not only on technical

grounds but on tax and economic policy grounds as well. Our

comments today reflect only our preliminary analysis of the

Staff's proposal# and we stand ready to provide the Committee

with additional assistance as the legislative process continues.

The CHAIRMAN. Again, I think I could say to both witnesses that
this is a hearing on the report and that there was some interest in
having the hearing.

We certainly share the view that, even though there have been
years and years of study, that doesn't mean that everybody knows
about it. Even if we had hearings for 2 weeks, I doubt that every-
one would know about it.

But we are going to be working on legislation. We will be keep-
ing in touch with those who have testified today and others who
may have an interest, and we appreciate your assistance as we get
into the legislation itself. Thank you.

Mr. COHEN. Mr. Chairman, may I just note one or two things? As
we discuss in our statement, I am not quite clear about the busi-
ness and economic effects of the proposals, about which lawyers
may not be the best to judge. And I would share the view that the
committee should seek the views of those that would be involved in
the business aspects of the transactions.

I am concerned in the illustration I gave-of land and building
in a corporation-that under these proposals, once they were in a
corporation, they would be sold only to other corporations and
would not come out into private individual ownership again, an
aspect that would have an effect on the value of incorporated prop-
erty.
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The chamber is concerned that we should not put any restraints
on the use of corporations as a means of engaging in business.

The CHAitMAN. As I understand it, the chamber does support
some aspects of the report.

Mr. CoHEN. Yes.
The CHAiUMAw. I think when we get into the legislation we can

deal with that. Again, I think we should have the business and eco-
nomic input; but most business people I talk to are frightened, ter-
rifled, with the big deficits. They all want to make a contribution.
At least that's what they tell me as I go around. As long as it
doesn't affect them, they are willing to make a contribution.
(Lughter.]

Mr. MALmA. We have to worry about our own deficits, Mr.
Chairman, sometimes.

The CHMIRMAN. Not as much as you should worry about ours. If
we double the national debt between now and 1989 it's not going to
help anyone in this country.

Are you ready to proceed here in the order that you were
named? Or you can proceed in any other order you may wish to
proceed. I understand Mr. Bacon will be speaking rather than Mr.
Tomasulo.

We will start with Mr. Nad.

STATEMENT OF LEON M. NAD, NATIONAL DIRECTOR, TECHNICAL
TAX SERVICES, PRICE WATERHOUSE, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. NAD. Mr. Chairman, since most of what I would have to say
is in the record and as one or another of the previous speakers
have covered the position of Price Waterhouse, I won't go into that
anymore.

TheCHAIRMAN. In other words you will just submit your written
statement?

Mr. NAD. Yes.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nad follows:]
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INTRODUCTION

Attached is a summary of the views of Price Waterhouse

on the major issues to be considered at the hearing on October

24, 1983, of the Committee on Finance of the United States Senate

on reform and simplification of the income taxation of corpora-

tions. In view of time constraints, it has been possible to

present herein only a brief summary of our views on major areas

listed for discussion.

Our firm will shortly submit to the Committee in support

of the positions taken herein a memorandum based on the wide ex-

perience Price Waterhouse has with the tax concerns of American

business.

This summary takes into account, and our detailed memo-

randum will take into account, the preliminary report (S. Prt.

98-95) submitted to the Committee on Finance on September 22,

1983, by its staff.
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GENERAL UTILITIES REPEAL

We believe that further study is needed before it can be

concluded that General Utilities should be repealed outright. In

any event, should Congress conclude that outright repeal is

called for, Price Waterhouse recommends that one of the five op-

tions listed on page 65 of the staff report should be enacted as

a relief measure. It occurs to us that it may in fact be appro-

priate in some instances to permit an election as between two or

more of these options.

Rim -Ww"M
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DIVIDEDS RECEIVED DEDUCTION

We have concluded that any changes in the present treat-

sent of the dividends received deduction is unwarranted.

The staff report (pages 47-48) deals with several

alleged abuses. We discuss only two of these here, since in our

experience the techniques described under "Offsetting Common and

Preferred Stock" on page 47 are uncommon.

Price Waterhouse believes that it is inappropriate to

restrict deductions for interest on borrowings made by a corpor-

ation to acquire preferred stock. If such a rule were enacted,

it would produce an anomalous result; namely, that a corporation

would be entitled to a deduction for interest incurred to produce

no income (e.g., to pay a dividend) while it loses 85 percent of

a deduction which produced dividend income taxable at 6.9 per-

cent. Furthermore, it would discriminate against domestic, as

opposed to foreign, investments; for example, when a corporation

borrows to acquire stock of a foreign subsidiary, entitling the

recipient to the deemed foreign tax credit (Code section 902).
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We also consider it unnecessary to extend to one year

the minimum holding period for stock on which dividends paid

would be eligible for the dividends received deduction. This

deduction is allowed to mitiSate, but not eliminate, potential

triple taxation of corporate earnings. To achieve that objective,

any holding period requirements should be extremely short. This

being so, Price Waterhouse objects to any tightening of the

current rules.

Finally, we believe Congress should not require that

amounts paid on stock sold short in lieu of dividends be treated

as an increase in the basis of the stock rather than deducted.

The result in Rev. Rul. 62-42 is sound. When a dividend is paid

in these circumstances, it is not paid to acquire the stock; that

acquisition is made, and that cost is determined, only when the

short sale is closed. The dividend is not paid by the taxpayer

to the party from whom the stock :ts purchased; it is paid to the

person who has lent the stock which has been sold short, and is

therefore an investment expense.
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REPEAL OF EARNINGS AND PROFITS LIMITATIONS

Our firm believes that the repeal of the earnings and

profits limitations on dividend distribution is unwarranted. It

is a fundamental concept of any income tax that that it should

not tax capital. Despite this, the proposal in the staff report

(pp. 77-78) provides only an extremely narrow set of conditions

under which there could be a distribution that would constitute a

return of capital.

Under the "3-year, contributed capital (less after-tax

taxable income) returned to contributor" concept a shareholder

could receive taxable dividends even if the corporation has a

deficit under any basis of computation. A distribution within

the 3 years might be taxed differently to different recipients.

Questions arise; e.g., would a successor in interest, such as an

acquiring corporation or an estate, be deemed the contributor of

capital made by another?

Accordingly, we urge that the earnings and profits con-

cept not be abandoned solely for this one purpose. If careful

study reveals significant abuse (and we are not certain that it

will), consideration could be given to the alternative proposal

listed on page 78 of the report and other appropriate measures.

However, we do not agree that pre-1913 earnings and profits

should be taxable. Ri
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ACQUISITIONS

Fundamental aspects

The staff Justifies the electivity features of its pro-

posal on the basis that electivity in fact exists now, but only

for those who can employ skilled tax practitioners to achieve it.

Through its proposals the staff concludes that implicit electi-

vity can be made explicit and thus more generally available.

The question, however, is whether the current reorgan-

ization provisions permit nonrecognition with carryover of basis

and tax attributes too freely, not freely enough, or

appropriately.

The reorganization provisions of Subchapter C are, of

course, exceptions to the usual rule that realized gain will be

recognized and taxed currently. The justification for the non-

recognition rules now in force is that Congress has deemed cer-

tain business combinations to be merely formalistic changes which

should not occasion a current tax.

28-219 0 - 84 - 14
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The proposal does not attempt to analyze whether the

conceptual underpinnings for the present reorganization rules are

valid. Instead, it assumes that the present rules would neces-

sarily remain in place, subject to only minor amendments from

time to time.

We doubt that Congress can avoid an analysis of whether

certain business combinations should be afforded nonrecognition;

eg., combinations designed primarily to achieve a diversifica-

tion of investment. Since the 1954 Code's enactment there have

been two anti-diversification Code amendments.

(a) "Anti-Centennial Fund" legislation-§3S1 (e) (1)

(b) Investment Company mergers - §368(a)(2)(F)

Recently the Service issued a revenue procedure in which

it states that it refuses to rule whether so called "energy

roll-ups" qualify under §351. The difficulty perceived by the

IRS is that these transactions do not literally fit within the

"Anti-Centennial Fund" legislation, although they seem to violate

its spirit.
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Will the proposal allow nonrecognition election with

respect to transactions primarily designed to achieve investment

diversification? The goal of simplicity seems to require an

affirmative answer. However, if investment diversification

through corporations is freely permitted, will this not be per-

celved as an unfair by individual investors? For example, it

could then be logically contended that an investor should be able

to avail hLmself/herself of 11031 nonrecognition benefits on an

exchange of portfolio.

In short, careful study should be given an to which, if

any, business combinations should be excepted from the electivLty

feature. This consideration will necessarily involve giving

thought to the conceptual Justification for the present non-

recognition rules.
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Control Requirements

Under the proposal the provisions of 1338 would general-

ly be retained, although the purchase rules would be expanded so

that not only corporations, but individuals, partnerships, and

trusts could make qualified purchases of a controlling interest

in the Target. Section 337 would not apply to the Target's

hypothetical sale, and Target would be deemed to have sold its

assets in a taxable sale. The shareholders of Target would

recognize gain or loss except to the extent that they sold stock

in a purchasing corporation.

Under the circumstances, one wonders why the proposal

holds to the 80 percent control requirement of 6368(c). This

requirement may well be criticized as bearing no relationship to

any commercially recognized standard. A more realistic defini-

tion would, we believe, contemplate only perhaps 66 2/3 percent

(2/3) control.
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PRICE WATERHOUSE

VIEWS ON REFORM AND SIMPLIFICATION

OF THE INCOME TAXATION OF CORPORATIONS

SUMMARY

Price Waterhouse commends the-Committee staff for its

efforts to provide a preliminary report on changes in the

structure of corporate income taxation.

However, we believe that more careful study is needed of

some of the current proposals. Various problem areas are noted

below.

RIeMcs
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REPEAL OF GENERAL UTILITIES DOCTRINE

Price Waterhouse believes that the Staff Report proposal to

limit further the General Utilities doctrine is unwarranted.

Distribuyions to stockholders are capital transactions, not

income-generating ones. The Staff Proposal is particularly

objectionable in its application to a distribution in complete

liquidation of a corporation where many years' appreciation may

be reflected in the value of the assets distributed.

Furthermore, despite its analysis of the underlying rationale for

repealing General Utilities, the Staff Proposal makes no

provision for recognition of losses on a distribution of

depreciated property. If, however, Congress should decide to

limit further the doctrine of General Utilities, relief from

resulting double taxation of gain at both the corporate and

shareholder levels would be unjustifiably harsh. In many cases,

the combined effective rate of tax paid by the corporation and

the shareholders would exceed twice the 20 percent capital gain

tax paid at the shareholder level under present law. Any

increase of such magnitude clearly violates the concept that

taxation should play a relatively neutral role in the choice of

the form of doing business.

In our view, the most equitable and practicable mechanism

for mitigation of potential double taxation is the granting of a

Age
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tax credit to the shareholders for taxes paid by the corporation.

We recognize however, that this approach presents various

problems$ most importantly determining the manner in which the

credit would be calculated and allocated among different

shareholder classes. Nevertheless, we believe this problem can be

solved; the experience of other countries might be instructive in

this context.

In connection with our consideration of the double taxation

issue it has occurred to us that it might in fact be preferable

if an election could be made under the credit approach whereby

the corporate level tax would be forgiven to the extent that

assets received by the shareholders took a substituted basis

equal to the shareholders' basis in their stock. Indeed, further

review of the double taxation issue may well reveal that more

than one alternative for mitigation could be offered on an

elective basis.

ACQUISITIONS

In our summary memorandum, presented on October 24, we urged

careful study in order to determine whether any particular

business combinations should be excluded from the selectivity

features of the staff proposal. We continue to believe such a

"front end" study to be appropriate. Many of the present

complexities in the definitional approach of section 368 arose

because of hastily drafted additions. The absence of final
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regulations under section 368(a) (2) (E) more than a decade after
its enactment forcefully points out the need for a comprehensive

statute.

In addition to considering whether certain transactions

should be carved out of the selectivity rules, consideration
should be given to how these rules will operate with respect to

target corporations coming out of Title 11 bankruptcy

proceedings. Thus, for example, present section 368(a)(1)(G)

provides for non-recognition at the corporate level to an

insolvent corporation provided that at least some of the security

holders (long-term creditors) take an equity position in the
acquiring corporation. Section 108 mandates "cut downs" in

favorable tax attributes if creditors' rights are satisfied with
consideration other than stock of the acquiring corporation. It

is not clear what, if any, linkage would exist under the Staff

Proposal between the survival of tax attributes and the nature of

the consideration received by creditors. This important area of
the tax law should be specifically and carefully addressed.

Shareholder Nonrecognition

The Staff Proposal states that shareholder treatment would

be determined independently of corporate level nonrecognition.

This is not wholly accurate. A shareholder in a corporation

participating in an asset acquisition would be entitled to

nonrecognition upon receiving stock in the acquiring corporation,
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but only if there were a "qualified acquisition" (i.e., an

acquisition of substantially all of the target corporation's

assets). In this regard, it should be noted that "substantially

all" is not a precise concept. The IRS's ruling policy has long

been that the requirement is met upon a transfer of ninety

percent of the fair market of the target's net assets and seventy

percent of its gross assets. Case law, however has found the

"substantially all" requirement to have been complied with by a

transfer of as little as fifteen percent of the net assets.

Presumably, under the Staff Proposal, the corporate level

consequences of failing the "substantially all" test would be to

transmute any carryover basis acquisition into a cost basis

acquisition. However, it seems overly harsh to us to require a

tax from shareholders of the target who took stock in the

acquiring corporation in reasonable anticipation of

nonrecognition treatment. The statute should allow

nonrecognition to any such shareholder so long as the corporate

parties had a reasonable basis to assume that substantially all

the target assets had been acquired even though they may have

been technically mistaken.

As noted above, nonrecognition will be afforded to a target

corporation shareholder receiving stock in the acquiring

corporation or stock of a parent, including stock of the lowest

common parent when the target's assets are dispersed between two

separate chains of affiliated corporations.
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Initially, one wonders whether the target shareholders

should not be allowed to receive stock both of an acquiring

corporation and stock of its parent. This may be desirable to

the shareholders if they anticipate future growth of a particular

target division which will ultimately be lodged in a lower tier

subsidiary of the acquiring group. Indeed, one wonders why any

restriction should be placed as to which member of the acquiring

affiliated group may issue its stock as "qualified consider-

ation". The concerns exhibited by the examples IV-19 and IV-20

(Staff Report p. 62) seem vestigial manifestations of notions as

to continuity of business enterprise and continuity of interest.

If an acquiring corporation is, by virtue of eliminating contin-

uity of business enterprise, free to transfer the assets it re-

ceives to its fourth-tier subsidiary which subsidiary then

contributes such assets to a joint venture for a 10 percent

partnership interest, it should make little difference which

acquiring affiliated corporation's stock is received by the

shareholders of the target corporation.

Example IV-22 in the Staff Report (p. 63) sets forth a

situation in which boot received by a shareholder of a merged

target corporation is entitled to capital gain treatment. What

would be the result if such shareholder had realized an overall

loss? Currently, section 356(c) would preclude loss recognition.

However, if shareholder treatment is truly to be determined

independently from corporate level treatment, then such a loss

should be recognized.
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Incorporation Transfers

Under the Staff Proposal securities could be received tax-

free in an incorporation only if their principal amount does not

exceed the basis of the property transferred in. Consideration

should perhaps be given to using present value rather than

principal amount in this context.

Selectivity and the exception for acquisition premiums

We generally favor the exception described in the Staff

Report (p. 58) for purchase premium. We are concerned, however,

that this exception could constitute a trap for the unwary

purchaser who assumes that any premium will automatically be

deemed a purchase of goodwill. Specifically our concern is

generated by cases such as VGS Co!. 68T.C. 563 (1977), and

Concord Control, Inc., T.C. Memo, 1976-301 and 78 T.C. 742

(1982), wherein a finding of going concern value led to a

reduction in the depreciable basis of tangible assets below their

admitted fair market value.

We believe that such pitfalls should be eliminated. The

exception should specifically state that any unallocable premium

is presumptively deemed a payment for goodwill.
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DIVIDENDS RECEIVED DEDUCTION

We have concluded that any major change in the present

treatment of the dividends received deduction is unwarranted.

The Staff Report (pp. 47-48) deals with several alleged

abuses. We discuss only two of these here, since in our

experience the techniques described under "Offsetting Common and

Preferred Stock" on page 47 are uncommon.

Price Waterhouse believes that it is inappropriate to

restrict deductions for interest on borrowings made by a

corporation to acquire preferred stock. If such a rule were

enacted, it would produce an anomalous result; namely, that a

corporation would be entitled to a deduction for interest

incurred to produce no income (e.g., to pay a dividend) while it

loses 85 percent of a deduction which produced dividend income

taxable at 6.9 percent. Furthermore, it would introduce a

restriction in the area of domestic, as opposed to foreign,

investments; for example, when a corporation borrows to acquire

stock of a foreign subsidiary, entitling the recipient to the

deemed foreign tax credit (Code section 902). See attached

Exhibit I.

We also consider it unnecessary to extend to one year the
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minimum holding period for stock on which dividends paid would be

eligible for the dividends received deduction. This deduction is

allowed to mitigate, but not eliminate, potential triple taxation

of corporate earnings. To achieve that objective, any holding

period requirements should be extremely short. This being so,

Price Waterhouse objects to any substantial extension of the

holding period currently required.

Finally, we believe Congress should not require that amounts

paid on stock sold short in lieu of dividends be treated as an

increase in the basis of the stock rather than deducted. The

result in Revenue Ruling 62-42 is sound. When a dividend is paid

in these circumstances, it is not paid to acquire the stock; that

acquisition is made, and that cost is determined, only when the

short sale is closed. The dividend is not paid by the taxpayer

to the party from whom the stock is purchased; it is paid to the

person who has lent the stock which has been sold short, and is

therefore an investment expense. One is forced to wonder, if

interest were paid to the short seller on the proceeds of the

short sale, whether there would be a proposal to treat such

interest as a reduction in the basis of the stock acquired to

close the short sale.

REPEAL OF EARNINGS AND PROFITS LIMITATIONS

Our firm believes that the earnings and profits limitations
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on dividend distributions ought not to be repealed. It is a

fundamental concept of any income tax that it should not tax

capital. Despite this, the proposal in the Staff Report (pp.

77-78) provides only an extremely narrow set of conditions under

which there could be a distribution that would constitute P

return of capital.

Under the "3-year, contributed capital (less after-tax

taxable income) returned to contributor" concept a shareholder

could receive taxable dividends even if the corporation has a

deficit under any basis of computation. A distribution within

the 3 years might be taxed differently to different recipients.

Questions arise; e.g., would a successor in interest, such as an

acquiring corporation or an estate, be deemed the contributor of

capitalmade by another?

Accordingly, we urge that the earnings and profits concept

not be abandoned solely for this one purpose. If careful study

reveals a signifidant abuse (and we are not certain that it

will), consideration could be given to the alternative proposal

listed on page 78 of the Report and other appropriate measures.

However, we do not agree that pre-1913 earnings and profits

should be taxable.
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EXHIBIT I

UTILIZATION AGAINST INCOME TAX ON OTHER
FOREIGN SOURCE INCOME OF EXCESS FOREIGN

TAX CREDITS ATTRIBUTABLE TO INTEREST
ON FUNDS BORROWED

Assumption:

Corporation A owns all the stock of B Limited,

incorporated in Country X, which imposes a corporate income tax

of 50%. On January 1, 1983, Corporation A, which has no other

interest-bearing debt, borrows $100,000 at 10% interest per annum

to finance the purchase of a like amount of 9% cumulative

preferred stock of B Limited. A also receives patent royalties

of $25,000 annually from C Company, incorporated in Country Z.

No Country Z tax is withheld from the royalties or dividends.

Case A. Federal income tax consequences without regard to

royalty .

1. Dividend received $ 9,000
2. Section 78 "gross up" 9000

3. "Grossed up" dividend
4. Federal income tax on above amount

at 46% $ 8,280
5. Foreign tax credit earned -

same as line 2
6. Limitation on foreign tax credit:

Net income from foreign sources
($18,000 (line 3) - $10,000

(interest)) $ 8,000

Limitation - 46% of above
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EXHIBIT I
Page Z

amount 3,680
7. Net U.S. tax

Case B. Federal income tax consequences
considering royalty

1. Dividend received $ 9,000
2. Section 78 "gross up" 9,000
3. "Grossed up" dividend $18,000
4. Royalty 25,000
5. Total foreign source income

6. Federal income tax on above
amount at 46% $19,780

7. Foreign tax credit earned -

same as line 2 21922 -

8. Limitation on foreign tax credit
Net income from foreign sources

($18,000 (line 3) +
$25,000 (line 4) -
$10,000 (interest) $33,000

9. Limitation on foreign tax
credit - 46% of above

amount

10. Credit allowable -
lesser of lines 7 and 9 9,000

11. Net U.S. tax

Conclusion:

Case B differs from Case A only in that foreign-source

royalties (or $25,000) are considered. The additional tax on

these royalties is $6,180 ($10,780 - $4,600), not $11,500 (46% of

$25,000). The reason is that because of interest incurred to

produce dividend income which is completely (not merely 85

percent) exempt (in the sense of there being no tax to the

corporate recipient of the income) the taxpayer generates excess

foreign tox credits available for offset in full against the

federal income tax on other foreign source income.

28-219 0 - 84 - 15
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The CHAutw. Mr. Berenson.
STATEMENT OF DAVID A. BERENSON, ERNST & WHINNEY,

WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. BzRiwsoN. I'm David Berenson, and I'm the partner in

charge of Washington National Tax Services for Ernst & Whinney.
I would like to commend the chairman and the staff for bringing

this long overdue review of subchapter C to the table. Of the staffs
specific proposals, the one we felt was deserving of the most consid-
eration was the universal recapture aspects of repealing the doc-
trine of General Utilities.

Accordingly, my brief oral comments will be directed toward this
proposal, although we have responded to the chairman's ques tons
and responses to other parts of the staff report are available in our
written testimony. Basically, we support a great many of the pro-
posals by the sta.

However, given the fact that the committee is reviewing the
reform, and simplification of the Federal corporate tax structure,
which we consider meritorious, and given the fact that it is our
belief that there is an inherent structural defect in our corporate
system which has caused most of the problems that we are dealing
with; namely the differentiation in tax treatment of corporate dis-
tributions at the shareholder level and in the determination of
hearings and profits, it is our recommendation as a policy proposal
that all subchapter C corporate distributions be treated as deemed
capital transactions, subject to capital gain and new individual al-
ternative minimum tax treatment. The adoption of this policy
would permit support of the phase-in of the staffs meritorious pro-
posal on universal recapture under the repeal of General Utilities.

In effect, we find that like transactions are not taxed alike-a se-
rious tax policy flaw. Certain corporate distributions are taxed at
zero percent as returns of capital, some at 50 percent as dividends
and some at 20 percent as capital gains.

Basically, if you eliminate those factors that create these vari-
ations, along with the earnings and profits concept, we feel you will
have achieved substantial simplicity and reform. In essence, the
adoption of this proposal, we feel, gives cognizance to the fact that
taxpayers can structure their affairs right now to avoid the detri-
ment of ordinary dividend transactions and cash out eventually at
capital gains.

And by accepting an approach along this line which in substance
is a modified integration approach, I think we are following the
congressional mandate. Further, our proposal will increase the ac-
ceptability of the staff report and recommendations; will provide a
significant reduction in present complex tax litigation; will reduce
the present bias in favor of debt capital in the United States; will
eliminate or enable the partial repeal of 13 code sections; substan-
tially get us out of the morass of section 385 d~bt-equity concerns;
reduce the bias in favor of retention of corporate earnings; and also
place the United States in a more competitive position with respect
to the integrated tax rates of our major trading partners, which we
do not achieve at our present 78-percent maximum integrated cor-
porate/shareholder rate.

(The prepared statement of David A. Berenson follows:]

I
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STATEMENT OF DAVID A. BERENSON

THE REFORM AND SIMPLIFICATION Of THE INCOME
TAXATION OF CORPORATIONS

ERNST & WHINNEY

I. Deemed Capital Transaction Proposal

Summary

We commend the Committee's review of the entire subchapter C area

with a view toward its reform and simplification. We agree that the

present laws governing the Federal income taxation of corporations and

their shareholders have become unnecessarily complex and contain abuses

and unintended hardships which should be eliminated.

Substantial tax incentives exist for certain types of corporate-

shareholder transactions. These incentives arise primarily from an

inherent. structural defect in our present system of corporate income

taxation. There are two fundamental factors involved in this structural

defect: (1) rate variances, ranging from 0 to 50 percent, on corporate

distributions at the shareholder level; and (2) the determination of

earnings and profits ("E&P") upon which the characterization of such

corporate distributions depends. Eliminate both of these factors and

substantial reform and simplification will be accomplished, especially

if the distinctions among return of capital, capital gain, and dividends

are minimized.

We therefore recommend, as a substantive policy proposal, that:

ALL DOMESTIC SUBCHAPTER C CORPORATE DISTRIBUTIONS BE

TREATED AS "DEEMED CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS", AND BE

SUBJECTED TO LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAIN AND ALTERNATIVE

MINIMUM TAX TREATMENT, COUPLED WITH THE ELIMINATION

OF E&P.
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This proposal does not envision that such Deemed Capital Transaction
could be offset by capital losses or otherwise be considered gain from
the sale or exchange of a capital asset. Similarly, corporate recipi-

ents will still qualify for the dividends-received deduction. In making
this proposal, ye understand that there is no way in our enormously
complex economic structure to construct a perfectly consistent, simpli-
fied, yet equitable, system of income taxation.

We respectfully submit that the adoption of this major policy pro-
posal would most effectively accomplish each of the Committee's primary
Soals of reform and simplification of the present rules governing the
Federal income taxation of corporations and their shareholders.

We further submit that this policy proposal has the far broader
effect of substantially reducing the multiplicity of tax-motivated
transactions and gives cognizance to the fact that veil-advised taxpay-
ers my presently structure their corporate affairs to avoid the detri-
ment of ord inary dividend treatment in favor of ultimately more favor-
able capital gain treatment.

This Deemed Capital Transaction proposal will have the additional
beneficial effects of:

1. Increasing the acceptability of the Staff's
proposal for the repeal of the General Utili-
ties doctrine;

2. Providing a significant reduction and elimina-
tion of certain issues that have given rise to
a disproportionate amount of tax litigation;

Substantially reducing the bias, in favor of
debt financing over equity investment;
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4. Potentially eliminating section 385 and repeal-
ins or amending at least 13,complex sections of
the Code;

5. Substantially reducing the bias in favor of
corporate retention of earnings;

6. Placing the United States in a more competitive
posture for the attraction of worldwide
capital; and

7. Stimulating capital nobility and utilization.

Discussion

This Deemed Capital Transaction proposal is compatible with the
assumptions underlying the Staff's preparation of its Report.* This

policy proposal has the effect of imposing a* lower rate of tax upon
distributions currently designated as "dividends." This results from

the basic policy changes contained in this proposal which have broad

substantive and adminstrative impact.

As previously noted, the primary problems in the existing system
of corporate-shareholder taxation arise from the fact that a corporate
distribution may be classified as a return of capital, capital gain or a

dividend. Each of these has significantly different Federal income tax

consequences, ranging from zero tax on a return of capital distribution

to a maximum 50 percent tax on dividends, thus resulting in extensive

tax planning.

Staff of the Senate Comm. on Finance, 98tK Cong., let Sess., The
Reform and Simplification of the Income Taxation of Corporations
(Preliminary Report) (Comm. Print 1983). All parenthetical page
citations in this submission are to pages in this Preliminary
Report, hereinafter referred to as the "Staff Report."
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Many of the distinction# between the treatment of these distribu-
tions arise from the concept of UP, The Staff Report (p.77) and the
ALI Report** recommend elimination or substantial extension of the RP
definition so that nore distributions would be classified as dividends,

subject to tax at ordinary income tax rates.

As the ALI Report admits, this would further exacerbate the problem
of double taxation inherent in our current tax system (ALI Report,

p. 519). Thus, the Staff's approach, while perhaps reducing the need to
distinguish the type of distribution, would still encourage the taxpayer

either to refrain from making distributions or to enter into transac-
tions designed to avoid having a distribution characterized as a "divi-

dend."

We agree with the Staff that &P is an unduly complex concept (p.

102) which, from our experience, has proven to be administratively out-
of-hand in many instances. Our Deemed Capital Transaction proposal
would entail the repeal of the RIP concept and would eliminate the
return-of-capital concept except for stock redemptions and sale or ex-

change transactions.

For many years, various proposals to solve these problems and to
reduce double taxation of corporate earnings by integration at the cor-

porate and shareholder level have been studied. (See, for example,

Federal Tax Division of the American Institute of Certified Public Ac-
countants, Slimination of the Double Tax on Dividends (Statement of Tax

Policy No. 3) (AICPA, 1976).) While some integration proposals have

American Law Institute Federal Income Tax Project-Subchapter C,
Proposals on Corporate Acquisitions and Dispositions (1982) (herein-
after referred to as "ALI Report.")
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found more theoretical justification than others, they generally sees to

suffer from operational and administrative complexity. The Deemed
Capital Transaction proposal is not a pure integration approach, but it
reaches substantially the same goal of reducing double taxation in a
more simplified manner.

One of the more controversial proposals contained in the Staff's
Report is the suggested repeal of the doctrine of General Utilities, 296

U.S. 200 (1935). The Deemed Capital Transaction proposal creates a more
receptive environment within which to effect such a repeal. Our propo-

sal is in keeping with recent congressional consideration of action to
broaden the tax base, under the theory that a broad-based low-rate
Federal income tax is generally more desirable than a narrow-based high-

rate tax.

Several economic benefits could be realized from adopting such a
policy proposal. For instance, it is known that high tax rates produce
a bias toward the corporate retention of earnings. The Deemed Capital
Transaction proposal will permit corporations to adopt a more tax-
neutral dividend policy by lessening the pressure for corporations,
especially closely held ones, to refrain from making dividend distribu-
tions in order that shareholders may subsequently "cash-in" at capital
gain rates.

The substantial increase in earnings made available to shareholders
as a result of the adoption of this policy proposal will stimulate in-
creased forms of capital utilization, some of which will be attracted to
equity-seeking new ventures. Thus, a better after-tax return for the
inherent risk of equity investments should encourage the formation of
more equity capital. It should be remembered that new section 128
(Partial Exclusion of Interest) already provides for an annual exclusion
of up to $900 of interest income (on a joint return), beginning in 1985,
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thus further increasing the bias in favor of investment in debt rather
than equity positions.

Another economic benefit of the adoption of the Deemed Capital

Transaction proposal is that it would place the United States in a more
competitive posture in worldwide capital and product markets. Many of

our major trading partners (e.g. , Canada, United Kingdom, West Germany,
Japan) presently have a form of integration in their tax system. In
this respect, domestic corporations are currently at a competitive dis-
advantage cause of the more attractive financial inducements overseas.
Our policy proposal would reverse this disadvantage by making the United
States more attractive to capital investment.

The tax disparity between financing corporations by interest-paying

debt or dividend-paying stock, when viewed from the combined tax at the
corporate and shareholder levels, would be reduced under this proposal,
thus producing another economic benefit. Because interest is generally
tax deductible to the corporation, the maximum combined corporate-cred-

itor tax rate for debt-financed earnings is 50 percent. On the other
hand, earnings generating dividends are taxed at a combined corporate-

shareholder rate of up to 73 percent, i.e., the 46 percent corporate
rate plus 27 percent (501 x 541) on the residual (assuming all after-tax
earnings are paid out). If our proposal were adopted, however, the
disparity between debt and equity financing would be reduced to a 6.8
percent differential 1501 v. 56.81 (461 corporate rate plus 10.81 (201 x
541))J.

The foreign systems noted above produce an approximate maximum
combined corporate-shareholder tax rate on distributed earnings as

follows:

Canada 601
United Kingdom 621
West Germany 561
Japan 561
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Thus, our policy proposal to reduce the maximum comparable United States

rate to 56.8 percent would place us in a far more competitive posture
vis-a-vis some of our major trading partners, since it would nov be in
the above range.

Our proposal also would alleviate some of the incentive for "thin"

capitalization, since the impetus for classifying capital as debt rather

than equity would be reduced. Consequently, the need for provisions
such as section 385 and the controversial regulations that were proposed
thereunder would be considerably diminished. Reducing the high tax
benefit of corporate debt, which our substantial experience in the bank-

ruptcy area has shown to be a prime cause of financial difficulty to
both small and large businesses, would lead to a better allocation and

use of resources.

The entire simplification of the structural and substantive prob-
lems of subchapter C, which historically have given rise to a major

percentage of tax litigation, would be greatly assisted by our policy
proposal. Thus, all questions of "dividend equivalence," even outside
of subchapter C, would be eliminated. "Boot" in reorganization trans-
actions would be taxed at capital gain rather than at ordinary income
tax rates, thus alleviating minority or non-electing shareholders in

takeovers from adverse consequences. The issue in Shimberp, 577 F.2d

283 (5th Cir. 1978), would be resolved quite simply.

We recognize that the policy proposal could have a significant
revenue impact. Using currently available statistics of income data
(1980), we estimate that the revenue reduction would be in the vicinity
of $10 billion. For several reasons, however, we believe this reduction

in fiscal revenues would be subject to substantial or complete offset.

The primary offset would result from the revenue-raising implica-

tion of additional corporate distributions. Further, to preserve an
orderly transition in capital markets and to minimize the revenue
impact, the extension of long-term capital gain treatment to a Deemed
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Capital Transaction could be phased in over three years. The extension

of long-term capital gain treatment to a Deemed Capital Transaction
would necessarily require that 100 percent of the long-term capital gain

deduction be included in the naw individual alternative minimum tax

computation. Similar conformity would be required with respect to the

limitations under section 172(d) on the generation of losses. Any por-

tion of the distribution not included in taxable income would not be
investment income for purposes of section 163(d). During the phase-in

period, to the extent additional revenues from increased corporate dis-
tributions do not materialize, simplified mechanisms are available for

strengthening the alternative minimum tax. Moreover, any revenue impli-

cation applicable to changes in the General Utilities doctrine should
also be considered. We have not attempted to estimate that amount, but

we believe it to be substantial.

The Staff suggests that £6P as a concept would remain relevant in
the foreign area (p. 77). As stated previously, the application of our

Deemed Capital Transaction proposal is limited to domestic corporations.

While we believe, however, that it might be possible to eliminate the
use of the UP concept in the foreign area by converting the section 902

deemed credit into a dividends-received-deduction approach based upon

weighted statutory rates. We would retain the section 901 credit for

foreign withholding taxes as a direct credit. We agree with the Staff,

however, that this subject deserves further study,

Finally, if our policy proposal is adopted, the following Code

sections could be repealed or substantially simplified:

Section 116 -- Partial Exclusion of Dividends and Interest

Received by Individuals'

Section 301 -- Distributions of Property

Section 302 -- Distributions in Redemption of Stock

Section 303 -- Distributions in Redemption of Stock to Pay
Death Taxes
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Section 304 - Redemption Through Us* of Related Corporations

Section 305 -- Distributions of Stock and Stock Rights

Section 306 -- Distributions of Certain Stock

Section 312 -- Effect on savings and Profits

Section 316 -- Dividend Defined

Section 341 -- Collapsible Corporations

Section 356 -- Receipt of Additional Consideration

Section 385 Treatment of Certain Interests in Corporations
as Stock or Indebtedness

Section 531 -- Imposition of Accumulated BarninSI Tax

Section 541 -- Imposition of Personal Holding Company Tax
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z. 'Rsponses to senator DOl*es Questions

QUESTION: IF GAIN IS TAXED TO THE CORPORATION ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF

APPRECIATED PROPERTY, IS ANY RELIEF APPROPRIATE EITHER ON A

TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT BASIS? IF RELIEF IS CONSIDERED

NECESSARY, HOW SHOULD IT BE STRUCTURED?

RESPONSE: It is our belief that the imposition of a tax on
corporate gain arising from the distribution of appreciated

property would only be appropriate in conjunction with the

implementation of our Deemed Capital Transaction proposal,
coupled with a phase-in period and a deferral of the effec-

tive date to provide existing corporations with the ability

to properly arrange their affairs. In the absence of the
adoption of both the Deemed Capital Transaction proposal
and the deferred phase-in period, the imposition of a tax
upon corporate gain arising from the distribution of appre-

ciated property, without permanent relief therefrom (pref-
erably in the form of a substituted or carryover basis
provision) would not be appropriate.

Section 303 redemptions should not be subjected to the

imposition of such a tax under any proposal.

DISCUSSION: In conjunction with the adoption of the Deemed Capital

Transaction proposal, vs recommend that the acceptance of
the Staff's proposed repeal of the current nonrecognition
rule be accomplished over the phase-in period suggested by
the Staff (pp. 65-66), preceded, however, by a five-year
delay of the beginning of the phase-in period. The purpose

of such a five-year delay would be to permit corporations a

sufficient time span within which to cope vith this totally

new concept and to plan to arrange their affairs in a

logical and orderly manner.

In the absence of the Deemed Capital Transaction pro-

posal, we believe that each of the relief mechanisms con-
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gained in the Staff's Report deserve further comprehensive

study. Our preliminary reaction is that either the substi-

tuted-basia or carryover-basis mechanism are preferable to

the others enumerated. We feel that the substituted-basis

mechanism would be the most effective of the available

choices in that, it would, to the greatest extent possible,

apply the ability-to-pay concept to in-kind distributions

without offending the principle that an asset basis step-up

to fair market value should not be free of tax.

We acknowledge that certain limitations on the substi-

tuted-basis relief mechanism may be needed. For example,

the treatment of domestic corporate distributions to

foreign shareholders should be studied. Other policy con-

siderations may need to be reviewed with respect to tax-

exempt shareholders.

In connection with the proposed repeal of section 341,

certain unintended opportunities might arise. For example,

stock of a "collapsible corporation" could be purchased at

fair market value, followed by a substituted-basis liquida-

tion that would result in a step-up of the assets to fair

market value without recognition of the gain. This oppor-

tunity could be eliminated by providing that no substituted

basis would be permitted for assets held by the corporation

less than three years, including any net increase in inven-

tory value during that period, leaving the corporation

subject to full tax on the gain on such assets.

Unless an exception to the proposed repeal of General

Utilities, 296 U.s. 200 (1935), is provided for section

303 redemptions, the combined impact of the estate tax and

the corporate tax arising from in-kind distributions used

to fund payment of the estate tax could effectively force

the partial or complete liquidation of a closely held

corporation.
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QUESTION: WHETHER THE 852 DIVIDENDS-RECEIVED DEDUCTION, WHEN COUPLED

WITH THE FULL DEDUCTIBILITY OF SHORT-TRN CAPITAL LOSSES,

CONSTITUTES A LOOPHOLE OR PRESENTS UNINTENDED BENEFITS?

RESPONSE:

DISCUSSION:

We agree with the Staff that unintended benefits can

arise when the 85 percent dividends-received deduction is

coupled with the full deductibility of short-term capital

loses.

* The Staff has proposed that stock must be held for at

least one year, rather than 15 days (or 90 days for pre-

ferred stock with arrearages in excess of one year) in

order for dividends paid with respect thereto to qualify

for the dividends-received deduction (p.78). The Staff

also proposed that the rules for computing the holding

period be tightened, and that amounts paid in lieu of divi-

dends on stock sold short should be capitalized rather than

deducted as an investment expense (p.79).

It is assumed that these proposals are not intended to

affect the current rules applicable to a securities

dealer's inventory.

A corporation should not be able to convert capital

gain income into dividend income by entering into a trans-

action lacking investment motive. This was the reason that

the 15-day and 90-day holding period rules for section 246

were enacted. Experience has indicated that these holding

periods are too short. An extended holding period would be

indicative of an investment purpose and tying it to the

Iong-term capital gain holding period would not be unjusti-

fied. Any mechanism designed to limit economic exposure

should toll the holding period.
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We agree that a short sale of stock prior to the ex-

dividend date, which generates an ordinary deduction and a

corresponding short-term gain, is currently used as a tax

planning tool and should be eliminated. We support the

Staff's proposal to capitalize the payment with respect to

borrowed stock.

By the nature of these proposals, the Staff has reit-

erated that the purpose of the 85 percent dividends-

received deduction is to mitigate the impact of a noninte-

grated corporate-shareholder tax system where the double
level of taxation would otherwise expand to three or more
full levels of taxation on corporate earnings and the dis-

tributions thereof. To further this mitigation and in view

of the proposed extension of the holding period, we suggest

increasing the dividends-received deduction from 85 percent

to 100_percent.
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QUESTION:

RESPONSE:

DISCUSSION:

IF, AS THE STAFF SUGGESTS, THE LIMITATION ON DIVIDEND

TREATMENT OF DISTRIBUTIONS BY CORPORATIONS PROVIDES OPPOR-

TUNITY FOR ABUSE, SHOULD THE EARNINGS AND PROFITS LIMITA-

TION BE REPEALED OR SHOULD A NARROW SET OF REVISIONS TO THE

RULES BE ATTEMPTED.

Absent a major modification of our present system of

corporate-shareholder income taxation, along the line we

have suggested in our Deemed Capital Transaction proposal,

we believe that perceived abuses arising from the earnings

and profits ("EUP") limitation on dividends could more

effectively be resolved by revisions to the existing

rules.

Based on our long experience, we readily accede to the

Staff's conclusion (p. 46) that E&P is an unduly complex

concept; we believe that in many instances it is admin-

istratively out-of-hand. One of the most beneficial

aspects of our Deemed Capital Transaction proposal would be

the elimination of the E&P concept in a manner designed to

substantially reduce the extensive tax-planning arising

from the dramatically different tax consequences inherent

in our present system of taxing "distributions" and

"capital" transactions at greatly divergent rates.

As an administrative matter, it is already quite

difficult, if not impossible, for many corporations to

trace their E&P history to inception. This process becomes

even more impossible where the necessity arises to take

into account the EP history of previously acquired, liqui-

dated, or spun-off domestic corporations. This doesn't

even begin to cope with the still unsettled E&P consequen-

ces of having acquired a foreign corporation in a tax-free

manner.
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Any proposal that would retain the UP concept and

extend it to include pre-1913 &P will be totally incapable

of effectuation. Appropriate records simply do not exist,

either in the private or governmental sectors, to support

calculations of pre-1913 S&P, except in relatively rare

instances.

However, if it is decided to retain the current E&P

concept, at least for the time being, we offer the follow-

ing comments:

Restrictive rules for distributions of securities - The

Staff has suggested (p. 78), that it is desirable to avoid

reduction of U&P by the face amount of a "deep discount"

note issued as a dividend. We agree. We suggest that

section 312 be amended to deal with this issue by providing

for the reduction of E&P only when payment is made on the

note. Payments on the note would be taxable as dividend

income regardless of to whom paid. However, further study

is needed to determine whether such a note should be a

capital asset, and to determine the appropriate adjustment

rules in a consolidated return context.

Restrictive rules for redemptions - We feel that there is

no need for change in this area. In Rev. Rul. 79-376,

1979-2 C.B. 133, the Internal Revenue Service agreed to

follow Jervis, 34 B.T.A. 439 (1942), presumably putting to

rest earlier discord.

Restrictive rules for anticipatory borrowings - It has been

suggested that an abuse exists in the situation in which a

corporation with appreciated property, without either accu-

mulated or current E&P, borrows against the appreciated

property and distributes cash from the borrowings to its

shareholders. To correct this perceived abuse would

28-219 0 - 84 - 16
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require a change in the basic realitation/recognition con-

cepts underlying the entire system of taxation in the

United States. To borrow against appreciated property is

not a realization event.

Restrictive rules for corporations with financial earn-

- Quite clearly, the historical development of 4PP has

been outside of "financial earnings." If it is determined

to retain an S&P concept, the introduction of a totally new

definition thereof can only lead to far greater complica-

tions than currently exist today. The current concept of

E&P, even with further amendment of the computational

rules, must produce a more understandable result than would

be obtainable under a new concept.

Moreover, the utilization of "financial earnings" as a

replacement for B4P, and the understanding of the full

imp act of such use on the financial community and upon

financial reporting, would require further exhaustive

study. This study would have to take into account the

effect, if any, that would derive from the rules and regu-

lations of the Securities and Exchange Commission and

pronouncements by the Financial Accounting Standards Board.

Inclusion of pre-1913 &P4 - Whatever substantive merits

might support this proposal, our experience as accountants

clearly dictates that very few corporations in existence

today have sufficient records to trace their S&P back to

1913, let alone prior thereto. While it is sometimes

possible to obtain otherwise missing information from the

Internal Revenue Service when necessary to complete an S&P

study, the Service obviously does not have pre-1913 records

of E&P available. If enacted, it would be totally im-

possible to comply with such a provision.
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QUESTION: WHAT SPECIAL LIMITATIONS ON NET OPERATING LOSSES AND OTHER

TAX ATTRIBUTES ARE DESIRABLE IN ACQUISITIONS?

RESPONSE: We suggest that no legislative changes be made to the

net operating loss (NOL) carryover rules presently in
effect without thorough coordination of any such proposed

changes (both from a policy and practical point of view)
with the comprehensive changes (or any modified versions)

proposed in the reorganization area. The comprehensive

changes to both areas should only be enacted as a complete

package. In addition, we suggest that a further postpone-

ment of the previously legislated changes is appropriate to

permit proper evaluation of the Staff's recently introduced

rate of return proposal limiting the use of NOLS and to

formulate a comprehensive future policy on this subject in

light of such proposal*

We agree that trafficking in NOLs should not be

encouraged. Further, we agree with the Staff that the

current limitations on NOLs may, under certain conditions,

result in a disproportionate relationship between the

economic investment made and the tax benefits obtained.

DISCUSSION: It is a generally accepted proposition that the rules

governing the availability of NOL and other attribute
carryovers should not unduly distort investment decisions.
In view of the many subjective criteria that currently must
be satisfied before any benefits can be obtained from an

acquired NOL, the present rules fail to supply sufficient

certainty. Further, the economic value of any corporate
tax attribute should not change merely due to a change in

the ownership of a corporation.

The Staff proposal (p.67) would continue to apply a
different set of rules for different forms of ownership
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changes. While there appears to be greater theoretical

uniformity underlying the purchase and merger rules, sig-

nificant differences continue to exist. Most obvious, the

purchase rule would fluctuate with the section 6621 rate,

while the merger rule apparently would not. During periods

of high short-term interest rates, the assumed rate of

return on capital used in a purchase would permit greater

utilization of NOLs. While such results may be proper if

one assumes a desire to create incentives for acquisition

borrowings during a high-interest-rate period, it would

appear that such objectives are inconsistent with an

overall objective of tax neutrality. Such differences also

highlight the continuing need to evaluate business trans-

actions from a tax point of view, i.e., the effect of the

purchase versus merger rules on availability of NOLs.

Since the section 6621 rate is changed twice a year

based upon an average of the predominant prime rate during

the six months prior to the change, the proposed purchase

rule will require the forecasting of future changes in the

expected rate of return, Accordingly, potential purchasers

can be expected to apply a greater discount in valuing the

NOL. This will be to the disadvantage of sellers due to a

buyer's inability to accurately forecast future interest

rates.

It would be helpful if the proposed limitation dealt

more directly with potential situations where the purchase

and merger rules overlap or where the capital structure of

the acquiring or acquired corporation is complex. For

example, where the target has outstanding options, war-

rants, convertible-redeemable-participating preferred

stock or other such financial instruments, or where the

purchasing entity uses such instruments as consideration,

legislative guidance for determining the percentage of
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target corporation stock acquired or acquiring corpora-

tion's stock issued is necessary.

It is uncertain as to how the merger or purchase rules

would interact with the types of reorganizations designed

to rehabilitate bankrupt or insolvent debtors. Rules

relating to the proposed stock for debt exchange should be

more specific in identifying which date is to be used in

determining continually refinanced debt or trade credits.

The purchase of a creditor's position by a third party with

a view towards the ultimate conversion should be consid-

ered. Such considerations may give rise to the need for

anti-abuse provisions, which by necessity will be subjec-

tive; thus continuing certain current difficulties.
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QUESTION: SHOULD INACTIVE LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS WITH PUBLICLY TRADED

PARTNERSHIP INTERESTS BE TAXED AS CORPORATIONS?

RESPONSE:

DISCUSSION:.

We feel that it is inappropriate, as a matter of tax

policy, to single out only one of the attributes of corpo-

rate identity, such as free transferability of interests,

as the sole determining factor of whether an entity is to

be taxed as a partnership or an association.

With respect to nonpublicly traded limited partner-

ships, the existing rules would continue to apply. The

sere distinction of public or private ownership of inter-

ests in organizations that are otherwise similar does not

appear supportable as the sole test for producing greatly

different tax treatment of the respective entities. If it

is felt that the rules for characterizing entities for

Federal income tax purposes need changing, they should be

examined in the light of an overall review of subchapter K.

The inclusion of such rules in a revision of subchapter C

is not efficient.

However, if any changes are to be made with respect to

the characterization of publicly traded limited partner-

ships, some provision permitting the continued use of the

partnership vehicle to effect a corporate liquidation is

needed. Thus, a publicly-traded corporation should be

permitted to liquidate into a publicly traded partnership

that would be able to maintain partnership status until the

earlier of when liquidation is completed or a specified

time period (such as five years), whichever occurs first.
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Corporate Reorganization$

With limited exceptions, and subject to review of actual statutory
language, we endorse the Staff proposals for simplification of the
corporate reorganization provisions. Such recommendations would, in
large part, do away with many of the complications associated with cur-
rent rules and permit a more rational and simplified approach in the
structuring of business combinations. Thus, an outright elective policy

for cost versus carryover basis would replace the current system in
which such elections can in effect be made, but only through the design

of complicated acquisition structures. Such outright electivity will

permit a greater rationalization for the consideration used in business

combinations, while avoiding much litigation, subjective standards and
traps for the unwary.

While we are in general agreement as to the various principles

which underlie the Staff proposal, we believe that review of such propo-

sals would be necessary if the Committee were to determine that perma-
nent or temporary relief is required witl, respect to the proposed repeal

of General Utilities. Corporate reorganization provisions in which a

cost basis is obtained should not give rise to a tax result that varies
from the result obtained in an outright liquidation of the acquired

entity.

As with any legislation of this magnitude and importance, a number
of significant terms and concepts need to be defined more precisely and
illustratively demonstrated. For example, current rules have long
relied on the term "substantially all" in connection with sections

368(a)(1)(C), 368(a)(l)(D), triangular mergers, and 368(a)(l)(G). How-

ever, it is unclear as to exactly how "substantially all" is measured in

each of these contexts. Further, the Staff's concept of an "unallocated

acquisition premium" not giving rise to taxable income or basis adjust-
ments should be more clearly amplified. For example, where an acquisi-

tion premium has been paid, the tax basis in a subsidiary will still be

. I
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equal to only the net assets of such newly acquired entity if a carry-

over basis is utilized. It is unclear as to how gain or loss would be

calculated if the stock of such subsidiary were sold in s subsequent

unrelated event. Failure to permit such unallocated purchase premium to

be included in basis would appear inappropriate.

We recognize that due to the entity by entity election of a cost or

carryover basis for assets, opportunity for abuse may arise. However,

we feel that within certain parameters, limitations on preacquisition
restructuring could be enacted without unduly complicating the Staff's

proposal. Further, as situations may arise in which more than a single

corporation could use its stock as valid consideration in the same non-

recognition transaction, more precise rules as to the movement of

corporate attributes under section 381 would be desirable.

While we agree that business transactions would best be served by

allowing acquired corporations to elect a basis in assets that may or

may not comport with the carryover or cost basis rules at the share-

holder level, we believe that consideration should be given to the total

repeal of the concept of dividend equivalence involving reorganization

transactions with boot. The continued relevance of such dividend equi-

valence rules becomes blurred when viewing a system which no longer

requires symmetry at the corporate and shareholder levels, drops the

requirements contained in the current continuity of interest test, and
substantially simplifies an important area of subchapter C. Further,
such provisions are administratively difficult to enforce, spawn sub-
stantial litigation and yield minimal revenues. The continuation of the
dividend-equivalence doctrine will retain current inconsistences between
corporate taxpayers (who desire such dividend treatment due to the divi-
dends-received exclusion) and that of individuals (who are taxed on such
income at ordinary rates). With enactment of Wright, 482 F.2d 600 (8th

Cir. 1973) many individual minority shareholders will be less concerned

with the ability to show a lack of dividend equivalence. In order to
best serve the interests of simplicity and in view of the enhanced

ability of minority shareholders to obtain capital gain under the Wright
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approach, we urge the Comittee to repeal the dividend-equivalence
doctrine.

Under our Deemed Capital Transaction proposal, the concept of divi-

dend equivalency as a test for boot would be eliminated.

Conclusion

We feel that our policy proposal has the ability to render major
assistance to the Committee in the attainment of its goals for the
review of subchapter C. We would be pleased to participate with the
Committee, its Staff and all other interested and concerned parties in
the further study and the development of legislation to accomplish our
mutual goals of reform and simplification of what has become an overly
complex area of our tax laws.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD L. BACON, ESQ., BELL, BOYD & LLOYD,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bacon, you are next.
Mr. BACON. Senator, my name is Richard Bacon. My colleague

Nicholas Tomasulo, and I, are former members of the joint commit-
tee staff who worked on corporate taxes.

On the subject of part of the staff report that deals with limita-
tions on net operating losses after corporate mergers, many of us
have worked on this subject in the American Bar tax section and
feel-we agree with the basic aims of the staff proposals to close
the loopholes in this area, but we think there are serious defects in
some of the assumptions that the staff makes. And the fact that
you have three different rules under the staff proposal will prob-
ably increase the administrative problems and the so-called merger
rule could, in practice, create new abuses, which we probably
would want to avoid.

A constructive alternative, we think, is the single rule that
would provide that whatever amount a buyer pays for a company-
whether he uses cash, notes or stock-that is the total amount of
losses that the company would get, and no more.

That also gives us the certainty that Mr. Jacob spoke about in
his testimony. And to prevent the sale of losses of dead businesses,
we also suggest that you subtract cash and passive investments
from the value of a lost company, and also business assets, which
are put in shortly before a merger or sold off shortly after a
merger.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
[The prepared statements of Richard L. Bacon and Nicholas To-

masulo follow:]



STATEMENT OF RICHARD L. BACON
BELL, BOYD & LLOYD, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Statement

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is

Richard L. Bacon. I am a lawyer in engaged in private tax

practice in Washington as a partner in the law fir-m of Bello Boyd

& Lloyd. I am not appearing on behalf of any special interest or

group. I was a member of the Joint Tax Committee Staff in 1976

and participated in developing the 1976 Act amendments to the

loss carryover provisions for corporate mergers. During the past

three years I have worked closely with colleagues on an American

Bar Tax Section Subcommittee on loss carryovers. I chaired a

task force within the Committee which was. asked specifically to

study the American Law Institute proposals which the Staff has

borrowed for its recommendations on net operating lose

carryovers. We studied the basic soundness of the approach used

by the American Law Institute (ALl) and also, because of its

extreme complexity, the question whether this whole scheme can be

applied in a workable way to real life transactions.

We concluded and I speak here only for myself and

for the individual views of the chairman of the Tax Section

Subc-ommittee on Carryovers, Michael Wasserman -- that while the

ALl proposals on loss carryovers move in the right direction in

trying to close loopholes and prevent carryovers from being a

primary factor in acquisitions, the specific mechanics which are

proposed are over-theorized and excessively intricate. The
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danger is that we will fail to stop "trafficking" in losses if we

go about it with rules of this kind that are so complex and try

to achieve so many secondary theoretical objectives that they

cannot be fairly easily applied by practitioners and revenue

agents. I would also contend that some of the rules proposed by

the Staff will not actually achieve the objectives they say they

want to achieve. Such rules can and will inadvertently create

new loopholes for tax abusers to exploit.

UniformPurchase Price

Rule As An Alternative

I In my opinion, all the basic objectives of the Staff

study (and of the American Law Institute proposal) can be better

and more simply achieved through a single uniform "purchase

price" rule. This alternative originated here in the Congress

when it was suggested in 1958 by an Advisory Group on Subchapter

C composed of distinguished tax practitioners. A professional

colleague, Nicholas Tomasulo, who has also served as a member of

the Joint Tax Committee Staff, and I have proposed a version of

this purchase price rule in a recent issue of Tax Notes for

September 12, 1983. This alternative will actually do a better

job of carrying out the Staff's own basic objectives; it also

avoids new types of abuse which I believe will open up if the
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Staff proposal is adopted. The ALl Reporter has also recently

circulated a memorandum in which he says that the purchase price

rule would be an acceptable alternative.

Simply stated, I suggest we treat all mergers, stock

purchases and other acquisitions as "purchases" of stock or

assets, and limit carryover deductions to the dollar amount of

the purchase price itself. This is a single, uniform rule which

would apply to all forms of acquisition and to all forms of

payment the buyer makes, whether in cash, notes, common stock,

preferred stock, or any combination of these payments. If a

buyer pays, say, $500,000 for the stock of a loss company, the

company could thereafter use a total of only $500,000 of its loss

carryovers from past years. The rationale is thot at the time

the deal is made, the buyer must take a hard look at the earnings

potential of the loss company's assets in determining the amount

he will pay for the loss company. The amount of this'price will

reflect a present value approximation of that earnings potential.

Limiting the company's use of carryovers in the future under its

new owner will target specifically on the earnings potential from

the loss company's assets as if no sale had occurred. The new

owner could therefore acquire no more carryovers than the parties

judged the old owners would probably have been able to use

against income their assets were likely to have earned. This

judgment at the date of sale would fix the allowable amount of

carryovers after the merger -- the total amount could not go up,
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or down, by tracing actual later earnings from the loss assets.

At the same time, the amount of usable losses could not be

manipulated upwards aftek the merger.

This limitation would thus be entirely neutral in

neither encouraging nor discouraging an acquisition which the

parties make for nontex reasons. Observe, too, that since the

tax benefit from carryovers is only 46 percent at most, at least

54 percent of the purchase price must be paid for other nontax

assets owned by the loss company. Thus, "shell" companies could

not be sold and bought for their tax attributes alone. Indeed,

the buyer in any case would have to pay more than half of his

purchase price for business assets. To my mind, this result

blocks all "trafficking" in loss and credit carryovers.
1

Defects in the ALI/Staff

Proposal on Loss Carryovers

In contrast with this single uniform rule, there are so

many firecrackers going off in the ALI/Staff proposal that one

hardly knows where to begin to describe it. There would be three

1 It must be emphasized that the buyer would not be allowed
all the carryovers of the selling company unless all the
carryovers were equal to, or less than, the amount of the
purchase price. Otherwise, the company could use under its new
owner only:

(a) a total of carryovers proportional to the earnings
propects of the loss company's business assets at
the date of sale, and

(b) the present value of that total amount.
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different basic rules. One would limit carryovers after a

taxfree merger, where common stock is issued, to a percentage of

the surviving company's income annually. The percentage would be

computed from an elaborate table to be added to the statute.

Where preferred stock is issued in a taxfree merger, carryovers

would be limited to the amount of dividends actually Ii on the

preferred stock. Finally, where outstanding stock is purchased

for cash, notes or stock in a taxable transaction, carryovers

would be limited to an imputed return on the dollar amount of the

purchase price paid for the stock. Under the last of these

rules, the deemed rate of return would first be set by Congress

(in some way which may or may not be accurate), and presumably

would have to be varied periodically under a formula which would

have to be provided. Yet, the aims of all this three-headed

complexity is to end up basically with the same result as the

simpler single rule will accomplish.

To carry out the above Rube Goldberg machine, a vast

array of separate and overlapping rules is needed. There will be

a statutory table for computing a precise amount of income

against which losses could be deducted after a merger, and

special rules creating a deemed rate of return on a purchase

price. We would have to apply both the return-on-purchase-price

rule and the merger rule together in multi-part transactions and

in cases where less than all of the loss company's stock is

purchased. In other cases, Where the rules overlap, the
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different rules must all be applied and the one which produces

the lowest result would be chosen. New pressures will be placed

on the need to distinguish common from preferred stock, and

numerous new "special rules" would be created to classify hybrid

securities and convertible shares. We would have to guard

against manipulations based on artificially inflated dividend

payments on preferred stock. Practitioners and agents would also

have to look back from each carryover year to each of up to 15

old "loss years" and make comparisons based on stock ownership

between each of these points, resulting in possibly up to 15

separate calculations each and every year.

There is so much complexity in this that I think it

will prove more difficult to administer than present law. If and

when that happens, loopholes increase rather than decrease for

those who know how to exploit confusion and uncertainty,

particularly among Internal Revenue agents. Enforcement is

likely to break down and Congress' worthy objectives will be

defeated out in the field.

Abuse Potential. Under the guise of theoretical

"assumptions," the Staff proposal will permit a new owner in

reality to use far more losses, and with effectively no limit on

the annual rate of use, than the sellers would ever have

achieved. A buyer, for example, who issues 10 percent of his

common stock to the loss company's shareholders in a merger could
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use carryovers against an after-tax percentage of income each

year keyed to 10 percent of each year's future earnings.

However, the buyer can double the profits from his preexisting

business, even if the loss company's assets earn little or no

income, and obtain twice the amount of carryovers than the

sellers would realistically have ever used. Or, the buyer can go

out and purchase other profitable assets with leverage, i.e.,

using debt secured by the acquired assets themselves, and also

increase the total amount of allowed carryovers by using 10

percent of an enlarged pot. By enlarging the total pot of

earnings as soon and as often as he can, the buyer can also use

carryovers at a faster rate than the sellers would realistically

have used them. Yet these are results that the Staff Report says

it wants to prevent, namely, using acquired losses against income

from capital over and above the capital used in the loss business

(Staff Report, p. 100), and using carryovers to offset earnings

attributable to "other, additional capital" (Staff Report, id.).

The problem largely lies in a "simplifying assumption"

made by the Staff that some of the post-acquisition income of the

combined company after a merger should be "deemed" to be

allocable to the loss company's assets. The Staff Report

concedes that this assumption may be "flawed." Staff Report, p.

102. Indeed, the assumption is flawed and the "flaw" is fatal to

the entire concept. I predict that you will see losses used

s
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against unrelated income without any upper limit to a degree that

will embarrass you and produce cases of abuse as well publicized

as those involving safe harbor leasing.

Loss Year versus Carryover Year. The notion of

computing allowable losses by comparing persons who owned the

loss company in each old "loss year" and persons who were

shareholders in each carryover year illustrates a complexity

which will not accomplish what the Staff thinks it will

accomplish. The Staff idea here is to trace the earning power of

particular business assets owned by the company in each old year

when it suffered an operating loss. The trouble is that the old

assets will in most cases no longer exist and completely

different assets will exist in the carryover years comparing the

two is comparing apples with oranges. There is also no good way

to determine the earnings prospects of corporate assets in each

old year (looking at the shareholders in those years will surely

not do it). It is entirely sufficient to base a workable rule on

the purchase price paid for the loss company's assets owned by it

at the date of sale. That idea will in fact carry out more

precisely the American Law Institute's own idea of viewing a

merger as a "pooling" of both companies' assets and capital as of

that discrete point in time.

28-219 0 - 84 - 17
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Expiring Carryovers. As to the buyer's rate of use of

carryovers, if you adopt a single purchase price rule, then, once

we cut the carryovers "down to size," and limit them to the

present value of the earnings prospects at the date of sale, we

allow only carryovers that are incidental to a transfer of real

economic values. We allow an amount of carryovers proportional

to the earning prospects from the business assets. It is

unnecessary overkill to go further and limit the buyer's rate of

use of carryovers. Some have said that a flat purchase price

rule would allow a.buyer to use expiring carryovers which the

seller would presumably not have been able to use. The same

result can occur as I have said, with the Staff's proposal for

merger transactions. But it seems to me there is little or no

real problem here. With a 15 year carryover, a "real"

financially troubled or insolvent company could not stay in

business for ten or more years suffering losses or intermittent

profits and survive long enough to have "expiring" carrovers.

Some companies, however, may continuously generate artificial

operating losses from ACRS deductions, such as tank car or other

leasing companies, and might have expiring carryovers. These

"cash rich" companies would probably not sell out voluntarily,

but they might be subject to a hostile takeover. This is the

universe of cases raising a problem and it is probably relatively

small.
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But once we limit the buyer, under a purchase price

rule, to a total amount of carryovers k:eyed to the earnings

prospects from the business assets he has acquired, we have dealt

with the only aspects of the "loss trafficking" problem which are

really important. If the buyer can make productive use of the

seller's assets, I am not troubled by allowing the buyer to use a

carryover that would have otherwise expired in one or two years

and would probably not have been used by the sellers. Indeed, if

a loss carryover were produced by accelerated deductions based

solely on timing factors, we probably want a buyer to be able to

use such a loss even if it was about to expire in the seller's

hands.

Nonetheless, if an immediate deduction of even the

present value of a reduced amount of carryovers is considered too

great an immediate revenue loss for the Treasury, we could

stretch out the buyer's use of the loss over four or five years,

possibly with an interest factor added. Clearly, such a

stretch-out, i.e., dividing the purchase price by four or five,

would be far easier to compute and apply in practice than the

task of applying a statutory table to actual income or deciding a

rate of return and deciding how to vary that rate from year to

year.
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Treatment of Creditors

Creditors occupy a middle position between shareholders

and complete outsiders with respect to a corporation. Their

proper treatment under any new system of rules we might adopt

deserves some special attention.. It seems to me improper, too

difficult, and unnecessary to try to segregate creditors,

particularly where the loss company is insolvent, according to

the year when each separate creditor advanced money. This is

what the Staff proposal would do. If the loss company is

insolvent or in bankruptcy, and the creditors agree to accept

stock for part or all of their claims (in lieu of liquidating the

company), one practical possibility is to look only to the

creditors as a group who receive stock regardless of the year

when their loans arose. If we adopt a uniform purchase price

rule, the aggregate unpaid balance of the creditors' claims could

be treated as their purchase price for the stock.
2

Summary

I would ess these advantages:

-- A single purchase price rule is much simpler to

understand and to apply to actual transactions than

the convolutions and calculations of the ALI

2 In order to prevent abuses by persons who purchased debt
claims in order to receive stock, this rule might be limited to
creditors who extended credit directly to the debtor company.
Or, the Service might be authorized to ignore stock issued to a
creditor who acquired the claim for a purpose to acquire stock.
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proposal. It would be a single rule for all types

of payment made by a buyer, without complex two-part

rules, imputed rates of return or statutory tables.

It avoids special rules to deal with accelerated

dividend preferences, inflated face amount notes

with balloon payments at the end, and other types of

"funny" instruments trying to maximize the rate of

return formula.

-- The purchase price rule would be entirely automatic

and self-regulating, in ways the ALI rule would not.

All rates of return and discount rates are

automatically reflected in the purchase price which

the parties themselves agree on. Congress need add

little else.

-- A single, uniform purchase price rule comes closer

to targeting the earning potential from the loss

company's assets than the income percentage, or

merger, rule would do. The merger rule, by

contrast, would potentially allow a buyer to obtain

more carryovers than the seller would realistically

have obtained and more than the flat purchase price

rule would allow.
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Conclusion

Many of us who have studied the origins of the Staff

proposal in the loss carryover area feel that a single uniform

purchase price rule is easier to understand and to apply to real

world transactions. It achieves the iame basic objectives as the

Staff proposal, without losing itself in secondary objectives

which threaten to make the whole body of rules unadministrable.

Every legitimate problem we are worried about can be solved more

simply and equally effectively by the single rule.

This subject is the one part of the Staff Report which

threatens not to simplify the corporate tax rules, but to take it

to levels of intricacy which would baffle all of us and open the

door to wider tax evasion. Based on the testimony of the

Treasury, the American Bar Association and the New York Bar Tax

Sections, and other witnesses at the recent House hearing on the

same proposal, I respectfully suggest that a real consensus

exists in favor of the simpler, easier to apply but equally

effective purchase price rule.

Thank you.
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TESTIMONY OF NICHOLAS A. TOMASULO

I am here, appearing on my own behalf, to
urge this Committee and this Congress to stop
throwing revenue away in an unfair and unproductive
manner by permitting the transfer of losses of dead
corporate businesses.

The basic construct of fairness is, of
course, that one corporate taxpayer should not be
permitted to deduct another corporate taxpayer's
loss, just as no corporation should be compelled to
pay another corporation's tax. Thus the basic issue
is one of corporate identity.

Let's now take an example from an Article
which I recently co-authored:./

"The Fig family owned all the stock of
a corporation which owned a brewery
that lost money for many years. Losing
hope that the business would recover,
the company sold all its brewery assets
and purchased a portfolio of stocks and
bonds and a medium-sized apartment
house. The Newton family then bought
all the stock, intending to place a
profitable construction business in the
loss corporation. It is plain that the
new owners are entirely different, the
new business is different, and the new
business assets are different under the
Newtons. The only continuity lies in
the corporate charter and in the
possibility that the stock certificates
are still printed on the same color
paper." (Compare Alprosa Watch
Corp.)a/

1/Net Operating Loss Carryovers- - The Search
for Corporate Identityl" Bacon and Tomasuloy Tax
Notes Monday, September 12, 19831 Volume XX, Number
11, page 835 and page 847, column 1

2/11 TC 240 (1948.)
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Now in what sense is the corporate taxpayer
purchased by the Newton Family the same corporate
taxpayer as the one which suffered-'he losses?
Nothing whatever is the same as it was before except
the color of the stock certificates. In every
reasonable sense, so far as the losses are concerned,
the corporation is a new tax entity using the old
charter the way a Zombie uses the dead body of
another person. It is really very hard to see how it
can be considered just or fair to permit this
corporate Zombie (so to speak) to use the losses of a
different corporation whose body (or charter) it
appropriated.

To say that the corporation still is a
continuing "capital fund* is a word salad rather than
an argument. Obviously, when an individual taxpayer
dies, his estate is, in a sense, a continuing capital
fund of his assets. Nevertheless, this does not make
the estate the same taxpayer as the deced-1 -for
operating loss purposes. There is certainly no
reason for the corporate rule to be any different.

But of course it is possible for a loss
corporation to become an "incorporated pocketbook"
only in part and retain some of its business assets.
In such a case, the corporate identity must be viewed
as surviving to the extent business assets are
retained, and as dying to the extent business assets
are converted to investments. As must be obvious,
this requires that we adjust the purchase price (the
base on which allowable losses are to be computed) by
subtracting the Fair Market Value of the investment
assets. The remainder of the price, after this
subtraction, will, of course, be attributable to the
business assets. Thus the loss allowable will be in
some reasonable proportion to the business assets
that the buyer wanted to acquire and did in fact
acquire. The fact that investment assets were also
acquired will in effect be disregarded.

One further step is necessary. To cover
cases like Alprosa Watch Corp. (supra) in which the
business assets are sold after the change in
ownership, it must be provided that the purchase or
acquisition price shall be further reduced by the
amount realized on sales of business assets after the
change in ownership,
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It must be realized that the idea that a
loss should be permitted to survive only in some
reasonable proportion to the business assets is not
really a fresh or new thought, but rather a concept
which emerges naturally from consideration of the
identity of a corporation which has operating losses
from the operation of a business. Obviously, when
all the stock is sold the character and identity of
the corporation must be determined by the kind and
amount of business assets it is engaged in
exploiting. What other standard could there be?

Suppose all the stock of a loss corporation
is sold for $600,000. At the time of the sale, the
corporation owns only stock of General Motors worth
$250,000 and all the business assets of a hardware
store (which it operates) worth $260,000. Under our
proposals the losses allowable would indirectly be
measured by the value of the hardware assets -- which
are assets used in the corporation's unique business
and thus define the character, size and identity of
the corporation as the taxpayer which incurred the
loss. On the other hand, the General Motors stock
isjust like any other General Motors stock. It is
not unique in any sense and tells us absolutely
nothing about the history of the corporation. Thus
lsses measured by the value of the General Motors
stock are "Zombie" losses. To allow such losses is a
gross and very silly injustice. It is moreover a
waste of revenues on a random and wholly unreasonable
basis.

To illustrate the mechanics of the basic
suggestion, an appendix consisting of a simple table
is attached.

I welcome an opportunity to answer questions.
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APPENDIX

Table to Illustrate Mechanics of Basic Suggestion

Base for Computing Amount Allowable of Presale (Old)

Losses:

Grossed Up Price:

Amount which would have been
paid for 100 percent of the
stock of the loss corporation
at unit price actually paid

Deduction: Loss Corporation's:

(a) Cash, and cash equivalents

(b) Nonbusiness assets
(investments)

(c) Business assets acquired
within two years of sale,
except those for use in a
business in which the loss
corporation was engaged
before the time of the
purchase of such assets

Total Deductions

Total Deductions (subtract)

Base (Grossed up price
minus deductions)

Special Post-Sale Deduction:

Amounts realized on the sales
of business assets of the
loss corporation within five
years of the sale of the stock

Base, as above adjusted

0016h/0009h
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STATEMENT OF JAMES ROCHE, ESQ., McDERMOTT, WILL &
EMERY, CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. ROCHE. Mr. Chairman, my name is James Roche. I'm a tax
lawyer from Chicago.

One of my principal concerns at the beginning of this hearing
was the matter of whether additional time would be taken to con-
sider these proposals. They are very important, have significant
impact and I am very pleased to see that the committee is planning
to proceed in that fashion.

I think despite the thorough way in which the staff approached
these matters there are still a lot of tax practitioners out there who
are not very familiar with these proposals, and they should be
heard from.

Our substantive points, I think, really boil down to two at this
stage. One has to do with the repeal of the General Utilities rule.
We feel that Mr. Nolan makes an excellent point when he dis-

-cusses that in connection with the sale of businesses. However, the
proposal to provide a tax credit is one that we think is unworkable
under those circumstances. There would be questions that would
arise as to how that tax credit would be allocated. For example,
how would you distinguish between preferred stockholders,
common stockholders, convertible debt holders, and the like?

We think questions would arise as to whether a credit should be
carried forward or carried backward in a particular year if for
other reasons the shareholder was unable to use it. Wat would
,happen if there was a subsequent adjustment in the taxable income
of the corporation, either increasing or reducing the tax? Would
you then have to go back and adjust the credits that might have
been claimed by many, many stockholders?

Finally, we think that it does not address the problem that would
exist with respect to exempt organizations since it would, in effect,
be imposing a tax on them where none exists at the present time.

In connection with liquidating distributions, again, we have some
difficulty with the proposal. It would impose the tax at a corporate
level when the corporation may be distributing essentially illiquid
assets. We think that carryover basis might be a better alternative
to that problem.

In addition, under present law there is a significant shareholder
tax that is imposed on such a distribution. I'm not sure that that's
not adequate to deal with the problem in any event.

Finally, even in connection with ordinary distributions we would
question the wisdom of repealing the General Utilities rule. The
imposition of taxes up to 73 percent is a pretty steep measure.
Under present law if these ordinary income assets are distributed,
they generate dividend income in most cases, and you are talking
about taxes at rates of up to 50 percent. Shareholders don't under-
take that kind of taxation lightly.

Finally, in the area of earnings and profits, I agree with Mr. Al-
exander. I think the system has worked pretty well. It ought to be
fixed and not discarded. Unfortunately, none of our systems work
perfectly. But, again, we are dealing in areas where the tax rates
may go up to 78 percent, and I think we should be equally as con-
cerned about not extending those rates to new areas as we are in
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trying to ferret out the few instances where they may be partially
avoided.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. James Roche follows:]
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STATEMENT OF JAMES M. ROCHE

COMMENTS ON SENATE FINAI1CE COMMITTEE

CORPORATE INCOME TAX PROPOSALS

James M. Roche - Partner, McDermott, Will & Emery

Chicago, Washington, D.C., Miami, Boston, Springfield (IL)

The Subichapter C proposal set forth by the Senate

Finance Committee Staff would, if enacted into law, result in

major changes in the federal income tax treatment of corporate

acquisitions and distributions. The proposals would replace a

statutory scheme involving corporate acquisitions, distribu-

tions and liquidations which, with certain modifications, has

existed for over 30 years. The proposals would require tax-

payers and their advisors to familiarize themselves with an

entirely new system of corporate taxation.

A. Need for More Thorough Consideration.

Given the sweeping nature of the proposals, we would

strongly urge that more thorough and deliberate consideration

beyond 1 day of hearings be given to the changes suggested by

the staff. The period of time between the release of the staff

report (September 26) and the scheduled hearing date (October

24) has been 4 weeks. It is simply impossible for the tax bar,

professional accounting organizations and interested taxpayers

to fully digest the impact of these proposed changes during



such a short period of time. While certain groups have had

some exposure to these proposals, most tax practitioners have

only recently had an opportunity to examine them. The danger

in moving too quickly in this area is that the proposed legis-

lation may contain unanticipated pitfalls. Moreover, the

proposed legislation may conflict with other stated

Congressional objectives, such as capital formation.

In recent years, Congress has had the opportunity to

consider tax simplification measures which have generally

benefited taxpayers. The Installment Sales Act of 1980 and the

Subchapter S Revision Act of 1982 are two examples of carefully

conceived tax legislation which greatly simplified complex

areas of the tax law. Both pieces of tax legislation were

enacted after several years of input from the organized tax bar

and interested taxpayers. The legislation which resulted from

this type of cooperative effort has been of very high quality.

In contrast, the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility

Act of 1982 was enacted after less than three months of

Congressional deliberation. As a result, these provisions have

been criticized (even in the staff study) as overly complex and

inappropriate in certain respects. For example, the complex-

ities associated with section 338 have made it difficult for

even sophisticated tax advisors to properly counsel their

clients with respect to corporate acquisitions. %bile section

338 may be an extreme example, history has shown that hastily

enacted tax legislation results in unforseen problems.
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In summary, we believe that Congress should give

careful consideration to the staff proposals. This consider-

ation should result in a comprehensive hearing process so that

all interested parties can fully and fairly comment on the

staff proposals. A robust examination of Subchapter C will

most likely lead to an equitable simplification of an

admittedly complex portion of the Internal Revenue Code.

B. Reliance Upon Existing Code Provisions.

Subchapter C, as the staff report properly noted# has

not been examined by the Congress in at least 30 years. This

has resulted in substantial reliance by corporate taxpayers

upon the existing provisions of Subchpater C in structuring

ongoing business transactions. Thus, corporations relying upon

Subchapter C in developing capital structures may be forced to

change direction in midstream. For example, corporations which

have been able to continuously raise capital at attractive

prices due to the current rules regarding earnings and profits

may find it more difficult to do so if the staff proposal is

adopted. Moreover, owners of medium sized corporations who

have been contemplating the disposition of their business

(through a tax-free reorganization, stock sale or section 337

liquidation) may be forced to make sudden decisions based upon

a comparison of current Subchapter C and the proposals set

forth in the staff report.

Due to the continuing reliance upon existing

Subchapter C by taxpayers and their advisors, we believe
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serious consideration should be given to making the effective

date of the proposed legislation at least one year after the

date of final enactment. Notwithstanding the "binding con-

tract" language in the staff report, we can perceive several

instances in which taxpayers who are presently involved in a

corporate transaction might find the rules changed in the

middle of a transaction.

Recommendation: In order to provide an orderly

conclusion of pending business activities, any changes in

Subchapter C should be made effective only after the expiration

of a substantial period of time.

C. Repeal of General Utilities Doctrine Should be

Modified.

1. More Equitable Treatment of Distributions.

The most significant impact of the staff proposal is

the repeal of the doctrine enunciated in General Utilities &

Operating Co. v. Helvering, 296 U.S. 200 (1935). This

doctrine, as set forth in sections 311 and 336, allows a

corporation to distribute, as a dividend or in complete

liquidation, appreciated property without the imposition of a

tax at the corporate level, with the exception of recapture

items and LIFO inventory. Section 337 further provides that a

corporation which sells assets within a 12 month period com-

mencing on the date a plan of liquidation is adopted shall not

recognize any gain or loss (except for recapture items and LIFO

inventory) upon such sales. Section 337 compliments section
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336 in that any Court Holding Company issue as to whether the

liquidating corporation or its shareholders "sell" corporate

assets is irrelevant.

The staff has proposed the complete repeal of the

General Utilities doctrine. While the repeal of General

Utilities would seem to simplify the Code and would permit the

rules relating to collapsible corporations to be eliminated,

the economic impact of the proposal is to impose a heavier tax

burden upon subchapter C corporations and their shareholders

than upon partners in a partnership. If a corporation is taxed

upon the distribution of an appreciated asset and the recepient

is taxed upon receipt of such property, the transaction will be

subject to tax at the corporate and shareholder level. In

contrast, the distribution of the same asset by a partnership

to a partner does not presently result in the recognition of

income to the recipient partner or the distributing partner-

ship. Moreover, the distribution of an appreciated asset by an

S corporation results in the imposition of only a shareholder

level tax.

We believe that the Internal Revenue Code should not

be amended in such a manner whereby small to medium sized

businesses are forced to operate as partnerships rather than

corporations. Most business enterprises are conducted as

corporations in order to alleviate owner concerns involving

limited liability. If the staff proposal is enacted into law,

businessmen will be forced to make tax, rather than business,

28-219 0 - 84 - 18
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motivated decisions as to the conduct of their activities

through a corporation or partnership.

Many small and medium sized enterprises may operate as

partnerships if the staff proposal is enacted since operating

as a partnership would result in an easier realignment of

business assets. The distribution of an appreciated asset by a

partnership will not lead to taxation of the partnership or

partner. On the other hand, the same distribution made by a

corporation would be taxed under the staff proposal rates of

42.4 to 73 percent.

The discrimination under the Code against regular

corporations as business entities as opposed to partnerships

cannot be justified. As a practical matter, most large scale

businesses cannot be operated as partnerships. Moreover, while

Subchapter S may be a viable alternative for some corporations,

S status is not possible in many circumstances. A corporation

which has preferred stock outstanding or owns a subsidiary is

ineligible to make an S election. In addition, stock in family

corporations is often held in trusts for valid estate planning

reasons. Thus, the net result of the staff proposal is to

introduce a new tax upon business entities which cannot be

operated as partnerships or S corporations.

An argument can be made for the repeal of General

Utilities with respect to the distribution of assets which

would generate ordinary income at the corporate level, such as

inventory.
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However, the staff's proposal appears to have much

less merit when applied to the distribution of appreciated

historic assets. The current trend in the area of taxation, as

evidenced by a reduction in the capital gains tax and the

enactment of the Accelerated Cost Recovery System, is to

enhance capital formation. While the staff report properly

acknowledges that the sale of invent ory and distribution of the

after-tax proceeds could be taxed at a rate of up to 73

percent, it fails to recognize that the distribution of a

capital asset might be taxed at a rate of up to 64 percent (in

the case of a dividend distribution) or 42.4 percent (in the

case of a liquidating distribution). This high rate of

taxation on capital gains is totally inconsistent with the

current stated Congressional policy of encouraging capital

formation.

The foregoing discussion is not merely an academic

exercise as to the merits of the General Utilities doctrine.

We have been counsel to several medium sized corporations who

have been forced to dispose of unwanted capital assets in a

non-liquidation setting. There may be various reasons for the

disposition of such assets by the corporation. For example,

the corporation may be forced to dispose of business assets

under pressure from regulatory authorities or lenders. In

addition, a corporation may be forced to dispose of assets by

virtue of high property taxation. If the shareholders of the

corporation could put the unwanted assets to productive use and
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section 355 does not apply to the situation, present law pro-

vides for only a shareholder level tax upon the distribution of

capital assets. We seriously question the wisdom of imposing a

double tax upon the rearrangement of business assets among

related taxpayers.

Recommendation: The distribution of an appreciated

historic asset as a dividend should not lead to a corporate

level tax except to the extent of any recapture items. The

imposition of a corporate and shareholder tax upon a single

transaction will result in confiscatory taxation upon transfer

of appreciated assets. The policy behind such a rule is

unclear, especially since existing law requires the recognition

of dividend income upon the receipt of an appreciated asset by

an individual shareholder based upon the fair market value of

the asset distributed. Thus, under current law the receipt of

appreciated property is subject to a tax of up to 50 percent.

Moreover, the distributing corporation recognizes income to the

extent of any depreciation, investment credit or LIFO recap-

ture. We believe that the retention of General Utilities with

respect to historic assets will permit the realignment of

business assets at a reasonable tax cost. At the same time,

the elimination of General Utilities with respect to inventory

assets will eliminate most of the abuses currently associated

with section 311.

Since the staff appears concerned with the repeal of

the General Utilities doctrine as a means of stopping the
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"churning" of assets, we feel that the proper approach is to

tighten the anti-churning rules under ACRS. Under existing

law, a shareholder holding more than a 10 percent of the stock

of a corporation is not entitled to ACRS if the corporation

distributes an asset which it held before January l, 1981. As

a result, the anti-churning rules effectively limit the use of

liquidation-reincorporation type transactions in situations

involving pre-1981 assets. If the staff -is concerned about

anti-churning with respect to assets acquired by a corporation

after 1980, the approach should be to extend anti-churning

rules to all related party transactions. This approach would

be more equitable than the blanket repeal of the General

Utilities doctrine since only unrelated parties would be

entitled to ACRS with respect to sales or distributions of

depreciable assets. The extension of the anti-churning rules

would appear to eliminate so-called tax motivated liquidations.

2. Sales of Businesses and Double Tax.

The repeal of the General Utilities doctrine in

connection with the liquidation of a corporation will cause

additional hardship to owners of small to medium sized cor-

porations who wish to sell their businesses to unrelated

parties. It has been our experience that the liquidation of a

corporation is not a tax motivated transaction and results from

a desire of the shareholders to terminate their involvement in

the business. While the liquidation-reincorporation issue is a

serious one, existing law is adequate to deal with it and we do
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not believe such concerns should result in the elimination of

Code sections 336, 337 and 338. The elimination of these Code

sections will result in a drastic increase in the tax burden

associated with the sale of corporate assets or stock. The

following example is indicative of a typical situation involv-

ing the sale of a corporate enterprise and indicates the

increased taxes associated with the staff proposal.

Widgets, Inc. is a closely held manufacturing concern

located in the Midwest and has been in business for over 40

years. The stock of Widgets, Inc. is held by 10 individuals

who are either actively involved in the business or related to

the company founder. The adjusted basis of Widgets, Inc. stock

in the hands of the shareholders is $200,000. The adjusted

basis of Widgets, Inc. es assets is *2,000,000. The fair market

value of Widgets, Inc. 's assets (including $750,000 in

recapture items) is $5,000,000.

Under current law, if Widgets, Inc. sells its assets

to Acquiring Corp. pursuant to a section 337 plan of

liquidation, Widgets, Inc. will recognize only $750,000 of

ordinary income with respect to the sale of its assets. The

shareholders will be taxed at a 20 percent capital gains rate

upon the receipt of a $4,625,000 liquidating distribution

($5,000,000 less $375,000 recapture tax) from the corporation.

The shareholders will pay a capital gains tax of 20 percent of

$4,425,000 or $885,000. The total tax burden with respect to
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the sale and liquidation equals 25.2 percent of the $5,000,000

gross sales proceeds.

Under the staff proposal, if Widgets, Inc. sells its

assets to Acquiring Corp. and a cost basis election is made,

Widget Corp. will recognize full gain or loss upon the asset

sale. Widgets, Inc. will recognize $750,000 of ordinary income

and $2,250,000 in capital gain income with respect to the

sale. As a result, Widgets, Inc. will pay $1,005,000 in

federal income taxes. Moreover, the shareholder will be taxed

at a 20 percent capital gain rate upon the receipt of a

*3,995,000 liquidating distribution ($5,000,000 less $1,005,000

taxes) from the corporation. The shareholders will pay a

capital gains tax of 20 percent of $3,795,000 or $759,000.

Under the staff proposal, the total tax burden with respect to

the sale and liquidation equals 35.3 percent of the *5,000,000

gross sales proceeds.

This typical example illustrates the dramatic increase

in taxes paid by owners who sell their corporate business. The

individual who purchases and sells stock on an established

securities market will pay a capital gains tax of no more than

20 percent. Yet the entrepreneur who devotes his energies and

capital to his business can be taxed at a rate of up to 42.4

percent if the Staff proposal is adopted. This increased tax

burden will reduce the incentive of small businessmen to risk

capital, especially in circumstances where an S election is not
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feasible. In addition, owners will have an incentive to hold

onto stock until death since the basis step-up at death will

result in the reduction of the total tax burden associated with

the disposition of the business. It would seem that a rational

tax policy should encourage business owners to sell their

enterprises during their lifetime and at a tax rate which is no

greater than that paid by stock market investors.

Recommendations In order to alleviate this" problem,

section 337 and 338 type protection should be retained upon the

actual or deemed sale of historic assets. This rule would

require target corporation to recognize gain upon the sale of

current assets (i.e., inventory) while allowing the sale of

historic business assets to escape double taxation. The

entrepreneur would be able to sell his business at a tax

effective rate and many General Utilities type abuses would be

eliminated.

3. Difficulty of Providing a Shareholder Credit.

The Staff proposal suggested that one mechanism of

avoiding a double tax upon a liquidating sale by a corporation

is to provide a credit to a shareholder against his capital

gain tax for his proportionate share of the liquidating

corporation's capital-gain tax. The effectiveness of the

credit at the shareholder level depends upon several variables,

including the adjusted basis of liquidating corporation stock

in the hands of a shareholder entitled to the credit.
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We believe that the shareholder credit mechanism is an

overly complex approach of alleviating problems associated with

the repeal of General Utilities. Unlike the deemed foreign tax

credit, where the shareholder obtaining the benefit of the

credit must be a corporation which owns 10 percent or more of

the stock of the foreign corporation, the liquidating credit

would have to be made available to-all shareholders. The

following issues are indicative of the problems inherent with

the shareholder credit approach.

a. How is the to be credit allocated among the

various shareholders?

b. How are preferred shareholders and holders of

convertible securities to be treated for purposes

of computing their allocable share of the credit?

c. Can the credit be carried back and forward in

instances where the shareholder has a net

operating loss in the year of liquidation?

d. What adjustment is made to the credit in the

event an audit of the corporation results in the

underpayment or overpayment of capital gains tax

paid by the liquidating corporation?

e. Will the credit be refundable if the shareholder

is a pension fund or tax-exempt organization?

Recommendation: The use of a shareholder credit mechanism is

not an acceptable means of alleviating problems associated with

the repeal of General Utilities. The approach is overly
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complex and could result in substantial inequities. We believe

the historic asset proposal set forth earlier in our testimony

will be simpler to administer and will promote fair tax policy.

E. Repeal of Earnings and Profits.

The concept of earnings and profits as a measuring

point in determining whether an ordinary distribution is

taxable as a dividend has a long history. The policy behind an

earnings and profits limitation is that a shareholder should

not be taxed upon the receipt of an ordinary corporate

distribution if the distribution is in the nature of a return

of capital. A distribution has always been deemed to be a

return of capital if the corporation has not realized economic

income.

We believe that the historic development of the

concept of earnings and profits continues to have current

relevance. While the computation of earnings and profits

involves the compilation of accounting data from the date of

incorporation, it should be noted that the burden is always

upon the taxpayer to prove that a distribution is not out of

earnings and profits. One problem associated with earnings and

profits are due to the fact that taxpayer recordkeeping is

inadequate. However, the maintenance of adequate records has

always been expected of taxpayers. Thus, the concept of

earnings and profits should not be eliminated merely due to

recordkeeping problems. It should be noted that the Staff
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proposals would continue the computation of earnings and

profits for certain purposes.

The other problem associated with earnings and profits

involves the method of computing earnings and profits. In

general, the concept of earnings and profits is not defined by

the Internal Revenue dode. While taxable income is the

starting point in computing earnings and profits, additional

adjustments are made to conform earnings and profits with

economic income. Further adjustments are made to prevent

corporations from using certain accounting techniques such as

accelerated depreciation from artifically depressing earnings

and profits.

The abuses mentioned by the staff in the earnings and

profits area involve accounting issues. In particular, the use

of deep discount obligations and the completed contract method

of accounting are seen by the staff as mechanisms whereby

earnings and profits are understated. We agree with the

Staff's concern and would strongly support any legislation

which would modify these loopholes. Moreover, we believe that

the staff should be directing all of its efforts in the

earnings and profits area toward developing a comprehensive set

of accounting rules governing the computation of earnings and

profits.

Recommendation: We believe in the retention of the present

rule which provides that only those distributions out of

current or accumulated earnings and profits are taxable as
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ordinary income to the recipient shareholder. Furthermore, we

believe that the staff should close accounting loopholes (such

as the distribution of deep discount obligations and the use of

the completed contract method) which result in the manipulation

of earnings and profits. In our view, the soundest result can

be achieved by the development of a comprehensive definition of

earnings and profits.

F. Acquisition and Mergers Proosal

We generally agree with the Staff's proposal relating

to the tax treatment of corporate acquisitions. We support the

notion that "A", "B", "C" and triangular reorganizations will

be treated under similar rules. The ability of an acquiring

corporation to treat an asset or stock acquisition as either a

cost or carryover basis transaction should provide for maximum

business flexibility. In addition, the independent tax

treatment of shareholders, depending solely upon whether a

shareholder receives stock or cash, will prevent inequitable

results.

While we generally support the staff's corporate

acquisition suggestions, we believe that the proposals should

be conformed to our recommendation that limited section 337 and

338 type protection be given to qualified stock and.asset

acquisitions. In particular, when acquiring corporation makes

a cost basis election with respect to a qualified stock or

asset acquisition, the gain recognized by target corporation

should be limited to the disposition of non-historic assets
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plus recapture itemat. This type of tax structure will result

in the recognition of "tainted" income at the corporate level

while also eliminating the problem of complete double

taxation.

0. Loss of Basis in Carryover Basis Acquisition

Under the staff proposal, the basis of subsidiary

stock held by a parent corporation would always equal the net

adjusted basis of a controlled subsidiary"s assets. 'This rule

would apply even in instances where an affiliated group does

not file consolidated returns. As a result, if an acquiring

corporation makes a carryover basis election with respect to a

qualified stock acquisition and the fair market value of the

consideration received by former target shareholders exceeds

the inside basis of target assets, acquiring corporation will

permanently lose basis in target stock. If acquiring

corporation subsequently sells target stock, it would be

required to pay tax, in part, on a return of capital.

We strongly oppose the staff proposal which would

equalize the inside and outside basis of target corporation

stock and assets. The proposal represents a significant

depa =ture from the notion that a corporation and its

shareholder are two separate taxpayers. Under present law,

shareholders in a corporation (other than an S corporation) do

not receive a basis step-up upon the reinvestment of corporate

earnings. The reason is simple The shareholder should not
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obtain a basis step-up unless a corresponding amount of taxable

income is recognized by the taxpayer.

We do not believe that an acquiring corporation should

be further penalized for making a carryover basis election. If

target assets have a basis of less than the consideration

received by former target shareholders, acquiring corporation

already would be at a disadvantage since there is no. basis

step-up in target assets. The loss of the purchase premium as

a component of stock basis would create even greater hardship.

While the separation of inside and outside basis may cause

different tax results arising from an asset sale as opposed to

a stock sale by members of an affiliated group, this type of

problem is presently faced by individuals who sell corporate

stock. We feel that pre-affiliation inside basis should not

affect the outside basis of target stock regardless of whether

the owner is an individual or corporation.

Due to the fact that the staff proposal would equalize

inside and outside basis only in situations where acquiring and

target corporations are members of the same affiliated group,

it would be relatively easy to avoid this rule in situations

where acquiring corporation is closely held. For example,

shareholders of acquiring corporation could purchase" 21 percent

of target stock while the remaining 79 percent stock interest

could be purchased by acquiring corporation. Alternatively,

shareholders of acquiring corporation could establish a sister

corporation to purchase over 20 percent of target stock. Since
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neither of these transactions constitute a qualified stock

acquisition, there is no loss of basis of target stock in the

hands of the shareholders.

Recommendations We favor the retention of present

rules pertaining to inside and outside basis of target stock

and assets. If the staff feels that failure to make

postaffiliation adjustments leads to.inequitable results, we

would suggest that these issues should be considered separately

either through legislation or the amendment of the consolidated

return regulations.

H. Liquidations as Carryover Basis Transactions.

Under the staff proposal, all liquidations (except

liquidations qualifying under section 332 and liquidations

associated with carryover basis qualified asset acquisitions)

will be cost basis transactions. Thus, section 333 will be

repealed. As a result, a cost basis liquidation will result in

gain at both the corporate and shareholder level. Many

liquidating corporations may have primarily non-cash assets to

distribute to shareholders and may not be in a position to pay

income tax.

The characterization of a liquidation as a cost basis

transaction may result in the distress sale of valuable

business assets in order to pay federal income tax. The tax

law should not require the recognition of income upon the

transfer of assets where there is direct or indirect continuity

of interest in the possession of an asset.
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We believe that a taxpayer should be entitled to elect

treatment of a liquidation as a carryover basis transaction in

a manner similar to an incorporation, In both instances,

assets are being transferred to and from related entities.

Taxpayers should be allowed to make such transfers without

being concerned about tax considerations.

Recommendations In the case of a liquidation, a.

shareholder should be entitled to elect to take a basis in

distributed assets equal to the adjusted basis of stock

surrendered. The shareholder would not be required to

recognize gain or loss excapt to the extent of cash received.

The distributing corporation should not be required to

recognize any gain or loss (including recapture income) upon a

carryover basis liquidation except, perhaps, with respect to

inventory. There is little room for tax abuse under this

proposal since any earnings and profits earned by the

liquidating corporation "disappear'" and are not reflected in

the adjusted basis of assets held by the shareholders.

Although our proposal modifies section 333 in that the

earnings and profits are not deemed distributed in connection

with the liquidation, we believe carryover basis liquidations

should be encouraged. In order to prevent abusive .-

transactions, our proposal could be limited to non-corporate

shareholders who have held stock in the liquidating corporation

for a specified period of time. For example, the time period
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could be the lesser of 5 years or the length of time the

corporation has been in existence.

Our proposal is designed to place a carryover

basis liquidation exactly on par with an incorporation. Since

the adjusted basis of assets received by the transferee in both

cases is equal to the basis of assets transferred, there is no

basis step-up. Therefore, our proposal equates nonrecognition

of gain with carryover basis and is consfetent with the

approach taken by staff in the reorganization proposals.

The above recommendations touch only a few of the

Staff proposals. There are important issues raised in

connection with some of the other proposals which are not

practical for us to discuss here. They can be considered only

if the Committee provides additional time so that other

interested parties can formulate their views and present them

for analysis. This will produce a much better result for the

Government and taxpayers alike.

The CHmRMAN. I will assure this panel that we are reviewing
the report. We wanted to hear a wide range of witnesses and we
have done that. And I know there are probably a lot of questions
you could answer, but I wouldn't know how to ask them. I would
ask one question of Mr. Nad though.

Your written testimony urges that no changes should be made to
the dividends received deduction. As a result, as I have indicated
earlier, corporations would be entitled to claim short-term losses
deductible at 46 percent rate while paying only a 6.9 percent tax on
the income.

I'm told--it may be incorrect-that we will lose about $48 mil-
lion in the payment of the Chrysler dividend alone. Now why isn't
that something we ought to change? How can you justify that?

Mr. NAD. Well, I think as long as you have multiple taxation fac-
tors involved, that is justified. If you would like to find a solution
to the multiple tax layers, I think maybe I could agree to that.

The CHAIRMAN. There may not be multiple taxation, of course.
Have you got a solution in that case?

Mr. NAB. No. I do think perhaps shareholder credits or deduc-
tions or corporate dividends might be the way. But it doesn't seem
to me that you are focusing on some of the major problems. Even

28-219 0 - 84 - 19
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the report says that; $48 million Is a considerable amount of
money, but think perhaps that problem s vastyexaggerated.The -. It may be, but I think We' the kind of thing that

interests people around here. We are always looking for money to
spend. And some of that money we can save. And if we are jtst
going to dish out $48 million, well--

Mr. NAD. Tax practitioners have difficulty with solving your
budget problems. They can only tell you the technical points, as
you know. We are very modest in that regard.

The CHAmAx. I think that if this panel is willing we might,
after we have had a chance to go through your statements-If you
would be willing to submit to some questions in writing if we have
questions in writing.

Again, I am in the learning process. I haven't spent 12 months
on It as the staff has. We appreciate very much your willingness to
come and testify. We can assure Mr. Roche that we are going to try
to move the project. We are not going to try to steamroller anyone
in the process. There will be opportunities for all the practitioners
to have an input.

Thank you very much.
Our next panel is Mr. Gallatin, managing director, Lehman

Bros.; Robert Flaherty; Warren Jobe; and Scott Johnson.

STATEMENT OF RONALD L GALLATIN, MANAGING DIRECTOR,
LEHMAN BROS. KUHN LOEB, INC., NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. GALtAnN. Senator, my name is Ronald Gallatin. I'm a man.
gndctor of Lehman Bros. Kuhn Loeb, Inc., and a member of

the capital formation and tax policy committee of the Securities In.
dustry Association.

Other speakers, orally and in writing, have discussed the tax
policy implications of the proposed changes in the dividends re
ceived deduction, and, in particular, the fact that the staff s propos-
als would increase the tax law's present heavy bias in favor of debt
over equity financing.I would like to address toda the disastrous impact which these
prop ls will have on our Nation's capital markets.

First, the immediate impact of the proposals could be an over-
night decline of $5 to $10 billion In the market value of currently
outstanding preferred stocks, as well as a dramatic decline in the
much larger market of high dividend common stocks; particularly,
those Issued by utilities.

Second in the long run these proposals would result in a perma-
nent reduction in market liquidity and such a large increase in the
required dividend yield of these stocks that many potential Issuers
will be forced to borrow rather than sell equity. Some Issuers will
be completely frozen out of the capital markets. The inevitable
result will be excessively leveraged balance sheets, stagnation of
growth, and in some cases even bankruptcy,

The impact of these proposals Is already being felt. By last
Friday, the market for preferred stocks had come to a virtual stand
still. A call to my office around noon today indicated that that was
still the case.
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Major holders of preferred stocks were considering disposition of
their portfolios and investment bankers could not advise issuers to
bring new issues to the market.

Accordingly, we believe that it is absolu ly imperative that the
committee immediately announce that it will not sponsor any legis.
lation that will not be truly prospectve. I would analogize this to
your comment earlier, Senator, that with reference to. publicly
traded limited partnerships you were talking only about newly
formed limited partnerships.

Lehman Bros. believes that any legislative c es should, at
most, involve a modest ch in the holding period requirement
for preferred stocks. And both Lehman Bros. and the Securities In.
dustry Association are prepared to work with the committee in the
formulation of appropriate legislation.

Thank you, Senator.
The CuAIaM . Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ronald L. Gallatin follows:]
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STATEUMZT Or RONALD L. GALLATIN
Managing Director, Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb Incorporated

Proposed Limitations On the Dividends Received Deduction
Presented In The Staff Report'The Reform And 8 Lmplifioation Of The Income Taxation Of Corporations'

September 22# 1983

Committee on Finance
United States Senate

October 24, 1983

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I appreciate this
opportunity to present the views of Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb
Incorporated concerning the changes in the taxation of intercorporate
dividends proposed in the Staff Report. 1  Our firm believes that
these proposals are seriously flawed, and that if enacted as proposed,
they would threaten major disruptions in the nation's capital markets.
At the same time, we would like to offer some suggestions as to how

1. "The Reform and Simplification Of The Income Taxation OfCorporations,' A Preliminary Report Prepared By The Staff of theCommittee on Finance, United States Senate, S. Prt. 98-95 (1983)(hereinafter referred to as "Staff Report').
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the objectives sought by these proposals could be achieved consistent

with generally accepted principles of sound tax and economic policy.

AumaY Of PropoSals

The items which concern us are% first, denial of the 85 percent

dividends received deduction for dividends received on stock held

for less than one year second, disallowance of a deduction for 85

percent of the interest expense incurred to purchase or carry stock

which generates dividends eligible for the dividends received

deductions and third, the proposal to make these changes effective

on January 1, 1984 with respect to presently'outstanding as well as

newly issued stock.

As written, the proposals would have a serious adverse impact

on all legitimate participants in the capital markets -- issuers,

corporate investors, underwriters and market makers. In particular,

we respectfully submit that:

The first two proposals would significantly
increase the financing costs to issuers of
preferred stocks and high-dividend common
stocks, and could well impair the ability of
such issuers to raise capital at alli and

The proposal to make the changes effective for
stock acquired and interest accruing after
December 31, 1983 - even with respect to
previously outstanding issues -- would result
in a major shock to the capital markets by
instantaneously reducing the market value of all
such preferred and high-dividend common stocks.
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The Proposals would Result in Major
ISruPtions of the Nation',s Caittal Xarkets

If enacted as proposed, the two substantive changes proposed

in the Staff Report would result in economic losses and dislocations

grbssly in excess of any possible revenue gains or other benefits

for the tax system. In general, the impact of the changes would be

felt most accutely in the market for stocks whose price depends

principally on their dividend yield, particularly non-convertible

preferred stocks. The market for adjustable rate preferred stock --

a market which has grown to $6.5 billion and is just now beginning to

be a dependable source of financing -- would be the most severely

affected. Each of the proposed changes would -make these stocks

significantly less attractive to corporate investors, who are the

dominant purchasers in this market.

holding Period. If a significantly longer holding period is

required in order to qualify for the dividends received deduction,

the value of the deduction would be reduced dramatically for taxpaying

corporations seeking liquid investments for funds that must be readily

available to meet ongoing business needs. Such investors do not

anticipate holding financial assets for a year and will require a

higher dividend yield to accept such a holding period. As a

consequence, investors that are now willing to purchase stocks at a

yield that reflects the value of the dividends received deduction

(resulting in lower actual cost to issuers) would seek other

investments.
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interest DeduOtion. The impact of the proposal to deny the

interest paid deduction for debt used to purchase or carry stock is

potentially bven more serious. The critical point which appears

from the Staff Report is that the interest deduction disallowance

is intended to be applied on a purely mechanical basis, without

regard to whether there is any traceable connection between a

particular debt and the acquisition of any particular shares. of

stock. Such a rule would effectively deny a deduction for a part of

the interest expense incurred by virtually every corporation which

owns-any common or preferred stock now outstanding. This proposal

would affect every decision to acquire stock, underwrite stock or

make a market in stock.

Impact on Current Holders

The Staff Report indicates that the proposals are to be made

effective for "stock acquired, interest accruing . . . after December

31, 1983."2 Such an effective date would cause the proposals to

apply to all outstanding common and preferred stock as well as to

stock issued in the future. It would dramatically reduce the value

*of all high-dividend stocks now outstanding because all prospective

purchasers would be subject to the new rules even though the stock

was issued and originally acquired prior to the nominal effective

date. In our judgment, su-. a de facto retroactive effect would

result in many billions of dollars of loss in market value among

2. Staff Report, supra, at p. 79.
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currently outstanding adjustable and fixed-rate preferred stocks,

not to mention the effect on the larger market of high-dividend

common stocks.

Another aspect of this timing problem is equally serious. The

erosion in value which we foresee will begin even before the proposals

are enacted, once there is a perception among the major participants

in the market that enactment is a realistic possibility. The only

way to avert this loss is for the Committee to announce'as soon as

possible that any changes which are adopted in the taxation of

intercorporate dividends will be made applicable only prospectively

that is* only to stock issued after a fixed future date.

Impact on Issuers

Although current holders of high-dividend stocks will suffer

an immediate* loss from the proposed changes, the more serious and

lasting consequences will affect those corporations which in the

normal course of business would be issuers of such securities. This

burden upon issuers could have extreme negative effects in the form

of increased financing cost and constriction of the capital markets.

In addition, as the Staff Report recognizes, the present tax treatment

of intercorporate dividends already reflects a "general bias in favor

of debt." 3 The proposed changes would increase this bias, and thereby

tend to further encourage a highly leveraged capital structure which

3. Staff Report, sura, at p. 48.
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impairs the ability of corporations to withstand adverse economic

developments and increases the possibility of bankruptcy.

The most dramatic impact of the proposed changes would be felt

by the issuers of adjustable rate preferred stocks. The explanation

for this focal point is quite simple short-term corporate investors

represent the single largest purchasers of adjustable rate preferred

stocks, and the proposed changes will affect the investment

preferences of such investors more than those of any other group.

The costs of raising equity capital through fixed rate preferred

stock and high-dividend common stock (which is issued primarily by

utilities) would also increase as a result of the proposed changes.

The increase would not be as dramatic as in the case of adjustable

rate preferred stocks, because short-term corporate investors are a

smaller percentage of the investors in these instruments. However,

in the case of fixed rate preferred stocks, even small reductions

in demand cause significant increases in yields because the market

for such stocks is already extremely illiquid. For high-dividend

common stocks, liquidity would also be reduced.

Less demand from short-term corporate investors will constrict

(or eliminate) the market for adjustable rate preferred stocks, which

in turn will cause issuers to attempt to tap the markets for fixed

rate preferred or high dividend common -- at a time when the same

reduced demand from short-term corporate investors is already causing

the costs of issuing those types of securities to increase.

Undoubtedly, some issuers will be unable to issue stock at all.
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The perverse impact of the proposed changes is clearly revealed

by a consideration of the specific industry groups which will be

most adversely affected

Banks must obtain equity capital in order to
"nliV minimum capital- requirements imposed by
federal and state regulatory authorities.
Adjustable and fixed rate preferred stocks
generally represent banks' least expensive
sources of primary capital. Higher costs of
capital could erode the capital base of the
banking industry.,

Utilities have a constant need to raise equity
capital in proportion to their ever-increasing
debt obligations in order to finance the expan-
sion required to meet their customers' increas-
ing demand for service. High-dividend common
and preferred stocks are utility companies' only
sources of equity and any increase in these
equity costs will eventually become an addi-
tional burden for ratepayers. In addition,
utilities in the past have been concerned about
being unable to raise capital at any cost. Any
constrictions in the equity markets, such as
would be caused by these proposals, are certain
to exacerbate these fears.

For these industries, in particular, the proposed changes threaten

stagnation in growth resulting from an inability to raise capital

for expansion. It is, of course, 'especially ironic that the damage

will occur in just those fields for which the maintenance of a strong

capital base serves important public as well as private interests.
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The Objectives of The Proposals Can Be Achieved Through Alternative
Methods Which Are Consistent With Both Tax and Nonou,, P2l oY

The proposed changes in the taxation of Intercorporate dividends

would entail far greater economic costs than the revenue lost from

any purported abuses of the present system. This results from the

fact that the proposals would affect virtually every holder and every

issuer of preferred and high-dividend couon stock -- not only those

engaged in the specific transactions criticized in the Staff Report. 4

The discussion which follows suggests alternatives which would be

consistent both with sound tax principles and responsible fiscal

policy.

1. One-Year Holding Period Proposal

The argument presented in the Staff Report in support of

a change is that the current holding period requirement is insuffi-

cient to prevent corporate investors from artifically increasing

their dividend receipts by repeatedly purchasing stock just prior

to the dividend record date, and selling such stocks,-ex-dividend,

16 days later. However, even assuming the need for some change, it

is submitted that there is no rational basis for a one-year holding

period. The stated rationale -- parity with the long-term capital

gain holding period -- is misplaced because there is no relationship

4. It is interesting to note that the evidence cited by the Staff
Report in support of the need for a change in the holding period rule
is a magazine article which questions whether any significant number
of taxpayers are in fact engaged in such transactions.
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between capital gains and the dividends received deduction. A far

more precise response is appropriate.

The Committee should consider extending the holding period to

90 days. This is the normal period over which a dividend accrues, and

a taxpayer who holds a stock for that period cannot generate artificial

dividend income. On this basis, the investor will receive at most

four dividends per year with respect to a given investment. This

rule should end any abuses relating to ihe holding period, and, in

our view, would not significantly affect either the capital markets

or the ability of issuers to raise capital.5

2. Disallowance of education For Interest Paid

The proposal to disallow 85 percent of interest expense

attributable (under some mechanical formula) to the purchase or

continued ownership of dividend paying stock requires a more complex

analysis. The critical point is that the dividends received deduction

is not a gratuitous windfall. Rather, it implements one of the basic

tenets of our present income tax structure: that income generated by

a business conducted in corporate form should be taxed only once at

the corporate level and once at the individual level. The history

of the dividends received deduction makes it clear that it is the tax

5. This rule could, of course, be modified to deal both with normal
dividend payments on a different schedule (e. , semi-annual) and
with payments of arrearages.
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on 15 percent of dividends and not the 85 percent deduction which

represents a departure from the conceptually correct approach# 6

Only by ignoring this principle i it possible for the Staff

Report to compare the deduction for dividends received to the tax

exemption for interest received from municial bonds. The differences

are fundamentals funds used to pay interest on municipal bonds were

not taxed to the municipality, whereas dividends paid by a corporate

issuer have already been taxed to the corporation.

This analysis does not change if the dividend paying stock is

purchased with borrowed funds rather than with retained earnings.

In either case, the issuer has received funds from the sale of stock,

and must use the earnings from such funds to pay dividends. These

earnings will have been taxed once to the issuer and, under the

principle of one tax at each level, they should not be taxed again

until distributed to individual investors. Contrary to this basic

principle, the proposed denial of an interest deduction for debt

incurred to buy dividend paying stock would effectively result in

6. In general, a 100 percent dividends received deduction was allowed
from the beginning of the corporate income tax through 1935. hs part
of the New Deal efforts to end holding company abuses, a deliberate
decision was made to use the tax system to penalize multi-tier
entities. In 1964, when the 100 percent deduction was restored for
affiliated corporations which elected not to file consolidated
returns, the only reason for limiting the deduction to 85 percent
for nonaffiliated entities was to limit revenue loss. See Senerally,
Schaffer # "The Income Tax On Intercorporate Dividends, 3 Tax Lawyer
161 (1979).
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multiple corporate taxation of the earnings from which the dividends

are paid.

Changes as significant as this go to the very heart of our

federal income tax structure, and have far reaching economic policy

Implications as well. They cannot be dealt with summarily# or in

isolation. Rather, if they are to be considered at all, they must

be addressed only as part of a comprehensive package, which must

address the issue of integration of the corporate and personal income

taxes.

Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations

Our position may be sumarized in four simple points:

first, the changes in the taxation of intercorporate dividends

proposed in the Staff Report would cause massive disruptions In the

nation's capital markets. Present holders of high-dividend stocks

would suffer a loss of billions of dollars in the market value of

their assets. Thereafter, issuers with a choice will issue debt

rather than preferred stock, even though that will decrease their

balance sheet liquidity and increase the risk of bankruptcy in times

of economic adversity. The effect on companies, such as banks and

utilities, which have no choice but to issue stock to satisfy capital

requirements, will be even more serious the inevitable erosion of

their capital base will threaten important public interests.

Second, the proposed one-year holding period requirement has

no practical or theoretical basis. If the Committee believes an

extended holding period is necessary to prevent a specific abuse,
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the only logical choice is the period over which the dividend is

earned - 90 days in the case of a stock with a quarterly dividend.

Third, the proposed disallowance of a deduction for 85 percent

of the interest expense incurred to purchase or carry stocks which

produce dividends eligible for the dividends received deduction is

inconsistent with the fundamental tenet of our tax system that income

should be taxed only once at the corporate level. Any change in

this principle should be considered, if at all, as part of a careful

and thorough program of tax reform.

Fourth, any changes which are adopted must, in fairness to all

current holders of stock, be made applicable on a truly prospective

basis -- that is, only to stock issued after a fixed date in the

future, rather than to all stock presently outstanding. Moreover,

we think it is absolutely imperative that the Committee announce its

intention to adhere to this principle at the egrliest possible date.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Flaherty.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT T. FLAHERTY, FLAHERTY & CRUMRINE

INC., PASADENA, CALIF.
Mr. FLAHERTY. I'm Robert Flaherty, president of Flaherty &

Crumrine, an independent investment counsel firm. I've been heav-
ily involved in the management of preferred stock portfolios for
many years so perhaps what I can bring to this hearing is a view
from the trenches.

My firm has no stake in leveraged preferreds or in dividend rolls
as perceived by the staff to be abusive. Nonetheless, I am seriously
concerned about the unintended and avoidable impact on the li-
quidity and the market value of preferred stocks to which Mr. Gal-
latin has already referred, and with which I concur.

In my opinion, abuses do exist which involve preferred stocks,
But I think these are clearly the exception rather than the rule. I
also think there is room for further analysis of the underlying
transactions which should lead to specific remedies which address
directly the abuses without side effects that harm the preferred
stock market generally.

'In particular, lengthening the holding period seems to me to be
ill-advised, except in cases of unusually large dividends. The heart
of the problem is more in what I would call paper dividends cre-
ated through short sales. With proper action concerning some of
the technical aspects of these dividends, created dividends, the
holding period could, in fact, become a nonissue. That would be be-
cause the economic basis which presently allows dividend roll pro-
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grams conceived solely for tax purposes to succeed would be elimi-
nated.

Proper enforcement effort here involving current law would
mesh well with the proposals which both the staff and the Treas-
ury have made regarding payments made by short sellers to lend-
ers of securities borrowed. I think those proposals are well taken,
and should be pursued.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Robert T. Flaherty follows:]
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FLAHERY &
CRUMRINE INVEStMENT COUNSEL
INCORPORATED 301 E.Cdor .vd. W Sh o- P.wakdnm CA fmo&ia 9ol. (w)79oo

October 14, 1983

Roderick DeArmentpChief Counsel
Committee of Finance
United States Senate
Room OD219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington D.C. 29511

Dear Mr. DeArments

I request an opportunity to testify before the 'Bearing OiN
Report On Reform Of Corporate Taxation' to be held on October 24,
1983. Specifically, I wish to comment on the proposals to be
considered by the Committee on Finance, United States Senate
concerning the extension to one year of the minimum holding
period for stock on which dividends paid would be eligible for
the dividends received deduction.

Although our firm was formed only recently, we are a major
factor In the management of preferred stocks vith roughly ZI.
million of such portfolios under our supervision. This
represents a continuation of the work of our group at our former
firm at which we were probably the largest manager of this sort
in the country. As a matter of policy, we do not invest in
*dividend rollover' programs or leveraged preferred stocks such
as those at which the proposed changes in the law appear to be
aimed.

We are very concerned about the unintended impact of the
proposals on the liquidity of the preferred stock market. It is
our belief that a much more specific approach is possible which
would deal more effectively with the abuses identified without
endangering the ability of this market to raise needed capital
for important industries such as public utilities, banking and
insurance. Our practical experience in the preferred stock
market, which is independent of the underwriting and brokerage
functions, should provide valuable perspective to the committee.

A summary of our thoughts on the proposed changes in the la
is attached for your information. I would alo appreciate being
allowed to discuss this directly with the Committee Staff.

truly yours

Robert T. Flaherty
cct Honorable Pete Wilson

Honorable Carlos J. Moorhead

28-219 0 - 84 - 20
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is a very real problem for the preferred stock
market despite the fact that this important sector of the
capital markets raised almost $9 billion in new funds in the
last year. Requiring a one year holding period for a stock
to qualify tor the dividend exclusion would challenge even a
long term Investor's ability to manage his preferred stock
investments and to liquidate his portfolio in the face of
changed circumstances. The need to commit to such a frozen
protfolio would undoubtedly reduce sharply the number of
participants in this market, thereby reducing market liquidi-
ty and increasing the cost of new capital raised by utili-
ties, banks and others.

Although O4ixidanda x oys' programs have been cited
as an abuse, the fact is that the preferred stock aar d a
I OLfDiU IM llquniity DocassarX f x Ia Jnaetao I& h" A
rgaterrad uLt fr a dividend, hold it for the minimum period

of I5 days and then move on to repeat the experience in
another preferred stock. MJbjt ran wuarldJ the costs of
transactlone can eat up the tax benefits.

It is important to look at the preferred stock market
in the aggregate when considering the impact of the required
holding period on tax revenues. JA ta bAA aL *Mirrors'.
for every transaction there is an opposite side. If some
investors receive *extra* dividends, others must give up
dividends. If some achieve capital losses, others must
realize capital gains. In total, these InvestLa xW2 M
ta jA=4 fadaralJ a agaardessla If th iwlalna parlod.,

Despite the foregoing, "dividend rollover' programs are
taking place and are unquestionably causing a revenue loss
for the Treasury which is primarily due to what we call
O.cxrtaJgd 2reforrada., The simplest example of this is where
A sells a preferred short to B and B sells a different
preferred (with the same dividend date) short to A. To
complete the short sales, the securities sold must be
borrowed, and the short sellers must compensate the lender
for the dividends which he has sacrificed. if the lender
treats these payments as dividends subject to the exclusion
then J=x eusians Mil JcaiaeLda J=t Jial dividend (one
by the buyer who receives it from the issuer and the second
by the lender who receives his from the short seller.) In
effect, the lender has transferred his tax benefits (i.e. the
dividends received deduction) to another taxpayer without
giving up the use of the tax benefit himself.

I
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Since Le nzwumaa Is iJ~awna to the required holding
period uazaa J= * &Atd pislfarrat! stemming from short
sales of borrowed stock, a more specific response vould be to
address the practice of lenders of preferred stocks claiming
dividend exclusions for payments received from short sellers
in lieu of dividends. In fact, this may merely require an
enforcement effort under current law rather than a change in
the lay itself. as Aa .4aJas Lhia duplicatio of ivdiden
Mt3MAs.LGnt would precisely eliminate the financial basis
which presently alows dividend rollover programs designed
solely for tax purposes to succeed and would n6T involve
either goverkillS or OunderkillO in this relatively thin
market.

Since the holding period for preferred stocks Is not
the heart of the perceived problem, it seens quite
unnecessary to lengthen it and inflict significant losses of
liquidity and market value on the great bulk of the
investors In preferred stocks which would not even be shared
by those whose offsetting long and short positions are
responsible. The higher future cost of raising capital in
this market would clearly be an undesireable result,
particularly for the utility industry and all of its
customers who would ultimately bear the cost.

STATEMENT OF WARREN Y. JOBE, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
FINANCE, GEORGIA POWER CO., ATLANTA, GA.

Mr. JoBs. My name is Warren Jobe, and I'm executive vice presi-
dent for Georgia Power Co. My summary comments here today are
made on behalf of the Edison Electric Institute.

Excluding the Federal and State governments, the electric utili-
ties, as an industry, are the largest public issuers of securities in
this country. There are two proposals in your staff report which
would have a material adverse effect on the financial markets in
which our industry sells its securities. Such adverse effects would
be translated into higher financing costs, and, in turn, would result
in increases in the price of electricity.

The proposed change in the earnings and profits concept to a
book income concept is not appropriate for the electric utility in-
dustry since it ignores the fact that about 55 percent of book
income of these companies is represented by a noncash item of
income referred to as the "allowance for funds used during con-
struction."

In 1982, 20 major electric utility companies paid return of capital
dividends. The existing rules, in effect, properly measure current
cash earnings and profits. If abuses are pursued in this area, then
we would agree with Treasury that the specific items should be
dealt with on an individual basis. The proposed disallowance to cor-
porations of interest on debt to purchase or carry stock invest-
ments effectively would result in the double or even triple taxation
of corporate dividends.

Finally, if there are abuses related to the present 15-day holding
period rule, the proposed 1-year rule would be an overkill. It would
cause administrative problems. If abuses are perceived, a 30- to 60-
day holding period should be considered.

Thank you.
The CHAiRmAN. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Warren Jobe follows:]
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Statement of the Edison Electric Institute

My name is Warren Y. Jobe. I am Executive Vice Presi-

dent-Finance for Georgia Power Company. I am privileged to

submit this testimony on behalf of the Edison Electric Institute

(EEI). EEI is the national association of investor-owned elec-

tric utilities in the United States. The member companies of EEI

serve 99 percent of the ultimate customers of the investor-owned

segment of the industry, comprising 77 percent of all electricity

users in the country.

EEI appreciates the opportunity to comment on the

proposals presented in the Senate Finance Committee staff's pre-

liminary report on "Reform and Simplification of the Income

Taxation of Corporations." We, as-an industry, recognize that

reform and simplification of the Tax Code is necessary,

especially in a manner that eliminates abuses or results that

were not initially intended. For that purpose the staff's

preliminary report presents important topics for consideration.

Two of the proposals however, will not accomplish the staff's

reported purposes but will have an onerous and adverse financial

impact on our industry and the adoption of these changes would

result in higher prices for electricity to our customers both

immediately and in the long-term. Specifically, the two

proposals are:

- Repeal .of the earnings and profits

limitation, iA., the return of capital

rule and
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- Increase in the holding period. or the

dividends received deduction and limitation

of the deductibility of interest to purchase

or carry stock producing dividends eligible

for the dividends received deduction.

EARNINGS AND PROFITS

The staff report addresses two major issues relative to

earnings and profits - "apparent abuses" and "complexity". We

disagree with the conclusions and recommendations of the report

on both issues.

The staff report describes four abuses of which one is

considered primary. The report suggests that the most signifi-

cant problem is that the general rules for computing earnings and

profits yield improper results. An example of accelerated

deductions and deferred income is given by the report to illus-

trate improper results. This conclusion is incorrect insofar as

the electric utility industry is concerned. The matter of

accelerated deductions providing tax free dividends, especially

for the electric utility industry, was addressed by the Tax

Reform Act of 1969 and subsequent legislation which limited

depreciation for earnings and profits purposes-to the straight-

line method using lengthened lives. Other than depreciation,

very few deductions can be described as accelerated. For the

electric utility industry, most other deductions are prescribed

by accounting methods and specific Code Sections. Moreover, the
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current procedures are based on economic reality and a shift from

the principles of income and deduction recognition embodied in

the Internal Revenue Code would ignore economic reality.

On page 102 of the report it is stated that in almost

all real cases in which corporate distributions are to be made

other than out of earnings and profits the special return of

capital rules contained in the proposal would provide relief. We

believe that by far and away the most important "real case" is

not covered by these special rules. The electric utility indus-

try is the most capital intensive industry in the United States.

The construction program of the industry over the last decade has

been enormous. During 1981 and 1982, the industry expended for

new power facilities (plant) $32 billion and $36 billion

respectively, and for 1983 it is projected that the industry will

expend $38 billion. For the most part, utility commissions do

not permit the utilities to earn current cash income on these

billions of invested dollars while the plant is under

construction. Most utilities therefore capitalize an amount

(Allowance for Funds Used During Construction - APUDC) as a cost

of constructing plant. Unlike nonregulated industries, which

through the market system adjust the current price of their goods

and services to provide an acceptable return on their total

investments, including construction projects, electric utilities

capitalize AFUDC in order to be allowed to begin to recover it

when the plant is placed in service. However, the investor who
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has purchased utility stock, thus providing construction capital,

requires a return on his investment through current dividends

even before the facility is earning a cash return. In accordance

with generally accepted accounting principles, AFUDC is recog-

nized as current income for financial reporting purposes. This

is true even though the utilities do not receive cash currently

for this income item. The utilities receive the earnings repre-

sented by AFUDC over the life of the constructed plant beginning

when it is placed in service. As a result, there are often

insufficient earnings and profits to support dividends especially

during heavy construction periods, and therefore the dividends

are properly treated as a return of capital. Because the utility

has not received any cash and yet must pay dividends on funds

used for contruction, these dividends are paid from general

corporate funds. Obviously, there is no abuse with respect to

such dividends and what in fact actually occurs is a return of

capital. The AFUDC income reported for financial purposes is

properly not recognized as either income or earnings and profits

for Federal income tax purposes income is not reportable until

such time as it is realized.

For 1982, approximately 20 major investor-owned elec-

tric utilities had all or a portion of their dividends treated as

a return of capital. These companies represent some 24 percent

of the industry's total revenues and 32 percent of its total

capital expenditure program. Also, of the $16.6 billion paid by
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the industry as dividends on common stock during 1981 and 1982,

approximately $3.5 billion or 21 percent were a return of capi-

tal. For these same companies, 83 percent of their earnings were

represented by AFUDC, while the industry average for 1982 was 54

percent.

The staff report states that a move to financial income

would simplify the calculation. We do not agree with this con-

clusion because in consideration of fairness and equity, a sub-

stantial portion of financial income-AFUDC-is not realized income

as defined by the Internal Revenue Code and clearly should not be

considered as earnings and profits available for taxable divi-

dends, Thus, a whole new series of rules and regulations will

have to be devised for calculation procedures. To ignore this

consideration would be untenable.

Attached hereto and described as Exhibit A is a list

(as of August 10, 1983) of electric utilities which pay a return

of capital dividend. These companies have very large construction

programs in order to continue such construction programs they

must continue to sell common stock, preferred stock and long

term-debt. An elimination of the earnings and profits limitation

as proposed would only serve to increase the cost of financing

which in turn would increase the cost of electricity.

Generally speaking, those electric utility companies

which are currently paying return of capital dividends are the

same companies which have the largest construction programs and
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consequently, are required to issue the largest amount of new

stock to finance such programs. Many investors find these stocks

attractive for the return of capital dividend. To change the

return of capital rules during this time of heavy equity finan-

cing would be very detrimental to these companies.

The present rules with respect to earnings and profits

do work fairly for utilities. These rules are known within the

investment community and should be continued. If there is per-

ceived to be a specific abuse, that abuse should be dealt with

directly.

DIVIDENDS RECEIVED DEDUCTION

The staff report addresses certain abuses that exist

because of the current 15 day holding period for corporate share-

holders. Although abuses may be determined to occur, we believe

the proposal for a one year holding period goes beyond what may

be needed. A one year holding period would add complexity to the

determination of the dividends received deduction and also reduce

much needed liquidity in the financial markets causing many in-

vestors to seek other investments. This would result: in a higher

cost of capital to this industry. We believe a holding period of

30 to 60 days may be more reasonable.

The staff report proposes to disallow interest on debt

incurred to purchase or carry stock producing dividends eligible

for the dividends received deduction applicable to corporate
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shareholders. The staff report lists arguments for and against

the proposal. The arguments against the proposal, in our opin-

ion, have much more merit than the arguments for the proposal.

Of the arguments listed for the proposal, the only one

relative to tax avoidance is the incorrect one of "tax shelter

benefits". Of the arguments listed against the proposal, the

most important is the issue of multiple taxation of corporate

earnings. The essence of the problem is - which is the correct

position? We believe that the dividends received deduction is

necessary to prevent the inequities of multiple taxation of

corporate earnings. The position that a tax shelter exists is

incorrect. To the extent that a corporation claims an interest

deduction on debt incurred to carry corporate stock, another

taxpayer in most cases will report taxable incomel therefore, a

wash occurs. The dividend received by the corporation will

eventually be taxed in most cases when distributed to its

shareholders. Thus, a tax shelter does not exist.

On the other hand, enactment of this proposal with

respect to the deductibility of interest would have the effect of

multiple taxation. For example, earnings would be taxed at the

corporate level as accrued, then these same earnings would be

taxed to a corporate shareholder as distributed and then taxed

again to individual shareholders when later distributed. In

light of the well documented shortfall of capital formation in
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this country, we believe that this is not the direction in which

the tax law should be moving.

As stated above, this proposal pertaining to the

deductibility of interest will have an adverse effect on capital

formation. The proposal, which hai the effect of reducing the

dividend received deduction, would severely penalize the electric

utility industry's efforts to raise much needed capital. Common

and preferred stock accounted for approximately $127.4 billion or

50.7 percent of the total capitalization for the investor-owned

electric utility industry on December 31, 1982, and in 1982 new

common and preferred offerings accounted for approximately 45

percent of all new electric Utility industry financing. Thus,

equity capital is an important source of capital for the electric

utility industry. The dividends received deduction is a major

consideration to the corporate investor in determining the yield

that it requires, and the corporate investor provides a signifi-

cant market for our equity issues. The yield required by

investors on preferred stock can be up to 2 percentage points

(200 basis points) less than that which is required on

equivalently rated long-term debt. Thus# preferred equity is a

cost effective method of financing construction expenditures.

The repeal or the effective repeal of the dividends

received deduction would penalize utilities by significantly in-

creasing the future yields required by certain investors. Thus,

the utility industry's cost of capital would increase and in turn
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the price of electricity to its customers would increase. In

addition# the repeal or the effective repeal of the dividends

received deduction and applying the change to existing sharehold-

ers would severely penalize many existing shareholders by driving

down their after tax yield and hence the principal value of their

investment which they entered into in good faith and cause signi-

ficant disruption in the financial markets. Furthermore, many

utilities have tax indemnification clauses which, if applicable,

would require the issuing utility to either increase the dividend

rate or refinance the issue. Either remedy would increase the

cost to the utility and its ratepayers and would place increased

requirements on already restricted capital markets.
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UTILITY COMMON STOCKS
TAX STATUS OF 1983 DIVIDENDS - PRELI'IINARY ESTIMATES

The following list is the result of a recent SBHU survey conducted to determine the
major electric utilities preliminary estimates of the return of capital portion
of their 1983 dividends. The percentage figures shown for 1982 are final company
estimates, but will not be definitive until the companies 1982 tax filing's are
audited by the Internal Revenue Service. The discussion below reviews :he basis
of return of capital dividends and, why it occurs with electric utilities in
particular.

Return of capital treatment of dividends arises whenever a company's nec-of-tax
cash income is insufficient to cover dividend requirements. In general, this is
caused by differences between reported income for tax purposes and reported inco-me
for shareholder purposes. For industrial companies this is rost often a function
of timing differences in depreciation and amortization rates for shareholder and
income tax purposes. An additional factor in the case of electric utilities is
that reported income includes a noncash credit known as allowance for f.'nds used
during construction (AFUDC). While this credit is reported as income :or share-
holders purposes, it is not considered income for IRS purposes. The result is
that many utilities earn insufficient after-tax income to pay their di'idends.
Thus, from a tax standpoint dividend is paid cut of retained earnings or equity
capital. For example, if a company has after-tax income (as audited b'" the IRS)
of $100 and pays out $150 in dividends, $50 ($100 minus $150) of the dividend,
or 33.32 is viewed a a return on capital. Since the return of the eq4;itv capital
lowers the purchase price of the stock for tax purposes, the return of capitall
dividend is taxed at the same rate as any appreciation in the stock. Thus, if
the stock is held 12 months or longer the tax benefit arises from the capital
gains rate being lower than the current income tax rate, which is the basis on
which dividends are normally taxed.

ROC dividends from electric utilities are expected to decline in the next few
years. The completion of generating unit now under construction should result

." , -R.Vtv.iq ". 2
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in more manageable financing needs and lower AFC/incoms industry ratio. This,
in turn, should improve electric utilities' quality of earnings and coverage
of dividend.

Amon$ the stocks listed in Table I, we favor New York State Electric and Gas - NGE
(NYSE-19), Long Island Lighting, - LIL (NYSE-15) and Union Electric - URP (NYSE-15)
for superior after tax overall return.

Isic. Advantages of ROC Dividends

For the investor, return of capital dividends results in two basic tax advantages:

1) No tax payment is required on the return of capital portion of the dividend
until the stock is sold.

2) The return of capital portion of the dividend is taxable at the capital gains
rate when the stock is sold if held for 12 months or longer. It is deducted
from the cost basis of the stock for tax purposes. Tax payment is therefore
lower than if it were considered as ordinary income,

NOTE:

A recent Treasury proposal is attempting to establish new reporting guide-
lines for companies in an eligible dividend reinvestment plan. If passed, this
neow reporting method could result in an increase in the 1982 and 1983 ROC portion
of capital dividends for several companies. A final ruling on this proposal is
expected in September.
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STATEMENT OF SCOTT W. JOHNSON, VICE PRESIDENT, INVEST-
MENT BANKING DIVISION, GOLDMAN, SACH & CO., NEW YORK,
N.Y., ON BEHALF OF SECURITIES INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, my name is Scott Johnson, and I

am a vice president of Goldman, Sach & Co. I am testifying today
on behalf of Goldman, Sach and on behalf of the Security Industry
Association.

We believe that the staff proposals concerning the corporate divi-
dends received deduction would have a seriously damaging effect
on the preferred and utility common stock market.

As an example, we estimate that the proposals would cause the
utility ratepayers at least $800 million a year in higher utility
rates needed to cover, after a period of 5 years, the higher cost of
stock financing. In addition, we estimate that the value of utility
common stocks would fall by more than $20 billion as a result of
the proposals.

That most of this loss would be experienced by individuals, large-
ly retired persons, who hold these stocks. In contrast to these costs,
the staff has estimated that the revenue benefit to the U.S. Treas-
ury would amount to no more than $250 million in 1984 and $550
million in 1986.

Goldman, Sach and the Securities Industry Association recom-
mend that a scapel approach be devised to address any specific
abuses of the dividends received deductions rather than the very
broad and potentially very damaging approach which has been pro-
posed.

The Securities Industry Association would like to work with the
staff in developing such an approach.

We thank you for this opportunity to present our views.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Barrie a Wigmore follows:]
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Goldman, Sachs & Co. I 85 Broad Street I New York, New York 10004
TOl: 212-902-5272

Barrie A. Wigmore
Partner

October 17, 1983

Committee on Finance
United States Senate
c/o Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel and Staff Director
SD 219
Dirkson Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Gentlemen:

We are writing to express our concerns relating to proposals by the staff of
the Committee on Finance of the United States Senate relating to the minimum
holding period for stock on which dividends paid would be eligible for the
dividends received deduction and to the disallowance of Interest on debts
incurred to purchase or carry such stock. We believe that the staff's proposals,
as contained In its report entitled "The Reform and Simplification of the
Income Taxation of Corporations" would be damaging to both the preferred
stock market and the common stock market. The Impact of these proposals
would be particularly severe on utility companies and investors in utility
company common and preferred stock, because utility companies have been
important issuers of preferred stock and because utility company common
stocks as a group trade on the basis of their relatively high current dividend
yields.

Potential Impact on Utility Common and Preferred Stock Markets

The likely impact of the staff's proposals on the yield levels required by
investors for utility common stock and for preferred stock in general is
difficult to quantify. However, our best estimate is that utility common stock
yields might rise by 100 to 150 basis points above current levels, implying
price declines of perhaps 10%. For preferred stocks we would estimate the
potential increase In yield levels at approximately 100 basis points, with a
similar Impact on price levels. These price level effects would be accompanied
by, and to some extent caused by, lower levels of trading volume and lesser
liquidity, especially in preferred stock.

The effects which the staff's proposals would have on tax paying corporate
investors are the root cause of these price and liquidity effects. For many

28-219 0 - 84 - 21
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of these investors, the damage to liquidity imposed by the proposed one-year
holding period will be sufficient to take them out of the preferred stock and
utility common stock markets. We estimate that as much as 40% of the
current buying power for preferred stocks would be eliminated. Adjustable
rate preferred stocks, which have become especially popular among banks and
utility companies In the last two years, and which have been purchased largely
by corporate, short-term investors with a great need for liquidity, would be
especially vulnerable to loss of Investment appeal. Corporate Investors in
utility common stock, which we estimate to compose roughly 25% of that
market, would likewise be largely displaced.

The effect of the disallowance of interest on debt incurred to purchase stocks
would also have a negative' effect, but this is even harder to quantify,
particularly in the absence of knowledge of the specific rules which will
govern which debt Is subject to the disallowance. However, we know that
the preferred stock market Is dominated by taxable corporate investors, and
this category of investors also plays a significant role in the utility common
stock market. Most of them have debt on their balance sheets, Including in
many oases a significant amount of seasonal debt. To the extent that all or
part of this debt is considered under any new rules to be incurred to carry
a portfolio of common or preferred stocks, these Investors will have a new
disincentive for investing In these stocks, since they would lose some amount
of interest deduction. As a result, they will either seek other investment
opportunities or will require higher yields on stock investments.

Effects on Utility Companies and Their Ratepayers

The capital formation process, especially for utility companies, would be
impaired in a variety of ways:

1. Hiher Cost of Capital. The new Issue cost of preferred stocks
would rise In line with the yields on outstanding issues of preferred
stock and common stock. As these higher costs become Imbedded in
utility capitalizations, a result will be larger requirements for
customer rate increases. New issues of utility common stocks and
utility preferred stocks since 1978 have totalled over $27 billion and
$12 billion, respectively. As an illustration, a 1% Increase in the
cost of the cumulative amount of total stock financing in this period
would require additional revenues from utility customers of nearly
$800 million annually, assuming a 50% combined Federal, state and
local income tax rate.
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2. Diminished Access to Preferred and Common Stock Financing.
Because of the loss of a significant portion of the current demand
for utility stocks, the ability of utilities to finance with common and
preferred stock issues in large ite would be hurt. This effect would
vary widely from one company to another, with those utilities whose
stock yields are highest, and whose financial condition is often the
weakest, being the most adversely affected. If utilities must make
smaller offerings, then they will have to finance more frequently,
thereby increasing their total financing transaction costs.

3. Less Financing Flexibilit. As mentioned above, adjustable rate
preferred stocks may lose much of their appeal as investments, and
therefore also as a financing vehicle for utility and non-utility
companies. The attractiveness of more traditional sinking fund and
perpetual preferred stock financings may also be diminished. The
combined effects which the proposals are likely to have on financing
size Umitations and on yield levels may be sufficient to lead many
utility companies to choose other financing alternatives.

A shift away from preferred stock could compound the problem of
higher utility customer rate requirements caused by higher yield
levels. Preferred stock is typically considered as an alternative to
common stock financing because it iS generally a more expensive
form of financing than straight debt but is usually viewed as equity
by the credit rating agencies. If utility companies turn Increasingly
to common rather than preferred stock, the higher cost of the common
stock could lead to even higher customer rate increases.

Effects of Investors -

The adverse effects on investors in terms of loss of market value and liquidity
would also be severe:

1. Loss of Market Value. The potential losses which might be suffered
by investors is substntial. Using a hypothetical 10% market price
decline as an Illustration, investors In those utility common stocks
listed on the New York Stock Exchange would suffer losses of
approximately $20 billion. Most of this loss would be suffered by
individual investors, largely retired persons who have bought utility
stocks for their high yields. For preferred stocks listed on the New
York Stock Exchange a 10% value loss would amount to approximately
$1.3 billion.
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2.Los of Liquidity. In addition to significant potential losses, Investors
would suffer from the reduced ability to sell stocks quickly and
without affecting the market price level. As -a result of lower trading
volume and fewer buyers, especially In preferred stocks, the spread
between bid and asked prices can be expected to widen and
particularly large trades would be more difficult to execute. Hence,
the overall efficiency of the trading markets, especially In preferred
stocks, would be reduced.

The staff's proposals, in attempting to eliminate a relatively narrow range of
investing practices believed to be abuses of the tax law, risk much broader
and potentially very damaging effects on the capital formation process, on
utility ratepayers, and on common and preferred stock Investors In general
and utility stock Investors In particular. We urge you to consider the proposals
in the light of their potentially damaging effect on capital formation.
We are pleased to have this opportunity to express our views and would be
happy to respond to any inquiries concerning our comments.

Oincerejy,

BAW:sao
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The CHAiRMAN. Does Goldman, Sach recommend to their clients
the use of the dividend roll?

Mr. JOHNSON. We execute transactions for some of our clients
that could be described as a dividend roll.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you recommend them?
Mr. JOHNSON. I think for certain companies we would recom-

mend that as an appropriate strategy under current law, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you done substantial trade in Chrysler pre-

ferred stock in the past month for corporate clients?
Mr. JOHNSON. I don't know the answer to that question without

checking. We do not have a position in the Chrysler preferred
stock. Its possible that we could have executed trades for some of
our clients.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you lent of the Chrysler preferred stock to
your clients who are selling short?

Mr. JOHNSON. I would have to get an answer to that.
The CHAIRMAN.Mr. Jobe, can you quantify what portion, if any,

is the nontaxable distributions made by your industry which would
be affected by the proposals or made by corporations which pay no
tax and report profits for a financial purpose?

Mr. JOBE. I don't have that information, but I will be glad to pro-
vide it.

The CHAIRMAN. If you would just provide that for the record.
[The information from Mr. Jobe follows:]

RESPONSE To SENAToR Dot's QUESTION TO MR. WARREN JOBE AT THE SENATE
FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARING, OcrOBu 24, 1983

Question. Mr. Job., can you quantify, for corporations of your industry which pay
no tax but report financial income, what amount of non-taxable distributions would
be affected by the proposals?

Answer. In 1982, twenty electric utility companies paid dividends which were to-
tally or in part treated as return of capital dividends. Of these companies, 10 compa-
nies reported income in their 1982 financial statements, but had no current Federal
income tax provision. Generally speaking, these companies have very large con-
struction programs, and they are not recovering the financing costs associated with
these construction programs through current electric rates. Instead of providing for
current recovery of such financing costs, regulatory commissions have required
these companies to capitalize an "Allowance for Funds Used During Construction"
(AFDUC) as a part of the total construction cost and to treat such items as income
for financial reporting purposes (a non-cash item). AFUDC is a non-cash income
item, and it does not provide cash for dividend payments. For these 10 companies,
AFUDC represented 92% of their 1982 reported net income. AFUDC is not treated
as taxable income, until such time as it is realized in cash. These 10 companies paid
cash dividends on their preferred and common stock in 1982 totaling $1.527 billion,
of which $1.230 billion was treated as return of capital.

The CHAIRMAN. I think this panel, as we have indicated to other
panels-we understand there is going to be opposition to any
change, particularly if it's a pretty good deal that you have got. We
will proceed on the basis that we will not have complete agreement
on this project. But we are going to try to work out some of the
problems.

I think if we had a prospective announcement, as you suggest,
that we might as well just forget that whole section. Nothing would
ever happen.

Mr. GALLATIN. Senator, I think the prospective announcement
we were hoping for would just indicate that there would be no ret-
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roactivity so that there would not be any effect on trading at the
moment.

The CHAIRMAN. I'm going to investigate that request.
Mr. GALLATIN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Not investigate, but consider it because I can un-

derstand your concern. But I haven't had a chance to do that in
the few minutes since you have raised it.

But we will be working with every group who has an interest.
We are not approaching this in any hostile way. This is an effort
that has finally been concluded after 8 to 10 years to study that we
think deserves consideration. It's been a bipartisan effort at the
staff level so it's not any effort to single out any industry.

But we do have an obligation, in my view, to keep looking at
some of the abuses and misuses. And even though they may be jus-
tifled under the code, they are generous provisions that ought to be
addressed. We try to do it in every other program. So we hope that
when the bill is introduced and you finally have the legislation
that maybe you will want to come back and testify or you may be
so happy with it that you won't even want to show up. Somehow I
doubt that.

There are serious questions that we need to focus on.
Thank you very much. You can just provide those answers for

the record.
Our final panel is Rayond Plank, chief executive officer and

chairman of the board, Apache Corp.; George S. Slocum, executive
vice president and chief financial officer, Transco Energy Co.'
Lewis H. Sander, general partner, Southwest Realty, Ltd.; and
Warren Hood, general partner, AFH Partners, Jackson, Miss., on
behalf of Timber Realization Co., Jackson, Miss.

I would ask the recorder in giving names to please give full ex-
planations of the witnesses.

My colleague, Senator Danforth, has joined the hearing. I have
to leave here in a minute or two. But I, again, welcome the panel.
As I have said to other panels, we are hearing testimony only on
the recommendations of the staff report. We can understand the in-
terest of those who have testified. There will be legislation intro-
duced; some, of course, may fall by the wayside. We may not be
able to agree on staff recommendations. That's why we are having
this hearing up front.

So we can start with Mr. Plank.

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND PLANK, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
AND CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, APACHE CORP., MINNEAPO-
LIS, MINN.
Mr. PLANK. Mr. Chairman, I have submitted to the staff a brief

statement which I had been prepared to present today in opposi-
tion to the proposal to tax publicly traded limited partnerships as
corporations. In the interest of time constraints, I shall summarize
even that brief statement.

The partnership has been for many years an essential mecha-
nism for attracting needed equity capital to America's priorities,
which have included oil and gas exploration, research, and real
estate as job providing industies. Most of these higher risk invest-
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ments would not have occurred and will not occur in the future if
they are required to be made in the form of investments in corpo-
rations. The publicly traded limited partnership is an outgrowth of
the traditional illiquid partnership for raising capital and is a
much more efficient format, for example, for the oil and gas indus-
try and for other specialized industries which Congress encourages.

Apache Petroleum Co., our publicly traded partnership, has not
cost the Government tax money. In fact, it has substantially in-
creased tax revenues available to the Treasury by economic activi-
ty which includes a number of factors. For example, when a limit-
ed partnership goes public through an exchange, percentage deple-
tion is lost by the individual who transfers his properties into the
limited partnership.

Additionally, by virtue of liquidity, the investor at the time he
sells his now publicly traded unit-that investor pays not only a
capital gains tax but is subject to recapture. Again, through the
process of liquidity. Therefore, the publicly traded limited partner-
ship has made it possible for small investors to make lower risk in-
vestments after the assets have been appraised and after market
liquidity has been established than would have been the case with-
out these forms of investment.

The recent amendments to the code, which provide for a central-
ized audit for partnerships, combined with sophisticated computer
programs developed by the publicly traded partnerships and major
accounting firms, have virtually eliminated the prospect of admin-
istrative and audit problems as apparently feared by some. Publicly
traded partnerships are quite prepared to work with the Treasury
and IRS to solve any remaining perceived problems.

A Forbes article, which appears to have stimulated in large part
the proposal, is lurid journalism which does not analyze the issues
involved. There is no threat to disincorporate America. To the
extent the limited partnership format becomes more attractive in
those areas where it is not presently being used, the implications
for tax policy can be considered over time in deliberate fashion.
Meanwhile, the marketable partnership affords the investor in pre-
viously illiquid partnerships an avenue to sell the investment,
incur a tax at the time of his or her choosing, freeing that capital
for job productive commerce.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Raymond Plank follows:]
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Statement
of

Raymond Plank
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Apache Corporation
before

Committee on Finance$ United States Senate
at

Hearings on
The Reform and Simplification of the

Income Taxation of Corporations
October 24, 1983

My name is Raymond Plank. I am Chairman and Chief

Executive Officer of Apache Corporation, a New York Stock

Exchange listed corporation engaged in the oil and gas

business. Apache is sole General Partner of Apache

Petroleum Company ("APC"), a publicly traded New York Stock

Exchange listed limited partnership engaged in the explora-

tion, development and production of oil and natural gas in

the continental United States. I appear today in opposition

to the proposal in the Senate Finance Committee Staff Report

("Report") that publicly traded partnerships should, by

virtue of that characteristic alone, be taxed as

corporations.

Mr. Chairman, I have spent over 25 years in the

business of raising equity funds from public investors and

reemploying those funds in job and energy-producing oper-

ations. This investment has helped enlarge the domestic oil

and gas reserves of this country and has provided jobs
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throughout the gas and oil producing states. Since 1981

alone, we have paid into the U.S. Treasury $66 million for

lease bonuses in the Gulf of Mexico alone, plus several

million dollars per month into state treasuries in separa-

tion taxes and royalties. I founded Apache Corporation in

the mid-50s not only to engage in the oil and gas business

itself but also to serve as the sponsor and managing general

partner of a series of public partnerships that have provid-

ed this essential equity capital for the oil and gas busi-

ness. From 1959 to the present, Apache has sponsored 64

public partnerships. These programs have involved 30,000

investor/ partners and have raised over $700 million for

investment in oil and gas exploration and production.

It is important to understand that, during these

turbulent years for energy consumers and producers within

the oil and gas business, much needed fresh equity capital

was largely made available to the American domestic oil and

gas industry by investment through partnerships. The

industry was not, and is not today, capable of raising this

equity capital solely -- or even primarily -- through the

issuance of corporate stock. The reason for this is clear.

The oil and gas industry has been, and is, an industry for

which Congress has traditionally provided substantial

accelerated income tax deductions, available at both the

corporate and individual level, to attract needed
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investment. As a general rule, individual investors in oil

and gas are not willing to put their money at risk unless

the accelerated tax deductions are made directly available

to them in order to reduce the amount at risk. Only

investments through partnerships enable this to be done, and

therefore, they are a preferred form of investment for the

independent oil and gas companies that conduct more than 80%

of domestic exploration and drilling.

Public partnerships today constitute the major

vehicle for obtaining equity investment in oil and gas from

public investors. Consider recent statistics: of all oil

and gas cash securities offerings registered with the SEC in

1981, about 55% (over $4 billion in dollar investment) was

in limited partnership form. In 1982, the comparison is

even more dramatics about 83% (over $6 billion in dollar

investment) was in such form. And our continuing need for

such capital is demonstrated by the ominous fact that in

1983 the level of domestic oil and gas reserves is expected

to fall for the second straight year. Oil and gas corpo-

rations -- with their stock generally selling at a substan-

tial discount from underlying asset value -- cannot market

equity participation because to do so would unacceptably

dilute existing shareholder equity. It is overwhelmingly

clear that, in my industry at least, much equity investment

would not have been made at all if not made in the

I
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partnership form. I can certainly report from my own

experience that the investments that have since 1959 been

placed in our programs, and since 1981 in APC, would not

have been made at all if the investors had been required to

buy stock in a corporation.

In 1981, we at Apache served as general partner

of thirty-odd public partnerships, some of which had unde-

veloped reserves and limited financial capacity and others

had such capacity but limited upside potential. It was

altogether clear to us that, in order to stimulate further

development of these reserves and values to our investors,

it was necessary to consolidate these partnerships in a

single partnership with much greater financial strength and

a capacity to undertake further development. This we did,

by giving our investors the option -- which they exercised

in overwhelming numbers -- to exchange (or "roll up") their

existing units for new partnership interests in APC, which

units were then listed on the New York Stock Exchange.

However, APC was, and is, in all respects a partnership,

formed under the Texas Uniform Limited Partnership Act and

falling squarely within the definition of a partnership

contained in Treasury regulations (the Internal Revenue

Service issued us a favorable ruling to this effect, as it

has done to several other publicly traded partnerships).
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I am happy to report that the market response to

APC since 1981 has been excellent. Our reserves are ap-

proaching $1 billion. We have made a second successful

exchange offer. We have made substantial acquisitions of

oil and gas properties in exchange for units and have

successfully sold in the market over $80 million in new

partnership units. Today, APC has a balanced and

diversified program of exploratory and development drilling

and the operation of income-producing properties. Over 80%

of our drilling is developmental.

Mr. Chairman, let me also comment on two addition-

al aspects of APC. First, the new characteristic of

liquidity that APC has brought to the partnership form of

doing business -- one of two corporate-like characteristics

a partnership is allowed to possess -- has created a far

more effective vehicle for raising capital in the market-

place for the oil and gas industry than ever existed before.

Second, we have opened the market not only to affluent

investors who can afford to pay large sums for, and hold on

to, illiquid investments, but we have offered a safe and

liquid investment unit to small investors. Mr. Chairman, I

believe that Apache, in creating APC, has demonstrated an

innovative response to the problem of better raising capital

in a volatile investment area. This accomplishment is
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solidly in keeping with the American tradition of finding

better ways to make the free enterprise system work.

Now the Report proposes to turn back the clock.

As far as I can tell, it appears to base this proposal on

two arguments: publicly traded partnerships are "too

similar" to corporations not to be taxed as corporations;

and "substantial questions" have been raised whether the

partnership "pass through" rules work effectively for

publicly traded partnerships. Let me deal with these

questions from the point of view of the actual experience

that we have had with APC.

I must suppose that the argument that partnerships

must be taxed like corporations has something to do with the

fear of revenue loss if they are not. I can report to you

that the creation and subsequent operation of APC has

resulted in more total income tax being paid to the Federal

Government than would have been the case if the investors

had not acquired APC units. 'As a consequence of our ex-

change offers, our original investors forewent substantial

amounts of percentage depletion when they exchanged their

old interests for tradable units; many of them (who could

not otherwise have done so) subsequently have sold their new

units not only subject to capital gains tax but also at the

cost of being taxed on substantial amounts of income tax

"recapture" of such previously deducted items as intangible
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drilling costs and the investment tax credit. What happened

is not surprising: the creation of a new and more effective

vehicle for putting capital to work in the oil and gas

industry has not only stimulated production and jobs but

has produced taxable income for the Government that would

not otherwise have resulted. Just as the reduction of the

capital gains tax rate in the first year of the Reagan

Administration demonstrably produced an increase in total

tax receipts from capital transactions, so too has APC

stimulated an increase in tax receipts from the ownership of

partnership units.

Let me express concern, in passing, that the

Report has apparently relied on a recent article in Forbes

magazine to support its recommendation, on the grounds that

increasing use of tradable limited partnerships will lead to

the disincorporationn of America." This was an inflammatory

piece of journalism that did not purport to analyze the

issues involved. The sensationalism expressed in the Forbes

article simply does not, in my judgment, generate substance.

I have had 30 years experience managing limited partnerships

and I believe I can assure this Committee that for a variety

of reasons, this form of doing business does not recommend

itself as a satisfactory alternative to the corporation in

most commercial and industrial areas. Again, let us look at

the facts: in 1981 of all cash securities offerings made by
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limited partnerships that were registered with the SEC,

slightly over $4 billion were oil and gas, $4 billion were

real estate and about $3 billion were all others in 1982,

over $6 billion were oil and gas, $2.5 billion were real

estate and about $2 billion were all others. Many tax

people tell me that the tax costs of "disincorporating" most

existing corporations would make conversion to the limited

partnership format unfeasible. For a variety of reasons

that I will further develop in supplemental testimony I

expect to file with this Committee, I believe that material

reasons exist why investors will not be generally attracted

in the case of new investment to limited partnerships,

except where they are offered accelerated deductions and, in

most cases, an assured cash flow. Forbes notwithstanding,

this Committee should not conclude, in haste, that there is

any immediate threat to the corporation as the principal

method of conducting business in the United States.

When an individual or corporation merges or

exchanges oil and gas holdings for units in our partnership,

that party does not avoid a tax presently being paid -- it

increases the liability via lost statutory depletion. This

is in marked contrast to royalty trusts, which generally

remove income from corporations and limit the resulting

taxable revenues to a single tax. And now, when our APC
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units are sold or passed by death, the visible values of the

gain are taxed.

I The Report also alleged that substantial adminis-

trative (and presumably audit) problems are presented by the

public trading of partnership interests. A few years ago,

this argument might have had some substance: the tracking,

locating and taxing of innumerable partners holding tradable

units might well have presented difficult administrative

problems, both for the general partner and for the Internal

Revenue Service. But Congress has recently modernized and

updated the rules. It first provided rules extending the

statute of limitations for assessing the tax liabilities of

parthers in "federally registered partnerships."

Then, and most importantly, in the Tax Equity and

Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 ("TEFRA"), provision was

made for a "centralized audit" procedure that, as a practi-

cal matter, allows the determination of partners' tax

liabilities at the partnership level. In this new frame-

work, we have ourselves spent over $2 million to develop a

sophisticated computer system that permits us to identify

and communicate satisfactorily with all our partners in the

dissemination of tax information. The system can also

readily be used to assert tax deficiencies, if necessary, at.

the partner level. In such a rapidly changing area, we do

not pretend to say that every last problem has been solved.
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Indeed, we are currently involved in discussions with

members of the investment community to ascertain whether

procedures can be instituted to assure better handling of

"street name" accounts. Nevertheless, our experience

indicates that these problems are, if not entirely solved,

entirely soluble. If further fine tuning is required, we

are fully prepared to cooperate with this Committee and the

Treasury Department to improve procedures.

It is my understanding that the Report based its

proposal, in part, on a study of the American Law Institute

("ALI"), which appeared concerned about possible adminis-

trative problems arising from the public trading of partner-

ship units. I wonder whether this proposal would have been

forthcoming if the ALI had considered this question after

TEFRA was enacted. For example, I understand that, after

TEFRA became law, the ALI proposal was overwhelmingly

rejected by the Section of Taxation of the American Bar

Association. Based on our experience, the argument that the

public trading of partnership interests leads to unmanage-

able administrative problems just does not hold water. It

would, in my judgment, be a great mistake for the Committee

to act precipitously as a consequence of possible miscon-

ceptions or biased views of a limited number of persons.

Mr. Chairman, I very much regret the character-

ization by Staff of the public trading of partnership

28-219 0 - 84 - 22
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interests as an "abuse." The Internal Revenue Service has

joined us in recognizing there is nothing abusive with

respect to the trading of partnership units. Apache is

proud of a significant innovation within the law, the spirit

of the law, and consonant with this nation's recognized need

for reliable sources of energy to avoid energy blackmail, of

jobs to avoid unemployment and the rising burden to every

American at $200 million annual deficits, and of private

capital investment to generate the work, revenues, and taxes

to fund the costs of that debt. This abuse characterization

only reduces the quality of public discussion about an

important issue.
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This statement supplements the statement and oral
testimony I gave to this Committee on October 24, 1983, con-
cerning the recommendation contained in the staff report that
publicly traded partnerships be taxed as corporations. During
the course of my testimony, I was asked by Senator Danforth to
explain the difference between being a partner in 4 partnership
and a stockholder in a corporation. There are distinct dif-
ferences between these two types of investments that reject the
thesis that these investment options should be treated in the
same manner for ta x purposes. I would like to respond more
fully to Senator Danforth's question by pointing out the sub-
stantial differences between shareholders and limited partners
in this supplemental statement.

I am convinced that the conversion of corporations to
limited partnerships will not induce a horde of new investors
to participate in the "disincorporation of America" as implied
in the Forbes article. As I indicated in my prepared
statementwould like to develop this rationale more fully.
This supplemental statement responds to these two issues.

Differences Between Limited Partners and Stockholders

There are a number of significant reasons -- econom-
ic, legal, and tax -- that distinguish limited partnerships
from corporations and limited partners from stockholders.
These differences are so substantial that a businessman (or
corporation) must carefully examine a wide range of options
before he makes a decision to participate as a general partner
in a limited partnership. Similarly, the investor is confront-
ed with a number of economic, legal and tax questions that may
significantly affect the results of his investment. Many of
these reasons, when weighed overall, clearly lead to the
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decision to choose the corporate rather than the partnership
form of doing business,.or to invest in a corporation as a
stockholder instead of in a partnership as a limited partner.

There are similarities in ownership of shares
and partnership units such as equity ownership, issuance of
certificates, trading, but beyond these areas the similarities
end. The principal differences that I would emphasize include
the following: .

(1) A limited partner generally assumes significant-
ly greater risks of possible unlimited liability arising out of
the partnership business than a stockholder does with respect
to corporate business. The risk of possible unlimited liabil-
ity is a major disincentive attaching to business in the part-
nership form.

(2) The personal liability of a limited partner for
partnership liabilities, both to creditors and to tax author-
ities, is significantly greater than those of corporate share-
holders. Creditors generally have the right to seek return of
capital distributed to a limited partner in payment of partner-
ship liabilities that arose before such distribution. This
right survives a partner's termination of his interest. Again,
unlike corporate shareholders, limited partners may be liable
for substantial future tax liabilities, also long after they
have disposed of their interest.

(3) A major barrier to investment by a partner in a
partnership is that a partner may be liable to pay tax on his
share of the taxable income of the partnership, even though no
cash is disbursed to him. This liability often arises where
the partnership incurs substantial debt and partnership income
is used to amortize principal. The potential exposure of lim-
ited partners to tax liability without having cash with which
to pay the tax is a major disincentive to doing business in the
partnership form of business and is widely so perceived in the
investment community.

(4) Partners face certain other major tax disadvan-
tages as compared to stockholders. Partners who sell their
partnership units are, unlike corporate stockholders who sell
their stock, liable to "recapture" of ordinary income that is
attributable to certain deductions and credits previously taken
by them (e.g., accelerated depreciation, intangible drilling
costs, investment tax credit, etc.), even in the absence of
gain. If stock appreciates in value, the stockholder knows
that his maximum tax will be a capital gains tax on his gain;
on gain from sale of a partnership unit, the partner may face
substantial ordinary income tax. A partner also faces possible
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adverse, and unexpected, tax effects if the partnership is
deemed, under IRC S 708, to terminate because more than 50
percent of the partners sell their interests in any year.

(5) A partnership is in most respects more complex
and cumbersome to operate than a corporation particularly with
respect to accounting for partners' share of income or loss.
Therefore, the costs of doing business as a partnership are
often much greater. These costs of doing business are economic,
affect the pre-tax rate of return to investors and they clearly
affect the investor's choice.

(6) Corporate law (particularly the law concerning
the relationship between managers and investors) is well set-
tled compared to partnership law. Each state has a comprehens-
ive, constantly modernized corporation statute that regulates
all significant aspects of the conduct of corporate affairs.
The state partnership statutes, usually the Uniform Law or a
variation thereof, are much less detailed. A number of un-
settled legal questions exist in the partnership area concern-
ing such matters as the extent of a partner's interest in part-
nership property, the right of an assignee to become a succes-
sor partner, the remedies of a partner for mismanagement by the
general or managing partner, the rights of a partner to force a
termination of the partnership, and similar problems. In parti-
cular, the notion of the fiduciary responsibility that is
placed on a general partner is comparatively undeveloped under
partnership law; for this reason, many businesses are loath to
become general partners in large limited partnerships. In
short, many businessmen and investors are unwilling to leave
the safe haven of most aspects of corporate law for the unde-
veloped and uncertain aspects of partnership law.

Limited Partnerships Will Not "Disincorporate America"

The Forbes article created the impression that the
attraction of publicly traded limited partnerships would lead
to the disincorporationn" of America. Six points are to be
made in response to this argument.

First, the tax advantages of the limited partnership
arrangement are greatest for those lines of business that are
characterized by a combination of current cash flow and special
tax incentives in the form of substantially accelerated de-
ductions and credits. Second, Congress has provided these
special tax incentives to assure these businesses adequate
capital to meet the goals which are consistent with national
policy. Third, these incentives can only be availed of by
investors through partnerships and, hence, these lines of busi-
ness are already conducted in large part in partnership form.

I*



Fourth, there may be very substantial tax costs to the disn-
corporation of existing businesses in the form of recapture and
capital gains recognition. Fifth, legal and tax distinctions
between partnerships and corporations result in real differ-
ences in business operations and in the financial risks and
rewards incurring to investors, thus lessening the importance
of the fact that partnerships pay no corporate tax. Sixth, the
specter of revenue loss raised by the Forbes article is
probably overstated and certainly premature. An important
revenue drain has not been occurring and is unlikely to occur
soon. Established companies will find it costly to disincorpo-
rate, while new companies, even if they choose the partnership
form, will displace older ones very slowly. In the two- and-
a- half years since Apache Petroleum began the reported trend
to publicly traded partnerships, the total amount of business
done in all fields by publicly traded partnerships is equiv-
alent to a fraction of one percent of the oil production in-
dustry alone. Of more than 10,000 independent oil and gas
companies, fewer than ten have organized publicly traded lim-
ited partnerships since the form was designed more than two
years ago. This number would hardly constitute a "trend."

It must be emphasized again that the advantages of
the partnership form coincide with those types of businesses
that Congress has provided with special tax incentives because
of their importance to the national interest. If energy and
resource companies, for example, were required to pay taxes as
corporations, much of the tax incentive intended for them would
just accumulate as unused carryovers. Investment capital going
into partnerships would not necessarily go into corporations.
The same would happen for young, fast growing high-technology
companies. Alternatively, if these companies are forced to
operate as non-traded partnerships, the financing for such
companies would continue to be restricted to a narrow class of
investors. In either case, less capital would be available for
research, oil exploration, mining and other vital resource
production.

The most likely prospects for conversion from corpo-
rate to partnership form are corporations in the areas of min-
ing, oil and gas production, forestry, and real estate. In
1980, the latest year for which data are available, corpo-
rations with their principal business activity in these in-
dustries accounted for less than 4 percent of total corporate
income tax. These companies also accounted for only 7 percent
of total net losses.

However, in those lines of business that lack the.
characteristics of accelerated deductions and cash flow, the
disadvantages of the partnership form of doing business become
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material. The corporation, regardless of the corporate tax, is
the preferred method of doing business in America. As the
history of business has clearly demonstrated, most areas have
not generally been attractive to partnerships. It is no acci-
dent that the natural resources, real estate, equipment and
research areas have attracted hundreds of thousands of invest-
ors, and billions of dollars, into illiquid partnership invest-
ments, whereas other business areas have failed to do even a
small part of that. There is no reason to suppose that addi-
tion of the single characteristic of liquidity for the part-
ner/investor would, in these latter areas, significantly accel-
erate a tendency to favor the partnership over the corporation
that has not otherwise even begun to appear.

Multinational corporations, in particular, would find
.the partnership alternative unattractive. Foreign shareholders
could become liable for additional taxes because, as partners,
they are individually deemed to be doing business in the United
States. If the company has real estate interest, foreign part-
ners, unlike foreign shareholders, would be subject to FIRPTA.
Also, Federal law precludes the ownership by non-U.S. persons
of certain Federal leases.

It has been reported, but as yet not fully confirmed,
that conversion to a partnership may be attractive to corpo-
rations that have existing NOL carryovers and exhausted earn-
ings and profits. If a legal means is found to "bail out" such
companies through disincorporation, then it is important that
these cases be differentiated from the resource/real estate
companies with which I am concerned. A substantial move to
disincorporate well known "loss companies" might truly present
a concern for revenues, but that concern should be focused on
the treatment of carryovers, not on the tradeability of inter-
ests.

As noted above, it is unlikely that existing corpo-
rations will make a wholesale move toward the partnership form.
There remains the concern that newer companies will, as famil-
iarity grows, choose the publicly traded partnership vehicle
when they reach the stage of "going public." This alternative
might be especially attractive for companies with good pros-
pects, some current cash flow, and relatively large accelerated
deductions and credits, such as those in the high-tech fields.
But is Congress really ready to introduce tax impediments to
the growth of such companies and thus reduce available capital
for those industries they believed to be in the national inter-
est to develop? In any event, if increasing use of the part-
nership format raises the prospect of substantial revenue loss,
this issue should be addressed squarely and a determination
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made if, in fact, a revenue loss will occur. If so, the fol-
lowing considerations should be borne in mind.

Precipitous revenue loss cannot occur unless there is
a substantial movement to disincorporate existing, large
taxpaying corporations, or if disincorporation can be used to
cash out large loss carryovers. To the extent that substantial
recapture is a price of disincorporation, the near-term revenue
loss is offset even in these unlikely cases. The concern that
newer companies will go public in partnership, rather than
corporate, form may be more realistic, but the resulting rev-
enue effect would be a slow, long-term process. I am not
convinced that, in the oil and gas area, the Treasury derives
less tax from a revenue stream that flows from partnership to
partner and back into the money system than it does from -
revenues that are generated by corporations. However, I have
asked Apache's economists and analysts to develop a hypo-
thetical comparison of the taxes paid by APC's unit holders and
the taxes that would have been paid by them if the properties
had been transferred to a corporation. I shall provide you
with the results of this study.

Any revenue loss estimates promised on the pro-
cess of new business formation would be very difficult and
uncertain. Much new business is already done as partnerships
or Sub-S corporations, so it would be necessary for those who
claim revenue loss to estimate the "rate of disincorporation"
by this process of attrition. At the least, a strong argument
can be made that there is ample time to study this issue before
it could become a real revenue problem. As noted, the extent
of the current revenue loss must be miniscule, especially since
most publicly'traded partnerships were formed from partner-
ships, not corporations.

The final answer must be: we should not base sweep-
ing tax changes that will have undeniably advarse effects on
methods used by partnerships to raise capital today on uncer-
tain and speculative fears about revenue loss tomorrow or on
overly simplistic comparisons of different forms of doing busi-
ness. In the long run, the publicly traded partnership will, I
am convinced, greatly serve our national objectives by provid-
ing a more effective means of raising capital in those areas
where, quite simply, capital has always been hard to obtain,
and where the partnership form of doing business has histor-
ically been used. They will do so, as our experience has demon-
strated, with no significant loss of revenue.
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE S. SLOCUM, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI.
DENT AND CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, TRANSCO ENERGY CO.,
HOUSTON, TEX.
Mr. SL CUM. I appreciate being able to represent Transco Energy

Co., and its affiliated limited partnership, Transco Exploration
Partnership.

We are opposed to your staff's recommendation that publicly
traded limited partnerships be taxed as a corporation. The Forbes
article apparently relied on so heavily by the staff would lead you
to believe that the sole reason for establishing a publicly traded
limited partnership is to avoid taxes. This is simply not true.

Transco changed the structure of its oil and gas activities for sev-
eral more important reasons than that. It took this step primarily
to focus market attention on the significant value we had in our
substantial oil and gas investments by selling a direct minority in-
terest in the partnership to the public.

In addition, the equity proceeds received from the sale of the
partnership units and the potential to use newly issued units for
tax free exchanges of properties significantly increased the part-
nership's financial flexibility to aggressively find and acquire oil
and gas reserves.

The tax ramifications of this transaction were a secondary con-
sideration to us. We still have almost 90 percent of the same tax
position as we had previously and will have to account for our
share of partnership tax items in our consolidated corporate tax re-
turns.

Likewise, the public limited partners were, and hopefully will be,
attracted to invest in Transco Exploration; primarily, because it
offers an opportunity to own substantial oil and gas reserves on a
ground floor basis. There is definitely no tax free lunch on this
menu either since any savings associated with the elimination of
the corporate tax bite are offset later at the time a unit holder sells
his investment.

Contrary to the "Disincorporating America" theme of the Forbes
article, it was not to avoid taxes but rather for the purpose of en-
hancing Transco's oil and gas investment and improving its capital
raising flexibility that we entered into this partnership transaction.

Let me quickly sum up by saying that there are two further rea-
sons why we would argue against the staffs recommendation.
First, the fact that a limited partnership is publicly traded should
not be the sole criterion for taxing it as a corporation. Current law
and regulations have well established the criteria for determining
when a business enterprise should be taxed as a corporation.

Second, the recommendation is a drastic departure from the well
established principle of Federal income tax laws that the taxpayer
should have the freedom to select among various forms of doing
business.

If Congress decides for whatever strong policy considerations to
extend the reach of corporate taxation to all partnerships, so be it.
The staff's recommendation to apply corporate tax rules only to
publicly traded partnerships, however, is without foundation. All
partnership interests have some degree of marketability, and it
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seems to us patently unfair to isolate only those that have elected
to list on an exchange.

Thank you.
(The prepared statement of George S. Slocum follows:]
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This testimony is given on behalf of Transco Energy Company ("Transco").

Transco, with assets well in excess of $3 billion, is engaged through various

subsidiaries in the operation of a major interstate gas pipeline system, in domestic oil

and gas exploration and production and In other energy related activities. Shares of

Transco common stock are traded on the New York Stock Exchange.

Transco is a general partner of Transco Exploration Partners, Ltd. ("TXP'),

a Texas limited partnershipt formed to succeed to the oil and gas exploration and

production business being conducted by Transeo Exploration Company ("TXC"), a

wholly-owned subsidiary of Transco, primarily offshore Louisiana and Texas in the Gulf

of Mexico. On July 13, 1983, TXC contributed all of its assets and business to TXP,

and TXP assumed substantially all of TXC's liabilities, In exchange for Interests in

TXP. Immediately thereafter, limited partner interests In TXP were offered and sold

to public Investors in an underwritten primary offering. As a result, the public owns

approximately 10% of TXP. TXC owns approximately 89% of the limited partner

interests in TXP (interests in TXP were not distributed to stockholders of Transco) and

TXC is the managing general partner of TXP. Based upon the current market value of

limited partner interests in TXP (approximately $21 per unit), TXP has a market value

in excess of $1 billion.
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TXP was formed by Transco and TXC solely to attract capital for oil and

gas exploration and development and to better demonstrate the value of Transco's

activities (through TXC) in oil and gas exploration and production by creating an

independent, publicly owned entity with unique investment characteristics. Limited

partner interests in TXP owned by persons other than TXC are generally held by a

depositary and are represented by depositary units. Such units are traded on the New

York Stock Exchange.

Transco is opposed to the recommendation that a limited partnership with

publicly traded partnership interests be treated as an association taxable as a

corporation, which recommendation was made by the Staff of the Senate Finance

Committee in its preliminary report on "Reform and Simplication of the Income

Taxation of Corporations" released on September 22, 1983.

Policy Considerations

There are at least three substantial reasons for the opposition of Transco

to the recommendation of the Staff. To begin with, the recommendation will have an

adverse impact upon the ability of companies, particularly in the natural resource

area, to effect capital formation. The publicly traded limited partnership is an

innovative method of attracting capital to the energy industry, which capital is

necessary to put the energy industry back to work and to achieve this Nation's goal of

energy sell-sufficiency. Partnerships have, traditionally$ been utilized by the energy

industry as a financing vehicle. The public trading of interests in such partnerships is,

i1 effect, nothing more than an outgrowth of the desire for liquidity with respect to

such venture financing. Obviously, such liquidity should not create a different Federal

income tax result. The publicly traded partnership also taps a substantially unused
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source of capital for the energy industry--the investor of modest means. The publicly

traded partnership provides to the small Investor the opportunity to Invest relatively

small amounts of capital in the oil and gas business (as compared to most private

offerings, which typically have large, minimum investment requirements) while

retaining liquidity without additional cost (as compared to many registered offerings

whieh provide liquidity but only at a substantial discount).

In addition, however, the recommendation is essentially inequitable with

respect to existing publicly traded partnerships, such as TXP, and partnerships in

formation. Such inequity is particularly unfortunate since publicly traded partnerships

have typically spent, or are in the process of spending, significant sums in developing

the necessary procedures to insure efficient operations which would comply with all

applicable laws, including Federal income tax laws. That the Staff would make such

an unfounded distinction between partnerships and other forms of business enterprises

is disturbing. In light of the fact that TEFRA has mooted the concerns raised by the

ALl with respect to the audit of partnerships, it seems clear that no longer can a

distinction be made, as the ALI made, between a publicly traded partnership and other

noneorporate, publicly traded entities. If neutrality requires anything, neutrality

would require that all such publicly traded noncorporate entities, regardless of form,

be treated alike.

It should also be noted, of course, that the logical reach of the recommen-

dation is not clear. The "problems" raised by the Staff would seem to be prevalent not

only in publicly traded partnerships but also in other publicly traded, noncorporate

entities as well as large publicly registered (but untraded) partnerships. Thus, the

Staff may have had in mind an ultimate extension of this treatment to other

noncorporate entities (s.ch as registered partnerships, royalty trusts, mutual funds or
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REITs) when It cited, as support for its conclusion that publicly traded partnerships are

large scale enterprises, the fact that there exist a substantial number of large,

apparently registered partnerships the interests in which are not publicly traded.

Finally, the recommendation is simply inconsistent with recent administra-

tive, legislative and executive policy. For example, although it has been suggested

that the Internal Revenue Service has raised questions with respect to publicly traded

partnerships, it is clear that the concern of-the Internal Revenue Service is not with

the trading in such units. Rather, the concern of the Internal Revenue Service has

been expressed to be the relationship between certain nonrecognition provisions of the

Code and certain collapsible partnership rules of the Code. The fact that the Internal

Revenue Service has issued at least five rulings with respect to publicly traded

partnerships confirms that conclusion. Also, notwithstanding such suggestion, Transco

was advised that it could have obtained a ruling from the Internal Revenue Service

with respect to TXP but it did not feel the need to do so because it was advised by

counsel that the law is clear on this issue.

That the recommendation is not consistent with recent legislative action

seems clear as well. Enacting the Subohapter 8 Revision Act, the Congress re-

confirmed its determination to allow taxpayers to select various forms of doing

business. In expanding the availability of the subchapter S, pass-through rules,

Congress gave a clear signal that taxpayers should be given the opportunity to obtain

pass through treatment with respect to business activities, even those conducted by

certain corporate entities. The recommendation, obviously, would have the opposite

effect.

Finally, the proposal is inconsistent with statements made by President

Reagan with respect to the taxation of corporations In general. At a minimum,
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President Reagan's comments mean that corporate taxation should not be extended

beyond its current reach (for example, to noncorporate entities such as publicly traded

partnerships).

Bob of Staff ReOmmendtion

Neutrality.

The Staff based Its recommendation with respect to publicly traded limited

partnerships on the "principal argument" of "neutrality: publicly traded limited

partnerships are simply too similar to business entities that are taxed as corporations."

Since It is apparently the Staff's view that publicly traded partnerships are very

similar to corporations and that like entitles should be taxed alike, the Staff concluded

that limited partnerships which are publicly traded should be taxed as corporations.

As evidence for Its conclusion that limited partnerships with publicly traded interests

are similar to corporations the Staff cited an article contained in the August 1, 1983

issue of Forbes. No other evidence was cited by the Staff.

Similarities Cited. The Forbes article listed a number of ways in which a

pubUcly traded limited partnership appears similar to a corporation. The first point

raised by the article was that a publicly traded limited partnership reinvests about

50% of its income." No evidence was cited by Forbes, however, that corporations, in

fact, reinvest about 50% of their income. Indeed, for that matter, no evidence was

cited that publicly traded limited partnerships, in general, reinvest approximately 50%

of their income, the statement made in the article being related solely to Apache

Petroleum Company and its stated policy to reinvest approximately 50% of its income.

TXC, as managing general partner of TXP, has stated that it Intends to reinvest TXP

revenue to the extent such reinvestment is consistent with its distribution policy and
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its intent to continue as an active participant in the, oil and gas exploration and

production business. TXP presently expects to reinvest substantially more than 50% of

its revenue. Frankly, nothing appears magic about 50%. It seems clear that the

reinvestment of income by either a partnership or a corporation depends not upon

some stated percentage of revenue but rather Is a function of business exigencies

faced by such entity. Certainly, the magnitude of reinvestment is not indicative of

either a corporate or partnership structure. Notably, taking into account Federal

income taxes with respect to income and ignoring distributions (other than to defray

taxes) or dividends, a corporation has a minimum of 54% of its net taxable income to

reinvest (100% less 46%, the maximum rate of corporate tax) while a partnership

(assuming a distribution is made to partners to defray Federal income tax liabilities

equal to 50% of net taxable Income) has available only 50% of its net taxable income

to reinvest. Thus, the fact that a publicly traded limited partnership may seek to

reinvest approximately 50% of its income would not seem to be indicative of anything

other than the business judgment of the management of such entity.

The second item listed by the Forbes article which was deemed by it to be

a similarity between a publicly traded limited partnership and a corporation was that a

publicly traded partnership issues depositary units "(which are exactly like shares of

stock, except for tax purposes)." Certainly, depositary units bear some likenesses to

corporate stock. Both a depositary unit and a share of stock are represented by a

certificate. Both are generally freely assignable. Both stock and depositary units can

be held by a nominee for the account of a beneficial owner.

The similarities are substantially outnumbered, though, by the dissimilari-

ties between the two. A depositary unit issued with respect to a publicly traded

partnership represents an interest of a limited partner in that partnership. Stock
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represents an interest of a stockholder in a corporation. Under certain circumstances,

a limited partner is liable to creditors of the partnership, unlike a corporate

stockholder with respect to creditors of a corporation. For example, a limited partner

is liable to creditors of the partnership for any amount, with interest, of his

contribution which has been returned to .hlm to the extent that it is necessary to

discharge liabilities of the partnership to creditors who extended credit or whose

claims arose before such return and for money or other property wrongfully paid or

conveyed to him on account of his contribution. Also, a limited partner who takes part

in control of the business of the partnership becomes liable as a general partner to the

partnership -- giving rise to unlimited liability. In contrast, a stockholder of a

corporation is, in general, not liable to creditors of that corporation.

Similarly, unlike a stockholder of a corporation, a limited partner, by

statute, Is entitled to certain Information from the partnership Including an accounting

of partnership transactions and the right to Inspect partnerships books without regard

to a statutorily specified magnitude ownership. Further, a limited partner has a right .

to require the partnership books be kept at the principal place of business of the

partnership, have on demand true and full information of all things affecting the

partnership and have dissolution and winding-up by decree of court.

Also in contrast to the rights of a stockholder in a corporation, a limited

partner has certain voting rights which are, in general, established by agreement and

not by statute. For example, under TXP's limited partnership agreement, a simple

majority-in-interest of the limited partners may vote to dissolve TXP, may remove the

managing general partner of TXP, may preclude the sale of all or substantially all of

TXP's assets and approve or disapprove of an amendment to the agreement. In

contrast, most corporation statutes provide that such actions require the vote of a

supermajority (usually 86 2/3%) of stockholders in many cases.
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Perhaps the most significant feature which distinguishes corporate stock

from a depositary unit are Federal and state laws which raise concerns with respect to

the ownership of depositary units by non-residents or non-U.S. citizens. For example,

Federal law precludes the ownership by non-U.S. citizens of certain Federal leases

either directly or through a partnership. Accordingly, TXP units were not designed to

be sold to non-U.S. citizens. Along the same line, under the TXP partnership

agreement, If a risk of forfeiture of a Federal lease arises as a result of the

nationality or other status of any holder of a depositary unit, TXP may redeem such

unit. Such restraints, however, do not generally apply to ownership of took of a

corporation owning Federal leases.

Finally, not all interests In publicly traded limited partnerships are

represented by depositary units. To begin with, depositary units are typically used

only by those publicly traded partnerships whose units are traded on the New York

Stock Exchange. More importantly, as earlier stated, depositary units represent

interests In the partnership which are deposited with the depositary. Under the TXP

agreement, any holder of a depositary unit may, however, withdraw from the

depositary the partnership interests represented by the depositary unit. In such case,

the Interest in the partnership, upon withdrawal, is not tradable on the New York

Stock Exchange and, In general, is non-transferable except upon death or operation of

law, a rather significant restriction.

A third feature of publicly traded limited partnerships deemed similar to

corporations by the Forbes article was the fact that publicly traded limited partner-

ships make "annual" distributions. (Most publicly traded partnerships make quarterly,

not annual, distributions.) Such distributions are not required, however, and some

publicly traded partnerships may not make any distributions at all. Although the
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reasoning of the writer of the Forbes article as to why annual distributions create a

similarity between publicly traded partnerships and corporations Is not apparent, it

should be noted that the standards for a dividend and a distribution differ in material

ways. Under most corporate statutes, the board of directors of a corporation has

statutory duties to creditors with respect to dividends. In addition, of course, a

corporation may be required by its certificate of Incorporation or other organizational

document to pay dividends to certain classes of stockholders in priority to others.

Unlike the board of directors of a corporation, though, a general partner of a

partnership has no statutory duties or fiduciary responsibilities to a creditor with

respect to distributions. As was noted above, certain distributions when made must be

returned by limited partners. Thus, the duty owed to creditors in the context of a

limited partnership is that of the limited partners and not the general partner.

Significantly, all entities, whether they be corporations, partnerships, royalty trusts,

or others, engage In periodic distributions of funds. Distributions are, of course,

nothing more than the vehicle by which owners of the enterprise participate in the

successful operations of the enterprise. To point to such a factor as a similarity solely

between partnerships and corporations Is without foundation.

Another factor cited by the Forbes article bearing upon the similarity

between a publicly traded limited partnership and a corporation is that a publicly

traded limited partnership borrows money. Although borrowing money is a

characteristic of virtually all forms of business enterprises (and, therefore, can hardly

be relied upon as a similarity between only two forms) the borrowing of money by a

partnership is subject to different restraints than are borrowings by corporations In

many cases. Under state law, for example, loans to partnerships are often subject to

more restrictive usury provisions. Also, as was mentioned earlier, borrowings by a
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partnership give rise to different liabilities to creditors by the owners of the
enterprise depending upon whether the enterprise is a corporation or a partnership.

The last similarity cited by the Forbes article is that a publicly traded
limited partnership may engage In acquisitions. Again, however, such activity is
typical of many forms of business enterprises and should not be viewed as a factor
which bears upon the similarity of only publicly traded partnerships and corporations.
It should also be noted, though, that partnerships are seemingly not subject to state
statutory take-over rules. Aooordingly, the acquisition activity of a partnership may
be conducted in a different environment from that of a corporation.

Dissimilarities. Even though the Forbes article listed a number of similar-
ities between corporations and partnerships whicht on analysis as above, appear not to
be significant similarities at all) the Forbes article failed to mention the numerous
differences between a partnership and a corporation. For example, under Federal
income tax laws a sale of stock in a corporation at a gain will, in general, give rise to
capital gain. In contrast, the sale of a depositary unit will give rise to ordinary income
to the extent that there Is a recapture of certain deductions claimed by the
partnership. Other differences include the followings

(1) A member of a partnership, the general partner (or
general partners), has unlimited liability with respect to activi-
ties of the enterprise while no member of a corporation

(stockholder) has unlimited liability.

(2) Limited partnerships are subject to state statutes
which are materially different from state statutes to which
corporations are subject.
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(3) Although ill states have relatively simple statutes

providing for the qualification by a corporation to do business in

such state, only a few states have a provision which allows for

qualification of a limited partnership. In those states not

having a qualification statute, a "new" partnership must be

formed for such purpose raising difficult questions regarding

limited liability, choice of laws and similar issues.

(4) The limited partnership is the traditional vehicle for

capital formation and venture financing In certain industries

which typically do not use corporations for such purposes.

(5) In order to preserve limited liability to limited

partners in a publicly traded limited partnership, periodic state

filings of the names of such limited partners must be made; a

corporation has no such requirement In order to preserve the

limited liability of a stockholder.

(8) The bankruptcy of either the enterprise or a

member of the enterprise vorks a dissolution of a partnership

while such is not the case for a corporation.

(7) Typically, in Its organizational document a limited

partnership has an established term (sometimes a relatively

long period) while a corporation is generally formed in perpe-

tuity.

(8) By operation of state law, a general partner is the

agent of all limited partners, (often times by agreement also

possessing a power of attorney to act on behalf of the limited
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partners with respect to state filings and related matters),

while no stockholder is the agent of any other stockholder by

operation of law.

(9) The withdrawal of the general partner of a partner-

ship causes a dissolution of such partnership while the with-

drawal of the board of directors, management or stockholder of

a corporation does not affect the continuity of such corpora-

tion.

The Staff's comparison of a publicly traded limited partnership to a corporation can, in

substance, be likened to the comparison of a basketball and an orange. Based upon a*

superficial analysis, and from a considerable distance, an orange and a basketball

appear similar in color, texture and shape. A more rigorous analysis of a basketball

and an orange, like the analysis of corporations and partnerships contained above,

shows that there are more dissimilarities than simillarities between the objects being

compared, however.

Development of Legal Criteria. Despite the unsuccessful efforts of

Forbes to describe similarities between a corporation and a publicly traded limited

partnership, the courts and the Internal Revenue Service have for some time had no

difficulty in differentiating between the two. Prom the outset, of course, Federal

income tax laws have applied to corporations. Although the term corporation has not

been defined In detail by statute, the Revenue Acts of 1917i 1921, 1924, 1926 and 1928

contained language substantially to the effect that the definition of corporation

includes an association. In 1935, the United States Supreme Court focused on the

definition of association and Identlfied, for the first time, the factors which should be

looked to In distInguishing between corporations and other business enterprises.
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Basically, that decision, Morrissey v. Commissioner, 296 U.S. 344, 56 5. Ct. 289

(1935), established the four criteria to be free transferability, continuity of Ut.,

limited liability and centralization of management. Thus, transferability of interest

was a factor but, significantly, far from being the only factor mentioned. In fact, it

not only was only one of a number of factors mentioned by Morrissey, it was given les

emphasis by the court than the others. The 1934 and 1954 Revenue Acts contain

similar provisions to those contained in the earlier aots.

The applicable Treasury regulations promulgated under Section 7701 of the

Internal Revenue Code (the "Code"), primarily In response to the decision rendered by

the 9th Circuit in United States v. Kintner, 216 I. 2d 418 (9th Cir. 1954), lists the

same four factors in distinguishing between a partnership and a corporation. Under

the regulations, where a partnership has a preponderance of these factors, such

partnership will be treated as an association taxable as a corporation.

Significantly, the Treasury Department Issued In 1979 a revenue ruling

which listed a number of factors which are, In effect, subsumed Into the four listed

major characteristics. Among those factors listed (and subsumed) were the division of

limited partnership Interests into units or shares and the promotion and marketing of

such interests in a fashion similar to stock In a corporation. Accordingly, the Internal

Revenue Service has ruled, on at least five occasions, that a publicly traded limited

partnership will be treated as a partnership and not as a corporation for Federal

income tax purposes.

Consequently, it appears that the Internal Revenue Service is unconcerned

about the public trading of limited partnerships while the Staff has singled out suoh

activity as the sole criterion on which the association-partnership issue should be

decided when dealing with publicly traded limited partnerships. Almost as if to
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emphasize the differences between the Internal Revenue Service and the Staff, the

Internal Revenue Service announced early in 1983 that it was undertaking a study to

determine whether a different factor (limited liability) should be singled out as a

determinative factor in connection with the assoolation-partnership issue.

Interestingly, the Staff apparently views the public trading of interests to be

Irrelevant when applied to other noncorporate enterprises such as royalty trusts,

mutual funds or REITs, though.

Adminsta'ative Problems

Also raised by the Staff as an argument favoring its recommendation is the

fact that "substantial questions" have been raised whether partnership tax rules can

work with respect to publicly traded limited partnerships. The Staff cited a

recommendation by the American Law Institute ("AU") as supporting its view that the

partnership tax rules may not be workable as to such entities. The ALl did recommend

that any publicly traded limited partnership be treated as a corporation but the

recommendation was made primarily because of perceived audit problems caused by

such entities. The recommendation, however, was made In 1981 prior to the age

of the Tax Equity and Fiscal ResponsiblMity Act of 1982 ("TEFRA"). The AU did note,

too, that even if the audit problems were solved, the past-through treatment for

publicly traded entities "has been the subject of intensive debate over the last ten

years." Cited In a footnote to the ALI recommendation were a number of issues raised

by Charles E. McLure In his book "Must Corporate Income Be Taxed Twice?"

(Brookings, 1970). (Mr. MoLure, of course, was recently appointed Deputy Assistant

Secretary for Tax Policy.) Those issues raised were statute of limitation difficulties,

collection problems, treatment of certain pass-through items and allocations of

income for trades made during the year.
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As noted, though, the ALl recommendation was made prior to the enact-

ment of TEFRA. Included In TEFRA were two provisions designed primarily to solve

the audit problems raised by the ALL. To begin with, TEFRA contained provisions for

partnership level audits which should eliminate most, if not all, questions concerning

the audit of partnerships. Given the opportunity, It seems clear that in the age of the

computer and advanced record keeping technology the Internal Revenue Service and

the Treasury Department, along with representatives from the publicly traded limited

partnerships, will be able to develop procedures to insure that the partnership level

audit provisions of TEFRA will obtain the intended result of simplifying (perhaps even

streamlining) partnership audits. The second provision of TEFRA that would seem to

bear on the audit issue is the requirement that a partner report partnership tax items

consistently with the treatment of such items on the partnership's tax return unless

the partner files a statement with his return Identifying any inconsistency. Accord-

ingly, the provisions of TEFRA have, in large measure, mooted the concern expressed

by the ALI in making its recommendation to treat publicly traded partnerships as

corporations.

The ALI also noted, however, that even if the audit problem could be

surmounted the issue of pass-through treatment for publicly traded entities "has been

the subject of Intensive debate over the last ten years." Notably, the AL did not

indicate that there was a consensus supporting treatment of public traded entities as

corporations, rather only that the issue had been raised and debated. The Staff did

cite, in a footnote, several issues that had been raised In such debate with respect to

publicly traded entities. In particular, the footnote raised questions concerning

statute of limitations and keeping returns open and the collection process In the event

that an audit adjustment is made at the partnership level. Notably, TEFRA, in
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addition to providing for partnership level audits, provided a mechanism for a

designated partner to keep the returns of all partners In the partnership open for

purposes of adjustments arising out of an audit at the partnership level. It follows that

the concern raised with respect to statute of limitations difficulties has also been

mooted by TEFRA.

While TEFRA did not resolve any questions with respect to collections

from large numbers of owners resulting from audit adjustments, this problem is

certainly not peculiar to partnerships. For example, return of capital dividends of

publicly traded corporations give rise to similar collection problems when the Internal

Revenue Service adjusts the taxable Income of the payor corporation such that the

dividend is taxable to the stockholders (as in the case of many utility companies or

companies engaged in the oil and gas business). Likewise, acquisitive reorganizations

between publicly traded corporations can result in similar collection problems (as in

the case of the ITT-Hartford transaction). It should be noted, of course, that there is

no evidence of a problem with respect to collections from partners. Indeed, in the

introduction and summary to the report, the Staff noted that compliance is greater at

the individual level than It is at the corporate level.

Also cited in the AL footnote were problems with respect to foreign tax

credits and interest deduction issues arising from the treatment by a partner of pass-

through items. Although the problem being raised with respect to these matters is

somewhat unclear, it is clear that no compliance issue with respect to these factors

was raised, again by reference to the Staff's own report. More specifically, the items

were raised as a result of a discussion of such issues by Mr. McLure in his cited

treatise. In the treatise, however, the topic for discussion was whether corporations

which were publicly traded could be treated as pass-through entities for purposes of

-16-
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the Integration of the corporate and stockholder income tax. Much of Mr. MoLure's

treatment of these Items and the concerns raised, therefore, are predicated upon the

additional complexity that would result from applying restraints to pass-through

corporations fashioned by reference to the restraints now applicable to partnerships.

The MeLure treatise was not addressing, specifically, the advisability or even the

practicality of continuing to allow pass-through treatment for publicly traded partner-

ships, already subject to the partnership provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. The

McLure treatise does not appear to deal with the issue being addressed here.

Finally, the footnote raised a question with respect to allocations of

income among owners who trade interests during the same taxable year. Again, these

issues were seemingly raised with respect to treating a corporation as a pass-through

entity rather than the issue whether a publicly traded partnership should be treated as

a corporation. Notably, Section 706 of the Code provides rules for allocating income

as between partners who are partners for less than the full taxable year, rules which

have been detailed in regulations promulgated by the Treasury. There appear to be no

allocation difficulties raised by the ALI in the pure partnership context and, if

problems were to arise, such problems can easily be dealt with by strengthening the

provisions of Section 706 of the Code (rather than departing so dramatically from

existing law). (It should be noted, of course, that publicly traded partnerships rarely

have special allocations which give rise to the "tax abuse" often focused on by the

Internal Revenue Service and recently dealt with in the complex proposed regulations

under Section 704 of the Code).

Addition Concern

Although not expressly stated by the Staff, another concern alluded to was

the use of the publicly traded partnership to disincorporatee" large, industrial or

-17-
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manufacturing enterprises--"the GM factor". That such concern is unfounded is best

evidenced by the absence of such use. To date, the publicly traded partnership appears

to be attractive only to those industries in which partnerships have been historically

used for capital formation. The problems with operating a large, industrial or

manufacturing concern in partnership form, particularly in light of the differences

between partnerships and corporations discussed above, appear overwhelming. The

phrase multinational limited partnership is almost a contradiction in terms.

It should also be noted that current tax laws are such that it would be

impractical, except for a handful of companies, to dissolve to operate in partnership

form. The tax cost to either the corporation or the stockholders is simply too high.

The other recommendations with respect to changes in corporate tax laws will, if

adopted, add additional tax cost to such process.

Finally, there appears to be no reason for the Staff to characterize as an

abuse a publicly traded limited partnership. Because of size, visability and the

disclosure and reporting requirements, a publicly traded limited partnership appears to

be less susceptible of abuse than many other entities. Indeed, to the extent that

publicly traded partnerships are characterized (or perceived) as tax shelters, they

attract tax shelter dollars which might otherwise be invested in nonpublic entities

which may be prone to abuse.

From all of this, it can be readily seen that the Staff does not have a

strong rationale for'-its recommendation. Indeed, there appears to be no such

rationale. Presumably tor this reason, the American Bar Association Section of

Taxation has rejected this recommendation.

-18-
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Couw on

In conclusion, the recommendation of the Staff should.not be accepted for

a multitude of reasons. Most importantly, Transco believes the recommendation

should not be adopted because the recommendation impinges upon the ability of the

energy Industry to effect capital formation at a time when the industry most needs

such capital, the recommendation may have the effect of precluding modest investors

from participating in the oil and gas business through the partnership form, the

recommendation is inequitable to existing and future partnerships and the

recommendation is Inconsistent with recent administrative, legislative and executive

actions. In addition, though, the Staff was unable to cite sound and convincing reasons

to support the recommendation. The principal argument on behalf of the

recommendation, neutrality, does not withstand analysis since to apply such doctrine

one must conclude that a publicly traded partnership is, in fact, similar to a

corporation. It certainly falls short of the mark to cite as authority a non-technical

magazine article written for laymen. On analysis, there are more dissimilarities

between a publicly traded limited partnership and a corporation than there are

similarities. Thus, the doctrine of neutrality would require, instead, that partnerships

be treated in the same fashion as other publicly traded, noneorporate entities. The

secondary argument raised by the Staff in support of its recommendation, audit

problems and other administrative difficulties, have been largely mooted by TEFRA.

TEFRA seemingly addressed the problems raised with respect to partnership audits

whether such partnerships be publicly traded or otherwise, as well as any statute of

limitations problems. Other concerns, which appear to be relatively insignificant, are

either not peculiar to partnerships or existing partnership provisions can be utilized to

deal with any specific problems which might be later identified. Finally, there is little

evidence on which to base a concern that the publicly traded partnership will result in

the discontinuing use of the corporate form for large industrial or manufacturing

enterprises. In sum, to single out the public trading of interests as the sole criterion

on which to change the fundamental Federal income tax treatment of publicly traded

partnerships is ill advised and without foundation. Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF LEWIS H. SANDLER, GENERAL PARTNER,
SOUTHWEST REALTY, LTD., DALLAS, TEX.

Senator DANFoQTi. Mr. Sander.
Mr. SANDLER. My name is Lewis Sandier. I'm a general partner

of Southwest Realty, Ltd. It's a limited partnership which is en-
gaged in ownership and acquisition, and development primarily of
multifamily housing.

Our partnership was formed as a result of an exchange. It was
not formed with the idea of avoiding taxes. In fact, many of the in-
vestors that were in our partnerships were partners in the old
partnerships for up to 10 years.

The staff report talks abut and discusses the concept of neutral-
ity, which implies impartiality and evenhandedness. And we be-
lieve that impartiality would require that you tax all partnerships
the same way. We also point out that the vast majority of corpora-
tions are privately held, and yet there is no suggestion that pri-
vately held partnerships be taxed as privately held corporations.
We don't believe that the proposal is neutral. We feel that the pro-
posal is a radical departure from existing, and established tax, and
court criteria. And when making a radical departure like that, we
believe that a great deal of study is required.

We would also like to point out that the very nature of this pro-
posal has adversely affected the marketability of our limited part-
nership interests, and we would urge that the report delete at this
time its proposal to tax publicly traded partnerships as corpora-
tions, and assign it to further study.

We thank you for the opportunity to be here.
[The prepared statement of Lewis H. Sandler follows:]
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Hearing Scheduled for
October 24, 1983.

October 18, 1983

United States Senate
Committee on fInance
Rom SD-219, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

T ON TE REPORT
ON REFOM OF CORPOPAIE TAXATION

Gentlemen:

This statement is submitted to the Senate Finance Coirttee in connection

with its hearing on the Report and Simplification of the Income Taxation of

Corporations and specifically in opposition to the question raised by Senator

Dole concerning whether or not "inactive limited partnerships with publicly

traded partnership interests (should) be taxed as corporations?"

This statement is submitted by and on behalf of Southwest Realty, Ltd.

("SRL") a publicly traded limited partnership engaged in the acquisition,

ownership and operation of income-producing real estate, its general partners

and its investors, past, present and future.

SRI was created as a result of an exchange offer made by SRL to the limited

partners of 23 limited partnerships in which SRL's general partners (three

individuals and their corporate affiliate) were the general partners. The

limited partners acquired their partnership interests in SRL in

exchange for their partnership interests in their predecessor partnerships.

Pursuant to a private ruling received from the Internal Revenue Service, SRI

will be treated as a partnership rather than as an association taxable as a

corporation. The ruling further stated that holders of SRL's depositary
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receipts (evidencing the economic attributes of SRL' s limited partnership

interests) will be treated as partners for federal income tax purposes.

In reliance on this ruling, hundreds of investors exchanged their

partnership interests for interests in SRL. It would be a gross inequity to

these investors, some of whom have held their limited partnership interests for

up to 10 years, to convert, by federal legislation, the tax aspects of their

state-chartered limited partnership interests. The effects of such conversion

would be potentially devastating to these investors and to SRL.

Subsequent to the consummation of SRL's exchange offer, hundreds of new

investors have acquired limited partnership interests in SRL. Such acquisitions

have also been in reliance on the private rulings of the Internal Revenue

Service. Similar inequities will be suffered by such, limited partners if their

partnership interests are converted by the proposed legislation into the

equivalent of corporate stock.

The very threat of this proposal may have deleterious effects on the market

price of all publicly traded limited partnerships, including but not limited to

SRL. The uncertainty overhanging the trading markets in partnership interests

warrants the prompt attention to and dismissal by the Finance Comttee of this

preliminary proposal by its staff to treat publicly traded limited partnerships

as corporations for federal income tax purposes.

If there are loopholes in the current law, we support their correction. If

the current law harbors unintended hardships, we endorse suggestions that will

effectively alleviate or eliminate such hardships. We do not believe, however,

that the preliminary report of the staff of the Finance Committee to tax

publicly traded limited partnerships will plug any loopholes; it may, however,

give rise to additional, albeit unintended, hardships.

2
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one of the principal argumets in favor of the Committee's proposal is one

of neutrality. It is alleged that publicly traded limited partnerships are too

similar to business entities that are taxed as corporations. There are

statutory as well as real differences between partnerships and corporations.

The Internal Revenue Service recognized such substantive differences when it

issued private rulings to SRL and at least 5 other publicly traded limited

partnerships (Apache Petroleum Company, May Energy Partners, Ltd., Newhall

Investment Properties, Newhall Resources and Petroleum Investors, Ltd.). These

partnerships and others have relied on rulings issued by the Internal Revenue

Service. At the very least, neutrality and fairness require treatment of these

existing partnerships and any new and additional partners in the manner already

approved by the Internal Revenue Service.

The concept of neutrality, however, raises several questions. Why not tax

all partnerships as corporations? Is it size that is offensive? If so, what

about the billions of dollars raised each year by the publicly syndicated

partnerships, many of which have thousands of partners. In fact, many of these

partnerships each have thousands of partners more than d6 some of the publicly

traded partnerships. Why not tax the royalty trusts, the real estate investment

trusts and other publicly trading unincorporated entities as corporations? In

fact, why not tax all publicly traded entities as corporations regardless of

size, number of investors, statutory authority or consequences? Neutrality

uuld also require private partnerships to be taxed as privately held

corporations. It would appear that the Conrttee's concept of neutrality is

somewhat incomplete. The definition of neutrality would imply impartiality,

even-handedness and possibly even fairness. These factors are all lacking in

the Committee's approach to neutrality.

3
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The concept of neutrality might also warrant the tax treatment of

Subchapter S corporations as corporations. If size is the criteria, there are a

number of Subchapter S corporations each of which controls billions of dollars

of assets. Treasury, however, has recently seen fit to expand rather than

contract the number of entities that qualify for Subchapter S treatment.

Neutrality would also dictate a similar tax treatment for all partnerships.

There is nothing magic about publicly-traded partnerships. If an entity is

organized under the laws of a state as a limited partnership, it is a

partnership regardless of whether or not its partnership interests are

transferable or traded.

There is no justification under the law for treating a publicly-trad~d

entity any different than any other entity created under the sara statute. SRL

was formed under the Texas Uniform Limited Partnership Act. So too were its

predecessor partnerships that have in effect merged into SRL as a result of the

exchange offer. The preliminary report of the staff of the Senate Finance

Coaittee would have the effect of substituting free transferability as the sole

criteria for taxation of an association as a corporation in lieu of the four

criteria heretofore established by the Internal Revenue Service and the courts

fur such treatment.

Generally, such a radical departure from established rules and procedures

would be preceded by in-depth studies and careful deliberation. Even then,

drastic changes are generally adopted only where there are compelling reasons to

do so. We have neither seen nor heard of any copelling reasons to tax any

partnerships, let alone, publicly traded ones, as corporations. In fact, the

issuance by the Internal Revenue Service, within the past two years of a nuber

of private rulings to the effect that certain of the publicly traded

partnerships would be treated as partnerships for the purposes, would suggest

4
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that the Internal Revenue Service is not aware of any comelling reasons to

treat publicly traded partnerships any differently than other, non-trading

partnerships. We believe that the preliminary report of the Finance Comttee

staff regarding publicly traded partnerships suffers somewhat from a lack of

consistency and careful analysis.

Free transferability, in and of itself, is not dispositive of the question

of taxability. Many partnerships provide for the free transferability of their

partnership interests. In fact, to qualify for investment under ERISSA,

partnerships are required to provide for such free transferability. Such

partnerships are no different, in concept, purpose or operation, than are those

whose interests are not only freely transferable but are also trading. Neither

the law nor logic dictate a different tax treatment between partnerships whose

interests are tradable and may be trading on a limited basis from those whose

interests are trading on an active basis.

The Finance Comittee staff has also questioned whether partnership tax

rules work effectively for publicly traded limited partnerships. We are not

aware of any partnership tax rules that will not work effectively for publicly

traded limited partnerships. In the event and to the extent that any problems

of administration arise, they can be dealt with on a specific basis. The

burden, if any, in acknnistering partnership tax rules has been placed on the

partnerships and not on the Internal Revenue Service. This burden does not

shift merely because a partnership is publicly traded.

In any taxable period, there are a finite number of investors in a publicly

traded partnership. In many instances, such number will be less than the number

of investors in a large publicly syndicated partnership. The reporting of

taxable income, gain or loss and the dissemination of such information to

5
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investors has been effectively handled by publicly traded real estate investment

trusts, utilities and royalty trusts for years. The tax rules for adidni.stering

partnerships, publicly traded or syndicated, are no more coplicated or

difficult than those applicable to these other forms of business entities.

The administration of partnership tax rules has been an issue for years.

Congress has dealt with the size and administration of partnerships under the

recently enacted provisions of TEFRA. As a result, we now have centralized

audits and procedures. The Internal Revenue Service and the Treasury Department

appear to be satisfied that potential administrative problems relating to

partnerships tax rules have been addressed and, for the mst part, have been

resolved.

We understand that the Senate Finance Comittee is also considering a

requirement for reporting so-called "burned out" shelters and that brokers

maintain a list of their investors in limited partnership. These considerations

are apparently in response to specific problems. We support these and other

proposals that address specific problems with meaningful and consistently

applied legislative remedies. We do not believe, however, that the staff's

preliminary report identifies any specific problems or that the report applies

meaningful or cosistent or uniform treatment to partnerships.

Southwest Realty was conceived and formed as a growth vehicle. It has the

ability to raise equity and/or debt from either the public markets or from

private placements. It was designed with maxlmn flexibility to draw from such

markets in order to maximze its ability to raise new funds at the lowest

possible cost. Clearly, if the proposed legislation is adopted, our ability to

issue additional partnership interests will be severely hat red, if not

curtailed.
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Without the availability of new funds from tire to time, SRL will find it

difficult, if not impossible, to acquire or develop new income producing real

estate properties. Since most of our portfolio is conprised of vulti-family,

rental housing projects, our ability to provide new rental housing will be

severely impaired. In fact, the mere threat of the proposed legislation has

contributed to the deferral of an offering that was on the verge of being filed.

Such offering would have been the cornerstone for our development and/or

acquisition of new multi-family rental housing projects. The form of a publicly

traded limited partnership is well suited to encourage further development of

multi-family rental housing projects by SRL and others. We believe that the

staff's preliminary report will stiffle and discourage such development

throughout the United States.

1o are our prospective investors? Are they the affluent who are seeking

highly leveraged, tax sheltered investments in order to avoid or defer the

payment of taxes? Our Partnership has a portfolio of existing income-producing

properties in connection with which we are currently distributing on an

annualized basis $1.20 per depositary receipt. Our Investors are not seeking or

receiving from SRL tax losses against which they can shelter income from other

sources. In fact, SRL anticpates that an amount equal to approximately 50% of

its distributions for 1983 will be taxable. Generally, we believe that our

investors are seeking a reasonable return on investment and a hedge against

inflation.

The Finance Committee report indicates that the proper classification of

various types of business entities has been a continuing source of controversy

and uncertainty in the tax law. It further indicates that the only relevant

abuse examined by the staff has been the recent proliferation of publicly traded

limited partnerships. We are uncertain as to what abuse the staff is referring.
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We are under the iv~ession that limited partnerships, publicly traded and

otherwise have been created under state law and, as such, are legal entities.

The creation of publicly traded partnerships is not, in and of itself, an abuse

of any natural or tax laws. Our investors, contrary to the staff's opinion,

have not invested, at least through SRL, in large scale tax-exempt business

enterprises. The report refers to some 676 partnerships which, in 1980, each
had more than 1,000 partners. In fact, there are currently fewer than two dozen
publicly traded limited partnerships. We would hardly describe this as a

proliferation. The high cost of formation and tax consequences will probably

discourage any true proliferation of publicly traded partnerships.

We urge the Coittee to withdraw its proposal to tax publicly traded

partnerships as corporations. We respectfully request that such action be taken

forthwith to remove any clouds that way have been inadvertently created over the

trading of limited parnership interests. We thank the Comnttee for its early

consideration of this matter.

Respectfully submitted by,

SOUMWEST REALTY, LTD.

By:M L
e ris H. SanerGeneral Partner

8
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT McDERMOTT, ESQ., ON BEHALF OF THE
TIMBER REALIZATION CO.

Mr. McDRmoTr. Senator Danforth, my name is Robert McDer-
mott. I'm a lawyer, from Chicago, and counsel for Timber Realiza-
tion Co. I'm substituting for Warren Hood who couldn't be here at
the last minute.

My testimony may be unnecessary if I understand the chair-
man s preliminary comments correctly. But I would like to focus on
just one sole aspect of the classification proposal and that is the in.
equity of changing rules for existing limited partnerships, even as
respects their future operation.

Timber Realization Co. was formed in a taxable transaction not
to run a business like General Motors but to liquidate specific tim-
berland assets. We and our partners paid at least $25 or $30 mil-
lion in taxes, just last year and this, for the very purpose of chang-
ing, in reliance on existing law, from corporate status to partner-
ship status. Please don't revert us back to corporate status at this
point.

And if you grandfather us, please don't give us a limited calen-
dar period of time in which to finish our operation.

Our partners don't want the general liabilities-general partners
don't want the general liability that they now have any longer
than they have to have it. We are liquidating just as fast as we
can. We have already made great progress. We can't tell how long
the last part will take. Please don't force us into a forced sale or
fire sale.

Thank you.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Warren A. Hood follows:]
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Testimony of Warren A. Hood

I am one of the three individual general partners of

AFH Partners, which is the general partner of Timber

Realization Company, a Mississippi limited partnership.

Timber Realization Company is directly affected by the

proposal in the Pinance Committee Staff preliminary report of

September 22, 1983, which would tax publicly traded limited

partnerships as if they were corporations. We strongly oppose

that proposal.

Timber Realization Company ("TRC') was created in

August 1982 by Masonite Corporation. At that time Masonite

transferred all of its woodland properties (consisting of

timberland and related sawmills) to TRC and distributed all of

TRC's partnership Unit4 pro rata among the roughly 10,000

shareholders of Masonite. The distribution was a taxable

partial liquidation for federal income tax purposes.

The purpose of the transaction was to provide a

vehicle for the orderly liquidation of the woodland

properties. The Partnership agreement requires us to proceed

expeditiously to dispose of Partnership assets, satisfy or

provide for its liabilities, and distribute the net proceeds of

liquidation to our partners (Unitholders). We hope to complete

this process within 5 years, but we aren't yet able to
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say whether this will be feasible. Our timberland holdings are

substantial, and there are relatively few buyers, especially

for our properties in California. If we can't wind up our

liquidation within 5 years, the Partnership agreement permits

, us to go on longer with the approval of the holders of

two-thirds of our Units.

I

Application to Timber Realization Company. We submit

that TRC should not be affected by any change in the

classification of limited partnerships, for several reasons:

Pirst, the liquidation involved a heavy tax cost. The

Partnership Units had a total trading value at the time of

distribution of more than $247,000,000. While we do not have

exact shareholder basis information, we believe that half or

more of that amount represents realized capital gain, producing

& likely capital gains tax in the range of at least $20 to $25

million. In addition, another $6.4 million of depreciation and

investment credit recapture taxes were triggered by the

liquidation.

If Congress reclassifies TRC as a corporation for tax

purposes, it will virtually restore us to the tax status that

Masonite had, notwithstanding the $25 or $30 million or more

which have been paid in taxes, in reliance on existing law, to

put us in the position of a limited partnership.

- 2 -
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In addition, our Partnership Units have been traded

over the past 14 months on the Philadelphia Stock Exchange and

in the oYex.he-counter market. Reports indicate that more

than 3.5 million Units have traded to date. The purchasers of

these Units cannot have foreseen the adoption of the staff

proposal when they made their investments.

Finally, Masonite Corporation, a large public

corporation, was radically restructured by the creation of

Timber Realization Company. Far the greater part of Masonite's

previous assets are now in TRC, dedicated for sale in the

liquidation of the Partnership. This too was done in reliance

on preexisting law.

II

The Form of the Grandfather Clause. The simplest and

fairest answer would be to grandfather all existing limited

partnerships. Our impression is that there are only a

relatively small number of public entities which are organized

as limited partnerships. As a second alternative, we suggest

that you adopt the same approach which was used when a somewhat

similar partnership reclassification proposal was considered in

1978; namely, that the new law should not apply to existing

limited partnerships unless they attempt to grow by acquiring

new capital.

-3-
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Other solutions are possible, but we think that they

may be less easy to administer, and that their complications

are unnecessary. lie cannot support a simple deferment of the

effective date simply because we cannot tell how long it may

take to dispose of our properties, particularly in the West.

There are only a few potential buyers of large timberland

tracts in California: please don't dr~ve us into a forced sale.

iII

Should Any Limited Partnerships be Taxed as

Corporations? We understand that other witnesses plan to

testify on this matter in detail.

However, it seems clear that there has been no

widespread rush by industrial organizations to disincorporate,

that many existing limited partnerships have been created to

serve limited and specialized purposes (to liquidate assets, in

the case of TRC) and that, as I can myself attest, the personal

liability of an individual general partner with responsibility

for the operation of a large limited partnership provides a

very significant distinction between that method of

organization and that of a conventional corporation... Also, it

seems anomalous to treat publicly traded limited partnerships

as corporations while preserving partnership status for large

partnerships which are not publicly traded, or for publicly

traded trusts.

I thank you for the opportunity to appear before the

Committee.

-4-
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Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Plank, how many limited partners are
there in the Apache Corp.? The Apache Corp. is a partnership?

Mr. PLANK. There are actually two entities-the limited partner-
ship and the corporation. The corporation has around 20,000 share-
holders. At last count, there were somewhere around 15,000 or
20,000 in AFC, the publicly traded partnership.

Senator DANFORTH. 15,000 to 20,000 limited partners. And are
they called shares?

Mr. PLANK. No; they are called units.
Senator DANFORTH. And the. partnership units are traded on the

New York Stock Exchange?
Mr. PLANK. Yes, they are.
Senator DANFORTH. If I wanted tomorrow to become a limited

partner, I could call up my stockbroker and buy a partnership
unit?

Mr. PLANK. That is correct.
Senator DANFORTH. What would be the assets of the partnership?
Mr. PLANK. The assets of the partnership would be oil and gas

properties previously largely owned by individuals who had ex-
plored for oil and gas--

Senator DANFORTH. What would be the valuation?
Mr. PLANK. The market valuation is around $600 to $700 million.
Senator DANFORTH. And, Mr. Slocum, how about the Transco

Energy Co.? How many partnerships of Transco? How many part-
ners rather?

Mr. SLOCUM. I understand the question. Are they the same set of
questions you were asking Mr. Plank?

Senator DANFORTH. Right.
Mr. SLOCUM. We have approximately 51 million partnership

units in total. However, 90 percent of those were retained by
Transco Energy and its corporate subsidiary as cogeneral and limit-ed, artners.Te publicly held units total about 6 million, and right now,

frankly, it's too early to tell in the flow-through process from the
brokers to the individual holders just how many owners there are.
I would guess they are probably going to end up going from 2,000
now to perhaps 2 to 3 times that amount wien the 2 biggest retail-
related underwriters distribute on through to their clients the
amount of units purchased on the public offering.

Senator DANFORTH. How would I buy the units if I wanted to buy
some?

Mr. SLOCUM. You would generally take the same procedure you
did with Apache. Go a little further down the alphabet and call up
your broker and ask for Transco.

Senator DANFORTH. That's publicly traded?
Mr. SLOCUM. Publicly traded. That's just approximately 6 million

units that are owned by the public. The rest, as I said, continue to
be held and not available to the public.

Senator DANFORTH. Are the units bought and sold on the New
York Stock Exchange?

Mr. SLOCUM. That's correct.
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Sandler, how about Southwest Realty.
Mr. SANDLER. I think we have just under 1,000 holders at the

moment. We have a registration statement ready to be filed that
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would more than double the number of holders. We are traded
over-the-counter and on the Pacific Exchange.

Senator DANFORTH. What would be the assets of dollar amount of
Southwest Realty?

Mr. SANDLER. About $30 million.
Senator DANFORTH. And how about of Transco?
Mr. SLOCUM. The market provides of our publicly held units

would be approximately $120 million.
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. McDermott, how about the situation at

AFH?
Mr. MCDERMOTF. Timber Realization Co., AFH Partners, has

about 10,000 unit holders whose units can be bought and sold on
the Philadelphia Exchange. They were distributed pro rata to all of
the shareholders of Masonite Corp. last year when Masonite trans-
ferred all of its timberlands to this entity in order to liquidate. And
they have a present trading value of about $360 million. That
should be substantially reduced as we make liquidating distribu-
tions as early as the first part of next year.

Senator DANFORTH. Now when partnership units are sold, are
they registered with the SEC the same way that a public sale of
stock is registered?

Mr. McDERMoTT. Sir?
Senator DANFORTH. As far as the partner himself is concerned

what is the difference between being a partner and being a stock-
holder in a corporation?

Mr. PLANK. Well, the difference to the partner is that having
held, in our instance, an interest in an illiquid partnership he now
obtains marketability or liquidity for his investments at a time
that an appraisal is made of his interest. As a result, No. 1, he does
not have to pay a tax on the tax-free exchange. No. 2, the return
that he gets upon his investment is not impaired by a second layer
of tax.

Senator DANFORTH. Right.
Mr. PLANK. Therefore, he gains liquidity and is not compelled to

pay a 46-percent income tax rate which has the effect of discount-
ing the true underlying value of his earning power by 46 percent.
But is not disincorporating America.

Senator DANFORTH. Other than the tax consequences, what is the
difference as far as the unit holder is concerned?

Mr. PLANK. The partner or unit holder is still going to pay not
only a capital gains tax but a recapture tax on sale of his interest.

Senator DANFORTH. Let me rephrase the question. If I were a
unit holder or somebody who was considering being a unit holder,
and I said to you, Mr. Slocum, without any reference to tax conse-
quences or to the Internal Revenue Code, could you explain the dif-
ference of my status if I were a partner in your company or if I
were a stockholder in a corporation. How would you explain that to
me?

Mr. PLANK. I think I will let Mr. Slocum speak on that.
Senator DANFORTH. Could you explain it too?
Mr. PLANK. I think I could.
If a small investor comes to his broker and wants to buy a part-

nership unit in oil and gas, properties, he will be told that to the
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extent his return from that investment represents cost depletion, it
will not be taxable to him.

Now if he were to buy an interest in a corporation and moneys
were paid out in the form of dividends, the entire dividend would
be ordinary income. But, of course, they wouldn't be likely to be
paid in the first place, because to the extent that the corporation
was engaged in business other than in liquidation, those moneys
would probably be reinvested in the business. But the broker would

be saying that a partner would be likely to treat a part of his dis-
tribution as a return of capital and that would be the difference.

Senator DANFORTH. In other words, it's not a dividend? It's not
taxable as ordinary income?

Mr. PLANK. No.
Senator DANFORTH. In fact, you are getting a loss probably.
Mr. PLANK. If there were no cost depletion, then it would be fully

taxable.
Senator DANFORTH. Oh.
Mr. PLANK. And the partner is taxed when he sells it, at a time

when its basis has been reduced by the cost depletion.
Senator DANFORTH. Again, other than tax consequences, can you

describe to the person whose difference in status is a partner as op-
posed to what a stockholder is of a corporation?

Mr. PLANK. Well, he becomes a unit holder and it would be
slightly more complicated.

Mr. SwCuM. Senator, it may also be worth pointing out that
such a unit holder has all the dissimilarities other than transfer-
ability, associated with being an owner in a partnership structure
as opposed to a corporation. One of the more important is the dis-
tinction he has vis-a-vis a shareholder with respect to creditor
rights. In the event that the general partner is irresponsible in
making a distribution against the prior claim of the creditors then
the limited partner may be obligated to regurgitate those distribu-
tions in favor of the creditors-something to which the shareholder
is not exposed.

Second, of course, the voting rights are limited by the terms of
the partnership agreement and not subject to corporate law, and,
therefore, more limited in representing his interest, perhaps in a
catastrophic or problem situation.

Mr. PLANK. Could I add one thing further? The partnership has
no employees, sir. The general partner employs the people that are
associated with these. You don't have those characteristics in a cor-
poration.

Mr. SANDLER. Senator, that may vary, I think, from one partner-
ship to another somewhat because we do have, in fact, employees
within our partnership. It's not meaningful. But the voting rights
are different between a corporation and a partnership. In a corpo-
ration you have a proxy statement that goes out and in effect a
maority in interest of your shareholders' control the corporation
and control the business and management of that corporation. In
fact, with a partnership, neither the limited partners nor their as-
signees, the unit holders, if you will, can take, active part in the
management of the partnership. In fact, if they did they might be
deemed to be general partners. So there are some substantive dif-
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ferences between corporations and partnerships besides tax differ-
ences.

Senator DoAmRTH. Gentlemen, thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 4:35 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]
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OFICE O FEDERAL TAX SERVICES (202) 86 -006b

November 2, 1983

Honorable Robert Dole
United States Senate
Committee on Finance
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Doles

These comments are submitted in response to Press Release No. 83-186

of the Senate Finance Committee, and with respect to a hearing on reform of

corporate taxation held October 24, 1983. While we have many clients who will

be affected if the proposals set forth in the staff 's report are implemented,

this submission is not made on behalf of any client, but instead, represents

our recommendations on these issues as an international accounting and

consulting organization.

In general, we support the announced objective of the staff report.

The rules governing corporate/shareholder relationships and the rules dealing

with the acquisition of one corporation by another are in need of thorough

review towards an ultimate goal of simplification and certainty. However# we

would also like to point out that, while the present law in this area is com-

plicated, relative certainty already exists because of the large number of

cases, regulations and rulings that have been issued over the many years these

rules have been in existence. In addition, we do not believe that the

acquisition provisions of current law have been systematically abused.

Rather, we believe that the current rules have operated rather efficiently
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since the fundamental principles were established almost 50 years ago.

Similar observations would be true of the partnership aspects of the staff

report.

In addition, changes of the magnitude proposed by the Senate Finance

Committee staff would necessarily cause dislocations and uncertainty for a

substantial period of time. This was most recently evidenced by the changes

made to the rules governing taxable acquisitions in the Tax Equity and Fiscal

Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA). TEPA repealed Section 334(b)(2) and

created a new Section 338 to prescribe the treatment of taxable stock acquisi-

tions as asset acquisitions. That provision, which was nominally a reform and

simplification provision, is clearly more complicated than prior law. It has

already been modified by one technical corrections act and another revision is

proposed. In addition, despite the fact that this provision was enacted over

14 months ago, the Treasury Department has been unable to issue regulations to

provide taxpayers with guidance in complying with the provisions of the

statute and has actually requested public assistance in preparing regulations.

Therefore, while we believe that review of the staff report should move

forward, we also believe that changes in corporate taxation should come only

after a systematic deliberation by members of Congress, .the organized bar,

certified public accountants, and other interested persons.

With that background, we will confine our comments to the issues set

forth in the Committee's press release.

28-219 0 - 84 - 25
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I. RBPBAL OF THB GENERAL UTILITIES' PROVISIONS

We strongly disagree with the staff's recommendation to repeal the

General Utilities provisions, especially in the context of taxable corporate

acquisitions and liquidations. As a preliminary matter, In our view, there is

nothing inherently "badw about mergers and acquisitions. Indeed, such trans-

actions typically involve the free flow of capital to efficient uses and

creates more positive business results through the effects of business

synergism. These transactions also allow growing companies to avoid costly

startup efforts. In many situations, mergers and acquisitions allow family

companies to be acquired, thus fulfilling the financial and business desires

of these parties. Thus, we believe that the tax rules in this area should be

neutralw and should not constitute an economic disincentive to such

transactions.

Obviously# the staff's proposal amounts to a major expansion of the

system of double taxation, and seem to run contrary to the recent trend that

has focused on elimination of the system of double taxation on corporate

earnings. Specifically, this proposal amounts to an expansion of the taxation

of capital gains from 200 to 42.40 if the corporate form is used. For

example, under current law, if a corporation holds an undeveloped piece of

real estate, adopts a plan of complete liquidation, sells the undeveloped real

estate (i.e., raw land) and distributes the sales proceeds to its shareholder,

only a shareholder level capital gain tax, with a maximum rate of 20%, will be

incurred. We believe that this approach is entirely appropriate, because the
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tax incurred in this situation is exactly the sam au it would be had the

owner of the company not held the real estate In corporate form. On the other

hand, if the staff's proposals are enacted, the tax liability incurred in this

situation would be "42.40 of the proceeds realized on the sale. For example,

assume tho~t there is a $100,000 gain on the sale of the land. First, the

corporation would incur a $28,000 tax liability on the sale, leaving $72,000

to be distributed to the shareholder. The shareholder would incur a $14,400

tax on the liquidation, for a total tax liability of $42,400.

We do not believe that this result is justified. That is, it

provides a much greater tax liability than would have been incurred had the

corporate form not been chosen by the owner of the real estate, and thus

provides a substantial eoonomio disincentive to the use of the corporate

form. In addition, given the strict statutory restrictions that limit the

availability of 8 corporation status, we believe that many closely held

entities will not be able to escape the harsh result of the staff proposal.

The practical impact of this proposal, if enacted, would be that

taxable acquisitions in which the acquiring corporation receives a basis step

up in the assets of the target corporation to reflect the purchase price

(i.e., the purchaser's economic investment), would be eliminated. This is

because no purchaser in this situation will choose to make a basis step up

unless the incremental tax benefits received, considering the period in which

such benefits will flow through the acquiring company's tax return, on a

present value basis, is greater than the up front tax liability incurred in a
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taxable acquisition. Set forth In Exhibit I are examples of three types of

property that would typically be acquired in a corporate acquisition. As can

be seen, the only time It would make sense to do a basis step up would be

where the target corporation's assets were entirely nonordinary income or

recapture assets, and where the acquiring corporation would be able to elect

to claim investment tax credit and a five year life for ACRO depreciation

purposes. It would be rare to envision a target company that would hold only

this type of asset. Accordingly, It would almost never be to the benefit of

an acquiring corporation to make this election.

To support our proposition further, another example of the effect of

the proposed rule Is set forth below

Suppose that Individual A formed Corporation X 30 years ago, and

Individual A owns all of the stock of Corporation X, having a $100,000

basis in such stock. Individual A wishes to retire and does not have any

family members to whom he will turn over the business. Accordingly,

Individual A wishes to sell Corporation X to an unrelated corporation,

Corporation Y. Y is willing to acquire the assets of X for $8,000,000.

Therefore, it is proposed that Corporation X will sell its assets to Y

for cash and will then completely liquidate. Assume X has an effective

tax rate of 460. X holds the following assets:

1. Inventory - LIFO basis $500,0001 current FIO cost $1,0r0,001 FKV

$2,000,000.
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2. Land -- Basis $1,0#0,001; FM4V $3,000,000.

3. Machinery -- Basis $1,250,000 original cost $2,500,0001 lilV

$3,000,000.

Current Law Result (assume Sec, 337 applies)

LIFO recapture (($1,000,000 PItO cost - $500,000 LIMO

basis) x 460)

Depreciation recapture (($2,500,000 original cost -

$1,250,000 basis) x 46t)

Tax liability incurred by Corporation X

A's tax liability (($8,000,000 - $805,000-100,000) x 20%)

After tax cash

230,000

575,000

$ 805,000

$1,419,000

$5,776,000

aiw-u.wnm
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Proposed Law Result

Gain on inventory (($2,000#000 - $500,000) x 461) 690,000

Gain on land (($3,000,000 - $1,000,000 x 284) 560,000

Gain on machinery:

Depreciation recapture (as above) 575,000

Remaining gain ($3,000,000 - $2,500,000) x 280) 140,000

Tax liability incurred by Corporation X $1,965,000

-sm--aBmm

A's tax liability (($8,000,000 - $1,965,000 - 100,000)

x 201) $1,187,000

After-tax cash $4,848,000

muMM-MMUMM

As can be seen, the proposed change would dramatically impact the

tax liability incurred by Corporation X, and would correspondingly decrease

the after tax proceeds received by A on the sale of the closely held business.

Accordingly, set forth below is a summary of the economic results

that we believe would occur if the staffs proposals in the liquidation area

were enacted:

1. Adverse Impact on*Target Co=anies - because# as set forth in the

example above, an acquiring corporation will not, for practical
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purposes, be able to obtain tax basis in the acquired corporation's

assets equal to the economic cost of its investment, we believe that

acquiring corporations will be willing to pay less to acquire target

corporations. For example, if an acquiring corporation wishes to

obtain a 10t after tax return on its investment, the tax benefits

associated with current law allow it to make a relatively larger

payment for the target corporation than the proposed new rules would

permit. Therefore, the effect of this proposal will be to diminish

the value of target corporations. This seems a harsh penalty for

small businesses or closely held entities. This economic distortion

is further exacerbated by' the "fact that many of the gains involved

are not trte economic gains. Rather, they are gains largely

attributable to inflation. Simply put, we believe that it is funda-

mentally unfair to further tax the inflationary gains of corpora-

tions at higher rates than would have occurred had the business been

conducted as a sole proprietorship or as a partnership.

2. Enactment of the Proposals Would Provide a Further Disincentive to

the Use of the Corporate Form. As illustrated above, enactment of

the staff's proposals would result in a higher overall effective tax

rate than if the business had not been incorporated. Simply stated,

competent professionals will advise clients that the use of a

regular corporation to conduct business operations will

significantly diminish the owner's after tax value of the business

when compared to the use of other forms of ownership such as
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partnerships or 8 corporations. Since nontax considerations

encourage the use of the corporate torn, it seems unsound policy to

discourage the use of this business entity.

3. The Proposals Would Favor Publicly Held Corporations. We also

believe that the proposed changes will create a bias for publicly

held corporations to acquire target corporations, and diminish the

opportunity for privately held corporations to make similar acquisi-

tions. The new proposals would encourage acquisitions using stock

of an acquiring corporation. Obviously, the shareholderf--of the

target corporation would prefer to take stock in a publicly held

acquiring corporation that can later be sold on established securi-

ties exchanges, rather than accept stock of a privately held

corporation, that, in many instances, is not readily marketable.

4. The Proposals Would Hurt the Ability of American Business to Compete

in the World Market. Since the proposals would expand the system of

double taxation, it would provide owners of acquired businesses with

less after tax capital to reinvest in income producing activities.

The staff proposals create a system in which the appreciation in all

corporate ordinary income assets is taxed at a maximum rate of 739

((1.00 x 460) + (.54 x 5O%) - 739), in which taxation of corjprate

capital assets sold in the termination of a business are taxed at a

rate of 42.49 ((1.00 x 289) + (.72 x 209) a 42.40), and ordinary

income assets are taxed at 56.89 ((1.00 x 460) + (.54 x 209) a
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56.80). It can readily be argued that on a comparative basis this

after tax yield on income puts American businesses at a substantial

economic disadvantage when competing in world markets with corpora-

tions formed in other developed countries that have a lower

effective tax rate on corporate earnings.

II. ELIMINATION OF THE EARNINGS AND PROFITS CONCEPT

While we agree with the staff that the current concept of earnings

and profits is, to some degree, inadequate, we do not agree with the proposal

to eliminate that concept in determining the taxability of corporate distri-

butions to shareholders. Essentially, we believe that the concept of earnings

and profits is a generally effective measure to determine when distributions

from corporations to shareholders ought to be taxed as a distribution of that

corporation's increase in wealth attributable to earnings.

We also believe that the proposed repeal of this concept would

amount to a constitutionally challengeable tax on capital. The staff has

argued that the Supreme Court has effectively precluded any constitutional

challenge by its decision in U.S. v. Phellis, 257 U.S. 156 (1921). We believe

that case, which involved a dividend after a stock sale, is distinguishable in

form and in theory from imposing ordinary income dividend treatment where a

corporation has no earnings and profits. Specifically, a decision on

identical facts but contrary to the Phellis rationale would have opened up

capital gain bailout opportunities where a corporation had earnings and

profits. However, Phellis is fundamentally different from the current
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proposal, which would, in our view, amount to an unfair tax on a return of

capita-l.

To illustrate this point, suppose an individual forms a corporation

with $1,000 worth of business assets and 1,000 in cash. Over a five year

period, the corporation loses a total of $500, so that at that point it holds

$1,000 worth of business assets, as well as $500 in cash. At the end of year

five, if the corporation distributes $250 to its shareholder, under current

law, that distribution would be treated as a return of capital. However,

under the staff's proposal, this distribution would be treated as an ordinary

income dividend distribution. We believe that the unfairness of this result

is apparent. That is, the shareholder is really receiving back part of his

original investment, which ought not to result in any tax at all.

It is apparent that the staff proposal is based on a presumed

benefit to individual shareholders purchasing stock in a corporation with no

earnings and profits on a tax basis, but which is making current distribu-

tions. We believe that the report ignores complex policy issues in discussing

whether such distributions ought to be treated as return of capital distribu-

tions. That is, if the analysis is made solely from the standpoint of the

individual shareholder, obviously current law results in converting what might

economically be viewed as dividend income into a capital gain. However, the

report ignores the result under current law that allows certain publiclyy held

corporations to raise capital at a lower economic cost. These reduced costs

provide benefits to the customers of such companies.
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On an overall basis# ye agree that the concept of earnings and

profits needs to be studied further. We also support the creation of greater

certainty in this complicated and nebulous area through the enactment of more
0

objective, rules in defining the computation of earnings and profits.

We agree with the staff report's observation that there are certain

unwarranted loopholes in this area. Two examples that come to mind are the

issuance of original issue discount obligations as distributions to

shareholders and so-called "nonliquidating" Se ion 368(a)(1)(C) reorganiza-

tions. However, rather than repeal the concept f earnings and profits, we

believe that abuses should be foreclosed by legislative action.

II. LIMITATION ON THE ABILITY 0? A CORPORATION

TO RECEIVE A DIVIDENDS RECEIVED DEDUCTION

The goal of the dividends received deduction under Section 243 is

well documented. Namely, the provision attempts to limit, to the greatest

extent possible, the potential for nore than double taxation on distributed

corporate earnings. However, in enacting the dividends received deduction,

Congress recognized that the favorable treatment for corporate shareholders

should not be used as a tax arbitrage to convert 46% tax liability into 6.90

tax liability., Historically, it has been felt that this rule would not be

used for wide spread tax arbitrage, provided that the corporate investor faced

significant economic risk for a sufficient period of time. Thus, there is a

requirement under current law of either a 15 day or 90 day holding period in

order to obtain the benefits of the dividends received deduction.
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The staff report identified two areas of potential abuse. The first

concerned the borrowing of funds to invest in the preferred stock of an

unrelated company. Through the receipt of a deduction for the interest on the

borrowing, as well as the dividends received deduction, a large favorable

after-tax cash flow could be obtained. The second potential abuse dealt with

techniques to significantly limit the risk of a corporation buying a stock

investment in another company. The limitation on risk could take two forms.

The first would be to hedge the risk through the purchase or sale of a similar

investment unit. The second would be if a dividend distribution was very

large in relation to the initial economic investment, then the capital loss

possibilities inherent in the tax basis rules in this situation could

significantly eliminate or decrease the market risk of the corporate investor.

Therefore, we agree with the staff that this area needs to be dealt

with. However, we are unable to agree with the staff proposals. First of

all, we feel that a one-year holding period to be eligible for the dividends

received deduction is probably too long. That is, we feel that it will

override the original objective of Section 243 in many more situations than is

justified by the current problems in this area. (It has been our experience

that transactions like the ones associated with the 1983 Chrysler dividend are

relatively isolated.) We feel that either the one-year holding period should

be shortened or that the holding period requirement to obtain the dividends

received exclusion should be correlated in some manner by comparing the size

of the dividend distribution to the initial economic investment.
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With respect to the staffs' proposal to disallow 850 of interest on

debt incurred to purchase or carry stock producing dividends eligible for the

dividends received deduction, we have serious concern as to how this

"objective* rule would work in the real world. That is, it would be difficult

to accurately trace such interest on the tax return. As a practical matter,

we believe it would create tremendous uncertainty for otherwise legitimate

economic investments.

On an overall basis, we believe that further study of this problem

is warranted particularly in light of the possible impact of these proposals

on the capital markets.

IV. NET OPERATING LOSSES

For the reasons stated below, we believe that the effective date of

Section 382, originally enacted as part of the 1976 Tax Reform Act, should be

delayed for another year. This should provide adequate time to discuss the

concerns addressed below.

Once again, we agree that legislative action is necessary in this

area. We also agree with the staff that the legislative proposals should be

related to the continuity of shareholder interest, continuity of business

enterprise, and income averaging theories underlying the net operating loss

(NOL) carryforward provisions of Section 172. At the present time, while we

are studying this matter further, we have two cements on the staff's

proposal. First we believe that, if possible, there should be a single rule
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consistently applied to all types of acquisitions involving NOL companies.

Zssentially, we believe that differences in result should not be obtained in

this area merely by changing the form of the transaction, while the underlying

economic consequences, absent favorable tax attributes, are identical.

Our second concern is the rule allowing purchase of NOL under an

assumed rate of return. we feel that the staff's proposal is a reasonable way

to approach this problem, but it would not work well in all situations.

First, since the assumed rate of return would float vith the Section 6621

rate, the purchaser might have difficulty in determining how much of the NOL

carryforvard it would be able to utilize since the rate of return under

Section 6621 would change every six months. The second problem is that, in

certain industries, particularly the high technology industries and in startup

companies, the real rate of return generated by business operations, once they

become profitable, can be quite a bit higher than 125S of the Section 6621

rate.

Accordingly, we feel that the assumed rate of return under this

proposal ought to be the higher of 1250 of the Section 6621 rate as under the

staffs' proposal or the actual rate of return on the purchaser's investment

generated by the pool of capital which produced the loss. Since most

purchasing companies consider the probable rate of return of a target

corporation in determining the amount of their economic investment, our

proposal would allow a ore realistic determination of how such of the target
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corporation's VOL they would be able to utilise, and thus, the fair market

value of the company.

V. PUBLICLY TRADED PARTSMUIPS

A large body of law exists defining partnerships. All of those

rules acknowledge that partnerships are fundamentally pass-through entities

and not "tax-exenpt business enterprises." Coherent and consistent rules are

found in Section 761(a) of the Code and in Section 7701(a)(2). The Supreme

Court interpreted the present statutory definition in Morrissey v.

Commissioner, 296 U.8. 344 (1935). The present regulations under Section 7701

are based on the listing of corporate characteristics addressed in Morrissey.

Those characteristics are:

1. Assocites,

2. An objective to carry on business and divide the gains therefrom,

3. Continuity of life,

4. Centralization of management,

5. Liability for corporate debt limited to coporate property, and

6. Free transferability of interests.

Case law, regulations and Internal Revenue service rulings have

consistently determined the classification of an organization for tax purposes

as a partnership or as a corporation by an analysis of the six characteristics
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listed above. The first two characteristics (associates and joint profit

motive) are essential to both corporations and partnerships. Consequently,

.*so characteristics, although essential to the definition of a partnership#

do not distinguish it from a corporation. The remaining four corporate

characteristics comprise the present litmus test in distinguishing a partner-

ship from a corporation. The regulations provide, and the courts have held#

that an organization possessing three or more of the remaining four corporate

characteristics will be treated as an association taxable as a corporation,

whereas an organization possessing fewer than three of these characteristics

will not be treated as a corporation.

The tests described above demonstrate two fundamental principles.

-First, the current classification system has evolved over a long period of

time and has been molded through litigation, administrative process and

learned commentary. To suggest that this process should be summarily reversed

ignores well established precedent and distinctions between partnership

entities and corporate solution. Second, if publicly traded limited

partnerships are as closely akin to corporations as the staff report states,

the mechanism for treating them as associations taxable as corporations is

already in place and no legislation is required.

Actually, there are numerous legal differences between a publicly

traded limited partnership and a publicly traded corporation. While the

specific differences vary among jurisdictions, a few of the more common and

significant ones are:
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1. The retirement death or insanity of a general partner dissolves the

partnership, unless the business is continued by th' remaining

general partners under a right to do so stated in the certificate of

limited partnership or with the the consent of all the partners. A

corporation's duration is normally perpetual. A limited partner

assumes a significant business risk that he could suddenly own an

undivided interest in a dissolved partnership's assets.

2. The general partners of a limited partnership have unlimited

personal liability for partnership debts. No corporate shareholder

has such liability. This is a very real business risk, and assuming

the general partners, as a group, have substantial assets, they are

put in a significantly different risk posture than owners of a

corporation.

3. A limited partner generally can be forced to return excess

distributions even if the excess was not known at the time of the

distribution where a shareholder normally cannot be held so

accountable.

The tax law provides flexibility in the choice of the form in which

one does business. The law allows for tax-free incorporation in most cases,

to allow a change in entity without tax consequences where there is no

economic change. The same is true upon formation of a partnership. (It

should be pointed out that the formation of a partnership from an existing

corporation has the potential for significant current tax liabilities due to

28-219 0 - 84 - 26
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investment tax credit recapture and other recapture provisions. This facet of

current law is another reason publicly traded limited partnerships are

confined to certain types of activities and investors.) The current law

provides, in certain cases, for corporations with 35 or fever shareholders to

elect to be treated as an 8 corporation and thus be treated much nore like a

partnership than a corporation.

The proposal to treat publicly traded partnerships as corporations

is a clear departure from established principle, and totally changes a concept

that has withstood the test of time. The partnership is a pass-through

entity. One of its primary characteristics as such is that there is no tax at

the entity level. The staff proposal would impose a tax on the entity, and

thus abrogate a long-established doctrine of tax law, the laws of business

association, and principles that are well articulated in case and statutory

law.

A stated intent of the staff report is a desire to tax like entities

alike. There are numerous exceptions to that proposition in the current law

(e.g., 8 corporations, RRuTs, life insurance companies, savings institutions,

DISCs, etc.). Nevertheless, the staff report argues that publicly, traded

limited partnerships are too similar to entities that are taxed as corpora-

tions. It is equally arguable that some closely held corporations are "too

similar" to entities that are properly taxed as pa~j!t hips. The logical

extension of this apporach would be to tax all publicly traded partnerships as

corporations and all closely held corporations as partnerships. This, of
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course# ignores the real differences between the two form of conducting

business.

It has long been reoognised that the four corporate characteristics

discussed above have been equal determinative factors in classifying partner-

ships as partnerships or as associations taxable as corporations. To now

suggest that one factor Is determinative, such as whether instruments are

traded on a listed exchange, would disregard the other substantive

differences.

Administrative Issues. The staff report states that "substantial

questions have also been raised whether the partnership tax rules work

effectively for publicly traded limited partnerships.3  Since these

*questions* were not enumerated, we can not address them individually. The

following is intended to explain the application of the partnership rules to

publicly traded partnerships.

It is a basic tenet that the more often an interest changes hands,

the nore difficult it becomes to compute and report the tax attributes of each

partner. However, given the current capabilities of computers, and the level

of technical competence available to publicly traded limited partnerships,

these problems are certainly manageable. The present regulations provide

adequate guidance for allocating and reporting partnership items in situations

involving interim sales and/or exchanges of partnership interests. Sales of

partnership interests are not new. Sales through brokers involving interests

held in "street name' are now. We appreciate the necessity for providing tax
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information to the true owners of partnership interests, but strongly believe

that this information is readily available and should be obtainable from

brokers by both the Internal Revenue Service and general partners. Any

problems associated with holding partnership interests in street name can be

solved if adequate reporting is required by the nominees. The answer is to

identify the problems, provide clear guidance for what information is

required, from whom it is required, and when it is needed and then enforce

those requirements.

Problems of Internal Revenue Service examinations were greatly

reduced by the enactment of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of

1962. By allowing partnership level examinations and requiring consistent

reporting or disclosure by all partners, the Internal Revenue Service has

accomplished a large part of its objectives relating to large partnership

administrative matters.

Administrative difficulties are not unique to publicly traded

limited partnerships. Any large entity, such as a real estate investment

trust, has similar problems. Those tasks are even more manageable today with

the aid of computers.

Although footnote 60 in the staff report discusses the 676 partner-

ships in 1980 that had over 1,000 partners, there are currently fewer than 20

publicly traded limited partnerships. These partnerships are subject to

extreme scrutiny by federal and state securities commissions, as well as by

the investing community. This scrutiny Is coupled with the analysis of
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attorneys, accountants and underwriters who have the expertise and responsi-

bility to develop high quality, sound and conservative tax structure.

Publicly traded partnerships are not likely to be the kinds of abusive tax

shelters characterized by faulty allocations, lack of economic substance or

overvaluation of assets,

- The use of publicly traded limited partnerships has been mainly

confined to the oil and gas area. This vehicle has provided a means for

stimulating production in energy resources that might well go untapped. There

are investors in these partnerships that might never have invested in a

corporation engaged in oil and gas production. A comparison of the share-

holder list of any predecessor corporation with the partner list of the

resulting limited partnership should show a significantly different investor

mix.

The real losers in this proposal may well be small investors. While

wealthy individuals will always be able to find and qualify for sound

partnership investments, the same cannot be said for more moderate income

investors. This provision will effectively preclude the middle income invest-

ing population from numerous investment opportunities. It may also have the

unintended effect of increasing the number of marginal economic partnerships

that are being marketed to middle income investors by eliminating other more

economically sound investment opportunities.

Conclusion. Although the staff report raises a valid concern

regarding the* similarity of publicly traded limited partnerships and
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corporations, it is not a new concern. The staff solution to an extremely

complex and technical question is too simplistic and shortsighted. The

mechanism for taxing like entities alike is already in place and should be

used in appropriate situations, Any administrative abuses perceived by the

staff if specifically identified can be addressed by means less radical than

redefining partnership principles.

Comments on Sections I-IV were prepared by Earl Brown, 33 West

Monroe, Chicago, Illinois 60603, (312) 580-0033. Section V was prepared by

Tom Gotliboski, 711 Lousiana, Suite 1300, Houston, Texas 77002, (713) 237-

2828. Questions on these sections should be addressed to them as appropriate.

Very truly yours,

ARTHUR ANDERSEN CO.

By/ - . , .i .
.' Byrle if. Abbin
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November 2# 1983

Mr. Roderick De Arment, Chief Counsel
Coemitte on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. De Arment,

We are enclosing herewith a written statement for inclusion in
the printed record of the Senate Finance Committee hearing held October 24,
1983 regarding "Reform and Simplification of the Income Taxation of
Corporations". Our statement specifically addresses the proposed changes
to the corporate 85 percent dividends received deduction.

Robert W. Baird & Co., Inc. is a regional brokerage house located
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. We are members of both the Neu York and American
Stock Exchanges.

We and our clients (both individual and corporate) are very
concerned with the proposed legislation relating to the dividends received
deduction. We feel that the proposed changes relating to extending the

-required holding period and disallowing interest expense to carry stock
subject to the exclusion are unwarranted. The existing law, with its 15
day holding period requirement, is more than adequate to insure that
transactions are not entered into solely for tax avoidance purposes. We
feel that the abuses perceived by the Committe's staff can be eliminated
through the staffIs proposal to increase the basis of stock sold short by
the amount of payments made in lieu of dividends. This proposal, modified
to not apply to dealers in securities, would be specifically targeted at-
the current abuses.

It is our opinion that the proposed changes to the holding period
and the deductibility of interest go against the purpose of originally
enacting the dividends received deduction which was to prevent the multiple
taxation of corporate earnings. These proposed changes would radically
effect the market value of billions of dollars worth of stock, especially
preferred stocks. In addition, the changes would not clearly reflect the
economic results of the transaction the changes would apply to and would
cause administrative problems for taxpayers.

We wish to thank the Committee for considering our statement. We
encourage the Committee to abandon the proposed changes to the holding period
and the deductibility of interest and concentrate on the proposal to increase
the basis of stock sold short to curb abuses.

Very truly yours,

ROBERT W. BAIRD & CO., INC.

ROBERT W. BAIRD & O. INCORPORATED, 77 EAST WISCONSIN AVENUE, POST OFFICE BOX 0e, MILWAUKEE, WI 53201
MMAUR NEWOXX STOCK OMAG, Ift MO O HMn RANO
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WRITTEN STATEMENT TO SENATE FINANCE COI1ITEE

REGARDING HEARING ON OCTOBER 24, 1983

RELATING TO "REFORM AND SIMPLIFICATION

OF THE INCOME TAXATION OF CORPORATIONS"

The Senate Finance Committee staff, in its report on "REFORM AND

SIMPLIFICATION OF THE INCOME TAXATION OF CORPORATIONS," released

September 22, 1983, advocates that the minimum holding period for stock

necessary to qualify for the corporate 85% dividends-received deduction

would be extended from the current 15-day holding period to one year. In

addition, the Committee staff contemplates amending 1265 of the Internal

Revenue Code to disallow 85% of the interest on debt incurred to purchase or

carry stock producing dividends eligible for the corporate 85% dividends-

received deduction.

I

Legislative History of Dividend Exclusion

Internal Revenue Code (IRC) §243(a)(1) provides generally that

85% of the amount received as dividends from a taxable domestic corporation,

may be deducted by a corporate taxpayer. This provision can trace its

history to the Revenue Aci of 1918, which allowed a corporate credit for all

dividends received by one corporation from another. The reasoning behind

the original enactment of the dividends-received credit may be found in the

requirement that the payor corporation be subject to income taxation. This

reflects legislative purpose of the deduction as a means of mitigating the

multiple taxation of corporate earnings (Bittker and Eustice, 4th Edition

Para. 5.06).
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The 100% credit was changed to the present 85% deduction by the

Revenue Act of 1935. This change was enacted in order to prevent a series

of holding companies from evading the graduated tax by a means of a

multiplicity of corporations, House of Representatives Report No. 1681,

1939-ICB(Part 2) 642, 647.

Effect on Debt versus Stock Investments

The Committee staff argues that the dividends-received deduction

on stocks distorts investment decision-making since 1.t arbitrarily skews the

corporate investor's decision-making in favor of stock and against corporate

debt. This position does not take into account the double taxation of

dividends. While it is true that a corporation is taxable in full on its

interest income, it is also true that the ayor corporation receives a

corresponding tax deduction. Such is not the case where dividends are

involved. The payor corporation receives no tax deduction for the dividends

paid, while the payee corporation receives, at most, an 852 deduction.

Thus, at least 15% of the dividend received is subject to double taxation.

The necessity of avoiding multiple taxation of corporate earnings

is especially true in the case of preferred stock. Preferred stock is a

hybrid instrument that has attributes of both debt and equity. Preferred

stock tends to be quite interest rate sensitive and, thus, the market views

preferred stock as being similar to corporate bonds. However, whereas the

interest paid on bonds is deductible by the payor corporation, the dividends

paid on preferred stock are not. This fact tends to create a bias in favor
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of corporate debt under the tax laws. A limiting of this deduction would

further this blas in favor of debt.

It would seem apparent then, that the dividends-received deduction

acts to somewhat mitigate the bias in the tax law towards investing in bonds

rather than stocks. The dividends-received deduction also tends to balance

the market values of equity investments and bonds for the same reasons.

Elimination of 851 of Interest Expense on Debt

The Committee staff report provides that 85% of any interest on

debt used to carry stock-producing dividends eligible for the dividends-

received deduction would be nondeductible. This provision fails to consider

the overall purpose of the deduction, which is to alleviate the multiple

taxation of corporate earnings.

The proposed 85% reduction of interest expense fails to clearly

reflect the economic reality of the transations it proposes to apply to.

This may be illustrated by the following example:

Dividends received $ 10,000
Related interest expense (12,000)
Disallowed interest expense 10,200

Taxable income before deduction 8,200
Dividends received deduction (8,500)

Taxable income $ (300)
-- u--u-u

Tax benefit at 46% $ 138
Interest paid (12,000)
Dividends received 10,000

Net cash flow $ (1,862)
Waft"MMOm
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In this example, the taxpayer suffers a $2,000 economic loss

(before taxes) by borrowing funds and purchasing the stock. One would

expect that the after-tax economic effect would be a loss of $1,080 ($2,000

less 46% tax effect). However, the actual economic effect under the

proposal is a loss of $1,862. This means that. the taxpayer receives a tax

benefit for his $2,000 economic los of only $138 which equates to only

6.9%.

In addition, a provision reducing deductible interest appears to

be overbroad, especially in light of the fact that the dividends-received

deduction will not necessarily be a strict 852 in all cases. This is so

because the dividends-received deduction is limited to a corporation's

taxable income. Because this proposed provision does not take such a

limitation into account, it would effectively tcix the net earnings of

corporations aore than twice at the corporate level.

Extension of Holding Period

The extension of the minimum holding period for stock on which

dividends would be eligible for the dividends-received deduction to one year

from the present 15-days presents even greater problems. The 15-day rule

was enacted by the Technical Amendments Act of 1958. The Congress saw

situations where corporations were buying stock just before a dividend was

payable with the intention of receiving the dividend and then immediately

selling the stock. In such cases, the selling price of the stock, other

things being equal, would be less by approximately the amount of the
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dividend. Thus, the corporation would receive dividend income against which

it could take a deduction for 85% of the amount received and a loss of

approximately the same amount, which could be offset against capital gains.

The purpose of enacting the 15-day rule was to increase the market risk

borne by the purchaser to ensure that transactions were not entered into

soley for tax avoidance purposes.

The staff's proposal to curb this perceived abuse falls to clearly

reflect the economics of such a transaction. The following example

illustrates this point:

Cost of purchasing stock $(110,000)
Dividend received 10,000
Sales proceeds 100,000

Net cash flow before taxes -

Tax benefit of lose at 28% 2,800
Proposed tax on dividend at 462 (4,600)

Net 'cash flow $ (1,800)
Immmumwuum

The staff's proposal would exact a net tax of $1,800 on a

transaction that produced no economic gain. This results from the rate

differential between capital losses (maximum of 282, 0 if the taxpayer has

no capital gains to offset) and ordinary income (maximum of 462).

The House version of the 1958 Bill contained a 10-day holding

period; however, the Senate, in its version felt that a 15-day holding

period would give greater assurance of minimizing tax avoidance as the
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primary purpose for the investment. Since 15 days more than adequately

covers any exdividend rules of the major security exchanges, it would seem

superfluous and unnecessary to increase the holding period to one year. In

addition, the current 15-day holding period provides an adequate period to

ensure that the investor bears the risk of market fluctuations in the price

of the stock. This is because of the volatility of common stock prices and

the movement of preferred prices with market interest rates.

Increase in Basis for Payments in Lieu of Dividends

The staff has raised concerns about taxpayers taking offsetting

positions in common and preferred stocks, using in-the-money calls and

selling substantially similar shares short to avoid the economic risk

provided by the current 15-day holding period. We believe that these are

indeed abuses and should be dealt with.

The Committee staff's third proposal is to increase the basis of

stock sold short for payments made in lieu of a dividend. We believe this

proposal will effectively curb these abuses. The proposed one-year holding

period would be overly broad and reach many legitimate transactions which

are not abuses. The staff's proposal to increase basis focuses on

specifically those transactions that are set up for tax avoidance purposes.

We would modify the staff's basis proposal to make it inapplicable

to dealers in stocks. This is because dealers, in their role of
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facilitating the nation's capital markets, often take short positions and

make payments In lieu of dividends in order to help keep an orderly market

in these stocks. Since these transaitions by dealers are undertaken for

valid economic reasons, they are not abusive and, therefore, should not fall

under the increased basis proposal.

Effect on Capital Harkets

In essence, the Comittee's proposed one-year holding period not

pnly will act to depress the capital markets, but will also restrict the

function of the capital markets. It will also operate to restrict a

corporation's ability to manage their investments.

An increase in the dividend deduction holding period would have a

detrimental effect on the market for preferred stocks. A requirement that

stock be held for one year to qualify for the dividends-received deduction

would reduce investment flexibility and adversely affect the liquidity of

corporate investors, This could result in a depressed market value for

billions of dollars of outstanding preferred stocks which could lead to

severe economic hardship not only for the issuing corporations, but also for

corporate and individual investors,

A required one-year holding period would also have an adverse

effect on dealers who help maintain a market in certain stocks. Ift order to.
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facilitate the capital market, dealers keep an inventory of the stocks In

which they deal. Such a restriction on the holding period for preferred

stocks would cause these dealers to be less inclined to hold any particular

stock in inventory because of the potential for a reduced yield through a

loss of the dividend deduction.

Administrative Problems

Furthermore, the Committee's proposed one-year holding period

presents administrative problems for the preparation of corporate tax

returns. If a corporation were to purchase a stock prior to its year end

and also receive a dividend on that stock, it is quite possible that it

would be unable to determine how to treat that dividend for the purposes of

reporting taxable income. That is, if the corporation's tax return was due

prior to the expiration of the one-year holding period, there would be no

means of determining whether the full dividend was includable in income or

only 15Z. This would mean that either returns would be extended for longer

periods of time or that the incidence of corporations filing amended returns

would increase.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we feel that the Committee's proposed changes In

the holding period required for the dividends-received deduction and the

disallowance of interest expense on stock subject to the deduction are

unwarranted. The preceding discussion of the history of the applicable
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Sections indicate that the deduction was enacted into law to prevent double

taxation and that the 15-day holding period requirement of present law is

more than adequate in order to assure that the sheltering of income through

the use of tax differentials does not occur. Furthermore, the Committee's

proposed changes in these areas will have adverse effects on the flexibility

of the capital markets. This would seem to be adverse to the government's

policy during the present period in which the economy is staging a recovery;

a time when investors' access to the capital markets is at a premium.

The elimination of the abuses perceived by the staff would be

better accomplished by specifically targeting legislation at these abuses.

We believe that the staff's third proposal of increasing the basis of stock

sold short by the amount of payments made in lieu of dividends is sound and

should be modified to provide an exception for dealers in securities. This

proposal would then be specifically targeted at the current abuses and would

effectively eliminate then.

ROBERT W. BAIRD & CO.
Member of New York and
American Stock Exchanges

777 East Wisconsin Avenue
Milvaukee, Wisconsin 53202
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Statement Relating to October 24, 1983
Hear"IFg~on Reform of corporate Taxation

Dear Mr. DeArments

On behalf of Blyth Eastman Paine Webber Incor-

porated ("BEPWV0), the following comments are submitted

in opposition to the proposal to treat all publicly traded

limited partnerships as Associations taxable as corporations

for Federal income tax purposes.

DEPWX has participated in a number of oil and gas

*roll-ups*, pursuant to which holders of relatively illiquid

interests in oil and gas partnerships (or fee owners of oil

and gas assets) exchange those interests for interests in a

publicly traded "master partnership". For the reasons stated

below, we do not believe that these master partnerships

should be taxable as corporations.

First, to the extent that the concern relates to

the so-called Odisincorporation of America" (see Forbes,

28-219 0 - 84 - 27
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August 1, 1983, p. 76), the concern does not apply to roll-

up transactions. The oil and gas assets transferred to the

master partnerships are already in partnership form (or held

directly in fee) before the roll-up. The roll-up in no way

"disincorporates" any assets. Moreover, there does not

appear to be any objection to the original creation of the

small participating partnerships in non-corporate form.

Therefore, there should be no objection to the consolidation

of those small partnerships into the master partnership. To

the extent the concern is disincorporation, any rule that is

adopted should, at the very least, exempt partnerships

the principal assets of which were never owned by a corpora-

tion. The same exception should apply (a) if the assets of

the partnership were acquired from one or more corporations

by purchase or lease, since there appears to be no abuse in

this situation, or (b) if the assets of the partnership were

acquired from one or more corporations in exchange for

partnership interests, since there is no disincorporation

in this case.

Second, to the extent the concern is tax administra-

tion of publicly traded partnerships, we do not believe the

proposal is an appropriate solution. We understand the

industry has gone to considerable trouble and expense to

develop computer programs for proper tax reporting tr. partners.
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Moreover, we understand the Treasury believes that the

partnership audit provisions of the Internal Revenue Code

are expected to be adequate for publicly traded partnerships.

If present record keeping requirements and audit procedures

for publicly traded partnerships prove to be inadequate,

the proper solution is for the IRS to propose for comment

additional record keeping requirements, or for Congress to

strengthen the audit procedures, rather than for Congress to

legislate such partnerships out of existence, We strongly

object to the concept that ease of audit should be determina-

tive of the tax status of an entity.

Finally and most fundamentally, we believe that as

a policy matter, public trading should not automatically

result in corporate status. A public market in partnership

interests depends on the willingness of third parties to

make a market. We do not believe this type of activity by

third parties should be determinative of the status of an

entity, particularly where the entity may have little or no

control over the third parties. To our knowledge, tests

for entity status have heretofore been limited (and we be-

lieve properly so) to an examination of the entity itself

and its owners. Moreover, it seems difficult to justify

the existence of a public market as an inherently corporate

characteristic, without conceding that the lack of a public
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market is an inherently non-corporate characteristic. This

would lead to the conclusion that there should be some kind

of "mandatory Subchapter 8" for non-publicly traded corpora-

tions. Not surprisingly, the proposed legislation does not

go this far.

In addition, we believe that making public trading

the critical test of status is so underinclusive and over-

inclusive as compared to the apparent goal of the legislation

as to be unwise on public policy grounds. In order to focus

the issue, we note that under Treas. Reg. 5 301.7701-2(e),

an entity may be a partnership for tax purposes even though

its interests-are freely transferable (as long as it does

not also have at least two of the other three corporate

characteristics). As the proposed legislation does not deal

with free transferability as such, but only with public

trading, we assume the legislation is based on a concept

that liquidity is a fundamental corporate (as opposed to

partnership) characteristic.

The legislation does not, however, directly deal

with the liquidity issue. On the one hand the legislation

woud-notprevent partnership interests from being liquid,

as long as there was no public market. (For example, a

general partner of a large or small partnership might make

a standing offer to buy partnership interests from existing
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partners at current value.) On the other hand, the existence

of a public market would be fatal under the legislation, even

though the market might be so thin that a potential buyer or

seller would have considerable difficulty making a trade.

We believe it would be impossible to define liquidity in a

practical way that would clearly distinguish entities with

liquid interests (i.e., corporations) from those with illiq-

uid interests (i.e., partnerships). We therefore believe

the approach of the proposal should be abandoned.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael L. Schler

Roderick A. DeArment, Esq.,
Chief Counsel,

Committee on Finance,
Room SD-219,

Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. C. 20510

59A
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October 18, 1983

Mr. Roderick DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirken Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Attached is an outline of the position to be
presented on behalf of the Executive Committee, Chicago Bar
Association Federal Taxation Committee, at the Senate
Finance Committee hearing to be held on October 24, 1983, on
proposals for the reform and simplification of the income
taxation of corporations and shareholders.

'Si erely,

Shro eL. in (
Chairman
Federal Taxation Committee

SLK:mla
Att.
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OUTLINE OF CHICAGO BAR ASSOCIATION
FEDERAL TAXATION COMMITTEE STATEMENT

ON PROPOSALS FOR REFORM AND SIMPLIFICATION
OF THE INCOME TAXATION OF CORPORATIONS

I. The method by which the Finance Committee Staff developed

its report is commended. However, we suggest that, given

the scope of the proposals, unhurried consideration by

Congress would promote understanding of the proposals by

the public and also probably elicit comments that will

improve the proposals themselves.

II. Proposals for Corporate Acquisitions:

A. Executive Committee of the CBA Tax Committee

generally supports the basic proposals (1) to permit

corporate parties to an acquisition simply to elect

to treat the acquisition as either a cost basis

acquisition or a carryover basis acquisition

regardless of the nature of the consideration used

to effect the acquisition and (2) to separate the

tax consequences of an acquisition to the

shareholders of the corporate parties from those to

the corporations themselves.
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B. General Utilities. The Executive Committee of the

CBA Tax Committee does not support the repeal of

the General Utilities principle as proposed in the

Report. Beyond that statement the views of the

Committee are varied. We strongly believe that,

if General Utilities is to be repealed, at the

very least shareholders of liquidating corpora-

tions should be given a credit against the tax

they incur on the liquidating gain for the tax

paid by the liquidating corporation on its capital

assets. An alternative of exempting the liqui-

dating corporation from tax on capital assets is

appealing and is perhaps simpler than allowing

shareholders a credit. Finally, there is a fairly

strong feeling among the Committee members that

the rules of current law contained in Sections

311(a), 336 and 337 are preferred over the various

proposals to repeal some or all of the General

Utilities principle.

C. Our views on the definition of qualifying stock

and asset acquisitions and the so-called selec-

tivity rules are influenced by the decision that

-2-
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is made with respect to the General Utilities

principle. In general, if the proposal to repeal

completely the General Utilities principle were

adopted, we believe that it is unnecessary to

condition qualifying transactions on the acqui-

sition of substantially all of the assets of a

corporation or to guard against selective step up

in basis by enforcing consistent treatment of

certain transactions involving the same or related

parties within a given time period. The imposi-

tion of a full corporate tax should be adequate to

remove taxes as a factor initiating transfers.

Also elimination of these limitations would

greatly simplify the proposals and probably make

them more even handed in operation.

On the other hand, if the proposal to repeal

the General Utilities principle is not adopted, we

believe that the definitions of qualifying acqui-

sitions are reasonable and certainly are a sub-

stantial simplification of current law.

-3-
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D. Carryover Basis Acquisitions. The Executive

Committee supports the proposal to allow carryover

basis treatment regardless of the nature of the

consideration paid. Requirements imposed on

reorganizations under current law, in particular

the continuity of interest requirement, have

little if anything to do with asset basis and tax

attributes should carryover in an acquisition for

cash. Indeed this result is available under

current law by a purchase by one corporation of

the stock of another for cash.

E. Cost Basis Acquisition. We support allowance of

an election to treat an acquisition as a cost

basis acquisition even if the consideration used

consists solely of stock of the acquiring corpora-

tion. If the General Utilities principle of

current law is retained, however, rules currently

applicable to corporate sellers of assets (Section

337, etc.) should be applied to acquisitions for

stock.

-4-
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F. Boot Rules. The Committee supports replacing the

rule of the Shimberg case with that contained in

the proposal. Testing dividend equivalency by

reference to the shareholders' interests in the

acquiring corporation accords with the fact that

the boot is typically funded by the acquiring

corporation. Arguments in favor of this approach

have been well made elsewhere and are noted in the

Report. See, Levin, Adess & McGaffey, "Boot

Distributions in Corporate Reorganizations -

Determination of Dividend Equivalency," 30 Tax

Law. 287 (1977).

III. Proposals for Limitations on Net Operating Losses.

A. The Committee generally believes that free

transferability of net operating losses is pre-

ferred over any system intended to restrict some

transfers but not others. We feel, however, that

this view is unlikely to gain wide acceptance.

Public reaction'to the safe harbor leasing provi-

sions of the 1981 tax legislation seems to support

this feeling.

-5-
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IV. Proposals for Distributions.

A. Our view on the repeal of General Utilities has

been expressed.

B. Because we favor free transferability of losses

we prefer the current rules of Section 382(a) to

those made in the proposals. Generally these

rules require not only a substantial change in

ownership of the loss corporation but also a

significant change in its business before losses

are extinguished.

C. If the Congress feels that it must adopt a rule

which prohibits sales of losses, the proposals are

more likely to achieve that goal than the rules of

current law or those slated to become effective

next year. The two proposed rules have a common

origin -.that losses should be allowed to offset

the income which the transferor of the losses

could have earned based upon the value of the

assets transferred. Because the foundations of

the two rules is the same, we believe adopting a

-6-
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single rule would be preferred over adopting two

rules. We recommend in that case that the rule

denominated as the "Purchase Rule" govern all

situations because it is the simpler to understand

than the "Merger Rule."

B. Repeal of Earnings and Profits. We do not support

this proposal for several reasons. First, we

believe that distributions in excess of earnings,

however defined, are returns of capital and should

not be subject to double taxation as are distribu-

tions of corporate profits. Second, we are

uncertain that the implications of this proposal

have been adequately considered. For example,

corporate taxpayers eligible for the dividends

received deduction pay a lower tax on dividends

than on capital gains. We can foresee cases in

which corporations will arrange sales to create

dividend income and capital losses. Third, much

of the complexity inherent in calculating earnings

and profits would be retained, for example for

foreign corporations and affiliated groups of

corporations. Thus, only modest simplicity is

-7-
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gained by the proposal. Of the several alterna-

tive proposals to repeal of earnings and profits,

we are most troubled by rules fashioned for

corporations with financial earnings. This

proposal presumably would tax as dividends dis-

tributions by many public utilities that are

currently taxed as returns of capital. This

change could cause substantial dislocations in

financings by such firms, and the implications of

those "islocations need serious consideration.

For example, adoption of such a rule would immedi-

ately reduce the value of shares of such firms

held by persons whose purchase price for those

shares took into account the taxation of distribu-

tions with respect to those shares.

C. Limitation on the dividend received deduction.

we are troubled by coupling a one year holding

period entitlement to the dividends received

deduction. We understand that the 16 day rule of

current law is viewed as too short to prevent

-8-
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transactions that are designed around this deduc-

tion, but we believe that one year is an unneces-

sarily long period to respond to that concern.

Mutual funds, utilities and others will be unneces-

sarily adversely affected by the proposal.

IV. Proposals for Entity Classification.

We are not troubled by the fact that large, widely held

organizations can operate in a form that results in

their taxation as partnerships. The proposal to tax

such organizations if their interests are publically

traded is very narrow and places a great deal of

emphasis on a single factor.

-9-
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COALITION FOR LOW
AND MODERATE INCOME HOUSING

Suite 400 South
1800 M Street, N.W.
Washinton, D.C. 20036
TeIphonte: (202) 457.6800

STATEMENT
of the

COALITION FOR LOW AND MODERATE INCOME HOUSING
Regarding Reform of Corporate Taxation

Submitted To The
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

November 7, 1983

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee:

This statement by the Coalition for Low and Moderate Income
Housing will address the question, raised in the Press Release
of October 4, whether limited partnerships with publicly traded
partnership interests should be taxed as corporations.

The Coalition for Low and Moderate Income Housing brings
together in a single coalition all associations, trade groups,
business organizations, and individuals, as well as associated
professionals, involved in the private financing, production,
rehabilitation and operation of government assisted low and
moderate income multi-family rental housing. The Coalition works
with the Administration, Congress, state governments and others
in an effort to promote the financing, production, rehabilitation
and operation through private enterprise of low and moderate
income housing in the most effective ways possible. It is
constantly seeking new and better methods for accomplishing that
objective.

There are several important reasons of public policy for
not according corporation treatment to partnerships which invest
in real estate or otherwise provide financing for real estate.
These reasons include the structure of the investment market for
real estate, protection of small investors and Congress' encouragement
of pension fund diversification.

The Investment Market for Real Estate.

As you already know, there has been a great shortage of
multi-family rental housing for families and individuals of low
and moderate income for many years, and that shortage continues
unabated today. A copy of a recent article in the Washington
Post discussing this nationwide problem is attached for your
information.
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When Congress enacted the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981,
it recognized that an adequate supply of housing, and other pro-
ductive real estate, is created only by private investment.
Congress, therefore, enacted specific tax incentives to encourage
private investment in real estate, and especially in housing --
an investment which creates new jobs, revitalizes urban areas,
and provides shelter at a fair price for millions of Americans.

Real estate investments must be made through partnerships
in order for such investments to be economically viable in the
marketplace. Typically, the rents and other items of current
income from a real estate investment are exceeded by the expenses
of the investment, including debt service. Thus, such investments
normally are economic only if the investors can take advantage
of the tax incentives enacted by Congress, including the deduction
for accelerated depreciation. The tax incentives to invest in
real estate are not available to individual investors if the real
estate is held in the corporate form. Accordingly, in order for
capital to continue to be attracted into real estate investments
on a large scale, it is absolutely necessary that real estate
investments be permitted to be made through partnerships.

Small Investor Participation.

The staff's proposal to tax publicly traded partnerships
as corporations, if applied to partnerships investing in or finan-
cing real estate, fails to take into account the fact that the
tax effects of an investment in real estate do not depend on the
number of investors. For example, if a partnership of two persons
invests in an office building, the tax deductions will be the
same as would be with a partnership of 200 persons. The total
income or loss from the investment will depend only on the property,
not on the number of investors. The same is true if the 200 investors
can freely transfer their interests. The overall taxable income
or loss remains the same; it is merely spread over more partners.

Recently, larger limited partnerships have been formed for
small investors. Typically, one of these partnerships will
purchase a number of real estate properties of a specific type
for the particular combination of ongoing economic, including
tax, benefits and long-term appreciation. They hold these
properties in a similar fashion to the way individuals hold these
assets -- namely, they hire professional managers to manage the
buildings and collect rents, and they hold the property for its
long-term appreciation.

28-219 0 - 84 - 28
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The formation of these large real estate partnerships are
intended merely to secure the same economic and tax benefits that
large investors have traditionally enjoyed with real estate.
These partnerships are not operated like manufacturing or sales
companies they derive their income and appreciation from
professional management of the real estate properties which they
own.

Similarly, large partnerships may be formed to hold mortgages
on real estate properties. The debt interests owned by these
partnerships are no different from those owned by individual
investors who buy mortgages. The large public partnerships
merely allow small investors to invest in these debt instruments
in a diversified fashion.

Considerations of fairness should dictate that small investors
not be foreclosed from investing in real estate along with large
investors which have traditionally been part of this investment
market. These investors should not be penalized by having their
partnerships taxed as corporations when the partnerships have
only engaged in the type of activities in which large investors
could individually engage.

Pension Fund Diversification.

When Congress enacted the Employee Retirement Income Security
Act of 1974, it recognized that employee pension funds should
be allowed and encouraged to diversify their investments, including
investments in real estate. In 1979 the Department of Labor proposed
rules to allow pension funds to do this and still provide for
adequate liquidity. The Proposed Regulations, 44 F.R. 168
(August 28, 1979) provide that where pension funds invest in
partnerships or corporations which are "publicly traded, freely
transferable and widely held, as in the case, for example, of
some real estate investment trusts (REITS's), they will not be
deemed to be "plan assets" (which means that the management of
the corporation or partnership will not be fiduciaries of the
pension plan). In promulgating this Proposed Regulation, the
intent was to allow pension funds to invest in these "pooled
investment vehicles" (as opposed to an operating company) without
causing new ERISA responsibilities for the publicly traded
corporation or partnership.

Pension funds are required to seek investments with sufficient
liquidity and diversification to protect their beneficiaries.
In order for these funds to invest in partnerships which own real
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estate and comply.with these proposed regulations, the partnerships
will have to be publicly traded. Otherwise pension funds will
lose a valuable investment medium. In addition, since pension
fund fiduciaries are required to periodically report on the fund
values to their beneficiaries, it is desirable for their interests
in real estate partnershps to be freely traded on the open market.
This option for pension funds of investing in real estate through
the use of publicly traded partnerships should not be foreclosed
by the adoption of a tax on these partnerships.

For the reasons discussed above, the Coalition believes that
it would not be advisable to tax partnerships which hold equity
or debt interests in real estate as corporations. Instead, the
staff's proposal should focus on those partnerships which have
taken operating businesses normally run by corporations and "dis-
incorporated" them; the proposal should not include investments
in real estate which have traditionally been owned by partnerships
or individuals.

Martin C. Schwartzberg
Chairman
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" EAL ESTATE
Seiurdy, November 5, 1983

Apartment Crumch
Foreseen for Nation,
Washington Area

tt t t 5

Lower-lncome People
Face Severe Squeeze

By An Mariano
I.WOMb F" suf W"kV

More m um Americans will
wsed rnal housing in the omin
y s a high itrest rats and how-

mob shut them out ot
menr hip. At th mie tim,

the suply ofrental houses and
apartmenta is expected to dwindl
~N deteriorte.

Th Washington am is likely to
be amng the hardest hit by this
uunch. The squeme is already being
felt, particularly in the District df
Columbia, where condominium con-
vesos high costs and ret control
statutas have sharply reduced the
number of rental spartmentik ac-
coing to industry analysis.

Por n moderate-incorn (am-
,ilie suffer the worst. Maryland de.
vuloper James W. Rome, citing
"meds of the people in this country
that aren't being mt, believes ther
is a critical shortme ot adequate
huing for this segment of the pop-
ulation.

He quoted 1980 6u= ires
that showed 9 million families with
Incomes of less than $7,000 a yar
m nmters and spend 44 percent of
their income on the rent.

'We've got to have feeral aid,
but somethings got to work mort
efectively than It ha in the pet
Roue added.

Rouse, noted for rehabilitating
crumbling inner.city area, such a
Baltimore's Harbor Place, and

planned communities like Columbia,
said the federal government is 'step.

back' frolm belin the poor
and9 a vcuum Is left

A little-notcd statistic, he aid, is
that 'there ar now $250 billion in
unfunded deral obligations for
housing. Th is payments yet to be made
on Section 8 (subsidized housing), pay.
ments yet to be made on credit subsidies,
payments yet to be made by the federal
government for support we've given to
housing that exists.' That sum, he added,
'doesn't appear in any balance sheet any.
wber.

In the Washington area as in other
actions of the country, escalating costa

of land and construction have outdis-
tanced rent levels, forcing many small.
scale developers out of rental construc-
tion. Thos who remain still make up the
majority of landlords, however. They, as

l as the big, national development
companies, depend heavily on tax-ex-
empt financing to keep their rents afford-
able

Ohe problem quite simply is that the
numbers generally don't work without
direct or indirect subsidies," according to
William D. ComigM Jr. of Washington,
an executive of the National Corp. for
Housing Partnerships. The company is
the second largest apartment owner/man-
agement firm in the nation, according to

California accounting frm, Kenneth
-h*ethal & Co.

Thoom Bozzuto, regional head of The
Oxford Group here, said the 'develop.
ment of apartments in most parts of the
United State would be virtually impos-
sible without tax-exempt fimancing," in-
cluding the Washington metropolitan
ae.' Bouuto's firm, headquartered in

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Betdai is building four rental apart-
ment complexes in suburban Mayand.
and Vhi

Under the most widely used vehicle,
develope are eligible for tux-exempt
fmam g if they rent 20 percent of the
=it. ty buid to moderate income
Museholds. To quali, families must
have incomes lower than 80 percent of
the median incom*-or $26,000 for a
fiyt A for in the Washington

Builders using this type of finac-
ig ar prohibited from converting
units to apartments for 10 years As
a consequence, some developers use
this type of finaning to construct
buildings already equipped for even.
tual conversion but rent out the
units for 10 years to get maximum
tax benefits, said a municipal house.
ing agency worker.

A congressional effort to curtail
this tax-free financing has sent shock
waves through the housing indutry
and local government agencies
dM with housing the poor. Both
groups say they fear that without the
below-market interest rates made
possible by this type of funding, con-
stection of rental housing for all but
the most affluent will be brought to
a near-sanstl

Rental apartments ar already
scce for low- and moderate-inome
reidents herm Vacancy rates In the
metropolitan Washington ame range
from 3 to 31, percent, according to
Donald & Slatton, executive vice
president of the Apartment and Of.
fice Building Association.

MThe rental housing market is get-
tinrg worse and worm, and mor and
more buildings are going into fore-
closure," especially in the District,
Slatton said. He blames city rent
control kw& cumbersome require-
ments for condominium conversions,
and delays of "five to eight months
to evict tenants who are not paying
the rent."

.Rent control is effective in the
short run in keeping rents within
reach of low- and moderate-income
tenants. In the long run, however,
"the continuation of rent controls
on wase the shortage Of rental

hotsag and the deterioration o(the e.
b*in reta inventory, According to a
study by tl housing MM the nto
by Anthony Dowan a sener ow in
eonm c Studio for the Brookings In.
stitution in Washington. "The gap be-
tween existing rents and those needed to
make construction of n, rental at
eooma~ fsible rises cotinuoWly
while control ar in effect, he added
SSlatton said there 'is a much better

businm cimate for landlord" in the
Mgaryland and Viiginia suburbs. Rental
construction under way bs taking place in
the ubtub and "the nicer building ar
the" he said.

A recent survey of rental apartments
in Montgomery County showed that va-
cncy rats have declined over the post
year and a half. indicating a scarcity of
available unt 7% std was done by
the counts Office of Landlord-Tenant
Affair

oIt is dear .. that the rental market
bas tightened considerably -.z. ' d a
report of the survey findings It is lso
dr that families who are unable to pay
more tha $30 per month for a one-bed-
room unit or $400 per month for a two-
bedroom unit will have great difficulty
finding a horn.'

Low vacancy rates-aound I per-
astalso are reported in Alexandria.
The city faces a shortage of rental apart-
mints that "is owing much wome," said
Mark Looney, landlord-tenant adminis-
trator for the city.

Cooihnm co msions hae taken
many apartment buildings out of the
M market in the Mopolitan areas.

Condo sies have bee slow during the
rcso however, and some units were
retmed to the rental market while own.
ers wait an hope for a pickup in sales
Rents on these apartments, however, gen-
erally am too high for moderate-income

he one exception to the general do-
dine in apartment construction has been
the Sun Belt where lower contruction
costs -and booming Population growth
lured developers into what now tUm out
to have been a spree of overkilding:

"Texas, Oklahoma and Louisiana, for
eamp had lucrative energy business
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to stabilize their soomies during the
reeeiono so nstor flocked to those
ste bulfding multifaiy Unita to sec

"The continuation of
rent controls only
increases the
shortage of rental
housing and the
deterioration of the
existing rental
Inventory,"
neeording too
Anthony Downs of
Brookings.

Commodat. the apctd continuin in.
flu of new r"WdenW said Mich Ca.

Ir, diecto hou f~ct for
Chase com eti Now, with oi price
on the dedine "mmpikyment is rising
in thos sates making the demand for
new a d * atayCompleted apartments
and Condos very lw.

Back in mid-1982, high occuanc
rate in Sun Belt awrtments, rising rents
and available financing Combined to lur
many builders into Asrtinntotrc
tio -, accord V. to Witten,
hed F Reeard ,1 n In Da
Money from mortag subsidy bonds and
industrial development bonds, with fed-
eral or municipal backing, came with
'quite attractive rates around 10 and 11
percent, he said.

The office and light industrial markets
wee overbuilt by this time, and 'devel-
its ... flocked to apartment. u the
hottest new game in town,* sid Witten.
Some of them never bilt apartments

[before) in their live.."
Another element in the Texas apart-

ment building boom has been a new role
for lenders, a joint venture partners with

Savinp and loa institutions saddled
with portfolios of low-intert-ate mort-
gas were divesify from single

family homes an apartments seemed to
be a simple transitio, Witten said.

Thee new ptrwp "W a litHe
nestuo" but al e e, he

mid. Th1 boom is producing an wvoup.
= npdbecause gof the Changed r-

~oe~ between developer and lender,
which was so important in beeping the
mare in checw

C one- action stated n 2%000 unit.
in the first half oithi year in the Dalls

sakmore th ie tu ota 0( 18,00
started In 1 2 1 The l1month total

000 rPresents a four-year supply 0(
qaamnt for the ae, sdd Witten

The wrsupply emta units Can be
s boon to tenant. by holdn down rents
in 00 fuueWittensKAi

Tmants In m t other am 0( the
Country wiD not be so fortuats. Rents
am be epected to mn high, while
les aid be sqaed frm t fedel

DvlprRowe believes he has one
aw. H is a paont of neighbor-

od-b f-help organizations Vu
a Jubile Hous, which he helped
found 10 years ago in the Adams-Morgan
section o( the District The Eterprise
Foundation, another Rowe creation, is
ran $26 mion to aid non-pvfit
housi pup In other cities, be
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Statement of

ARTHUR J. GARTLAND
Managing Director

DEAN WITTER REYNOLDS INC.
130 Liberty Street

New York, N. Y. 10006

This statement relates to hearings held on October 24, 1983
before the Committee on Finance of the United States Senate
(the "Committee") concerning certain aspects of the Prelim-
inary Report prepared by the Committee Staff on The Reform
and Simplification of the Income Taxation of Corporations.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION

The Committee Staff, in a preliminary report dated
September 22, 1983 and entitled "The Reform and Simplifi-
cation of the Income Taxation of Corporations", has pro-
posed enactment of certain changes in law affecting the
tax treatment of corporate dividends. These include the
following:

1. Denial of deductibility on 85% of interest expense
incurred on debt used to purchase or carry stocks
paying dividends eligible for the 85% inter-corporate
dividends exclusion.

2. Extension of the present holding period to establish
eligibility to claim the 85% inter-corporate dividends
exclusion from fifteen days to one year.

These changes are proposed to apply to stock "acquired"
and interest "accruing" after December 31, 1983.

EFFECT OF PROPOSALS IF ENACTED

If the above proposals are enacted as proposed, they can
be expected to:

1. Have a devastating impact on the capital markets, espe-
cially the market for preferred stocks;
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2. Lead to significantly greater use of debt financing
by corporations and less equity financing;

3. Lead to a further concentration of U. S. industry;
and

4. Reduce (rather than increase) tax revenues received
by the U. S. Treasury.

RATIONALE FOR PROPOSALS

1. Simultaneous Availability of 85% Dividends Exclusion
and Deductibility of Interest - It has come to the
attention of the Committee (by reason of a 1982 sub-
mission from the New York State Bar Association) that
a corporation may reduce its income taxes by investing
in preferred and/or high yield common stocks while
using debt to partially fund its investment. The
investing corporation reports 15% of dividends received
as income, but deducts 100% of interest paid, and
thereby generates tax "losses" which can be used to
offset other income.

I. Minimum Holding Period - This issue arose because at
least some companies are setting up a tax arbitrage
(not unlike a commodity straddle) whereby a stock is
purchased shortly before its ex-dividend date and
another stock with very similar attributes is simul-
taneously sold short for delivery just after its
ex-dividend date. The "loss" on the short-sale is
almost exactly equal to the dividend received on
the stock held "long". In effect, dividend income
subject to the 85% exclusion is generated, while at
the same time nearly identical ordinary losses are
produced. With almost no money at risk, the investing
corporation generates tax losses equal to approximately
85% of anticipated dividends/matching losses.

REAL EFFECT OF LEVERAGED STOCK ACQUISITIONS

In formulating its proposal to deny deductibility of
85% of interest incurred on debt used to purchase or carry
dividend paying stocks, the Committee Staff has attacked a
"problem" which, in fact, does not really exist. There is
no appreciable revenue loss to the U. S. Treasury, on an
overall basis, because of the leveraging of inter-corporate
stock investments. Indeed, the ability to use leverage has
helped to make the cost of equity financing more competitive

-2-
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than would otherwise have been the case, and has made
non-control inter-corporate equity investments viable
economically. To that extent, it has helped to encourage
the raising of equity, which, in turn, has led to greater
tax revenues. That is because corporate profits are sub-
ject to double taxation. More equity leads to more cor-
porate profits and, in turn, to greater tax revenues.

The Committee Staff unfortunately has focused its
attention on just one small part of a rather long equation.
A corporation which invests in stock, and which uses any
significant amount of debt in its capital structure, will
unavoidably reduce its own income taxes as a consequence
of such combined factors. This has been the case for over
40 years and is not a "problem", due to 'the following
factors:

1. "Dividends", in most cases, represent income already
fully taxed. (This is overwhelmingly the case with
preferred stock dividends.) In non-control situations
(i.e., where stock holdings are not great enough to
allow tax consolidation), there is simply a shifting
(and not an avoidance) of the income tax burden. Our
tax system stipulates that the first corporation gen-
erating income (i.e., the issuer of stock) pay the full
tax prior to distribution of profits (i.e., dividends).
The use of leverage by the investing corporation pro-
duces a slightly smaller "loss" in tax revenues than
would have occurred had the issuer of stock itself
incurred the debt used by the investing corporation.

2. A corporation using debt to partially fund acquisitions
of stock will increase its net income, which, in turn,
will ultimately lead to greater fully-tacable dividends
to its own shareholders, reversing much of the tax sav-
ings enjoyed by the corporation.

3. The corporation's interest deductions are exactly equal
in amount to the lender's taxable income. Most lenders
(i.e., banks, life insurance companies, casualty insur-
ance companies and individuals) are taxable entities.
Even in the case of tax-exempt lenders (i.e., pension
funds), the beneficiaries ultimately pay tax on interest
earned. This further reverses any tax reduction which
initially occurs. (Taxable lending intermediaries also
introduce another opportunity for double taxation as they
too pay dividends.)

4. Using debt to buy stock is not analogous to using debt to
buy tax-exempt securities. Dividends are not tax-exempt,
but rather are fully taxed prior to distribution. The

-3-
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Treasury gains nothing from promoting lower tax-exempt
rates. It does stand to gain from promoting more equity
financing. It stands to lose revenues if it discourages
equity financing.

The actual fact is that leveraged, non-control, inter-
corporate equity investments produce more tax revenues overall
than almost any other form of financing. Oddly enough, the
Committee Staff proposals would force corporations to choose
precisely those financing methods which would tend to produce
significantly less tax revenue overall.

EXAMPLES

Corporation A needs to raise $1,000,000 to invest in its
business. It would like to issue preferred or common stock,
but would consider issuing subordinated debt instead if it
were less costly. It finds it has the following financing
alternatives:

1. Corporation A can issue $1,000,000 in non-control pre-
ferred stock, paying dividends at 10%, to Corporation B.
To fund its purchase, Corporation B will borrow $750,000
from (taxable) Lender C, agreeing to pay 12% interest, and
will use $250,000 of its own equity as well.

2. Corporation A can issue $1,000,000 in subordinated notes
to Corporation B, agreeing to pay 17.24071% interest.
(This "interest" rate is exactly equal to the pre-tax
equivalent of a 10% "dividend" rate.) To fund its purchase
of notes, Corporation B will borrow $750,000 from Lender C
at a 12% interest rate and will use $250,000 of its own
equity.

3. Corporation A can issue $1,000,000 of control common stock
to Corporation B. To fund its purchase, Corporation B will
borrow $750,000 from Lender C at 12% interest and will use
$250,000 of its own equity.

4. Corporation A can sell $1,000,000 of its subordinated notes
to a tax-exempt pension fund. Again, the interest rate
payable by Corporation A would be 17.24071%.

Note: Each of the above financing techniques is commonly uti-
=ized, and while other alternatives are possible, it is very

unlikely that Corporation A could issue all its stock, preferred
or common, to unleveraged corporations or unleveraged individuals.
That is because (a) an unleveraged corporation would not logic-
ally bid as high a price as a leveraged corporation and. there are
very few corporations which have no debt, and (b) individuals
having a 25% tax rate or higher would enjoy a higher yield

-4-
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and less risk by buying taxable or tax-exempt debt rather
than dividend paying (non-rapid growth) stocks.

Assume:

a) Corporation A's marginal tax rate is 46%.
b) Corporation B's marginal tax rate is 46%.
c) Lender C's marginal rax rate is 20%.
d) Common shareholders of A, B and C pay tax at an

"average" rate of 25% (blends 20% capital gain
rate and assumed rate of 30% for ordinary income).

e) Corporation A generates $200,000 in annual income
from its new asset before interest, taxes and dividends.

The tax revenues to be collected by the U. S. Treasury
given each of the above alternatives would be as follows (see
attached flow charts also):

Alternative Total Tax Portion Deferrable

(1) $ 106,625.00 $ 31,125.00
(2) $ 101,450.00 $ 32,850.00
(3) $ 101,450.00 $ 32,850.00
(4) $ 59,519.44 $ 46,827.85

It seems very strange that the Committee Staff proposes to
effectively do away with Alternative (1), while preserving
the others, especially when a stated goal is to increase tax
revenues. If the Staff proposal is enacted into law, dividend
rates will have to rise and/or stock prices will have to fall
to maintain yields. This will raise the cost of equity and
encourage companies to use more debt in place of it. As can
be seen from the above example, the surest way to reduce tax
revenues is to encourage the greater use of debt. That is
precisely what will occur, however, if the Staff proposals
are adopted.

The Staff proposals, if enacted, would also encourage
control equity investments by making non-control equity invest-
ments Jargely uneconomic. Control companies could still incur
debt and invest such debt in the stocks of its subsidiaries.
Unless individuals could supply all equity needs, which is
unrealistic, more and more corporations would have to merge
to obtain requisite equity funds. Financing conglomerates
would quite literally be compelled by tax effects. This could
hardly be viewed as a positive development. As indicated in
Alternative (3), it would also lower tax revenues.
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A final point in also worth making. In the above example,
the 10% preferred stock had a higher after-tax cost to Corpo-
ration A than 17.24% debt because of the non-deductibility of
dividends. This illustrates that our tax system already
strongly encourages debt financing rather than the use of
equity. The Staff's proposal, if enacted, can only serve to
accelerate this trend since it would increase the cost of
equity even more.

THE "CHRYSLER PROBLEM"

In private conversations with the author and others,
the Staff has expressed a general sense that if dividends
paid do really represent already fully taxed distributions,
then the use of leverage is probably not detrimental. However,
concern has been expressed that "many" companies may not be
paying current tax, but still pay dividends eligible for the
85% exclusion. To the extent the stocks of such companies
were leveraged, there would be a net outflow from the U. S.
Treasury. Chrysler Corporation, in relation to its preferred
stock dividend, was cited as the most visible example of this
phenomenon.

In point of fact, some companies did pay less current tax
in 1982 than their preferred dividends, Chrysler being one of
them. However, such companies are in the minority. And, on
an aggregate basis, current tax paid in 1982 by U. S. corpo-
rations overwhelmingly exceeded their preferred stock divi-
dends, making it plain that such dividends do in fact in the
aggregate represent distributions of fully-taxed.income.

In order to get a sense of whether there were many com-
panies not paying tax in an amount at least equal to their
preferred stock dividends, the author looked at the 1,000
largest companies, in terms of sales, whose common stocks
are listed on the New York or American Stock Exchanges or
traded "over-the-counter". The source of basic information
was the "Compustat" data base, which is compiled by Standard &
Poor's Corporation. The basic finding of that investigation
was that those companies with preferred stock outstanding paid
current taxes in 1982 of approximately $14.14 billion compared
to preferred dividends aggregating only $2.02 billion. Thus,
there is little question that those dividends were fully-taxed
distributions.

It is perhaps also worthy to note that few companies are
probably willing to leverage a stock such as Chrysler. That is
because using leverage increases risk (i.e., the dividend might
not be paid, but interest would still be due). It makes little
sense to add extra risk to an already rather risky investment.
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In conclusion, the author believes the Staff's concern
over the "Chrysler" phenomenon is not supported by the facts
and is, therefore, invalid. Our tax laws need to be based on
the overall situation, not on the odd case.

EFFECT ON CAPITAL MARKETS IF ENACTED

The Staff proposes in its Preliminary Report that denial
of deductibility would apply to interest "accruing" after
December 31, 1983. All existing investments where leverage
is employed would thereby be affected and, thus, there would
be no effective grandfatheringg". That is because, unless
all such leverage is immediately repaid, interest will continue
to accrue after December 31.

Even on a fully "grandfathered" basis, the Staff proposal
makes little sense as it will lead to lower tax revenues in
the long-term. If enacted without grandfathering, however,
it would have a devastating impact on the capital markets,
would result in very significant trading losses and would
result in a large near-term reduction in tax revenues.

In Alternative (1) above, Corporation B's after-tax yield
on investment was 17.8% (i.e., $44,500 in net income on a net
equity investment of $250,000). If Corporation B could only
deduct 15% of its interest expense, however, its after-tax
yield would precipitously fall to only 3.724%, or hardly
enough to justify the investment. It, along with all other
companies using leverage, would be forced to sell their entire
stock holdings as rapidly as possible into a market where the
only potential buyers would be either (a) unleveraged corpo-
rations (a small universe), or (b) individuals who do not enjoy
the dividends exclusion. The result would be massive trading
losses which would reduce tax revenues. Such losses would also
not endear the sponsors of the legislation to the corporations
(and their shareholders) which just experienced the losses.

There is probably in excess of $50 billion of preferred
stock outstanding. Most preferred stock, and a lesser percentage
of common stocks, are presently held by corporations. In turn,
most corporations (especially financially-oriented ones) use
substantial debt as part of their capital structures. Today's
market yields fully reflect the ability to use leverage which
has been regularly practiced for over 40 years since the inter-
corporate exclusion was enacted. In order to attract buyers,
barring tho ability to deduct interest, stock prices might
literally have to fall by up to 40% from current levels. Thus,
the magnitude of the problem that would be caused is very sub-
stantial. Again, tle proposal now before the Committee makes
no sense. It would create a major problem where no real prob-
lem now even exists.
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EXTENSION OF PRESENT HOLDING PERIOD

The Staff proposal to extend the holding period from fifteen
days to one year would hurt all non-control corporate investors
to solve a tax abuse being practiced, almost certainly, by less
than one-half of one percent of corporate investors. The pro-
posal will particularly effect buyers of adjustable rate pre-
ferred stocks ("ARPS") who bought such securities on the speci-
fic premise of liquidity. This new instrument has been almost
solely responsible for major banks' recently being able to
bolster their equity positions, as specifically requested by
the Federal Reserve. To do so they needed permanent (i.e.,
perpetual) equity at a reasonable cost. ARPS was the only way
to get adequate funds as it allowed banks (and others) to tap
the corporate market, which but for ARPS would not have been
feasible. If the holding period is extended to one year,
liquidity for all intents and purposes will be lost, which in
turn will result in substantial losses. The author believes
on the order of $7 billion of ARPS have been issued during the
past 18 months.

The author sympathized with the Staff conclusion that some
change in law is necessary to preclude the type of "tax arbi-
trage"previously described. The author agrees that this is an
instance of tax abuse.. However, the approach taken by the
Staff would be much too far reaching in its impact to be justi-
fied. The author strongly believes that the same result could
be achieved (i.e., stopping this specific abuse) if the defini-
tion of "substantially identical" stock were broadened. This
was essentially the approach taken in curtailing commodity
straddles. Some minor extension of the holding period, to
perhaps thirty days, might also be warranted. However, extending
the holding period to one year is clearly tnvarranted by the
facts, especially when more reasonable solutions are possible.

ATTACHMENTS

Attached to this statement are illustrations of the tax
flows to the U. S. Treasury under the financing alternatives
described above. The author believes such revenue flows have
been computed accurately. Also attached are copies of the
computer printouts obtained by the author in researching the
relationship between current corporate taxes in 1982 and pre-
ferred stock dividends. Companies crossed-out were deleted
by the author in computing aggregate results as they primarily
do business outside of the United States. Thus, their current
tax likely represents, in large part, taxes paid to foreign
governments.
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THE AUTHOR

The author is a Director of Dean Witter Reynolds Inc.
("DWR"), which is one of the largest securities brokerage
and investment banking firms in the United States. He is
also Manager of DWR's Private Finance Group. In such capa-
city, the author has primary responsibility within DWR for
the firm's activities in the private (i.e., unregistered)
placement of debt and equity securities, project financing
and leasing. During the preceding four years, DWR has been
responsible for in excess of $6 billion of private financing,
including over $1 billion in privately placed preferred stock.
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Oct 19. 1983 . 10:23 Page 1 ,
K,)
CODI

I-
0,

INCOME
TAX PREFERRED

Ticker Camp"y No SALES PAYASLE DIVIDENDS

GN GENERAL MOTRS CORP 60025.617 0.000 12.900
C CHRYSLER COUP 10044.902 5.600 29.10AP MERICAN EXPIRESS 8093.000 0.000 1.000
HI HOUSEHOLD IIITERUATIO 7767.S00 0.000 27.400
GO GENERAL OlIAWJCS COR 6154.500 0.000 2.500OP GEORGIA-PACIFIC CORP S402.000 S.OnO IS.000
AMR AMR CORP-OfL 4176.972 0.000 12.033
AL1 SENOI1 CORP 4112.597 2.300 16.700
ICx IC INDUSTRIES INC 3867.901 16.000 19.700
19006 AGMAY INC 3832.978 0.000 4.338
EAL EASTERN AIR LINES 3769.237 0.000 19.993
TI. TINE INC 3564.328 12.050 16.962S 1ooICH (S.F.) CO 3005.301 0.900 9.900MD AMERICAN NOTR CORP 2878.416 0.000 8.b97ASM ALCO STNDMO CORP 28s1.998 1.315 2.062AS ALLEGENT TERNATIO 2838.619 5.947 45.04SESM NoN SIMN INC 2679.251 7.301 16.685;IX HICKES COS INC 2638.214 0.000 0.492CU COOPER 1IDSTRIES IN 2394.629 14.378 1s.961
06 OGDEN CORP 2202.243 (5.643) 0.69" o v -Rc anc, LTe 2".1o3 .OD 90.107
CQ GRUMA cowP 20.4 1.678 S.609WSW WRITE COSLIOATED I 1989.S62 2.130 3.704
611 GENERAL ELECTRIC CUE 1938.550 0.000 6.800
VLO VALERD ENERGY CORP 1901.131 0.000 9.775PELZ TRUNKLINE GAS CO 1802.218 0.ooo 1.716CNP.A CROW CENTRAL PETROL 1772.467 0.000 1.2791219A MCCRORY CORP 1740.78I 0.000 0.845
JR JAES RIVER CORP OF 1656.112 0.000 3.881AN ALLIS.CHALMM CORP 1609.992 5.854 11.250
NSCI SOUTHERN RAILWAY 1603.597 2.07t 2.852KOP KOPPERS CO 15S85.206 4.485 8.100

SIL BENEFICIAL CORP 1440.000 0.000 17.200
i98. HANERMILL PAPER CO 1395.950 0.070 3.890

GST GENSTAR CORP 1388.365 (16.459) 15.194AR ASARCO INC 1350.695 17.904 18.66329828 ABITIBI PRICE INC 1323.655 7.423 8.7642981A STROM BREWERY CO 1317.986 0.000 0.015
MIT WITCO CHEMICAL CORP 1305.418 0.000 0.118U USAIR GOP 1273.012 0.000 0.355FOOD FIRST NATIONAL SUPER 1267.563 0.000 0.032lag MU - .l. .i249.06- O -W--- -4.-'" IElY EVANS PRODUCTS CO 1237.906 0.000 4.890

PRIM PACIFIC RESOURCES IN 1234.809 0.000 0.672CULL CULLUM COS 1126.638 0.000 O.O0Z
tTT UNIVERSAL LEAF TOBAC 1081.903 0.000 0.013MAL WESTERN AIR LINES IN 1065.270 0.000 2.394WU WESTERN UNION CORP 1024.950 0.000 8.310FOX FEDERAL EXPRESS CORP 1008.067 0.372 0.872
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Oct 19. 1963 10:23 Page 2

INCOME
TAX PREFERRED

C Ticker Co.ps3 No* SALES PAYABL. DI VIDENDS

CA0 CNRMALLOY AMERICAIN 973.594 0.000 4.065GT GATX CORP 951.400 0.000 0.600PP PANTRY PRICE INC 945.783 0.000 5.536vul WESTERN UNION TELEGR 931.849 0.000 10.115u %HELLER (WALTER E.) I 856.125 0.000 0.338CYL CYCLOPS CORP 873.16S 0.000 0.453LCE LONE STAR INDUSTRIES 866.755 1.S00 14.166P POTLATCH CORP , 820.180 2.884 9.281RCl REICHNOLD CHEMICALS 814.911 1.074 2.944CRN CARSON PIRIE SCOTT a 797.624 0.600 2.2006L1.3 BLONT INC-CL B 788.733 0.000 1.198OCO GEESCO INC 664.805 0.000 2.243CCF COOK UNITED IN1C 646.001 0.000 0.069oLI DONALDSON, LUFKIN & 628.667 0.000 2.090GC SAF CORP 623.236 1.392 2.9601366B EARL. & DANIEL INDS 606.275 0.OOu 0.111ASU ALLIED SUPERMARKETS 603.3b8 0.000 0.168rA8 KANEB SERVICS INC 595.617 1.424 2.020SWF SOUTHWEST FOREST IND 575.945 0.151 6.300RHR ROR INUSTRIES 565.880 0.78 3.398AM ANERICANI AKERIES CO S26.783 0.133 0.177AFS MOUNTAIN FbEL SUPPLY 510.340 0.000 5.360FSO FEDERAL PAPER BOARD S09.987 0.000 0.474SNG SHELLER-.0OE 500.171 1.116 2.063

76 " TOTALS 8-- .f"l8 . I3
AVERGES =2 o 2S49 h .6.03



Oct 19. 1963 10:32

TAXES PAYABLE HEATER THAN PREFERRED DIVIDENDS

INC ME
TAX PREFERRED

Ticker Cpmyw NN SALES PAYABLE DIVIDENDS

T MERICAN TiLE & TELE 65093.019 1669.300 141.900

DO OU PONT (E.I.) DE NE 33331.007 334.000 10.000
66 Lfebb ;1speT' " som01) o....... - 1.1006

S ARC ATLANTIC RICHFIELD C 2462.207 117.107 10.532
1 U S STEEL CORP 18375.003 168.000 22.000
OXI OCCIDENTAL PETROLEUM 18212.203 561.746 89.209

0 ITT IOTL TELEPHONE & TEL 15958.402 420.953 41.018
SUN SUN CO INC 15S19.003 27S.000 3.000
TOT TEJiECO INC 14979.003 113.000 62.000
UTX UNITED TECHNOLOGIES 13577.101 101.032 695470

PG PROCTER & ,IME CO [2462.000 27S.000 0.012
GTE GTE CORP 12066.402 527.23S 30.196
GET -;ETTY OIL CO 11970.703 747.4SO 0.878

rR ;ROGER CO 11901.902 20.078 4.SO
RJR REYNOLDS (R.J.) INOS 10906.000 242.000 36.000
CP CANDIAN PACIFIC LTD 9991.351 120.26S 1.3379
MX WESTINIHOUSE ELECTRI 9745.402 246.300 0.600
NRY BEATRICE FOODS CO 9188.199 118.3100 16.800
ASH ASNAID OIL INC 88064.667 42.643 3S.532
"kUL 111EE pIteop ___X appotaf who B.4C3
AHC MERADA HESS CORP 8342.S66 322.8=S 1.939
RCA RCA CORP 8237.000 165.400 68.900
UCS LUCKY STORES INC 7972.972 45.S21 1.374
T22 PACIFIC TEL & TEL CO 785S.500 233.900 47.600
ASC AMERICAN STORES CO"N 7S07.769 31.738 11.220
ROK ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL 739398 28.200 1.600
GNI GENERAL MOTORS ACCEP 72S5.398 357.600 7.000
BCA hL WA CTCRmiR 6m3.13 weiallO 46.0606.
MTC MONSANTO CO 632S.000 123.000 0.300
ALD ALLIED CORP 6167.000 236.000 68.000
GRA GRACE (W.R.) & CO 6127.601 97.000 0.700
C:D CONSOLIATED FOOS C 6039.273 7.953 3.226
Ns NABISCO BRANDS INC 5871.101 56.100 0.400
CGP COASTAL CORP 5799.410 8.867 8.035
CRY CITY INVESTING CO S771.101 14.800 3.700
OH OAYTON-4UOSON CORP 5660.72 92.467 0.061
LK LOCKHEED CORP 5613.000 28.800 3.300
JUL JEWEL COS INC 5571.718 16.025 8.886
AS ARMCO INC 5427.898 123.200 3.600
Gi GULF & WESTERN INDS 5331.480 49.643 7.043
UAL UAL INC 5319.707 8.482 0.348
TRW TRW INC 5131.871 38.487 5.706
z WOOLWORTH (F.M.) CO 5124.000 21.000 2.000
Til TRANS WORLD CORP 5107.659 31.763 24.846
CCC CONTINENTAL GROUP 4979.000 74.500 23.640
LIT LITTON INDUSTRIES IN 4932.609 59.231 4.065
CL COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO 4887.992 96.301 0.440
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TAXES PAYABLE GREATER THAN PREFER D OIVIOIEmJS

INCOME
TAX PRUFERRETicklwl Co l Wnw SALES PAYABLE DIVIO S

LTV LTV COwP 4776.800 49.000 1.428AA AMIUO CO OF ER1 4647.$97 60.700 2.500NP UMERICANI MPROC 452.093 94.147 0.3206 GREYHOW I CORP 4525.605 43.673 0.285HR INTL HARVESTER CO 4292.300 62.00 21.947
CM CONTROL OATA CORP 4292.000 81.900 0500OI IBINGTON NORTHERN 4197.597 77.095 16.56WY lEERHAUSERt CO 4186.222 30.979 286.480II3 181091T0m INC 4158.L94 17.561 1.952ON B0RDCR INC 4111.273 16.52 0.044AC AMERICAN CAN CO 4063.401 24.900 3.700NC NCRES$N CORP 4063.712 15.39 0.816CBS CBS INC 4062.270 13.800 0.101AMB AERICAN AMIDS INC 402.810 356.936 20.477I? ISTL PAPER CO 401S.201 122.400 26.400CUE CHARTER C0 3970.301 21.62S 8.856
£ T CERGY CO 3869m38 .9M - 7.750Ha HEIfZ (m.J.) CO 3736.44S S1.636 0.80SCPA CHPIOM INTERNATION 3737.377 17.996 IS.189VA MAY DEPARTWNT STORE 3670.369 4L.50 0.313El TRNSCM NTWLuT GA. S 3652.614 23.214 15.815on BRISTOL-MvERS CO 3599.901 180.g00 1.300am ALoMIN UNITED cR 396.010 88.902 1.38801 OENS-ILLIMOIS INC 3SS2.901 11.700 1.700NCR mCR COP 3526.216 149.664 0.015FMC FNC CORP 346.792 37.778 3.500TOS TOSO0CORP 3465.963 33.506 0.097wIT iML.RRT STORES 3378.251 44.2M2 0.637ES" ESiARx INC 3303.219 3S.195 3.952HES MELVILLE CORP 3261.648 43.60 0.157ALS ALLIED STOES 3215.634 21.449 0.0970R BORS0AU CORP 3195.301 8.400 0.200OG ASSOCIAED ORY GOO0S 3188.857 52.294 13.365PC PW CENTRAL COW 3165.401 3S.100 35.000CZ CELAJIESE CORP 306a 001 109.000 4.000CNN CARTER HAMLET HALE S 3054.763 4.821 1.672R REYNOLDS ETALS CO 296O.SZ1 68.900 2.600HZ MACY (R.H.) & Co 2979.390 14.858 0.6s2za CRON ZELLERBACH 297.501 44.300 18.400TIT TEXTRON INC 2936.001 51.300 5.100CC BOISE CASCADE CORP 2912.449 0.S06 0.247ILU rAISER ALUImN & C 2911.S01 102.800 .70U
61 ARISE I CO 2890.184 13.445 2.085TXG TEXAS GAS RESOURCES 2877.589 67.068 2.195

e- ts Am ' "-_- _W - - 29i363 0.148AD INLM, STEEL CO 2807.60 33.o3 0.7791 I.ERSO...-RA C 2774.72S 6.2-4 5.72
.. .... . ..... R120.170 - 3S.OO6

PEA lEAD COR 2666.501 1.900 0.800RDE KIOCE INC 2656.334 15.333 4.344
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TAXES PAYABLE GREATER THAN PREFERRED DIVIDENDS

INCOME

TAX PREFLRED
Ticker Coqiy Name SALES PAYABLE DIVIDENDS

OAT UAKER O ATS Co 2611.301 18.400 4.1002868 ANERICAN CORP- 270.678 42.231 0.108ISS INTERCO INC 25.606 18.010 7.478
CANIF OWNCR -64C e63.f7 -3.434- -- -- #486aeW SINGER CO 2522.701 11.600 5.200CEO' 910 P HOLINCE P6C 068w991 41Z ilew iftAV AVCO CORP 2459.291 128.847 5.377ETN EATON CORP 2452.573 80.583 0.772
TSO TESORO PETROLEUM COR 2439.863 7.467 S.602
UT UNITED TELECOMIUNICA 2428.717 101.283 4.897
AMX ANAX INC 2415.499 131.600 24.100

OWKR PC~61- 8-D 1.991 -NGCZ 600 HsmREV REVLON INC 2350.987 69.406 26.742CAG CONAGRA INC 2319.973 6.007 1.949
NiT NORTHWEST INDUSTRIES 2306.600 22.300 3.500
SPP SCOTT PAPER CO 2293.435 1.842 5.740
PZL PEINZOIL CO 2268.610 32.473 3.980
I. ML INDUSTRIES 2213.62 69.735 4.313

ANA ANFAC INC 2211.701 1.789 0.772TPN TOTAL PETROLEUM OF N 2196.429 28.037 6.468
ZY ZAIRE CORP 2139.616 4.413 0.057
AST MERICAN STANDAR IN 2124.518 23.320 0.097
2822A CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RA 296.961 62.586 8.628
IU IU INTERNATIONAL COR 2070.093 34.235 1.426
GY GENERAL TIRE a RU& E 2061.667 26.154 0.258R UNIROYAL INC 1967.221 25.087 4.889
JWC WALTER (JIM) CORP 1926.160 25.167 1.411
SHt SNERWIN- LLtAMS CO 1861.776 13.079 0.801SGP SCHERING-PLOUGH 1817.899 77.000 3.300
CTC CONTINENTAL TELECOM 1817.688 28.554 6.23
GTE12 GENERAL TELEPHONE CO 1805.S17 12B.897 15.074NAN MANVILLE CORP 1772.229 31.544 24.990
MNE NATIONAL MEDICAL ENT 1747.000 28.000 0.498
EMN EMHART CORP 1710.400 21.800 0.3001602A MARJO GROUP INC 1697.438 30.982 8.814

R WHITTAKER CORP 1673.604 60.666 0.644BAX BAXTER TRAVENOL LABO 1671.44S 27.323 0.046GLD GOULD INC 1643.100 24.800 0.300
RII RAYMOND INTL INC-OEL 1638.336 16.650 0.213
EY ETHYL CORP 1614.626 30.374 5.621
NWP NORTHNEST ENERGY 1601.832 13.298 6.374
STA STALEY (A.E.) MFG CO 1688.114 3.017 2.266
CUN CIUINS ENGINE 1587.476 10.369 S.940DIAl RATONAS CO 1587.048 14.207 10.000
BES BEST PRODUCTS 1581.650 21.993 0.022
CKE CASTLE & COOKE INC 1551.726 5.791 4.832MAC NATIONAL CAN CORP 1541.543 17.257 2.028TEX TEXAS AIR CORP 1515.320 7.307 0.052HUM HUIMANA INC 1616.311 39.452 6.910NWTI PHILADELPHIA A READ 1610.892 31.213 0.850OR NATIONAL DISTILLERS 1499.000 18.700 i.300

Oct 19. 1983 10:32 Page 3



TAXES PAYABLE GREATER THAN PREFERRED DIVIDENDS

INCONE
TAX PREFERREDTicker Cwqaay Nam SALES PAYABLE DIVIDENDS

LSI LEAR SIEQLER INC 1464.190 17.041 0.786IGL INTL INERALS & CHER 1462.000 61.300 0.400P! PITIEY-lOlS INC 1455.280 37.400 5.949v WESTVACO CORP ,449.664 12.718 0.008
17376 GRAYSAt ELECTRIC CO 135s.430 2.062 0.029v ALLEGHANY CORP 1349.742 14.398 8.967MT MATL INC 1341.914 25.1W6 6.037USG u S GYPSUM Co 1324.838 20.568 0.757PC2 PENNSYLVANIA CO 1305.400 1.600 0.400ACK ARMSTROM WORLD MINDS 3285.590 1.890 0.443USR U S SHOE CORP 1ZS4.138 23.125 1.470JCI JONNSON CONTROLS INC ZS1.522 11.148 1.510
2035A AVCO FIHANCIAL SERVI 1232. 95.832 0.008Mw NCGRIW-HILL INC 1193.587 63.396 0.032ASR ANSTAR CORP 1191.135 3.565 1.127CGPI COLORADO INTERSTATE 1165.842 33.780 2.65AVT AWET INC 1164.698 18.225 0.081CNT CENTEL CORP 1156.180 29.330 1.244TET2 TRANNESTERN PIPELIlI 1153.173 12.179 1.216DRY ORAVO CORP 1151.617 2.464 0.387SFS SUPER FOOD SERVICES 1128.511 1.581 0.130CR CRANE CO 1126.398 1.933 0.006INC INTL IULTIFOODS COWP 1118.242 6.710 0.239PV.J PAINE WEBBER INC 1099.814 41.657 1.851LOF LIBSEY.idENS-FORD CO 1098.597 11.450 4.813FEN FaRCHIo IISUSTRIES 1093.261 18.390 1Z.2SNG SOUTHERN NEW ENG TEL 1081.200 11.600 S.L,SC BRNSWICK CORP 1068.243 0.909 0.092APF mF INC 1054.218 44.381 0.052CFSC CFS CoNTlITA. INC 1043.462 2.898 0.3112305 SALIMNDRE & OHIO RAI 1016.661 27.637 2.39~~AQ- lI LE 1. 75- 6.604-gU S INDUSTRIES 971.367 13.697 3.295SNS SUSTRAt CORP 961.573 24.Z2 0.016PD PHELPS DODG CORP 957.795 39.865 3.775PSN PEISNULT CORP 952.40 7.782 3.569ZAL ZALE CORP 939.756 2.03 0.126REX REXINORD INC 936.562 21.668 0.110MYT.A NEW YORK TINES CO-CL 92S.292 2.205 0.1670IG DI GIORGIO CORP 920.578 3.698 0.951EBS EDISON BROTHERS STORE 915.g00 13.441 0.069ARN ANCHOR HOCKING CORP 903.574 0.758 0.012GTE2 GENERAL TELEPHONE CO 886.122 36.726 7.171

etv rTm"F -Of. .. 5.9%6 1.396A(NIKE NIKE INC-CL a 867.212 11.102 0.030H"m HARTMARX CORP 863.231 3.212 0.062SYIR SYNTEX CORP 813.281 41.857 1.126HLR NIOLM 5-ROSS CORP 790.897 2.144 0.078GTEIS GENERAL TELEpOE CO 771.02U 31.842 7.638FIN FINANCIAL CORP OF Am 764.367 2M.038 0.237
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TAXES PAYABLE GREATER THAN PREFERRED DIVIDEND

INCOME

TAX PREFERRED
, Ticker Compaw Name SALES PAYABLE DIVIDEuNDS

CMZ CINCINNATI WILACRON 759.688 6.631 0.240
w"Id WEELING-PITTSOURGH 755.083 6.114 4.97b
MGC MAGIC CHEF INC 754.399 9.771 3.731
FND FEOERAL-NOU. CORP 735.344 5.450 0.439
KSC KAISER STEEL CORP 734.935 42.043 0.688
CCRK MNCCDUICK & CO 717.678 11.001 0.01

SFI UROWNING-FERRIS INDS 714.94S 20.081 1.028
MEN NEWPONT MINING CORP 71.60 25.225 0.777
OOS.A DILLARO KPT STOREs- 711.323 3.040 0.022
FIGI FIGIE INTL HOLDINGS 78.331 10.662 1.425
DAY DAVCD CORP 704.S09 1.591 0.141
SWo SCOVILL INC 691.399 1.477 0.166

m SRIS CO 681.363 6.641 0.115
s WESTERN CO OF NOKTH 676.530 22.239 1.270

FHPI MARYLAM CUP CORP 655.875 3.516 0.025
SyIs SIRON CORP 639.594 16.059 1.921
I* t INSILCO CORP 636.034 0.823 0.117
OVA W&OL 1--- -.~ --- ---.z 16.499 - 1:05"4ow BANUR PINTA CORP 622.320 8.872 0.695 

0"mo.- -4. -3r.toj(
NCS NATIONAL CONVENIENCE 617.438 0.948 0.036
PRO PARKER DRILLING CO 615.861 10.176 0.118
a 5 BELL & HOWELL CO 611.805 6.102 0.017
FR FUQUA INDUSTRIES INC 607.480 12.979 0.417

10o8 BROM-FOR;MN DISTILL 604.852 19.609 0.471
CTI CENTRAL TELEPHONE CO 604.430 17.208 1.267
5Ws DENNISON FG CO 577.281 4.936 0.648

ARM ARMSTRONG RUBBER 575.877 3.034 0.212
GA GULFSTREM AEROSPACE $7S.477 26.716 0.440
"ON MOHASCO CORP 659.614 1.392 0.074
OAK OAK INDUSTRIES INC 54S.720 3.930 0.023

0 ZOS ZAPATA CORP 537.094 22.203 0.546
EPI EAGLE-PICHER INS S31.452 3.701 0.076
Svc STOKELY-VAN CAM INC 52S.214 5.216 0.764
FHR FISHER FOODS INC 524.328 1.506 0.107
RK AOICK COP 521.759 3.126 0.365
iR READING & BATES CORP 516.824 8.219 6.045
CoX COX CWUNICATIONS 1 514.746 3.387 0.060
ARV ARVIN INDUSTRIES INC 513.905 2.954 1.138
DOt. BAUSCH i LOMB INC 509.736 2.352 0.059
GTE7 GENERAL TELEPHONE CO 505.467 13.910 4.520
IC6 INTER-CITY GAS CORP 504.639 2.398 0.724
CLE COLE RATIONAL CORP 500.319 8.578 0.016

747 TOTAl4 S *.* 1R340.009 2I-6.q19 t "-'o ., < 2". ,22) 7
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Statement by Deloitte Haskins & Sells

on

Senate Finance Committee Proposals

for

The Reform and Simplification of the

Income Taxation of Corporations

November 7, 1983

Deloitte Haskins & Sells is a public accounting firm that provides

tax advice to a diverse group of clients with respect to tax

planning and tax compliance. The comments submitted are general

observations of the firm and do not necessarily reflect the

particular views of our clients.

Because of the complexity and scope of the staff's proposals to

modify subchapter C of the Internal Revenue Code, their report will

require extensive study in order to understand and appraise its

impact on a variety of transactions that will be affacteO by the

changes. We look forward to offering further comments and

assistance to the Committee and its staff as its Work on these

proposals continue.
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The staff report describes many complexities and inconsistencies in

the taxation of corporations and proposes significant changes. The

report states four goals of the study: <1) To simplify the taxation

of corporate transactions; (2) to prevent corporations from

obtaining unintended tax benefits; (3) to make the tax law more

neutral with respect to the structuring of corporate transactions;

and (4) to improve compliance with the tax laws. In support of

these goals three principal proposals are presented: (1) a new

system for taxing corporations and shareholders participating in

corporate acquisitions and liquidations would be enacted; (2) the

taxation of distributions to shareholders would be changed by

repealing the General Utilities doctrine*] and eliminating the

earnings and profits limitation on the characterization of corporate

distributions as dividends; and (3) a new set of rules would be

created to determine the extent to which net operating losses and

other corporate tax attributes survive corporate acquisitions. The

report also proposes Chat publicly traded partnerships be classified

as corporations and addresses certain issues arising in connection

with the taxation of foreign corporations.

General Utilities & Operating Co. v. Helvering, 296 U.s. 200

(1935).
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We fully share the goals of simplifying the taxation of

corporations. However, the staff proposal does not in any manner

simplify but in effect under this guise, raises significant tax

revenue by devisin' a scheme for taxing corporate income at both the

corporate and shareholder level. In so doing the statute makes

paramount, rather than neutral, a decision as to whether the

corporate form of doing business is chosen. Any reforms that

increase this double tax and give such onerous results, even in the

name of simplicity, will not accomplish the goal to make things

simple.

Mergers and Liquidation Proposals

The staff report outlines a series of changes to the tax treatment

-of corporate transactions, including mergers, other acquisitions,

incorporations and liquidations. The definitional rules for

acquisitive reorganizations would be substantially changed. Second,

corporate transferees would be entitled to a cost basis only if the

corporate transferor recognized gain. Third, the tax consequences

at the shareholder level would be determined independently of the

tax consequences at the corporate level. Fourth, the collapsible

corporation rules of section 341 of the Code would be repealed.
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In general, the staff proposals to simplify the definitional rules

of corporate reorganizations make sense. The present definitions

arose over a 50 year period and do not appear to have rational

differences in their requirements. For instance, a stock

acquisition effectuated by a reverse merger (section 368(a)(2)(E) of

the Code) allows for up to 20 percent non-voting stock consideration

while the same acquisition if accomplished by a tender offer

(section 368(a)(1)(B)) must be made solely in exchange for voting

stock in order to qualify for reorganization treatment. Similarly,

the incorporation rules of section 351 do not mesh well with the

reorganization rules, often causing anomalous results. A more

integrated set of rules for all reorganizations and incorporations

would do much to simplify subchapter C of the Code.

However, z-ules separating the tax treatment of shareholders from

those of their corporations should be enacted only after careful

study. Elections are not necessarily simpler than the provisions

they replace. Section 338 of the Code, enacted just last year, was

supposed to simplify the provision enabling corporate taxpayers to

treat stock acquisitions as asset acquisitions, but the statute will

require at least nine major regulation provisions, none of which has

yet been published by Treasury. Despite two technical corrections

bills, section 338 is still not workable in day-to-day transactions.
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Present law governing corporate reorganizations, as developed over

the prior 50 years, is based on a distinction between what

constitutes a sale and exchange and what constitutes a continuation

of a corporate business in a modified corporate form. As such,

despite their complexities, the provisions have provided

flexibility. The concept of continuity of business enterprise and

continuity of shareholder interest are essential elelnents of that

distinction. The problems with the administration of those concepts

has been in the lack of statutory definition rather than with the

principles themselves.

Similarly, the problems that taxpayers and the courts have wrestled

with concerning liquidation/reincorporation problems have stemmed

from a lack of statutory definition of that concept. A

simplification of the reorganization rules would go a long way

towards removing the uncertainties in this area.

Repeal of General Utilities

The repeal of the General Utilities doctrine, and the resulting

double taxation on corporate distributions is an essential element

in the staff's proposal. The staff justifies this additional tax

because it would be less complex than our present system, allowing
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for an election by an acquiring corporation to determine whether to

take a carryover or cost basis in assets and allowing for the repeal

of the complex collapsible corporation provisions.

The staff's recommendation to repeal the General Utilities doctrine

is based, in part, on the assumption that we have an unintegrated

corporate tax system and that such a system is likely to continue

for the foreseeable future. However, at present General Utilities

mitigates this harsh result with respect to appreciation of

corporate assets. In addition, the ability to retain earnings

coupled with a capital gain tax by the shareholders on the ultimate

disposition of the business has integrated the corporate and

shareholder tax to a large degree. Although, as the staff report

points out, we are unlikely to achieve a fully integrated tax system

in the near term, the proposed repeal of the General Utilities

doctrine would be a step in the wrong direction, away from

integration.

When a corporation is liquidated, the recapture provisions insure

that previously untaxed corporate income is taxed. The retained

income has already been taxed at the corporate level at ordinary

rates. What has not yet been taxed is the underlying appreciation

of the corporate assets, which is, to a large measure, reflected in

the appreciation in the value of the outstanding stock. It makes

economic sense to tax this appreciation only once.
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As presently limited by the Code, the General Utilities doctrine is

applied with a bias towards closely held business. While it is true

that closely held businesses may be less able to afford the tax

consequences of double taxation, there is little equitable or

economic justification in restricting the doctrine from applying to

distributions from widely held corporations as well.

Limitation on Dividends Received Deduction

The Senate Finance Committee staff identifies two areas of concern

with respect to the 85 percent dividend received deduction. Their

first concern is that the allowance of an 85 percent dividend

received deduction coupled with a short term capital loss on a

subsequent sale of the stock produces an unintended tax benefit.

The second concern involves the use of a leveraged purchase of

dividend producing stock to obtain an offsetting interest deduction

coupled with the 85 percent dividend received deduction. In

response to these concerns, the staff proposes to increase the

minimum holding period of stock on which dividends paid would be

eligible for the dividends received deduction to one year.

We do not feel that an across-the-board extension of the holding

period in order to qualify for the dividends received deduction is

appropriate to the perceived tax abuse. In addition, we feel that

28-219 0 - 84 - 30
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such an extension would place an undue penalty on corporations with

significant trading activities, such as personal holding companies.

The dividend received deduction is essential to a federal tax system

that involves taxation of corporate income both at the corporate and

at the shareholder level. The theory of a dividend received

deduction is that corporate income should be taxed only once until

distributed to individuals or other non-corporate shareholders. In

fact, since the repeal of the multiple surtax exemption for

affiliated corporations in 1969, there is little justification for a

less than 100 percent dividend received deduction.

We agree that no economic loss has been sustained by a corporation

to the extent that the loss reported stems from a decline in value

of the underlying stock resulting from the payment of the dividend

eligible for the 85 percent dividend received deduction. We do not

feel that an extension of the minimum holding period necessary to

qualify for the dividends received deduction is the proper remedy.

It seems to us that the unintended benefit is not the dividends

received deduction but rather the short term capital loss that

results from payment of the dividend. Therefore, we feel that the

lengthening of the holding period to qualify for the dividend

received deduction is appropriate only where the corporate
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investment risk bears an inappropriate relationship to the magnitude

of the dividend. A disallowance of the loss in cases where the loss

is significant and can be clearly traced to payment of the dividend

would be a more appropriate remedy.

Earnings and Profits Limitations

The staff report questions whether the earnings and profit

limitation on dividend treatment of corporate distributions provides

opportunities for abuse and, iC so, whether the earnings and profits

limitation should be repealed or whether a narrow set of revisions

should be attempted in lieu of repeal.

Under the present rules, abuses do exist, primarily from the

uncertainty that exist in the manner in which earnings and profits

are to be computed. We feel, however, that the outright repeal of

the concept is not the appropriate response to such problems. The

purpose of earnings and profits, to distinguish between

distributions of earnings and capital, is appropriate to mitigate

the impact of our dual system of taxation. The concept of earnings

and profits is key to the application of a number of other

provisions of the Code. These applications would continue under the

Staff proposals, with the result that the need to compute earnings

and profits would remain for both large and smnll corporations.
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Limitations on Net Operating Losses and Other Tax Attributes

We concur that the goal of rules governing the carryover of tax

attributes should be neutral. Limitations should be imposed only

where the economic value of the attributes are abnormally inflated.

The Staff proposals intend to limit the post-acquisition utilization

of attributes by reference to what the loss company's utilization of

those losses would have been had no acquisition occurred.

This appears to be a generally sound approach. However, it is very

important, whatever rules are adopted, that the limitations be

readily calculable and that they not be arbitrary. We are concerned

that any approach that involves the publication, by regulation or

otherwise, of computation schedules will result in unrealistic

limitations in many industries.

The Staff proposals, unlike the proposals set forth by the House,

would put a limitation on the utilization of losses by the loss

corporation on its acquisitions of profitable companies. We feel

this would place an undue restriction on the ability of loss

corporations to rehabilitate themselves. More responsive

limitations could be adopted to insure that, despite the form of the

acquisition, the loss corporation was the actual acquiring

corporation.
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Summary

The rules of corporate taxation are complex. Nevertheless we have*

learned to live with these rules. Complex rules that are perceived

to be equitable are more acceptable than "stated" simple ones that

may have arbitrary results. We suggest, therefore, that instead of

abolishing 50 years of history, reforms be made with the within the

current framework of Subchapter C (mainly the continuity of interest

doctrine) rather than creating significant uncertainty.

Moreover, in our view, as long as we have a dual taxation of

corporate income, we will need rules to mitigate the harshness of

that system. To do otherwise, will discourage the formation of

corporate capital, an essential element of our economy. Much of the

staff proposal, primarily those involving the repeal of the General

Utilities doctrine, would have the opposite effect. A truly neutral

system of taxation, one that would neither encourage or discourage

the corporate form of doing business, would not impose a double tax

on the appreciation of assets while in corporate hands. Any

revisions to subchapter C of the Code should be undertaken in a

deliberate manner, correcting abuses by direct address rather than

evoking a new system of taxation with its resulting disruptions and

uncertainties upon corporate transactions.
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Dorchester Hugoton, Ltd.
Dorchester Place e 5735 Pinetand Dr. # Suite 129

Della, Texas 75231
(214) 739-2002

November 2, 1983

Committee on Finance
United State Senate
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office building
Washington, DC 20510

RE: Written Statement For the Record
On Hearing Scheduled For October 24,
1983 on The Reform And Simplification
of the Income Taxation of Corporations

Gentlemen:

This statement presents the views of Dorchester Hugoton, Ltd. with respect to

the specific question as to whether "limited partnerships with publicly traded

interests [should] be taxed as corporations" which was addressed at the above

hearing.

We believe that publicly traded limited partnerships should continue to be

taxed as partnerships rather than as corporations. We do not believe that the

marketability of an entity's interests should be a sole discriminating factor

in determining the manner in which the entity is taxed as the Staff of the

Committee has proposed. There are long-standing and time-tested legislative

and Judicial criteria for distinguishing between partnerships and corporations

for income tax purposes. We believe that these criteria are still appropriate

in today's business environment. The United States Treasury Department also

opposes the Staff's proposal.
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Committee on Finance
United States Senate
November 2, 1983
Page 2

The Staff sets forth a conclusion that "publicly traded limited partnerships

are simply too similar to business entities that are taxed as corporations" to

support their proposal. A footnote to the Staff's conclusion refers to an

article published in Forbes in August 1983. Although the author of the article

journalistically compares publicly traded limited partnerships to corporations,

the article obviously does not provide a factual, detailed analysis of each of

the two different types of entities. Again, there is authoritative legal

precedent to guide in distinguishing between partnerships and corporations.

The Staff related in their proposals that "substantial questions have also been

raised whether the partnerships tax rules work effectively for publicly traded

limited partnerships". This observation apparently comes from positions taken

in the American Law Institute ("AL") Federal Income Tax Project Tentative

Draft No. 7 dated March 20, 1981. This Tentative Draft states that "it may

prove extremely difficult to audit a publicly traded entity if it is taxed on a

pass-through basis." Based on our experiences, the mechanics of making

detailed partnership calculations in today's highly technical and computerized

environment are relatively simple. The American Bar Association rejected the

ALI position with respect to this matter. Furthermore, the Treasury Department

also believes that many of the perceived problems in this area have been

subsequently eliminated or substantially reduced as a result of the partnership

level audit provisions contained in the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility

Act of 1982.
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Committee on Finance
United States Senate
November 2, 1983
Page 3

In Dorchester Hugoton, Ltd's case, this proposal would have a profound effect

on all of its limited partners. The "partnership entity" concept was selected

over a year ago in compliance with and in consideration of all of the detailed

aspects of the income tax code and regulations in effect at that time. A

change now in the taxation structure would unjustly result in severe financial

consequences to such limited partners not only in the form of unanticipated

taxation but also in the value of their partnership interest. People who

became limited partners subsequent to the formation of the partnership would

likewise be adversely affected.

In conclusion, we believe that there is no substantive basis in the Staff's

proposal that limited partnerships with publicly traded interests should be

taxed as corporations and urge the Committee to remove the proposal with

respect to thismatter from consideration in this hearing.

Respectfully submitted,
DORCHESTER HUGOTON, LTD.

Howard C. Wadsworth

General Manager

/wpc
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Comments 2, 3.F. Hutton & Company Inc. on portions of the Senate Finance
Comitte ' Preliminary Staff Report and Recommendations on the Reform

and Simpitfication of Corporate and Shareholder Income Taxation

/

by

,Martin L. Lyons
Senior Vice President

Corporate Financq Department
E.F. Hutton & Company Inc.
One Battery Park Plaza

New York, NY 10004
(212) 742-6837

October 18, 1983
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qWSTATMB14 OP' Z.F. BUTTON & COMfPANY IN.C.

My name is Xartin L. Lyons, and I am Senior Vice President and Manager of the

Public Utilities Group In the Corporate Finance Department of B.F. Hutton &

Company Inc.

I ams here today to comment on several issues In the Senate Finance Committee's

Report and Recommendations on the Reform and Simplification of Corporate and

Shareholder Income Taxation. The first issue pertains to eliminating the

procedure which allows companies to pay dividends with a return of capital

feature. The electric utility industry, in particular, utilizes this feature

to a considerable extent. It is used almost entirely by the weakest utilities

from a credit rating point of view and coincidently those engaged in the

largest construction programs. Because the return of capital feature exists,

these companies are able to raise capital on much more reasonable terms than

they would be able to do if it were eliminated.

The second issue which I wish to address ts the potential elimination of the

85Z dividends received deduction for corporations. We feel that the effects

of this porposal would be extremely harsh as it could seriously injure the

common stock market, the preferred stock market, which relies on corporate

investors to a significant extent, and the recently created adjustable rate

preferred stock market which also depends on corporate investors for its

existence. We recommend that this Committee not take any action that would

jeopardize either the return of capital dividend treatment or the 85

dividends received deduction for corporate investors. __.

Thank you for considering our opinions.
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5.F. Hutton & Company Inc. would Ilke to express its opinions about the likely

Impact on the market for public utility company stocks, bank stocks, and on

itself should several of the recommendations contained in the preliminary

report released by the staff of the Senate Finance Committee on September 22,

1983 Involving Subchapter C of the Internal Revenue Code (Report No. 187, G-5,

J-l) become law. In particular we want to comment on:

1. The likely negative impact from eliminating "return of capital" tax

treatment on the payment of common stock and preferred stock

dividends.

2. The importance of the 852 dividends-received deduction.

3. The extension of the 16-day holding period to one year and one day

In order to qualify for the 852 dividends-received deduction.

4. The prohibition of deducting interest expense incurred to finance

the ownership of preferred and common stock.

5. The prohibition of leveraged preferred stock financing.

S.F. Hutton & Company Inc. is one of the largest securities firms In the

United States whether ranked by the number of account executives, sales

offices or capital. E.F. Hutton Is also one of the largest Investment banking

firms and acts as managing underwriter for numerous industrial corporations,

public utility companies and municipal clients. For the first nine months of

1983, our Firm managed or co-mansged 88 public offerings of securities with a

value of $6,680,000,000. In so doing, we ranked among the top ten firms in

the investment banking industry,

It is with a view toward our role as an investment banker and market maker

that this statement is submitted. We believe the above recommendations,
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if enacted into law, would have a significant adverse impact on the ability of

corporations, especially regulated public utilities and banks, to raise needed

equity capital as well as adversely Impact the broker/dealer community's

ability to sake efficient markets.

The following tables summrize the total amount of preferred stock and comon

stock raised by combination electric and gas utilities, telephone companies,

banks and all other issuers since 1980.

Preferred Stock New Issues

Issuers:

Gas & Electric Cos.

Telephone Cos.

Banks

All Other

Total

1980

$1,634

0

210

1,240

LLM08

1981 1982

(Millions of Dollars)

531 $965 60% $1,676

0 0 0 30

7 0 0 1,620

40 637 40 l!630

~ AIAUZ au2 i~a

Common Stock New Issues

Issuers: 1980 1981 19

(Millions of Dollar

Gas & Electric Cos. $3,804 31% $4,072 312 $4

Telephone Cos. 9 1,155 9 1

Banks 232 2 198 1

All Other 8o207 67 7,793 59 7

Total 100222 ILL= AM j

through September 30,1983

Source: Abrahamsen & Company, Ne Issues Statistics

)82 1983

0s)

,882 352 $2,273 72

,820 13 1,388 4

161 1 2,629 8

t016 31 25,943 81

3,979 Jilin

1983*

341

1

32

33

*1,376 19%

0 0

2,490 34

3,421 47

ALM au
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As the above figures show, utilities and banks are the major issuers of

preferred stocks, and until the new issues market rally began In early 1983,

utilities played a major role in the comon stock new issue market. owing to

the tremendous capital needs of the olectriu utility industry in particular,

as vell as the critical need for the nation's banks to be adequately

capitalized, we believe the tax laws of the United States should encourage

investors to provide the equity capital needed to enable industry to grow.

The electric utility industry contemplates that it will continue to make

capital expenditures at a high level in the 1980's. Annual capital

expenditures in recent years have been approximately *30 to $35 billion. This

industry has externally financed approximately 602 to 652 of these

expenditures. Although Internally generated funds are expected to increase as

a percent of capital expenditures, we expect external financing to remain

high. Therefore, it is extremely important that the tax laws not be changed

in the manner outlined above because each of the proposed changes will

directly or indirectly Increase the cost of financing for the utility Industry.

With these thoughts in mind, we first want to address the Impact on the

securities markets if the return of capital treatment for dividend Income Is

eliminated. Because this treatment significantly impacts electric utility

companies which are engaged in large construction programs, it is important to

look individually at the companies in the electric utility industry which can

benefit from this provision. Attached in Exhibit A i a list of companies

which we expect will offer a return of capital on their common stock and

possibly preferred stock dividends in 1983 and 1984. In addition, we expect

that many of these companies viii need to issue equity securities in 1984 in

order to continue financing their construction programs.
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In view of the limited revenue effect, estimated by the Staff as less than $50

million annually, we believe the proposal should not be implemented if for.no

other reason than the threat to raising capital externally., Our marketing

people advise us that the return of capital feature is an extremely important

advantage to offer investors when new shares are being sold. But, more

importantly, the return of capital feature is also a sign of financial

weakness and investors realism in exchange for a tax deferred dividend, they

are purchasing shares in a company which maybe weaker than the average

electric utility, As a result, our marketing people say that the yields on

utility securities of the lower quality companies would have to be

significantly higher in order to attract sufficient interest to permit

successful offerings if the return of capital feature is not available. For

instance, in August of this year, our firm was a co-manager of the 4,000,000

share offering of $25 par value preferred stock made by Long Island Lighting

Company (total value $100,000,000). We sold approximately 1,000,000 shares to

our retail or individual customers, at a yield of 14,0O2. We estimate that if

the return of capital feature had not been available, the maximum number of

shares that we might have sold would have been reduced by approximately 502

and the yield might have been increased to 14.502 to 14.752 owing to a general

lack of interest on the part of individual and institutional investors for

preferred stocks of companies which are involved in major construction

programs. Thus, the return of capital feature, provided an essential

ingredient in making this offering a successful one. In addition, it also

helped to minimize the dividend cost to the Company. This cost is directly

recoverable from the Company's ratepayers and, as a result individuals,

businesses and other organisetions on Long Island will not be charged as much

money as they would had the return of capital feature not been available.
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The companies in zhibit A represent only 21X of the largest 100 electric

utilities in the U.S. Since only a small portion of these companies can be

expected to have & significant amount of tax deferred income in their

dividends in 1984, we conclude that the amount of potential taxable dividend

income vhich could be paid by electric utility investors is relatively

insignificant. While the benefits to the utilities are great in terms of

helping them access the capital markets.

The next subject which I want to comment on Is the importance of the 85%

dividends-recoived tax deduction. Unlike the return of capital feature which

normally affects individual Investors,.the 852 dividends-received deduction

("852 deduction") only applies to corporate investors. Such investors Include

Industrial corporations, life and casualty insurance companies, credit

companies, certain investment companies, end broker/dealers such as my Firm.

It Is well know that a substantial portion of the securities issued by the

nation's corporations are now held by institutions instead of individuals.

Some institutions, such as pension funds do not benefit from the 852

deduction. However, many are motivated to acquire securities based on the

potential after tax dividend income. If the 85Z deduction is restricted, the

expected dividend return on investment will decline up to roughly half the

amount of the current dividend. Clearly, many institutions will be

dissatisfied with this scenario and will find Investing in common stocks and

preferred stocks less attractive. As their portfolios are liquidated,

companies will probably experience a reduction in the price of their stocks.

For companies which need to raise equity capital, the result of less

institutional interest will mean that these companies will need to sell more
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shares in order to raise the desired amount of capital and they vilI probably

need to pay higher underwriting commissions in order to effectively distribute

the shares. As noted above, the utility industry will continue to require

substantial external equity in order to fund its construction program as veil

as support its credit ratings. Any action taken by the Congress to restrict

the 852 deduction will make it more difficult for utility companies to raise

capital at a time when many of these companies are already financially

strapped.

In addition, restrictions on the 852 deduction would hurt other industries

which need additional capital. Some U.S. commercial banks fall into this

category and benefit from being able to issue preferred stock which is

considered capital on their balance sheets. In recent years, banks have

issued sizeable amounts of preferred stock. Since May, 1982, U.S. commercial

banks have offered 38 issues of adjustable rate preferred stocks totalling

$4,075,500,000. The principal buyers of these adjustable rate preferred stock

issues are corporate treasurers ho use them to invest surplus cash

temporarily.

Their criteria for investing is to earn the highest possible after-tax

return. If the 85% deduction is restricted, the market for these securities

will be seriously injured since investors will now require substantially

higher yields in order to be attracted to these shares. Due to the complexity

of the dividend setting formula, it is likely that many corporations would not

continue to invest in adjustable rate preferred stocks when less complicated

securities are available for investment,
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In addressing the cost impact of restrictions on the 852 deduction, it is our

opinion that the common stock market would be depressed by restrictions on the

852 deduction. It is impossible to determine the magnitude of harm that would

be done to the stock market. However, it is obvious that corporate investors

will be less inclined to purchase equity securities and a certain amount of

cash will be diverted into other investments.

With regard to preferred stocks, it might be easier to quantify the effects of

restrictions of the 852 deduction. It is logical to assume that a preferred

stock which does not offer tax sheltered income should offer a yield in the

market which is greater than the subordinated debt of an issuer. Therefore,

if an investment grade company (a company whose debt is rated triple-A,

double-A or single-A or Baa/EBB by Moody's and Standard & Poor's,

respectively) has outstanding debt rated double-A, then we could expect the

preferred stock of that company to require a slightly higher yield in the

marketplace, perhaps, a quarter to a half point higher. However, if a

company's senior debt is rated Baa/BBB, the lowest quality in the investment

grade category, then it is reasonable to expect that its unsecured or junior

debt would be rated below investment grade, that is Ba/BB, and that the

preferred stock would be regarded as inferior to the junior debt and would

require a considerably higher yield. Assuming this is the case, the yield

required to market a new issue of preferred stock could be up to two to three

percentage points higher than it would be if the 852 dividend deduction is

fully available.

As an alternative to outright repeal of the 852 deduction, it appears that the

staff of the Finance Committee is also considering ways of reducing "abuses".

28-219 0 - 84 - 31
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The proposal to extend the holding period for qualifying for the 852 deduction

is an effort to accomplish this end. We believe that if the holding period is

extended to one year that significant harm will be done to the several equity

markets that currently exist. The traditional stock market will lose a

certain amount of capital currently invested in it. It is Impossible to know

how many institutions would find common stocks unattractive and how much cash

would be moved to other investments if the holding period is extended to one

year before they could qualify for the 852 deduction.

Likewise, the preferred stock market would suffer because institutional

investors are willing to accept a lower dividend on preferred stock because of

the 852 deduction than they would accept if it did not exist. The question of

how much this market will be hurt is impossible to answer, however, we are

convinced that some investors would move out of the preferred market to a

meaningful extent. It should be noted that utilities, particularly electric

utilities, rely on preferred stock for a significant portion of their

capitalization. As of approximately mid-1983 the capitalization ratios of the

100 largest electric and combination electric and gas utilities were 48.92

debt, 11.7Z preferred and preference stock and 39.42 common equity. Utility

managements are encouraged by state and Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

regulators to maintain a reasonably high component of preferred stock in their

capitalization structures. The cash required to pay the dividends on

preferred stock comes directly from revenues collected directly from

individual, commercial, industrial and governmental rate payers. Therefore

any action on the part of this Committee and the Congress to alter the 852

deduction in a way which would cause preferred stock financing costs to rise,

would be felt directly by electricity consumers across the nation.
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In addition to harming the traditional preferred stock market, extention of

the holding period to one year would also hurt the relatively new adjustable

rate preferred stock market, Adjustable rate preferred stocks, as discussed

above appeal directly to corporate cash mnagers who compare the after tax

yield on adjustable rate preferred stocks to yields available from other

taxable and tax-exempt short-term securities. Au an example, some adjustable

rate preferred stocks offer a yield as low as 9.50% while some fixed rate

preferred stocks offer yields above 142. Since the rates on adjustable rate

preferred stocks change every three months, investors hcve the option to sell

their stock if the rate level changes to a yield which they consider to be

undesirable. Because of the frequent adjustments in the dividend rate, these

stocks tend to trade near their par values and therefore investors do not

expect to take significant losses if and when they choose to sell. It is the

short-term time horizon of these corporate investors which makes the 16-day

holding period essential. In the event that the 16-day holding period is

extended to one year, outstanding adjustable rate preferred stocks would be

severly hurt and few if any new issues could be launched. Therefore, we urge

this Committee and the Congress not to make any significant changes in the

16-day holding period. In view of the limited revenue impact noted above,

this proposal does not warrant passage.

The fourth topic which we want to address concerns the deductibility of

interest on funds borrowed to invest in equity securities. If such interest

deductions are disallowed, a considerable amount of money is likely to leave

the equity markets. Capital formation would be adversely affected and values

of securities would decline. Again, it is impossible to state what the

magnitude of this change would be and what it would do to the equity markets.
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However, it would probably be significant, in addition, the loss of this

deduction would discourage firms such as mine from making liquid markets in

over-the-counter securities as well as positioning large blocks of stock which

are purchased from institutions with the expectation of selling then to other

institutions. The leading securities firms make a regular practice of

positioning large blocks of securities every day in the performance of their

dealer functions. The loss of the interest deduction would significantly

increase the cost of carrying these securities and hinder our efforts at

king efficient markets. We urge that this deduction not be eliminated on

the grounds that it would discourage dealers from making efficient

over-the-counter and Institutional markets. The staff estimate of revenue of

$200 million in 1984, $400 million in 1985, and $500 million in 1986 does not

justify this proposal.

Lastly, we want to address a financing practice known as leveraged preferred

stock. Only a limited number of these transactions have been arranged since

their inception approximately two years ago. This concept enables companies,

especially utility companies, to arrange preferred stock financings at rates

which are significantly below the rate for issuing traditional preferred

stocks. These financings are complicated in structure, but the companies that

arrange them wind up with a lower cost of money than if they had sold a

standard long-term preferred stock. As a result, electric rates are kept

lower than they otherwise would be and we therefore urge this Committee and

the Congress not to penalize leverage preferred stock financing.

In conclusion, we believe that the capital formation process is a delicate one

and to remove any of the tax incentives to making it easier and more efficient

for corporations to obtain equity capital Is not in the long run best

interests of the Nation. Thank you for considering this statement.
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Exhibit A

Return of Capital Estimates

1984'

American Electric Power

Arizona Public Service

Carolina Power & Light

Commonwealth Edison

Consumers Power

Preference Stock

Detroit Edison

Duke Power

El Paso Electric

Kansas Gas & Electric

Long Island Lighting

Preferred Stock

Middle South Utilities

New York State Electric & Gas

Niagara Mohawk Power

Ohio Edison

Pennsylvania Power & Light

Philadelphia Electric

Public Service of New Hampshire

Preferred Stock

Puget Sound Power & Light

Toledo Edison

Union Electric

Washington Water Power

198:3 ....-

0-10%

25-351

some-no eat*

40Z

1001

75%

501

some

30%

75-851

1002

some

701

0-10Z

25-351

751

501

close to 1001

100%

75%

1002

651

75X

some, no eat.

small

small

If any

if any

none

100

none

less

maybe some

some

about the same

1001

maybe

501

probably more

some no eat.

501

small if any

some, no eat.

probably 1001

some

none

some, no est.

no estimate

none

.. a.
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Testimony of Luis Granados
Concerning Reform of Subchapter C

Submitted to the Senate Finance Comittee
October 24, 1983

My name is Luis Oranados. I am the Managing Director of The
ESOP As3soiation, the national, nonprofit association of companies
with bployee Stock Ownership Plans (ESOPs).

The ESOP Association supports the efforts of this Cittee to
rationalize the complex tax laws governing corporate transactions. We
ape that transactions of similar eoonomic substance should be taxed
In a similar manner. NV testimony recommends changing the tax
treatment of a corporate transaction oammon to ESOPs In such a manner
that it would be treated the sane as other transactions leaving the
parties In the same economic position.

The owner of a closely held corporation who is planning for
his retirement faces the problem of turning his closely held stock
into a liquid asset that he can make use of. Because there is no
market for the stock, he cannot simply pick up the phone and sell it.
Two of the moat attractive options available to the thousands of
business owners in this position are (1) to merge into another
comnyt or (2) to se1 the stock to employees through the device ofan 980P.

Sxold the owner choose the first alternative of a merger, he
can take advantage of Subchapter C's tax-free exchange rules for
reorganizations as defined in IRC Section 368. He can wap his stock
for stock of the acquiring company, which may be publicly traded and
therefore fully liquid. No gain is recognized on this transaction, so
no tix is paid. The original basis of the closely held stock is
transferred to the stock acquired in the swap transaction, so that
full capital gains tax will be paid when the acquired stock is resold.
However, the owner benefits from the right to defer payment of tax,
and the option to pay tax at his leisure by selling oft the acquired
stock at his leisure.

Should the owner choose the second alternative, he would sell
his stock to an ESOP trust, presumably for cash. If he invested that
cash In stock of a publicly traded company he would be In precisely
the same economic position he would be In If he had engaged in a
merger. However, he would be taxed differently; he would have to pay
full capital gains tax right awayt as opposed to-the deferral he could
achieve by engaging in a tax-free merger.

This differing treatment is discriminatory on its face, and if
it is the intention of the Comittee to treat like transactions
similarly then it should be addressed.
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Testimony of Luis Oranados
Concerning Reform of Subchapter C
October 24, 1983

Moreover, as a mtter of public policy, the direction in which this
discrimination encourages business owners to move Is an undesirable one. On the
one hand, the %arger mania' afflicting the business ocomwity has been roudly
oritioized as wasteful of precious capital and managerial time and talent In
unproductive activity. This activity does not produce goods and services that
people want; it enriches primarily lawyers and stock speculators. Business
observers such as the authors of the recent bestseller Me Search for
Excellence" also note that the entitles that emerge frm these combination tend
not to be as efficient, productive, or profitable as they were when they were
Independent.

On the other hand, a number of independent studies have associated
employee ownership with Improved employee motivation and productivity, and thus
with improved profitability. A University of Michigan study found employee
owned firms to be 50% more profitable than similar sized firms in similar indus-
tries. A University of Iowa study showed that while national productivity rates
were dropping by 3% in the late 1970sl the same rates were rising by 3% mong
ESOP companies. Congress on a number of ooasions has expressed strong
encouraginent for the expansion of the ESOP concept We ask that this
opportunity to rectify an unintentional discrimination against ESOPs not be
allowed to slip by.

The problem can be solved by legislation similar to Section 11 of last
year's S.1162. Where a control block of stock, as defined in XRC Section 368,
is sold to an ESOP as defined in Section 409A or in Section 975(e)(7) and the
proceeds are reinvested within a reasonable period of time in other securities,
then the exchange ought to be considered a tax-free reorganization.
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STATEMENT OF THE FIRST BOSTON CORPORATION
ON THE PROPOSAL OF THE SENATE FINANCE

COMMITTEE STAFF IN "THE REFORM AND
SIMPLIFICATION OF INCOME TAXATION OF

CORPORATIONS" TO ELIMINATE THE EARNINGS
AND PROFITS LIMITATION ON DIVIDENDS

in connection with

HEARING ON REPORT ON REFORM
OF CORPORATE TAXATION

October 24, 1983

Submitted to the

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

November 1, 1983
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I. Introduction

The First Boston Corporation is pleased to have

this opportunity to discuss and comment upon the proposal

contained in the Report of the Senate Finance Committee

Staff to eliminate the earnings and profits limitatich on

dividends. We have already submitted a statement (dated

October 20, 1983) dealing with the proposals to restrict the

deductibility of interest under an expanded version of

Section 265 of the Internal Revenue Code and to extend the

holding period for the 85% dividends received deduction.

Again, we commend the Committee and its Staff for

undertaking an extensive review of possibilities for reform,

simplification and elimination of abuses in the taxation of

corporations.

Our comments will focus upon public utilities,

because the public utility industry distributes nearly all

of the return of capital dividends and traditionally has

been among the largest private issuers of common stock in

the country. We believe that the impact of the proposed

change on public utilities and their ratepayers and

shareholders will be extremely damaging. Many of our

remarks, however, may apply to other industries paying

dividends which under current law would be treated as

returns of capital.
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11. Sumuar'

Limitir4-div*dend treatment to distributions from

current or accumulated corporate earnings and profits has

been based upon the rationale that taxable dividends should

be limited to distributions of corporate income and that

other distributions properly should be viewed as a return of

invested capital. This concept has been an enduring one, as

the current limitation has been in the Internal Revenue Code

since 1936 and a more restrictive version appeared from 1913

to 1936, We agree with the Staff Report that the earnings

and profits limitation in some cases may have led to

tax-free distributions not contemplated by Congress.

However, the vast majority of return of capital

distributions are properly entitled to be treated as a

return of invested funds rather than a return on invested

funds. In particular, we believe that the practices

questioned by the Staff are totally absent from the public

utility industry. Any questionable situations which may

exist in other industries should be addressed by

appropriately focussed corrective legislation designed to

eliminate specific unintended results without creating

unnecessary hardships for public utility issuers, investors

and ratepayers.

Elimination of the return of capital rule would

seriously and adversely impact the public utility industry
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by increasing the cost of new equity and possibly forcing

companies to adopt inappropriate capital structures. It

-also may have other undesirable and inequitable effects,

including a decline in the market value and liquidity of

existing stocks on which return of capital distributions

have been made, and an increase in rates charged to utility

customers. Individuals, who hold the largest block of

utility stock which may be affected by the proposal, will

suffer the most harm, as the market value of their shares

declines and their ownership positions are diluted by

increased issuance of common stock. Moreover, while

simplification of the tax law is a laudable goal, public

utilities undoubtedly are willing to bear the burden of

maintaining records necessary to establish qualification for

return of capital treatment.

The Staff's proposed three-pronged exception to

denial of return of capital treatment does not afford a

reasonable or workable solution to the harshness of the

elimination of the earnings and profits limitation on public

utilities. As a conceptual matter, the exception is

unsatisfactory, bec ause it treats distributions differently

based on the identity of the shareholder rather than on the

nature of the distributions. As a practical matter, the

three-year limit does not serve the needs of the public

utility industry, as more than three years often are

required to construct new electric generation facilities.
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Moreover, because the exception applies only to original

contributors, the stock will be worth less to subsequent

purchasers. The resulting reduction in liquidity for the

common stock will increase utilities' costs of issuing new

common stock, which costs will be passed on to consumers.

In any event, administration of this relief provision would

be burdensome with respect to corporations having thousands

of shareholders.

We propose that the Committee pursue a series of

remedies aimed at specific problems rather than endorse the

proposed radical change, which would dramatically impact the

capital-raising activities of public utility companies. We

would welcome an opportunity to work with the Committee in

this effort. Grandfathering stock issued before the

effective date of the legislation to avoid massive

reductions in the value of outstanding stock may not be a

viable suggestion, due to the complexities of trading,

reporting and record-keeping in the public utility industry.

Therefore, harsh impacts on the public utility industry can

be avoided only by abandoning the proposed change.

III. Description of Return of Capital

Distributions in the Public Utility Industry

A. Investors

Sale of stock on which return of capital treatment

is expected appeals to individual investors, who are not

eligible for the 85% dividends received deduction. As a

result, they own the majority of public utility stock
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subject to return of capital treatment. Under current law,

investors reduce their basis in the stock by the amount of

distributions received which were not made from earnings and

profits, thereby avoiding current tax at ordinary income

rates of up to 50%. Distributions in excess of tax basis

generally result in capital gains when received. Return of

capital treatment increases potential gain or decreases

potential loss upon sale, with resulting tax costs of up to

20% of the distributed amount in the case of long-term gains

and 50% in the case of short-term gains. The ability to

eliminate current tax and ultimately to pay tax at a lower

rate has caused individual investors to accept a lower

pre-tax return on public utility conmon stock than they

would for stock producing taxable dividends.

Corporations have had little incentive to invest in

equities paying return of capital dividends. The 85%

dividends received deduction available to corporate

investors reduces the effective tax rate on dividends they

receive to 6.9%. In contrast, as a result of the reduction

in stock basis, return of capital treatment may well cause

corporate investors to realize greater capital gains upon

sale of the stock. These gains would be taxed at a higher

rate, 28% if long-term and 46% if short-term.
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B. Public Utility Issuers

Public utilities, especially electric utilities,

rely on sales of common and preferred stocks plus long-term

debt to finance new construction. The return of capital

characteristic is a major marketing factor and produces

higher demand for public utility stock than would otherwise

exist. As described in greater detail in our previous

statement, the level of debt in a public utility's capital

structure is limited by investor and rating agency

guidelines which take account of ratios of equity to debt.

A public utility often issues preferred or common stock to

preserve its ability to issue additional long-term debt at

an acceptable rate of interest, while maintaining its

desired credit rating, Since 1981, electric utilities alone

have raised nearly $7.2 billion through public sales of

common stock, of which 68.1% was raised by companies at

least a portion of whose dividends represented a return of

capital. In total, about 21% of all dividends paid by

electric utilities on common stock were received on a return

of capital basis. Additionally, return of capital

dividends were paid on preferred stock of some of these

companies. Many of these utilities plan to raise a sizeable

amount of equity capital to complete on-going construction

programs. The ability to rely on return of capital

dividends has lowered financing costs to eligible public

utilities, with a consequent reduction in rates charged to

their customers, since savings in large part are passed on.
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Public utilities often qualify for return of

capital treatment because of their extensive capital

projects. Financial accounting rules prescribed by state

and federal regulatory bodies for public utilities establish

an allowance for a hypothetical investment return on funds

used during construction ("AFUDC") prior to the time a new

facility is placed in service.* Generally accepted

accounting principles treat AFUDC funds as earnings but for

tax purposes these hypothetical returns on funds invested to

construct new plants are not income. Consequently, a public

utility can report book income, even though it has minimal

earnings and profits or a deficit for tax purposes. It is

appropriate to treat distributions made by these companies

as non-taxable returns of capital, because AFUDC represents

neither real cash flow nor the accrual of a right to future

income.

For some public utilities, a very high proportion

of financial income stems from AFUDC due to expanding

construction programs. For example, 83% of the financial

income of the major electrical utilities which in 1982 paid

return of capital dividends was represented by AFUDC; for

the electric industry as a whole, during the last twelve

months 59% of earnings were from this hypothetical source.

AFUDC is added to a utility's rate-making base upon which
public utility commissions allow a rate of return. The
rate may vary from time to time based upon commission
decisions.
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Investors who supply construction funds to these companies

receive distributions on their investment from general

corporate funds, not from true earnings. In fact, many

regulatory commissions refuse to permit a current return on

these funds during the construction period. Thus, no abuse

exists with regard to these distributions.

IV. Impact of Proposed Change on Investors and Issuers

A. Investors

Under the proposed change, individual investors

would be subject to tax at ordinary income rates on all

distributions other than those in redemption of stock or for

which the exception applies. If the earnings and profits

limitation were abolished, in many cases investors who are

in reality receiving funds representing return of capital

would be taxed at ordinary rates, which we believe to be

inequitable.

To compensate for the imposition of current tax at

ordinary rates, investors would demand higher yields on

common stock issues whose dividends previously had been

treated as return of capital. This would result in lower

prices for outstanding shares, leading to capital losses or

decreased capital gains for current shareholders. While it

would be desirable to quantify the increase in required

market yields, it is difficult to produce accurate numbers

at this time. However, our sense is that the price decline

needed to raise the market yield to an acceptable level

would be significant.
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B. Mlic UtAity lssuers

If the return of capital rule were eliminated,

public utilities would be forced either to meet

shareholders' demands for a higher return on now issues of

common stock or to place greater reliance on the issuance of

preferred stock or debt. Issuing companies wishing to

continue reliance on common stock in financing their

construction programs would be forced to sell bigger issues

to raise the same amount of funds. Higher utility rates

would be necessary to support the enlarged equity base.

Sale of preferred stock by such companies could be

prohibitively expensive or even impossible in certain

instances. Increased sale of debt would not be a complete

solution for financing needs because of its impact on credit

ratings, which in turn would result in higher costs, as

detailed in our earlier statement. For example, of the 16

companies which raised common stock in 1982 and whose

dividends were accorded return of capital treatment, 14 have

senior debt ratings of BBB or below, the lowest rating

required to qualify as investment grade securities.

Increased issuance of debt securities could cause further

deterioration in credit ratings, which would not only

increase debt service costs but also would eliminate as a

capital source certain institutional buyers who are

permitted to purchase only investment grade securities. In

addition to influencing credit ratings, greater leverage in

28-219 0 - 84 - 32
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a corporation's financial structure and consequent increases

in debt service charges result in greater corporate

vulnerability to adverse economic events.

It should be noted that Congress already has

restricted the ability of public utilities to pay return of

capital dividends. As a result of the Tax Reform Act of

1969 and subsequent conforming legislation, depreciation

deductions must be calculated on a straight-lihe basis for

the purpose of computing earnings and profits. We believe

this change has limited public utilities' ability to pay

return of capital dividends to appropriate situations.

V. Adoption of Financial Income Standard

It has been suggested that in lieu of the Staff

proposal the Committee substitute financial accounting

methods, presumably generally accepted accounting principles

("GAAP"), for the calculation of earnings and profits. This

would be disastrous for many public utilities. The

inclusion of AFUDC in current income under OAAP would yield

taxable dividends from current earnings even though the

income is hypothetical and the distributions in reality

represent return of capital on invested funds.

The adoption of OAAP as principles of tax law would

introduce a new element of uncertainty into the

determination of the tax treatment of corporate

distributions. OAAP varies over time and is often the

subject of substantial disagreement within the accounting
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profession. Presumably courts would be relied upon to

resolve differences in interpretation, but it is unclear

what standards courts would use in determining financial

income if the principle in dispute were the subject of

contention among accountants.

It is far from clear that the adoption of GAAP

would be appropriate as a matter of public policy. The

principles underlying QAAP are intended to portray to

interested parties the fiscal health of a business

enterprise, a concept different from and often irrelevant to

tax concerns, e.g., the need to raise revenue efficiently

and equitably. In fact, transitional rules necessary if

financial income were substituted for the earnings and

profits limitation could well create additional complexity

rather than simplicity in the tax system.

VI. Conclusion

For the reasons set forth above, we do not believe

that the Staff proposal should be adopted. The current

rules do not afford holders or issuers of equity securities

unintended tax benefits in the vast majority of cases. Any

questionable practices that may occur in non-utility

industries should be addressed by solutions tailored to

those instances. The proposed change, if adopted, would

have adverse effects upon the public utility industry and

upon holders of outstanding public utility stock who

legitimately have relied upon long-standing provisions of

federal tax law.
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October 27, 1983

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD 219
Dfrksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Comments are hereby being submitted on behalf of Florida Power & Light
Company (FPL) concerning ope proposal of the preliminary report of the
Senate Finance Committee Staff on "Reform and Simplification of the Income
Taxation of Corporations."

FPL is an investor-owned electric utility, serving approximately 24 million
customers in Florida. The outstanding equity of FPL has a market value
in excess of $2 billion. FPL appreciates the opportunity to submit written
comments on this preliminary report.

The proposal of major concern to FPL is the extension of the holding period
for the dividends received exclusion and the limitation of the deductibility
of interest expense used to purchase or carry stock producing dividends
eligible for the dividends received exclusion.

The purpose of the 85% dividend exclusion was to partially eliminate the
multiple taxation of the same income at the corporate level. Without the
dividend exclusion, income would be taxed initially by "A" corporation
which earned the income, a second time by "B" corporation which received
a dividend from "A" corporation, and again when the stockholders of "B"
corporation receive a dividend. Fortunately, Congress recognized the
adverse Impact of multiple taxation at the corporate level and allowed
corporation "B" to exclude from taxable income 85% of the dividend received
from corporation "A" if corporation "B" held the stock of corporation "A"
for at least fifteen days.

The present proposal is a clear step backward in the area of corporate
taxation. In an attempt to limit certain abuses, the Staff has proposed
increasing the holding period from fifteen days to one year and not allow-
ing a deduction for 85% of the interest expense used to buy or carry the
stock.

The extension of the holding period to one year will eliminate many corporate
investors desiring liquidity. Liquidity is an essential element of the
financial markets in the present economic conditions. To place burdensome
tax constraints on liquidity will cause corporate investors to seek other
investments, thereby increasing the cost of capital of the company. This would
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Mr. Roderick A. DeArment (2) October 27, 1983

have a deletorious impact on the stock value of other investors. FPL
recommends that the present fifteen-day holding period be retained; how-
ever, if this is not possible, FPL recommends a forty-five day holding
period.

The disallowance of 85% of the interest expense used to finance stock paying
dividends eligible for the exclusion would be poor tax policy. First, this
proposal would endorse multiple taxation of income at the corporate level.
Second, the disallowed interest expense would exceed the dividend exclusion
in many cases. FPL is opposed to multiple taxation of the same income and
believes that this proposal would also increase the cost of obtaining
capital. For these reasons, FPL urges that the proposal to disallow 85%
of the interest expense should be deleted.

Sincerely,

GryG. uberek
Assistant Comtroller

sas
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GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
General Motors Building s 707 Fifth Avenue, New York. New York 1013

Telephone
(212) 4865000

October 28, 1983

Mr. Roderick A. Do Aruent
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

RE: Finance Committee fleariag on Taxation (10/24/83)

Dear Sirs

As the Director of Investments for an insurance company group

with $97 million of preferred stocks, I would like to take this

opportunity to add my voice to those responsible members of the

investment community who are opposed to the current proposal, on the

Senate Finance Committee's agenda, which would eliminate the 851 dividend

exclusion on the income received from issues sold within one year of the

date of purchase. In my opinion, such proposed change is ill advised

and, if adopted, would generate several unnecessary and definitely

undesirable results for both current holders of dividend paying

Investment and for prospective Issuers of such Investments.
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For the current holders of such investments, elimination of the

852 dividend exclusion on the income received from issues sold within one

year of the date of purchase would trigger a decline In the market value

of each dividend paying investment because a potential buyer would

require a such higher expected rate of return from the seller (in the

form of a lower market price where the dividend Is stable, as Is the case

for most preferred stocks), so as to be able to achieve his expected

rate of return, regardless of when he decided to sell his holdings. This

is so because the dividends received could represent income to be taxable

at the 46X rate until the passage of the one year holding period at which

time such income would be subject to the 85X exclusion. Stated another

way, the prospective purchaser will demand compensation for the extended

period he may be at risk and this compensation, for outstanding

'seifrities, wilt come in the form of reduced market prices (generating

higher yields) which will adversely Impact current holders of such

securities.

Going one step further, for new issues all dividend rates

(especially for those preferred stocks where the dividend rate is fixed)

will have to be set at much higher levels in order to attract investors.

This increased expense will make it more difficult for business, in

general, to raise equity capital for Its current and future growth needs

and would be particularly burdensome for the utility industry, a major

issuer of preferred stocks.
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I would also like to offer two other points. First of all, it

would appear that the proposed change would present an accounting

nightmare in those instances where dividends received in a calendar year

are given the preferential tax treatment, but the securities are sold in

the following calendar year before the passage of the one year holding

period. This will require at a minimum, a restatement of the company's

prior year's earnings and taxes payable, etc. Secondly, any change that

would result in a reduction in the asset values of insurance companies

(which are major holders of preferred and common stocks) would reduce

this Industry's ability to offer insurance coverages and would place an

additional, unexpected burden on all insurance regulatory authorities

charged with monitoring the solvency of such companies.

For these reasons, I recommend that no change be made to the

current 15 day holding period to receive the 851 dividend exclusion.

I trust that my comments, and those of the investment community,

will be givexi consideration in your Committee's difficult task of

exploring revenue options.

Very truly yours,

Donald J. Haig,
Director of MIC Investments
Investment Funds Activity

DJH:mag
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STATEMENT OF
DAVID G. GLICKMAN* ESQ.

Johnson & Swanson
4700 InterFirst Two
Dallas, Texas 75270

(214) 653-2000

before

THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

on

HEARING ON PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE
REFORM AND SIMPLIFICATION OF THE
INCOME TAXATION OF CORPORATIONS

DATE OF STATEMENT
November 2, 1983

DATE OF HEARING
October 24, 1983

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is David 0. Glickman. I practice law in Dallas,

Texas with the firm of Johnson & Swanson. My firm represents

May Energy Partnere, Ltd. and Snyder Oil Partners, each of

which is a publicly traded limited partnership engaged in oil

and gas exploration and development activities, and a third oil

and gas limited partnership expected to be formed early next

year. Each of our clients has (or will) become a publicly

traded limited partnership by'issuing limited partnership in-

terests in exchange for oil and gas properties and interests in

oil and gas partnerships.

1
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Our concern is directed toward the proposal (the "Propos-

al"), discussed in paragraphs I.D.5., 11.0., IJI.3., IV.F., and

V.E. of the Staff's Preliminary Report entitled "The Reform and

Simplification of the Income Taxation of Corporations" (the

"Report"), that would classify publicly traded limited partner-

ships as associations taxable as corporations. Although the

hearing on this issue was held on October 24, 1983, the

published notice of the hearing (Press Release 83-186) states

that written statements regarding the Proposal will be accepted

no later than November 2, 1993. Accordingly, on behalf of our

clients and pursuant to the notice of the hearing, I am sub-

mitting this written statement for consideration by the Senate

Finance Committee (the "Committee").

I. Arguments Advanced in SupDort Of The Proposal

According to the Report, two arguments have been advanced

in favor of the Proposal: (i) "publicly traded limited part-

nerships are simply too similar to business entities that are

taxed as associations," and (ii) the partnership tax rules can-

not work effectively for publicly traded limited partnerships.

Apparently, this latter concern relates to compliance with the

Federal income tax laws by publicly held limited partnerships

and their partners. In addition, since the Report cites a re-

cent article in Forbes magazine (the "Forbes Article") which

2
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implies that public trading of limited partnership interests

will lead to the conversion of large numbers of corporations

into partnerships (see Mack, Disincorporating America, Forbes

(August 1, 1983) at 76), it appears that proponents of the Pro-

posal are concerned that the continued treatment of publicly

traded limited partnerships as partnerships for Federal tax

purposes will lead to the "disincorporation of America" and a

substantial loss of revenues. My comments will be directed

primarily to the substantive issue of whether publicly traded

limited partnerships are, in fact, "too similar" to business

entities taxable as corporations and to the practical and poli-

cy implications of the Proposal.

I. Summary Of Comments

The Proposal should be rejected for the following reasons:

(i) Given the-myriad of traits that may affect the clas-

sification of a business organization for Federal

tax purposes, the classification of business entities

should remain with the courts and the Executive

Branch in accordance with well-conceived standards of

universal application and should not be undertaken by

Congress on a case-by-case basis.

3
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(ii) Public trading of interests is an extrinsic charac-

teristic of organizations that has nothing to do with

the relationship of the members to each other or of

the members to the organization. A partnership is no

less a partnership because its interests are bought

and sold, just as a public company is no less a cor-

poration when its stock ceases to be traded. There-

fore, public trading of interests is not a distin-

guishing corporate characteristic and should be ir-

relevant to the determination of whether a business

entity constitutes an association taxable as a corpo-

ration.

(iii) If there is concern with the methodology by which the

existing classification regulations draw the line be-

tween "true" partnerships and associations, then a

careful and thorough study of the standards is

required. If anything, new standards of universal

application, not expedited legislation that is tar-

geted to a narrow cross-section of business entities,

should result from this study.

(iv) Compliance with the Federal income tax laws applica-

ble to partnerships and partners has been greatly fa-

cilitated by the enactment of the partnership audit

4
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and procedural rules of the Tax Equity and Fiscal

Responsibility Act of 198Z ("TEFRA"), coupled with

the use of sophisticated accounting software

developed by publicly traded limited partnerships.

Accordingly, I believe that the Department of the

Treasury ("Treasury"), in its testimony before this

Committee, was accurate in stating, theseee . . .

problems are faced to a greater or lesser degree by

every partnership and we are not convinced that

(they] are insuperable."

(v) Finally, in light of the operational differences be-

tween corporations and partnerships and the tax and

other costs that would be incurred in converting a

corporation into a partnership, it is difficult to

see how a loss of revenues will result from the con-

tinued classification of publicly traded limited

partnerships as partnerships for Federal tax purpos-

es.

I1. The Definition Of "Association"

Superficially, the Proposal appears to be a manifestation

of a bias in favor of the two-tiertd taxing structure of

Subchapter C of the Code/ over the integrated taxing structure

I/ Unless otherwise stated, the term "Code" means, and all
section references are to, the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
as amended.
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of Subchapter K of the Code. Upon closer examination, however,

it is apparent from the restricted scope of the Proposal that

it is not founded on such a general premise, but rather is

based primarily upon the proposition that public trading of in-

terests is a corporate characteristic that should, regardless

of the presence or absence of other corporate traits, result in

the classification of a limited partnership as an association

taxable as a corporation. As discussed hereinafter, it is ill-

advised, as a matter of legislative policy, to attempt to clas-

sify organizations by ad hoc legislation rather than to permit

the courts and Executive Branch to make such determinations in

accordance with a rational methodology of universal applica-

tion. Furthermore, it is submitted that public trading of in-

terests is not a corporate characteristic that should be con-

sidered in determining the classification an organization.

A. Congress Should Not Attempt To Classify Business

Organizations.On A Case-By-Case Basie

Since the Income Tax Act of 1894 (28 Stat. 556), the Code

and its predecessors have afforded taxpayers a choice between

taxable entities (namely, corporations and "associations") and

"conduit" entities (namely, general and limited partnerships),

and has left the task of defining or classifying such entities

to the courts and the Executive Branch. See, I Seidman's Lea-

islative Hisrory of Federal Income Tax Laws 1020, 21 (1938);

6
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flint V. Stone Tracy Coo, 220 U.S. 107 (1911). By delegating

the task of defining associations to the courts, Treasury, and

the Internal Revenue Service (the "Service"), it appears that

Congress concluded, as the Supreme Court later stated, that

"(ijt is impossible in the nature of things to translate the

statutory concept of 'association' into a particularity of de-

tail that would fix the status of every sort of enterprise or

organization which ingenuity may create .... ' MorrisseX v.

Commissioner, 296 U.S. 344, 350 (1935).

Presently, the Committee is addressing the propriety of

classifying a narrowly restricted group of limited partnerships

as "true" partnerships rather than as associations taxable as

corporations. At some future time, perhaps some other particu-

lar business organization will be questioned. In essence, the

question is not merely whether publicly traded limited partner-

ships should be taxed as corporations; rather, the question

also involves the broader policy consideration of whether it is

advisable for Congress to determine, on a case-by-case basis,

the Federal tax classification of a specific business organiza-

tion, or whether such determinations are better left to the

courts and the Executive Branch based upon logical distinctions

formulated in an orderly fashion over time.

7
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Given the variety of traits that a business organization

may possess and the administrative inefficiency that would re-

sult if it is left to Congress to determine the Federal tax

classification of specific organizations on a case-by-case

basis, Congress should not embark upon this path.

B. A Limited Partnership Does Not More Nearly Resemble A
Corporation Than A "True" Partnership Merely Because
Its Interests Are Publicly Traded

Any decision made by the Committee with respect to the

Proposal should be based upon a well conceived, rational meth-

odology for classifying entities and not upon a vague feeling

or belief that a publicly traded limited partnership "walks and

talks like a corporation." See the Forbes Article. It is sub-

mitted that the first step in applying a rational means of

determining the Federal tax classification of a specific form

of enterprise is to ascertain whether the organization

possesses traits that are intrinsic to d.e lure corporations.

In Morrissey v. Commissioner, suera, the Supreme Court,

addressing the question of whether a trust should be classified

as an association, first identified the characteristics that,

in its view, should be considered in determining whether an or-

ganization is an association. Although the corporate charac-

teristics enumerated by the Court in Morrissey may not be ex-

haustive of the traits shared by all de lure corporations, such

a



characteristics are certainly significant corporate traits that

should be taken into account by any rational classification

system. According to the Court in Morrissey, a sine ma non of

association status is that the organization be comprised of

"associates" who have joined together to conduct an enterprise

for profit, Other factors considered by the Court were:

(i) the limitation of liability for the debts of the or-

ganization to the property of the organization, with

no recourse to the properties of its beneficial own-

ers;

(ii) the ability to transfer beneficial interests in the

organization without destroying the continuity of the

enterprise, and the opportunity for continuation of

the enterprise without interruption by the death of a

beneficial owner;2/ and

(iii) the opportunity for centralization of management in

representatives (who need not be owners of beneficial

interests in the organization).

2/ It should be noted that the Court in Morrissey seems to
have viewed "free transferability of interest and "continuity
of life" as a single, inseparable corporate trait. As
discussed below, subsequent courts viewed these as two distinct
characteristics.

9
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In 1960, primarily in response to the taxpayer's victory

in United States v. Kintner, 216 F.2d 418 (9th Cir. 1954),

Treasury promulgated the current regulations under section 7701

of the Code governing the determination of whether an organiza-

tion should be classified as a trust, a partnership, or an as-

sociation for Federal tax purposes. See Treas. Reg.

* 301.7701-2. These regulations adort and refine the criteria

set forth in the Morrise case. In general, the regulations

provide that an organization will be taxed as a corporation for

Federal tax purposes if (i) the organization is comprised of

associates who have an objective to carry on a business or 
fi-

nancial enterprise and divide the gains therefrom, and (ii) the

organization possesses at least three of the following charac-

teristics: (a) continuity of life, (b) centralization of man-

agement, (c) limited liability, and (d) free transferability of

interests. Treas. Rags. 51 301:7701-2(a)(1) and

301.7701-2(a)(3). Since the promulgation of these regulations,

the courts have generally followed the classification scheme

adopted by Treasury. Sea Zuckman v. United States, 524 F.2d

729 (Ct. Cl. 1975); Phillip 0. Larson, 66 T.C. 159 (1976); cf.

Outlaw v. Unted States, 494 F.2d 1376 (Ct. Cl. 1974).

Clearly, publicly traded limited partnerships (just as

privately held limited partnerships) are composed of

10
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"associates" who have an objective of carrying on a financial

enterprise and dividing the gains therefrom. However, such

publicly traded limited partnerships (as is the case with most

privately held limited partnerships) have been carefully struc-

tured such that they lack at least two of the corporate charac-

teristics of continuity of life, centralization of management,

limited liability, and free transferability of interests) as

such, these limited partnerships are not classified as associa-

tions taxable as corporations under the current regulatory ap-

plication of the Morrissey test.

Since the Proposal would classify a publicly traded lim-

ited partnership as an association taxable as a corporation

even though it is identical in all other respects to a private-

ly held (or, for that matter, publicly held but not traded)

limited partnership that will continue to be classified as a

partnership, it appears that the proponents of the Proposal

must believe either that public trading of interests, 2er se,

is a controlling corporate trait, or that public trading of in-

terests results in, or is symptomatic of, the existence of a

controlling corporate trait. Public trading of interests, per

se, may be viewed as a controlling factor for classification

purposes only if it is a trait intrinsic to corporations.

While it is true that the overwhelming majority of interests

11
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traded on our securities markets are stock and debt securities

of corporations, it is also true that the overwhelming majority

of corporations are privately owned corporations whose stock is

at least as illiquid as interests in their closely held part-

nership counterparts. In addition, there are numerous private-

ly owned partnerships and corporations whose interests are

highly liquid by reason of puts, redemption provisions, and

market clearing arrangements (which do not constitute

"established securities markets" under any definition of the

ter-n'. Liquidity or ready marketability of interests is in

fact dependent upon circumstances that are extrinsic to the re-

lationship of the members to the organization or of the members

to each other. Accordingly, public trading of interests, per

A.!, simply is not a trait that is intrinsic to corporations,

hence should be irrelevant to the determination of whether a

business organization should be classified as an association

taxable as a corporation.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Proposal might be logi-

cally supportable if it were grounded on the proposition that

public trading of interests results in, or is symptomatic of,

an intrinsic corporate trait that should be afforded control-

ling significance for classification purposes. The only in-

trinsic corporate trait that appears to bear any resemblance or

12
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relation to public trading of interests is the trait of free

transferability of interests.

In Morissey, the power (or legal right) to transfer an

interest without ending the existence of the organization was

held to be a corporate characteristic. Subsequently, the

courts refined this concept and held that free transferability

of interests is a separate trait that exists if the transferee

of an interest in the organization is substituted to all rights

and powers of the transferor vis-a-vis the organization. See

Glensder Textile Co., 46 B.T.A. 176 (1942). It is submitted

that this trait of "free transferability of interests" is com-

mon to all de jur corporations, hence is a proper criterion to

consider in determining whether an organization should be clas-

sified as an association taxable as a corporation.

Most (if not all) publicly traded limited partnerships

possess the Morrissey-Olenader Textile trait of free

transferability of interests, as reiterated in Treas. Reg.

§ 301.7701-2(e). However, there are also many non-traded lim-

ited partnerships possessing the trait of "free transfera-

bility" which would not be classified as associations under the

Proposal. It is therefore clear that the trait of "free

transferability" is not dependent, in whole or in part, upon

the public trading of interests, and that the Proposal cannot

13
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be based upon the theory that such "free transferability" is a

corporate characteristic that, in the case of limited partner-

ships, should be controlling for classification purposes.

It is possible that the concern with public trading of in-

terests reflects an underlying discomfort with the size of pub-

licly traded limited partnerships or the similarity of their

interests to stock. Although the label of corporation is

commonly associated with the concept of large enterprises (or

"big business"), it is submitted that size (whether measured in

terms of asset values or number of participants) should not be

a relevant consideration for purposes of determining the Feder-

al tax classification of an organization. If two or more indi-

viduals wish to pool their assets in the conduct of a business,

they should have the right to choose between the provisions of

Subchapter K and those of Subchapter C, regardless of the value

of those assets. Similarly, the number of participants in an

enterprise is not an intrinsic corporate trait, hence should

not be relevant to the determination of the Federal tax status

of an organization. A one-shareholder corporation is no less

a corporation than a publicly held corporation. In any event,

the Proposal, by its terms, ia not targeted to all "large"

partnerships, since it would not revoke the partnership status

of large, publicly held (but not traded) limited partnerships.

14
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Insofar as the similarity of limited partnership interests

and stock is concerned, there is no doubt that limited partners

and stockholders have similar rights and obligations. Indeed,

in 1822, the first limited partnership act was enacted express-

ly to permit "silent" partners to contribute capital to a part-

nership while having a position analogous to that of a stock-

holder. See, generally, 60 Am Jur 2d at p. 253. However,

since the similarity exists regardless of the numbers of lim-

ited partners and stockholders or the existence of an

established market for interests, it is not a reason to distin-

guish between publicly traded and other limited partnerships

and, accordingly, cannot be an argument supportive of the Pro-

posal.

To summarize, the only significant difference between pub-

licly traded limited partnerships (which admittedly possess the

intrinsic corporate trait of "free transferability" of inter-

ests) and many other limited partnerships (which, although not

publicly traded, also possess the trait of "free

transferability" of interests) is the existence of an

established market for interests. Since the existence of an

established market for interests is not a distinguishing char-

acteristic of corporations, it would be unjustifiable for Con-

gress to enact legislation that will draw an artificial and

15
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irrational distinction between publicly traded limited

partnerships and functionally identical limited partnerships

whose interests are not traded.

C. Revision Or-Replacement Of Existing Standards

The Proposal may stem partially from concern with the line

currently drawn by the regulations under section 7701 between

"true" partnerships and associations taxable as corporations.

It might be argued that the existing regulations under section

7701 manifest an overreaction to the Kintner decision and do

not apply a sound methodology for determining association sta-

tus. However, even assuming arguendo that the existing regula-

tions under section 7701 are not sound, it would not be an ap-

propriate reaction for Congress to enact legislation that arbi-

trarily draws the line based upon trading of interests; rather,

Congress or Treasury would be better advised to consider the

adoption of new standards having universal application, or the

revision of existing standards. In so doing, Congress or Trea-

sury must be aware that it will be disrupting a balance between

"conduit" business entities and taxable business entities that

has been in existence since 1960. Such disruption requires

careful and thorough deliberation of problems and policies far

more extensive than those considered by the proponents of the

Proposal, and is not a matter for expedited legislation._/

2/ As Treasury and others have pointed out to this Committee,

the use of limited partnerships taxable under Subchapter K of

(Footnote cont'd]

16
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IV. Operation of Partnershig Tax Rules

The second argument advanced in favor of the Proposal is

that the partnership tax rules cannot work effectively for pub-

licly traded limited partnerships. The administrative problems

typically associated with publicly traded limited partnerships

are principally the difficulty in allocating various tax items

among numerous partners where there are multiple transfers of

interests during the taxable year and the possibility for tax

avoidance where interests are held in street name.

It is my understanding that both the allocation and street

name problems have been substantially reduced by the TEFRA

partnership audit rules and by the use of sophisticated ac-

counting programs that have been developed by publicly traded

limited partnerships. In addition, the reporting requirements

imposed upon publicly traded limited partnerships and the

(Footnote cont'd from previous page]

the Code is very important (if not critical) to the flow of
capital into the natural resource exploration, research and de-
velopment, and housing development industries. Any-revisions
of the association standards that might reduce the flow of
capital into these industries must be scrutinized thoroughly.
Other problems and policy considerations include (i) whether it
is advisable to broaden, narrow, or eliminate the two-tiered
tax regime of Subchapter C and (ii) the tensiorr that will be
placed upon the classification issue if the Subchapter C pro-
posals recommended in the Report are enacted.

17
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public scrutiny that these partnerships receive would seem to

make them less likely to engage in tax avoidance activities

than partnerships which are not publicly traded. Accordingly,

I believe that Treasury, in its testimony before this Commit-

tee, was accurate in stating, "[tJhese . . . problems are faced

to a greater or lesser degree by every partnership and we are

not convinced that (they] are insuperable."

V. The Impediments To "Disfncorporating" America

Concern, stemming principally from the Forbes Article, has

been expressed that, if publicly traded limited partnerships

continue to be classified as partnerships for Federal tax pur-

poses, soon many large corporations will be "disincorporated"

into publicly traded limited partnerships, resulting in a sub-

stantial loss of revenues. For the following reasons, it is

difficult to see how a significant loss of revenues will result

from the continued classification of publicly traded limited

partnerships as partnerships for Federal tax purposes.

A. Tax And Financial Impediments To "Disincorporation"

There appear to be only three generic methods (albeit,

with many variations) by which a large corporation may be

"disincorporated," within the meaning of the Forbes Article.

One method would be for the corporation to completely liquidate

18
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and transfer its assets to a newly created or existing limited

partnership. For most profitable corporations, the tax costs

(in the form of capital gain tax at the shareholder level and

recapture tax at the corporate level) of a complete liquidation

would be substantial, if not prohibitive. 4/ Of course, for a

few corporations that have incurred substantial economic losses

and that possess significant riet operating loss carryovers and

other tax benefits, such a complete liquidation might be imple-

mented without significant tax costs at the corporate or share-

holder level. However, such loss companies comprise only a

small portion of the universe of publicly traded corporations.

Also, since such a complete liquidation of a loss corporation

would result in the elimination of its tax benefits, there is a

strong tax disincentive for completely liquidating. Thus, it

seems highly unlikely that many large corporations would be

completely liquidated into publicly traded limited partner-

ships.

Perhaps another method for "disincorporating" a corpora-

tion would be for the corporation to contribute all or a

4_/ Theoretically, a complete liquidation under section 333 of
the Code might be employed to avoid substantial Federal income
tax at the shareholder level. However, for a variety of rea-
sons, this alternative is not a practical means of
"disincorporating" for most large corporations whose stocks are
publicly traded.
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portion of its business to a limited partnership and raise

capital for that business by selling limited partnership units

to the public. Since a portion of the operating revenues of

the partnership would be diverted from the corporation to the

new partners, there is clearly a financial disincentive for

raising capital by selling partnership units to the public. It

is submitted that, absent significant dilution of their exist-

ing shareholders, most corporations normally would prefer to

raise capital by issuing new stock and thereby retain the

operating revenues generated by the new capital. Furthermore,

such conversion of an eIisting corporation into a partnership

is not really a "disincorporation" of existing corporate earn-

ings, since only the earnings attributable to the new capital

contributed by the limited partners would be taxed to the new

partners.

The third method for "disincorporating" a corporation

would be for the corporation to contribute a portion of its as-

sets to a limited partnership and then distribute limited part-

nership interests to its shareholders as a dividend or in

redemption of stock. After TEFRA, any such distribution of

limited partnership interests which results in capital gain to

the distributed shareholders generally will result in corporate

level tax under section 311(d)(1) of the Code, subject to

20
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certain very narrow exceptions. If this corporate level tax is

not incurred by reason of the distribution, then the distribu-

tion generally will result in dividend income to the share-

holders to the extent of the distributing corporation's earn-

ings and profits. Thus, as in the case of the complete liqui-

dation of a corporation, this method of piecemeal conversion

into a partnership in most cases would result in substantial

tax burdens at the shareholder and/or corporate levels.

Finally, if the Subchapter C proposals recommended in the

Report are enacted by Congress, then the tax disincentives for

converting an existing corporation into a partnership will be

even greater. There would then be no means of avoiding corpo-

rate level tax upon distributions of assets or partnership in-

terests.

B. Operational Impediments To "Disincorporation"

In addition to the tax and financial impediments to

"disincorporating," there are at least two significant opera-

tional distinctions between a limited partnership and a de lure

corporation which, in theory and in practice, provide disincen-

tives to conducting many businesses in limited partnership

form. These disincentives will limit the conversion of exist-

ing corporations into limited partnerships and, in addition,

21
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will often cause a founder of a business to conduct the

business in corporate, rather than limited partnership, solu-

tion.

The first significant operational distinction between a

limited partnership and a do 1ue corporation is that, under

virtually all state laws, a limited partnership must have a

limited term of existence, whereas a corporation may exist per-

petually. Limited partnerships always have a specified termi-

nation date and are terminated earlier upon the bankruptcy,

liquidation or death of the general partners. The stated term

of existence is often 50 years. It is possible that this term

could be extended as the termination date draws near. In addi-

tion, the partnership agreements of most publicly traded lim-

ited partnerships have provided for multiple or substitute gen-

eral partners, or other makeshift solutions, so as to continue

business after the bankruptcy, liquidation or death of a gener-

al partner. In both cases, however, limited partner approval

of the continuation of the partnership is ultimately required,

and it is quite possible the limited partners would not elect

to continue the partnership. In the corporate context, share-

holder approval is required to terminate; in the limited part-

nerehip context, limited partner approval is required to con-

tinue in existence. This distinction affords a corporation
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significantly greater assurance of continuation than is

afforded to a limited partnership.

The implications of a limited, and uncertain, term of ex-

istence will have their strongest effect as the termination

date draws near. Since most limited partnerships have had lim-

ited business purposes, and publicly traded limited partner-

ships are relatively young, examples of difficulty doing busi-

ness in the face of imminent termination are limited. The per-

son considering conducting business in limited partnership or

corporate form must nevertheless deal with the implications of

a limited term of existence, particularly if the limited

partners' interests are to be publicly traded. As the termina-

tion date approaches -- even 10 or more years before

termination -- the business may be expected to encounter diffi-

culties raising additional capital and taking advantage of

opportunities which require long-term commitments. Throughout

the term, the limited partnership will be more likely to hold

assets which are readily saleable so that values recognized in

liquidation would be less uncertain.

The difficulties resulting from a limited term of exis-

tence may not appear great. However, as a practical matter,

all but the most shortsighted persons will be influenced by

this limited partnership trait. Certain activities may well be
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conducted despite the limited term of existence. Ownership of

producing oil wells and real estate, for instance, do not usu-

ally require periodic infusions of additional capital and the

assets owned may be liquidated with relative ease and certain-

ty. Other activities, however, could be severely handicapped,

particularly if they can be expected, as is the case with most

industrial organizations, to require substantial capital to re-

place or upgrade facilities or are required to enter into long

term projects in order to provide for future growth.

The second significant operational distinction between a

limited partnership and a de lure corporation is that the gen-

eral partners of a limited partnership are liable for all obli-

gations of the limited partnership, whereas management and own-

ers of a corporation are not individually liable for corporate

obligations. Thus, in order to conduct any business in limited

partnership solution, the general partners (whether corpora-

tions or individuals) must be willing to assume unlimited lia-

bility in the event of failure. This difference is profound,

and will further limit the desirability of doing business in

limited partnership form. This is particularly true for ven-

tures which require high levels of indebtedness and/or face un-

certain futures._/ It is not mere coincidence that limited

/ Even corporations embarking on or purchasing speculative
or highly leveraged businesses will wish to further limit their
exposure by conducting the business through corporate
subsidiaries.
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partnerships have primarily engaged in limited purpose

businesses where the risk of failure is contained to loss of

the partners' contributions. Although publicly traded limited

partnerships may have broader business purposes, to date every

publicly traded limited partnership commenced its business with

a substantial base of revenue generating assets and (subject to

the single exception of real estate ventures which typically

employ high levels of well-secured debt) a relatively low debt

level. In conducting their businesses, publicly traded limited

partnerships have as a rule restricted their operations to

those which could be financed primarily from current cash flow.

S It is submitted that these two distinctions between corpo-

rations and limited partnerships - limited life and unlimited

liability of the general partners - are, in fact as well as in

theory, crucial and important differences. Indeed, perpetual

life and limited liability are the two reasons corporations

came into being and have become the preferred method of

conducting business. For very real reasons, it is submitted

that the role of the limited partnership is likely to remain

limited primarily to those types of business that have limited

goals and identifiable (and containable) business risks.
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VI. Conclusion

For the reasons discussed above, the Proposal should be

rejected. If the Committee is concerned that the current clas-

sification regulations may not properly draw the line between

"true"s partnerships and associations taxable as corporations,

then a project should be initiated to study the problems and

make recommendations targeted to the improvement of existing

standards (if they are found lacking) or development of new

standards having universal application.
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MCCORMICK OIL & GAS COMPANY
T0O aMLN caNtit". our" "W

HOUSTON. TEXAS 77002

ASa coS $ O3 6164015

NoVember 1, 1983

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Finance Committee Hearing on Report
on Reform of Corporate Taxation -
October 24, 1983

Dear Mr. DeArment:

In S. Prt. 98-95, The Reform and Simplification of The

Income Taxation of Corporations (September 22, 1983) ("Pre-

liminary Report*), the Senate Finance Committee Staff

.... *Staff") recommended that, among other things, limited

partnerships with publicly traded partnership interests

should be taxed as corporations (hereinafter the "Proposal").

On October 4, 1983 a hearing on the Preliminary Report was

announced, and specific comment was requested by Senator

Dole on the issue of whether *inactive limited partnerships

with publicly traded partnership interests" should be taxed

as corporations (the "Announcement"). Pursuant to that

Announcement, a hearing was held by the Senate Finance
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Committee on October 24, 1983 (the "Hearing'), at which

various issues with respect to the Proposal were discussed.

This letter is intended to serve ds our written state-

ment for inclusion in the printed record of the Hearing.

Specifically, McCormick Oil & Gas Company wishes (i) to

respond to Senator Dole's request for comments relating to

the Proposal in the Announcement, (ii) to comment on certain

of the matters relating to the Proposal discussed at the

Hearing and (iii) to express our concerns as to the inappro-

priateness of the Proposal generally as well as in the

context of a publicly traded partnership formed to succeed

to the assets of a liquidating corporation.

Background

Description of McCormick Oil & Gas Company. McCormick

Oil & Gas Company ('McCormick* or the 'Company') is a

Delaware corporation which was formed in 1979. The common

stock of McCormick is held by approximately 10,000 share-

holders and is traded in the over-the-counter market.

Since its inception, McCormick has conducted the busi-

ness of exploration for and development and production of

oil and gas, concentrating on developing its existing

properties and on exploration for new reserves. The

Company's exploration activities have been financed through

-2-
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the sale of limited partnership interests in McCormick's

annual public drilling programs, by direct investment and by

entering into joint ventures with unrelated industry

investors.

The Company's Liquidation Plan. Following approxi-

mately one year of analysis, in May, 1983 McCormick manage-

ment recommended to the McCormick Board of Directors that

the Company (i) discontinue exploration activities and

(ii) liquidate into a limited partnership which will own,

develop and operate the Company's existing oil and gas

properties (*Plan of Liquidation"). The Board of Directors

approved the Plan of Liquidation subject to adoption by

Company shareholders, and on September 13, 1983 a Registra-

tion Statement on Form S-i was filed with the Securities and

Exchange Commission with respect to the proposed transac-

tions. On August 5, 1983 and September 6, 1983, requests

for rulings with respect to various aspects of the Plan of

Liquidation were filed with the Internal Revenue Service.

The Plan of Liquidation is expected to be submitted to

Company shareholders for their adoption in late 1983 and, if

adopted, it is anticipated that the Plan will be consummated

in January, 1984. Following the consummation of the Plan,

it is contemplated that the limited partnership interests

28-219 0 - 84 - 35
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in the successor partnership will trade in the over-the-

counter market.

The Impact of the Proposal on the Company's Liquidation

Plan,. The management and Board of Directors of McCormick

believe that the Plan of Liquidation is beneficial to both

the Company and its shareholders. However, if the Proposal

is adopted and made applicable retroactively to the Company

and the successor partnership to be formed it will not be

possible to consummate the Plan of Liquidation. Further,

the mere threat of legislation adopting the Proposal or some

form thereof has created substantial uncertainty as to

whether to proceed with the Plan of Liquidation. As a

practical matter, the McCormick shareholders are unlikely to

approve the Plan of Liquidation when advised of the Proposal

and, if enacted into law, its possible effects. Accord-

ingly, despite substantial expenditures of time and money,

it appears that the publication of the Proposal has effec-

tively frozen the Company in a completely untenable posi-

tion: it is unlikely that we can proceed with the Plan of

Liquidation but any other alternative raises substantial

business problems that may be insurmountable.

-4-
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Perceived Justifications for the Proposal

The Staff justification for the Proposal is apparently

based upon the unexamined premises that (i) publicly traded

partnerships are "too similar" to corporations not to be

taxed at the entity level, thus invoking the principle that

tax laws should seek to achieve 'neutrality', i.e., taxing

like organizations alike, and (ii) there appear to be

*substantial questions' with respect to whether the part-

nership pass-through tax rules work effectively for publicly

traded partnerships, thus invoking the principle that the

tax laws should be administrable. These assumptions are

apparently based, at least in part, on the "tentative"

position of the American Law Institute, Federal Income Tax

Project: Subchapter K Tentative Draft No. 7 and an article

entitled "Disincorporating America" which appeared in the

August 1, 1983 edition of Forbes.

Analysis of the Proposal

As discussed below, the Staff's assumptions justifying

the Proposal are simply wrong. Perhaps more importantly,

in any event the Proposal represents a fundamental change in

the classification of entities for federal income tax

purposes and constitutes an unprecedented departure from

well-accepted existing classification standards. Unlike

-5-
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most of the other Staff recommendations made in the Pre-

liminary Report, the Proposal has not had the benefit of

considered analysis or public comment. I/ Changes of this

magnitude should not be considered, or even recommended,

based upon speculative assumptions and inadequate and

incomplete analyses.

Further, as noted by the Treasury in its proposed

testimony at the Hearing on the Proposal, the proper tax

characterization of publicly traded partnerships is inex-

tricably linked with the issue of the characterization of

all limited partnerships. Since, as discussed below, there

is no reasoned basis by which publicly traded partnerships

can be distinguished from non-publicly traded limited part-

nerships, the only appropriate forum for a proper analysis

of the Proposal is in the context of a considered review of

all of the entity classification rules.

!/ Although the Staff justifies the Proposal partially by
reference to the American Law Institute tentative
recommendations, the Institute's project reporters
specifically recommended that experience with publicly
traded partnerships be analyzed for "guidance* as to
the effect of allowing partnership treatment to such
entities. To our knowledge such analysis has not been
completed or even begun.

-6-



The Neutrality Issue. The Staff concludes that publicly

traded partnerships are "too similar* to corporations and

thus that it is an "abuse" of the neutrality principle to

not tax these partnerships at the entity level. The sole

authority cited for this sweeping proposition is a nonlegal

one - the Forbes article cited earlier. This conclusion

fails to recognize that publicly traded limited partnerships

formed under the Uniform Limited Partnership Act, as adopted

in substantially all states, are partnerships for state law

purposes and that there are numerous substantive, nontax

differences between owning a publicly traded limited part-

nership interest and a publicly traded share of stock.

These differences are very material to an individual's

investment decision and thus an extensive discussion of such

differences was included in McCormick's Registration State-

ment filed with respect to the Plan of Liquidation. Al-

though a detailed comparison of the Uniform Limited Part-

nership Act with the various state corporation statutes is

beyond the scope of this submission, some of the more

obvious differences include the following:

(i) In many states, stockholders are not liable
to return to a corporation any dividend or
distribution therefrom except to the extent
they may be liable for contribution to
directors of the corporation based on
allegations that stockholders knew that a

-7-
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dividend or distribution was in violation of
applicable corporate statutes. By contrast,a limited partner who has rightfully received

the return of all or part of his capital
contribution may be required to repay the
amount returned, with interest, to the
partnership in order to discharge any
partnership liabilities to creditors who
extended credit or whose claims arose prior
to the return of capital. Therefore an
investor in a publicly traded limited
partnership can have less confidence than a
corporate stockholder that any distributions
made with respect to his investment, whether
ultimately determined to have been wrongfully
or rightfully made, will not ultimately be
taken from himi

(ii) A limited partner may not take part in the
control of the business of the partnership
without becoming liable for its debts as a
general partner. By contrast, a stockholder
may maintain limited liability while being
integrally involved in the business of the
corporation, including exercising his right
to vote in elections of the board of
directors of the corporation and in a variety
of other matters, normally including amend-
ment of the corporate charter or by-laws, the
taking of extraordinary corporate actions,
and the adoption of various compensation and
incentive plans. Stockholders can attend
annual corporate meetings and propose reso-
lutions to be voted upon at those meetings,
whereas partnerships generally do not hold
annual or other meetings of partners. In
recent years there have been various pro-
posals to provide "investor democracy" rights
to holders of limited partnership interests,
but the proposed rights are considerably
narrower than the rights of corporate stock-
holders and, in general, there is no pre-
cedent for the exercise of such proposed
rights without the investors being deemed
liable as general partners. One result of
this prohibition against participation in the
management of an enterprise is that publicly

-8-
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traded limited partnerships are much les
likely than corporations to be the subject of
third party tender offers at elevated prices
or similar corporate activities which might
permit an investor to realize increased
returns as a result of overall conditions in
the financial markets;

(iii) In deciding whether to invest in a publicly
traded limited partnership or in a corpora-
tion, an investor must first analyze the
agreement of limited partnership and the
certificate of limited partnership by which
the partnership was formed. These documents
set out the basic structure of the partner-
ship and the means by which it will operate,
and must be signed by all partners. There
are no corresponding documents for corpora-
tions, corporate charters and by-laws having
become largely standardized

(iv) Generally an investor may receive corporate
stock in exchange for money or property
provided to or services performed for a
corporation, but an investor may not receive
an interest in a limited partnership in
exchange for services performed. Moreover an
investor may not be able to acquire an inter-
est in a limited partnership even if he wants
to contribute money or property. Various
statutes and rules limit the ability of cer-
tain investors to acquire partnership inter-
ests. For example, the regulations with re-
spect to acquisition of oil and gas leases on
federal lands provide, in essence, that
aliens may not own interests in partnerships
which acquire interests in such leases, but
that, subject to certain regulations, many
aliens can hold stock in corporations which
acquire interests in such leases;

(v) Corporations can merge and undergo other
reorganizations and activities pursuant to
well established statutory provisions for
which there are no corresponding provisions
applicable to partnerships. If a corporation
is acquired, merged, or otherwise reorganized
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there are often statutory dissenters rights
available to stockholders which would not be
available to limited partners of a partner-
ship if that partnership were somehow ac-
quired or reorganized. Therefore an investor
in a publicly traded limited partnership has
considerably less control over his invest-
ment, and considerably less likelihood of
benefiting from corporate activities or
transactions with third parties, than if he
invested in corporate stocks and

(vi) An investor seeking to terminate his invest-
ment will also find that there are signifi-
cant differences between an investment in a
limited partnership and an investment in a
corporation. First, there is a greater
likelihood of his investment being terminated
involuntarily if it is in a limited partner-
ship, because corporations normally have
perpetual existence while limited partner-
ships normally exist for particular time
periods and, in any event, are dissolved upon
the retirement, death, or insanity of a
general partner unless the partnership is
then reconstituted. For someone who wants to
sell his investment in an ongoing entity, the
only significant limitations on the sale of
corporate stock are generally those imposed
by federal and state securities laws. Trans-
fers of limited partnership interests are
bound by the same securities laws, and are
also generally restricted by provisions
whereby not all potential assignees could be
admitted to a partnership as substituted
limited partners, at least not without the
consent and affirmative action of the general
partner of the partnership. If, rather than
selling his interest, an investor is to
receive a distribution in liquidation from
the entity in which he has invested, he will
generally find that he shares equally with
all other holders of stock of a similar class
and series if he is a corporate stockholder,
but if he holds a limited partnership
interest he may have a priority as to distri-
bution of assets on dissolution which is

-10-
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different from other limited partners, and in
any event his priority relative to certain
other investors is fixed by statute.

Even if the above-described differences between an

investment in a publicly traded partnershji~nd an

investment in corporate stock were deemed to be insufficient

to remove the Staff's perceived "similarity" taint, it is

clear that all limited partnerships, publicly traded or not,

share these characteristics. The only distinction between a

publicly traded partnership and one that is not publicly

traded is the degree of liquidity of the interests in the

former. However, almost all limited partnership interests

are liquid to some extent (often by means of required

redemptions of interests by the general partner) and thus

using any test of similarity, publicly traded partnerships

are much more similar to non-publicly traded partnerships

than they are to corporations. Accordingly, the Staff's

neutrality analysis is incorrect -- either the Proposal

should be broadened, following an in-depth study of the

issue and an analysis of all of the collateral effects of

the proposed solution, to treat all limited partnerships as

corporations thereby achieving neutrality as between similar

entities or the Proposal should be abandoned. We believe

that the latter alternative is the only one of the two which

is feasible.

-11-
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The Administratibility Issue. The Staff also justifies

the Proposal on the basis that "substantial questions" have

been raised with respect to the administrative and audit

problems allegedly present in a publicly traded limited

partnership. Although McCormick has not yet acquired or

installed a tax reporting system for its proposed successor

partnership, based upon (i) our analyses of various computer

systems and (ii) our discussions with the general partner

representatives of existing publicly traded limited

partnerships, it is our conclusion that we will be able to

develop reporting systems that resolve all substantial

administrative and audit problems. In fact, we agree with

the conclusion of the Treasury that the sophisticated

systems and computer hardware utilized by publicly traded

limited partnerships are likely to result in considerably

fewer administration and audit problems than are currently

encountered with small non-publicly traded partnerships.

In addition, any perceived administration or audit

problems can be effectively resolved by means of the part-

nership centralized audit procedures enacted as part of the

-I?-
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Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982. 2/ These

provisions enable adjustments to items of partnership

income, deduction or credit to be made at the entity level

and then passed through to each partner.

The "Disincorporation" Issue. In addition to the

adverse effect adoption of the Proposal would have on

McCormick, it is respectfully submitted that, especially in

the context of a corporation liquidating into a publicly

traded partnership, the primary perceived Justification for

the Proposal is simply not applicable. As discussed above,

the Preliminary Report concludes that it violates the tax

neutrality principle not to tax publicly traded limited

partnerships as corporations implicit in this concern, as

evidenced by the reference to the Forbes article, is the

inference that the lack of tax neutrality will cause

American corporations to rush into liquidation plans in

order to disincorporate. However, this analysis ignores the

substantial income tax costs incurred by both the liquidat-

2/ It should be noted that these provisions, contained in
Sections 6221 through 6232 of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 (the "Code") had not been enacted into law at
the time the ALI Subchapter K Proposals were made.
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ing corporation and its shareholders in converting to

partnership form. To a substantial degree, these "toll

charges" should be properly characterized as a prepayment of

or a substitute for the corporate level tax thus eliminating

any "neutrality" violation justification for the Proposal in

a liquidating corporation context. Separate and apart from

the very substantial non-tax differences between a limited

partnership and a corporation that influence the selection

of a business form, the magnitude of the tax toll charges

that would be incurred in converting most corporations to

publicly traded limited partnerships effectively preclude

such conversions.

The tax costs of conversion ensure that restructurings

of this type are limited to a relatively narrow range of

existing corporations and thus it is highly unlikely that

America will be "disincorporated* as postulated in the

Forbes article. For example, the depreciation and invest-

ment tax, credit, recapture costs (discussed below) should

preclude most mature, depreciable-asset intensive corpora-

tions from converting to the limited partnership form of

business structure.

In general, there are two methods of liquidating a

corporation into a partnership -- a complete liquidation and

a partial liquidation -- and each method results in tax

-14-
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consequences at both the corporate and the shareholder

level.

With respect to a complete liquidation, Section 336 of

the Code provides in general that a corporation does not

recognize any gain or loss as a result of the distribution

of its property in kind to its shareholders in the course of

a liquidation. There are, however, both statutory and

judicial exceptions to that rule.

Generally, the statutory exceptions to the nonrecogni-

tion rule include such items as the recapture of deprecia-

tion 'and cost recovery deductions (Sections 1245 and 1250),

the recapture of intangible drilling and development costs

(Section 1254), the recapture of mining exploration expen-

ditures (Section 617), the recapture of certain investment

tax credits that had previously been claimed by the corpo-

ration (Section 47), and various similar types of recapture

provisions. In effect, these provisions "prime" the non-

recognition rule and result in almost every liquidating

corporation engaged inan active trade or business incurring

some tax liability upon liquidation. Further, it should be

noted that (i) in many instances, but for the liquidation

the recapture tax burdens would never be incurred since the

corporation would never "dispose" of the recapture-tainted

assets, (ii) the liquidation results in the permanent loss
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of any net operating loss and investment tax credit carry-

forwards and (iii) in the context of an oil and gas corpora-

tion, a liquidation results in the loss of percentage deple-

tion with respect to properties that are proven at the date

of such liquidation.

in addition, there are judicial exceptions to the

nonrecognition rule, the most notable of which are the so-

called tax benefit rule and the assignment of income rule.

The assignment of income rule prohibits a corporation from

avoiding the tax on income which is economically accrued

(but not recognized for income tax purposes) by distributing

the right to that income to its shareholders in liquidation.

See, e.g. Wood Harmon Corp. v. United States, 311 F.2d 901

(2d Cir. 1963) (liquidating corporation taxed on condemna-

tion award right distributed to shareholders). The tax

benefit rule requires the liquidating corporation to restore

deductions claimed by it with respect to distributed assets

which, in light of the continuing value of the assets to the

shareholders following liquidation, have proven to be unwar-

ranted. See, e.g. Hillsboro National Bank v. Commissioner,

U.S. (March 7, 1983) (83-1 U.S.T.C. @9229).

A corporation undergoing a partial liquidation also

incurs substantial tax liability. For partial liquidation

transactions occurring subsequent to the effective dates of

-16-
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the various Code provisions modified by the Tax Equity and

Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, a corporate level tax is

generally imposed on the distribution of appreciated prop-

erty pursuant to such partial liquidation measured by the

difference between the fair market value of a distributed

asset and its adjusted tax basis. The exceptions to recog-

nition treatment are not likely to be applicable to a

publicly traded corporation. See, e.g. Section 311(d)

(2)(B) (nonrecognition treatment at corporate level only if

distribution made to noncorporate shareholder with respect

to stock held for at least five years and representing 10

percent in value of outstanding stock of distributing

corporation).

At the shareholder level, both complete and partial

liquidations are in general taxed as though the shareholder

is cashing out all or a portion *of his investment in the

corporation. Sections 331 and 302(b)(4). The shareholder

thus recognizes gain on the difference between the fair

market value of the assets distributed to him and his basis

in the stock surrendered (or deemed surrendered) therefor.

For example, upon receipt of partnership interests in a

partnership formed to succeed to the business or assets of a

liquidating corporation, a shareholder is required to pay a

tax toll charge despite the facts that, (i) in an economic
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sense, such shareholder has not realized an immediate

benefit (in fact, the value of the corporate assets will

have been reduced by the tax liability incurred by it in

connection with the liquidation), and (ii) in most cases the

shareholder has received no cash with which to pay the tax

liability imposed on his receipt of liquidating distribu-

tions.

It should also be noted that the repeal of the General

Utilities rule proposed in the Preliminary Report will, if

enacted, be a major deterrent to disincorporation. The tax

cost of disincorporating would then even more clearly

outweigh any advantages of converting to a partnership and

will thus preclude any proliferation of disincorporations as

predicted in the Forbes article.

In summary, the tax costs of liquidating a corporation

(such as McCormick) into a publicly traded partnership are

generally substantial at both the corporate and shareholder

levels. These costs, which in general would not be incurred

but for the liquidation, are properly viewed as a prepayment

of or substitute for the corporate level income tax.

Accordingly, there is no neutrality principle violation and

thus no justification for the Proposal in the context of a

corporation liquidating into a publicly traded partnership.
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Conclusions

From the foregoing it is clear that the Proposal

suffers from serious shortcomings which militate against its

inclusion in any specific legislative proposal, at least in

the near term. These shortcomings include (i) the lack of

any real basis for the Proposal, i.e., contrary to the

Staff's view, the tax objectives of neutrality (both in the

context of publicly traded limited partnerships generally as

well as in the context of publicly traded limited partner-

ships formed to succeed to the assets of a liquidating

corporation) and administrability are not frustrated by

present law as applied to publicly traded limited partner-

ships, nor are such objectives achieved through the Pro-

posalt (ii) the apparent lack of any comprehensive study of

either the experience of existing publicly traded limited

partnerships or the Proposal and its collateral effects,

which stands in marked contrast to the high degree of study

and analysis applied to other issues addressed in the

Preliminary Reportl (iii) the disregard of the close

relationship of the Proposal to other entity classification

issues, which would seem to require that all such similar

issues be addressed in a single coherent fashion rather than

on a piecemeal basis; and (iv) the overstatement of the

Odisincorporation" problem.

-19-
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Finally# it must be recognized that the adoption of the

Proposal will result in the exclusion of a substantial class

of investors not only from the oil and gas industry but from

other areas such as real estate activities where capital

formation has traditionally been effected through the

partnership vehicle. For example, investors in oil and gas

operations put their funds at risk only if the various tax

deductions associated with such operations are passed

through to the investor on a current basis. This pass

through can only be accomplished effectively by an invest-

ment in a partnership# but the minimum purchase requirements

for interests in most oil and gas partnerships exclude all

but the affluent from making such investments. The publicly

traded partnerships allow the small investor to participate

in the oil and gas business. This investment vehicle thus

provides a source of capital for the oil and gas industry at

a time when a crucial need exists for exploration and

development funds.

Res ctfully submitted#

Saford 3;. McCormick
Chairman of the Board of
Directors and President
McCormick Oil & Gas Compahy
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ROBERT C. MURRAY
PRINCIPAL
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SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

on the
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"REFORM AND SIMPLIFICATION OF THE
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Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated respectfully submits this statement and

requests that It be Included in the record in connection with the recent hearings on

the Senate Finance Committee Staff's Preliminary Report on "Reform and Slmplif-

ication of the Income Taxation of Corporations" (released September 229 1983). in

this letter we are commenting solely on several aspects of the preliminary report,

which we believe would have a profound and disproportionate impact on utility

companies, both electric and gas utilities. Our specific concerns are with the

provisions affectingi

1. The one-year holding period for the "dividends received deduction".

2. The disallowance of Interest deductions for corporations which Invest in

preferred and common stocks.

3. The repeal of the earnings and profits limitation (i.e., the return of

capital limitation).

As a leading Investment bank in utility financing, we are concerned about the

effects of these provisions, If enacted, on the capital formation process for utility

companies. The remainder of this letter will discuss our concerns with respect to

these three provisions on this important sector of the U.S. economy.

1. One-Year Holding Period

a. Preferred Stock. Preferred Stock, as one of the three major types

of long-term securities sold by corporations, plays a vital role In

financing Industry. Utility companies rely on preferred stock for

financing of their capital requirements more than any other

Industry In the private sector. Approximately $11 billion of

preferred stock has been Issued by utilities In the 1978-1982

period (over 60% of the total sold by all industries). A substantial

MORGANSTANLEY
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portion of the preferred stock sold by utilities has historically

been purchased by Institutions. Even with the participation by

Institutions, the market for preferred stock has been limited as to

size and availability. We believe that the Imposition of a one year

holding period would cause many Institutional Investors to cease

to be buyers of preferred stock because liquidity is a very

Important feature to them. For those remaining Institutionst the

rate they would require on preferred stock would be substantially

higher reflecting the loss of liquidity as well as the risk of

taxability should changes In their corporate situation require

disposition of these Investments within a period of less than one

year, As a result, we would expect the cost and size of preferred

stock offerings to be adversely affectedp thus limiting an

Important source of needed funds by utilities.

In a related area, an increase In the holding period would

essentially eliminate the market for adjustable rate preferred

stock. Durig 1983 to date, $510 milion or about one-third of the

preferred stock sold by utilities has been Issued on an adjustable

rate basis. This new security has opened up a significant new

source of Investment capital for preferred stock Issuers. Most of

this stock, however, has been purchased by nstitutions, which

place particular value on liquidity. We believe that most of these

Institutions Intend to hold these securities for longer than one

MORGANSTANLEY
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year but they require the flexibility to sell them If economic

conditions change. As a consequence, If faced with a "required"

one-year holding period, these institutions would only be willing to

buy these securities at much higher rates to offset the probability

of future tax liability if conditions forced an early sale. The

effect of these higher rates would be to eliminate what has until

now been an attractive (in terms of cost) financing alternative for

utilities.

b. Common Stock, The sale of common stock by utilities Is likely to

be less affected by a change In the holding period than preferred

stock principally because a greater percentage of buyers of

common are either individual or tax-exenrpt buyers (e.g., pension

funds, etc.). Taxable corporate buyers have, however, become

Important investors in utility common stocks In recent years and

currently are estimated to represent at least 30% of recent utility

trading activity. An increase in the holding period would result in

a substantial reduction in the volume In trading of utility common

stocks by such Institutional Investors*. In turn, this would reduce

the liquidity of utility stocks which would adversely affect the

cost of capital for these companies.

* As an aside, we note that this effect of the proposed tax change would extend
to the market for all common stocks, not just those of utilities, and could
affect the liquidity of the market in general.

MORGANSUANLEV
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In addition to the foregoing, we fail to understand the

rationale of matching the required holding period for the

"dividends received deduction" with the holding period for capital

gains. We also understand that consideration is being given to a

reduction In the holding period for capital gains to six months,

making a holding requirement for one year for the "dividend

received deduction" somewhat inconsistent.

2. Disallowance of interest deductions by corporations investing in

preferred stock.

a. Preferred Stock. As with the proposal to lengthen the holding

period for the "dividends received deduction", a disallowance of

the interest deduction by corporations investing in preferred stock

could have a major adverse impact on the market for utility

preferred stocks Corporations are major buyers of preferred

stock. Few corporations actually borrow with the intention of

engaging in a tax arbitrage but almost all have some debt

outstanding. In trying to eliminate the abuses of a few, the

proposed tax change would eliminate a large proportion of the

potential buyers of utility preferred stocks or cause these

corporate investors to require a significant increase in dividend

rates to account for the added Income tax liability.

MORGANSTANLEY
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b. Common Stock. The effects of an elimination of corporate

interest deductions when common stock dividends are received

would have an effect on the market for utility common stocks

similar to that of the proposal to Increase the holding period (see

i.b. above). Specifically, trading In common stock would be

substantially reduced, adversely affecting liquidity and, in turn,

increasing the cost of capital.

3. Repeal of the Eainings and Profits Limitation (-e. Return of Capital

Limitation)

As has been described by the Edison Electric institute in Its

testimony before this Committee, the return of capital for utilities

results primarily from the practice of capitalizing allowance for funds

during construction. This practice has been mandated by rate

regulatory authorities and should not be regarded as a tax abuse.

Utilities with return of capital provisions on their common stocks are

generally those utilities with larger construction programs and

significant capital requirements. We estimate that approximately 90%

of the shares of those utilities which had return on capital provisions in

1982 are owned by individuals, (not by institutions), to whom the return

of capital provision Is an important aspect of their return. If the return

of capital provision were to be eliminated, we would expect these

investors to require an increase In the yield on the common stock of

these utilities. This would increase the cost of capital for these

utilities, which, over time, would result In higher rates to consumers.

MORGAN STANLEY
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Stirnmary- In closing, we believe that the proposed provisions discussed above

would have major negative effects on both investors and ratepayers of utilities.

For investors, the provisions, if enacted, would result in sizable market losses in

the dollar value of their outstanding preferred stock and to a lesser extent common

stock. We note that these changes would adversely effect not only institutional

holders of preferred and common stocks but also individuals, since the expected

decrease in market value would reduce the value of securities in individual hands as

well. We believe that retroactive tax changes of this kind are unfair to investors.

For ratepayers this would translate over time into higher electric rates since

the provisions would increase the cost of financing by utilities. In addition, we

believe that the proposed provision would make it more difficult for utilities to

attract capital needed to finance construction programs for this important sector

of the U.S. economy.

We thank the Committee for this opportunity to express our views on these

proposals.

MORGANSTANLEY
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MGIC Investment Corporation

Marshall E. Schwld
Executive Vice President-investments

October 28, 1983

Mr. Roderick A. DeArment
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Attention: Proposals re Reform of Corporate Taxation

Dear Sir:

MGIC Investment Corporation wishes to submit the following

comments for consideration relating to "The Reform and Simpli-

fication of the Income Taxation of Corporations," a report

prepared by the staff of the United States Senate Committee

on Finance. MGIC Investment Corporation is the parent of a

number of insurance companies including Mortgage Guaranty

Insurance Corporation.

The companies are regulated by various State Insurance

Departments and taxed as ordinary corporations. We own sinking

fund and perpetual preferred stocks (largely utilities), which,

in our opinion, would suffer a significant decline in value

should a proposal for the dividend exclusion extension be

adopted. We also own common stocks and have written options

on some of them to help hedge the market value of our holdings.

These markets, common stocks and options, would also be harmed

MGIC Plaza, P.O. Box 488, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201, (414) 347.6417
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by lengthening the holding period. The following points, we

believe, should be noted when considering the implication

of the proposed longer holding period for dividend exclusion

eligibility.

1) Liquidity in the preferred market is already limited.

These proposals could reduce the existing liquidity,

making preferreds much less attractive to investors,

causing issuing companies to pay much higher rates.

2) We have never purchased a preferred stock with the

-.. intention of selling on a short-term basis. But if

preferred dividends were fully taxed for a short holding

period, it would make them much less attractive to us

since we require (and insurance regulators encourage)

our investments to have ample liquidity. We require

liquidity in investments of policyholder reserves and for

portfolio management reasons. To maintain liquidity and

reduce short-term market risks we would either avoid in-

vesting in preferreds or require higher returns from

these equities to compensate for lessened marketability.

3) The proposed extension of the holding period for dividend

exclusion by corporations would drastically harm our present

holdings. The market value of our preferred holdings,

approximately $210 million, would decline by 15-20% in the

opinion of acknowledged specialists; this would result in
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a $31 to $42 million reduction in value. Eventually

this decline will result in lower tax revenues when

these securities are sold at depressed prices.

4) Various State Insurance Departments have approved the use

of options on common stocks as hedging devices after

study of the advantages to insurance company portfolio

management. Since all options have maturities under

nine months, an extension of the dividend exclusion on

the underlying securities would reduce the attractiveness

of options hedging. Optionable stocks would be penalized

and portfolios would have less flexibility with little

additional tax revenue generated.

5) As indicated above, we believe insurance companies would

be seriously affected by the proposal. According to

statistics derived from A. M. Best's Market Guide, Property/

Casualty insurers own $9.2 billion of preferreds of all

types (market value) and the Life/Health group, $13.3

billion (statement value) as of December 31, 1981. These

preferreds would be exposed to a 15-20% loss in value, or

more than $3 billion.

6) With a less attractive preferred market and the higher

yields demanded by investors caused by exclusion period

changes, more issuers, in our opinion, would be forced

to offer debt in lieu of preferreds. Interest on debt

is tax deductible whereas dividends are not. Under the
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proposed changes the financial markets would penalize

issuing corporations for higher debt vs. equity ratios

and at the same time outstanding preferreds would be

penalized in the marketplace.

7) These effects on the markets are contrary to the goals of

the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency which has

pushed for more equity type financing of banks and the

Energy Department which through "dividend reinvestment

program" deductions has intended to help the electric

utility industry. This industry has been actively issuing

new preferreds and commons to provide an equity base for

expanded capacity.

8) The proposal that a holder who gets the dividend exclusion

may not also take an interest expense deduction is unjus-

tified. There are sound business and economic reasons for

incurring debt while holding preferreds or commons either

on a permanent basis or temporarily until the funds can be

redeployed. The basic economic criterion that the expec-

ted total return (payments and change in value) exceeds

interest expense, on a pretax basis, justifies many types

of transactions.

9) To date approximately $6.7 billion of adjustable rate

preferreds have been issued. Of these, 66% were issued

by banks, 11% by insurance companies, and 23% by utilities
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and industrial companies to raise capital at the lowest

cost. Coupon payments are fixed to certain indexes so

the issuer and the buyer are paying and receiving a rate

related to the indexes and neither is tied to a permanent

rate. Corporate holders of this type of preferred hold

equities they may not be able or willing to own indefinitely

and should not be penalized if they elect to sell within

a one year holding period

10) Regarding arrearages, the case of Chrysler's preferred

has had much publicity and may have been abused. We

would point out that situations like this are extremely

rare.- If the mainthrust of the proposal is to stop

abuse we see little need to change the present regulation

of all preferreds. The corporate exclusion for the holding

period of dividend arrearages, presently covered by IR

Code 245(o)(2), is 90 days. 'This could be change to a

longer period or perhaps some formula could be devised

whereby the holder only receives an exclusion on the por-

tion of the dividend period for which he holds the stock.

11) The arguments in favor of the proposals as stated on page

105 appear very superficial. The proposition that current

dividend rules encourage takeover attempts assumes that

takeovers or attempted takeovers are bad, per se, and that

the dividend on the common stock of the target company is

a critical element in attempting a takeover. It is possible
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that takeover attempts can be beneficial to an efficient

economy, keep corporate management alert, and provide a

mechanism for removing bad management. When the value of

a takeover target is being analyzed, its assets, earning

power, organization, and market share would appear to be

far more significant factors than the exclusion benefits

accruing to dividends during the takeover period.

Another argument presented is that the present period

of the exclusion has skewed the interest of corporate

investors toward stocks and away from debt. In response,

these two types of securities have very different market

and financial risks and thus are not comparable on a

taxability basis alone, and second, the largest buyers

of both debt and stocks are tax exempt institutions

(pensions, savings plans, mutual funds, foundations, and

endowment funds).

Finally, it is said that the rules presently permit

a non-taxpaying corporation to issue a preferred in lieu of

debt, giving the preferred buyer the benefit of the exclu-

sion. This implies that a corporation in such bad straits

that it pays no taxes is going to find another corporation

willing to purchase its equity instead of its debt. Further,

if the issuer plans to remain in business, how long can it

avoid paying taxes, at which time the dividend payments

are not deductible?
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In conclusion, we are concerned that should this proposal

lead to legislation it would be a step in the direction of

triple taxation and might reduce Treasury revenue rather than

increase it.

l ery truly your,

Lshall R. Sc id \
Executive Vice President- nvestments
MGIC Investment Corporation

MES/cm

cc Mr. Carl P. Arnold
The Honorable Robert J. Dole
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Roderick A, DeArment, Esq. Lo.0,AN4@, CALP. SOO?#

C h i e f C o u n s e l ) 6IS .,3 ,1 . ,,

Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen.Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArment:

Please consider this letter as my written
statement for submission and inclusion in the printed
record of the hearing held on Monday, October 24, 1983
on the Reform and Simplification of the Corporate
Income Tax.

I am troubled by the Staff's proposal to
impose a llfll corporate level tax" on all gain
realized on the sale of assets by a corporation
pursuant to a liquidation that is governed by Section
337 of present low, or on the complete liquidation of a
corporation that is presently governed by Section 336.

For many years, corporations have been able
to sell their assets and liquidate with only one tax
imposed (other than certain recapture -items), the tax

28-219 0 - 84 - 37

JR.
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on the shareholders. Similarly, if a corporation liqui-
dates first, and then the shareholders sell its assets,
Section 336 provides no corporate tax on the liqui-
dation (again, other than recapture), and again there
is only one imposition of tax, on the shareholders upon
the liquidation. The third means of accomplishing this
result, by selling the stock itself, also involves only
one tax, that imposed on the shareholders, irrespective
of whether the purchaser stepped up the basis in the
assets by liquidating under Section 334(b)(2) (pre-
TEFRA) or made a Section 338 election (post-TEFRA).
Corporations have been bought, sold, valued and be-
queathed based on this form of taxation, which has been
carefully thought through, and has always seemed to me
to function well. In effect, this single taxation
system on the complete liquidation of a corporation is
a form of integration of the corporate and individual
tax systems. The Staff Committee Report fails to
provide a compelling reason for a change in the law,
and proposes a two-level tax system on the complete
sale of corporate assets that in my view results in
double taxation that is objectionable from a tax policy
standpoint. Such a proposed approach is a retreat from
corporate-shareholder integration, and I believe should
be considered only if some other form of integration is
included as a substitute.

One reason given by the Staff for their
proposal to tax all corporate gain is a desire for
"simplicity." The Staff proposals hardly seem to me to
constitute simplification. It is stated that one
substantial simplification would be that Section 341,
dealing with collapsible corporations, could be re-
pealed for domestic corporations if all corporate level
gain were subject to tax. I question this assertion. It
seems to me that even under the Staff proposals, repeal
of Section 341 would open unintended loopholes in the
Internal Revenue Code.

Section 341 is intended to have the effect of
converting long-term capital gain realized by the
seller of corporate stock into ordinary income if the
corporation is "collapsible." Through the use of
statutory rules in Section 341(e), in certain instances
the business activities of a substantial shareholder
are attributed to the corporation for purposes of
determining collapsibility. Thus in the case of the

- 2 -
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real estate dealer who holds real estate in a
corporation, the individual's dealer-activities are
taken into account and the corporation therefore may
become collapsible, with the result that a sale by the
individual of its stock would produce ordinary income.

For some reason, it is assumed that, because
under the Staff proposal all assets in corporate
solution cannot leave that solution without tax,
Section 341 is no longer necessary. I believe this is
an incorrect assumption. Without Section 341, an
individual in the business of selling unimproved real
estate, or cars, or antiques, or yachts, or an artist
selling his art, to cite only a few examples, would
have a substantial incentive to incorporate each asset
that he is holding for sale. He could then hold the
stock for the required period to obtain long-term
capital gain and only pay a 20 percent tax on what
should be ordinary income. In many of these cases,
there would be no advantage to the purchaser in
obtaining a step-up in basis of the asset at thq
corporate level, so n6 corporate tax would ever be
paid. In other cases, the corporate tax would be
deferred for a long period of time, so that the present
value of the. corporate tax would be much less
significant than the reduction in the seller's tax from
ordinary rates to capital gain. The car would depre-
ciate in value, the art would be hung on a wall and
ultimately be transferred by the subsequent sale of
stock, and the real estate may be leased rather than
sold, or sold many years later. The net result would be
that the individual dealer would have a much easier
time of converting what should be ordinary income from
the sale of goods maintained as his stock in trade into
capital gain.* With Section 341 in the Code, such
positions probably could not properly be taken on a tax
return. Without Section 341, taxpayers would be more
willing to run the risk.

* Of course, the IRS could argue that the stock itself
is an asset held, primarily for sale to customers in the
ordinary course of the taxpayer's trade or business.
This is a more difficult position for an auditing agent
to maintain, and Schedule D reporting of many ordinary
income type transactions would never be challenged.

-3-
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It seems to me that Section 341 will have to
be retained in some form. Indeed, the Staff might well
spend some time "revisiting the old misfortune" of
Section 341 to fix it up so that it functions properly.
Perhaps Section 341(f) needs reconsiaeration, for some
of the abuses described above could occur under current
law if a Section 341(f) election is made. Section 341
is one provision of Subchapter C that does need
revision -- but repeal would be a giveaway that our
Treasury cannot afford.

In any case, I find the simplicity argument
in favor of repealing General Utilities to be unper-
suasive,

It is clear from the adverse reaction of the
various Bar groups and others to the proposal of
complete corporate taxation of gain on the sale or
distribution of any corporate assets under any circum-
stances that some ameliorative provision will be
necessary or the proposal will simply not have any
chance of passage. My principal recommendation is to
leave Sections 336 and 337 alone, and to repeal the
other forms of General Utilities, i.e., those not
involving the complete liquidation of a corporation. I
would caution that If you repeal Sections 336 and 337
and if some ameliorative provision is deemed necessary,
however, that a not unduly complex mechanism be
selected. It seems to me that the A.L.I. shareholder
credit approach is too complex, and would not benefit
all shareholders (such as tax-exempt shareholders or
shareholders purchasing the stock recently prior to the
corporate transaction at a high basis so that the gain
is realized by the selling shareholder who will not be
eligible for the credit).

One possibility, if Sections 336 and 337 must
be modified, would be to impose the corporate level tax
only on inventory (in other words, a rule similar to
the LIFO inventory rule presently in Sections 337(f)
and 336(b)). There might be some tax policy justifi-
cation for this position, as finished goods inventory
would otherwise be sold in the ordinary course,
resulting in ordinary income, whereas its transfer to
one purchaser in a Section 337 transaction generally

-4 -
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results in no corporate level tax (other than on LIFO
inventory) and in capital gain treatment for miich of
the appreciation in the inventory in the form of a tax
on the shareholders. Of course, a rule would have to be
worked put for the treatment of work in progress, which
would be difficult.

This approach would leave free of double
taxation the capital assets and Section 1231 assets of
the corporation, such as property, plant, equipment,
goodwill and other intangibles, while permitting the
purchaser to obtain a cost basis for these assets.* I
personally feel that double taxation of such items is
Inappropriate, and that cost basis treatment for the
buyer is appropriate. Unless a major effort is
undertaken to achieve corporate-shareholder tax inte-
gration, I do not believe this fundamental pattern of
taxation should be changed.

I also question whether such double taxation
would raise revenue. I rather doubt it, as I would
expect that many taxpayers would not be willing to
incur double taxation on such items and would choose
other forms of transactions, or would simply not con-
summate such transactions. There is an example of such
a situation in my law firm which is in the midst of a
complete liquidation of a family holding company that
will involve very large capital gain taxes on the
shareholders. If there were also a tax on the
corporation on the appreciation in the value of the
assets, the resulting additional tax would be approxi-
mately the same as the tax on the shareholders, and
there would be no liquidation and no revenue collected
by the Government.

* Under the Staff proposal goodwill may be treated as
carryover basis property even if a cost basis election
is made, Staff Report at 58, and in effect a
corporation can elect which assets are to be given cost
or carryover treatment by Incorporating the assets in
separate transactions in advance of the sale, see Staff
Report at 57.
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

or

JRM: lp

cc: John E. Chapoton
Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy
Department of the Treasury

Ronald A. Pearlman
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy
Department of the Treasury

Robert G. Woodward
Tax Legislative Counsel
Department of the Treasury

David H. Brockway
Chief of Staff
Joint Committee on Taxation

Richard S. Belas
Deputy Chief Counsel
Senate Committee on Finance

Andr6 LeDuc
Tax Counsel
Senate Committee on Finance

David Hardee
Minority Tax Counsel
Senate Committee on Finance

Ken Kies
Minority Tax Counsel
House Ways and Means Committee

John J. Salmon
Chief Counsel
House Ways and Means Committee
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STATEMENT OF THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT INSURERS

BEFORE THE
UNITED STATES SENATE FINANCE COMIMITTEE

The National Association of Independent Insurers (NAIl) is a

property and casualty insurance trade association representing more than

500 companies. Our membership includes all forms of corporate organization

(stock, mutual, Lloyds and reciprocal) and includes companies operating on

a countrywide basis as well as those operating within a single state.

We understand that the Senate Finance Comittee is currently

considering changes to the 85% dividend received deduction provision of the

Internal Revenue Code, and a disallowance of 85% of the interest deduction

for borrowed funds where the borrowing taxpayer has purchased common or

preferred stock.

Our member companies support the Committee's efforts to uncover

abuses of the Internal Revenue Code, and its efforts to deal with specific

abuses. However, we submit that the changes being considered are so

fundamental that further study is required to be certain that abuses are

identified, and that the language that is developed will specifically deal with

such abuses. I

Property/casualty insurance companies currently own some $10 billion

of preferred stock and an additional $50 billion of common stock. Our

industry has a direct and significant interest in any action that affects the

market value of its investment portfolio. We reasonably expect significant

changes in the market value of preferred and common stocks as a direct result

of changing the holding period. Host preferred stocks would be materially

and adversely affected. They would no longer sell at rates equal to, or

better than comparable debt issues. Loss estimates have run from 10% to: 18%
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of current market value, depending upon the characteristics of the

specific issue. Significant changes in the market value of our stock

portfolios place an undue burden on insurance companies' solvency and

their ability to meet their financial obligations to the public.

Corporations usually incur debt in the ordinary course of doing

business. To relate such debt to the purchase of stock for the purpose

of determining an interest deduction will obviously lead to serious

financial strains that will be followed by protracted arguments with the

Internal Revenue Service, and quite likely time consuming and costly court

actions.

NA!1 firmly believes that additional study is needed to specifically

identify and treat only abuses and to carefully develop specific language to

deal with such abuses. We submit that a major change without further study is

unwarranted, and will be harmful.
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NATIONAL INVESTMENT SERVICES
oP A1MRCA. iNC.

October 26, 1983

Mr. Roderick A. Do Arment
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance
Room OD-219
D'trksen Senate Office Building
Washington# D.C. 20510

Re U.S. Senate Finance Committee Hearing on
Taxation - *Reform & Simplification" Report,
October 24, 1983

Dear Sirst

On several points

a.) 85% dividend exclusion,

b.) Deductibility of interest paid to purchase or
carry took,

c.) Lengthening the period held to be reviewed in
your hearings

you seem to be overlooking one very basic point. Dividends are
paid with after-tax (or non-deductible) dollars. That point
alone negates any consideration you might have about limiting
exclusions lengthening holding, or questioning interest deduction.
The consideration should be how to correct the "double* taxation
of the 15% not excluded, or taxes paid on dividends received
beyond a changing limit for individuals.

Gentlemen, in your effort to address the revenue shortfall, you
are too easily swayed to the easier increase revenue or taxes
route versus controlling outflows by reducing and restricting
expenses,

You would be doing equity markets in particular preferred markets,
a great disservice. Please consider your actions carefully and
remember the basic point. Dividends are paid with after-tax or
non-deductible dollars.

v a 
truly,

Viceoresident and
Portfolio Manager

TRT/lcb

MT1 / 13. MA ONW / P.O.sOX2143 / MLWAUKMWtWOUN3 / (414)271 .
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Roderick DeArment, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance, Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Siro

TJWedm '.#u ttonsO Is submitted on behalf of the
National Realty Committee. The National Realty Committee is a
nonprofit business league whose membership includes owners,
operators and developers of all types of real estate through-
out the United States.

The National Realty Comittoe recognizes that the
Internal Revenue Code provisions governing the taxation of
corporate transactions involve undue complexity and incon-
sistency. It commends the staff efforts to simplify and
reform these provisions. The Committee shares the staff view
that major changes to Subchapt'r C are required. The pre-
lminary report released on September 22, 1983 provides a set of
rules-which in general, would substantially improve Subchapter
C. While the Committee believes that fundamental revisions to
Subchapter C along the lines of the staff proposals should be
enacted by the Congress, it urges that such legislation be

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Roderick DeArment, Chief Counsel November 8, 1963
Page Two

adopted only after broad and careful study by tax professionals
and administrators, economists and business and industry
groups Substantial changes in basic structures require
caution haste is unnecessary and may prove dangerous.

A fundamental issue which should be resolved prior
to enacting major changes in corporate taxation is whether the
U.S. income tax system should maintain its two-tier structure,
Imposing separate taxes on income when it is realized by
corporations and again when It is distributed to shareholders,
or whether it would be better to eliminate or reduce the
impact of the two-tier structure by adopting some form of
integration of the corporate and individual income taxes. If
long -run consistency and certainty are to be achieved in the
revision of Subohapter C, the Congress should first answer
this fundamental tax policy question.

Although the National Realty Committee generally
supports revision of Subchapter C, provided sufficient time
is allowed for evaluation, the Committee questions the advis-
ability of some of the proposed rules on which Chairman Dole
requested specific comments. In particular, the National
Realty Committee has reservations about the proposal to
overrule General Utilities and O eratina Co. v. Helvering,
296 U.S. To (1935) and to repeal the non-recognition rules of
sections 311, 333, 336 and 337 of the Internal Revenue Code.'

The General Utilities decision and the related
statutory non-recognition rules conflict with the principles
that all corporate income should be taxable to the corporation
and that a corporation distributing property should recognize
gain or loss when shareholders receive such property with a
cost basis. Nevertheless, requiring recognition of gain (or
loss) at the corporate level whenever a corporation makes a
distribution of appreciated property to its shareholders, even
in liquidating distributions, would constitute a fundamental
change in the tax law. Such a change would upset many tax-
payers' justifiable reliance on long-settled tax treatment.
It would impose an economic hardship on many corporations and
their shareholders. Such a significant reversal of long-
standing tax policy should be undertaken only after all its
potential effects have been identified, evaluated, and, if

urdensome, relieved.
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Requiring corporations to pay tax on appreciation indistributed property will subject such property to taxation attwo levels, the corporation and the shareholder, with respect
to a single transaction. The corporation will pay tax on the
gain at a maximum rate of 466 if short-term, or 201, itlong-term. The shareholder will pay tax on the entire amount
of the distribution at rates up to 50t, if the distribution is
considered a dividend. If the distribution is treated as areturn of capital, the shareholder will pay tax on the dif-ference between his basis and the amount received at a maximum
rate of 500 if his gain is short-term, or 20%, if long-term.
If both the corporation and the shareholder pay tax on a
distribution at the maximum rates, the effective tax rate
applied to the gain will be 731. Uven If both corporationand taxpayer pay tax at the lowest long-term capital gainrat*s, the combined effective rate will be 42.40.

Repeal of Ge e al Uti tis and related statutory
nonrecognition rules will extend thepresent burdens of the
two-tier corporate-shareholder tax structure to all corporate
liquidations and redemptions. The economic problems caused by
the failure to integrate our individual and corporate income
taxes are likely to be aggravated, unless a repeal of the
Genegrl Utlities decision is accompanied by some form of
relief provision to alleviate this double tax burden.

Furthermore, repeal of the nonrecognition rules of
0enera1 Utilities and Code sections 311, 333, 336 and 337,without any accompanying measures to alleviate the impact of
such a change, may discourage taxpayers from adopting other-
wise appropriate uses of the regular corporate form. Many
small taxpayers will be induced to forego the nontax benefits
and protections of incorporation in order to escape taxation
of the sane income at two levels. As a result, any increased
simplicity and certainty achieved by the Subchapter C revision
will risk being effectively undone to the extent that taxpayers
opt for a single level of partnership taxation in spite of
Subchapter I's complexities and uncertainties.

If the Congress decides to repeal the nonrecognition
rules of Gen ral Utilitles and the corresponding statutory
provisions, the National Realty Committee urges that the
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Congress simultaneously enact relief measures to prevent or
reduce potential adverse effects of the change. A shareholder
credit for taxes paid on appreciation by a distributing '
corporation would greatly reduce the immediate adverse impact
of the proposed rules in many situations# However, other
approaches to relief have merit and may better alleviate
special problems. Thus, while the Committee recommends the
credit approach, it also urges the Congress to study and adopt
such additional relief measures as it considers necessary.
The following relief measures have been suggested:

1.fhareholder Credit. Limited integration of
corporate and Individual income taxes could be provided by
allowing shareholders, receiving in-kind distributions with a
cost basis, a credit against their liability for some (or all)
of the taxes paid by the corporation with respect to the
distribution transaction. The American Law Xnstitute's
proposals for revising Subchapter C include such a credit.

2. Stock Basis Blection. Tax at the shareholder
level could be deferred by shareholders electing to substitute
their stock basis for the basis of assets received. This
approach, adopted by the staff report, eliminates the second
tier of taxation while preventing the tax-free acquisition of
a stepped-up basis. A stepped-up (or *cost*) basis would be
allowed only if the gain on the assets is recognized at both
the corporate and shareholder levels.

3. Tax Deferral for Business Assets. If business
assets are distributed by a corporation to shareholders who
use the assets in an active business, part or all of the taxes
due from the corporation and the shareholders with respect to
the assets could be deferred until the ultimate disposition
of the assets by the shareholders. Relief in these circus-
stances would avoid hampering business transfers and otera-
tions, and prevent tax considerations from 'locking-in
assets. It this approach is taken, however, the legislation
should make clear that real property rental constitutes an
active business for purposes of this provision.

4. Rls orlc Asset . As transitional relief for
a corporation i appreciatd assets held for a long period,
the corporate tax on assets held in excess of a set number of
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years could be completely forgiven# or reduced according to a
schedule corresponding to the corporation's holding period for
the asset. This type of relief might be appropriate for
corporations holding assets for long periods prior to the
repeal of the nonrecognition rules. In the absence of in-
dexing, this rule would alleviate the tax on appreciation
which merely reflects inflation, whether applied to assets
acquired by a corporation before or after any repeal legisla-
tion.

5. Transitional Corporate Tgx Phase-in. To the
extent that imposition of a corporate level tax on apprecia-
tion in distributed assets is viewed as a transitional
fairness problem affecting assets held prior to repeal
legislation, any unfairness can be reduced or removed, as
suggested in the Staff report, by phasing-in the corporate
tax.

In addition to its concern over the proposal to
overrule the General Utilities decision, the National Realty
Committee also has reservations concerning the proposal to
repeal the earnings and profits limitation on the char-
acterization of corporate distributions as dividends.

Assume, for example, that A contributes $100 to the
capital of Corporation X, which utilizes the $100 to purchase
a 10-year leasehold interest in real property. Assume
further that Corporation X receives $20 net rental income from
subtenants after the payment of all expenses but before the
deduction of any amortization of its cost of acquiring its
10-year leasehold. If the corporation distributes all of its
cash flow to A each year, after the payment of corporate tax,
treating the entire cash distribution to A as a dividend,
despite the fact that $10 a year represents economically
simply r. return of capital, appears unfair.

We note that the staff states that the adverse
consequences of such dividend treatment can in most cases
similar to the above example be avoided. The staff's pre-
liminary report suggests that there would be no need to
utilize a corporation in the first instance, that any such
corporation could be liquidated or in the alternative that
Subchapter 8 status could be elected.
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Unfortunately, there are situations in which non-
corporate ownership of property exposes the owners to sub-
stantial risks of liability, which they would prefer to avoid
by incorporating. In addition, despite the recent liberaliza-
tion of the Subchapter S rules, Subchapter S treatment is not
always available. For example, one non-qualifying shareholder
can eliminate the availability of Subehapter 8 benefits.

In summation therefore the National Realty Committee
supports a continuing dialogue to'seek solutions to the
remaining problems inherent in the proposed Subchapter C
changes.

kespefully submitted,

Alan a S. Aronsohn
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It has long been the law that partnerships are

distinguishable from associations taxable as corporations

for tax purposes on the basis of four corporate character-

istics, namely, continuity of life, limited liability, free

transferability of interests and centralization of manage-

ment. A business entity possessing more than two of these

characteristics is treated as a corporation. An entity

possessing two or less such characteristics is treated as a

partnership. Under current Treasury regulations, virtually

any entity organized under the Uniform Limited Partnership

Act or the Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act is treated

as a partnership.

The Staff of the Senate Finance Committee has

proproposed that all limited partnerships having publicly

traded interests be henceforth treated as associations tax-

able its corporations. We oppose this proposed legislation

for the reasons discussed below.

THE STAFF'S PROPOSAL IS NOT "NEUTRAL";

ALL PARTNERSHIPS SHOULD BE TREATED AS SUCH

If one accepts the fact that there are certain

entities which should be taxed as partnerships under the

Internal Revenue Code--and the repeal of Subchapter K is not

being considered--then why should publicly traded entities

be precluded from partnership treatment? Stated another way,

why should the quid oo for tradeability of interests be

taxation as a corporation?

Page 2
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We submit that there is no reason. The Staff also

had a difficult time finding one. In their report, the

Staff stated:

"The principal argument against permitting publicly
traded limited partnerships to be taxed as pass-
through entities is one of neutrality: publicly
traded limited partnerships are simply too similar
to business entities that are taxed as corporations.
The principle of taxing like organizations alike
requires that publicly traded limited partnerships
should be treated like corporations."

We can only ask: How "neutral" is a tax system

which treats publicly traded partnerships differently from

other partnerships? Limited partnerships, including publicly

traded limited partnerships, are clearly distinguishable

entities from corporations in the following respects, among

others:

1. Limited partnerships are organized under state
limited partnership acts. These acts differ
substantially in substance from state laws under
which corporations are organized.

2. A corporation's shareholders enjoy "automatic"
insulation from personal liability for the entity's
debts. On the other hand, limited partners of a
limited partnership are insulated from personal
liability only if, among other things, they partic-
ipate to a very limited extent in the management
of the partnership and if changes in the members
of the partnership are reflected by regular filings
in the states in which the partnership does
business.

3. No shareholder of a corporation is subject to
personal liability for debts of the entity. In
contrast, at least one member of a limited part-
nership must serve as a general partner and have
personal liability for the debts of the entity.
Such personal liability may, if all goes well, not
be visited upon the general partner. However,
businesses do go bankrupt, and general partners
have been known to bear the brunt of personalliability.

Page 3
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4. A corporation has an unlimited life, whereas a
partnership's existence is subject to termination
upon the occurrence of events specified by appli-
cable state law and the partnership agreement.

A partnership is still a partnership whether its

interests are publicly traded or not. A truly neutral tax

system should treat all partnerships alike and should not

make distinctions which are inconsistent with business

reality.

THE ALI PROPOSAL RELIED UPON BY THE STAFF

IS OUTDATED AND HAS BEEN REJECTED BY THE ABA

As the only independent support for its proposal,

the Staff has cited the American Law Institute's 1981 pro-

posal that publicly traded partnerships be taxed as corpora-

tions. The ALI proposal should be discounted for several

reasons.

First, the proposal represented fear of the unknown.

There were no publicly traded partnerships at the time the

proposal was made. Indeed, the AL! Reporters noted a March 5,

1981, story in the New York Times relating the approval for

listing of the units of Apache Petroleum Company, the first

publicly traded partnership. The Reporters admitted they

were operating in a vacuum:

"The development is recent and the Reporters have
had insufficient time to study its impact. Exper-
ience with Apache may provide further guidance as
to the effect of allowing partnership treatment to
such publicly-traded entities."

Page 4
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The Reporters' primary concern was that the Internal

Revenue Service could not feasibly audit the partners of a

publicly traded partnership. However,"after the proposal

was drafted, the Internal Revenue Code was amended to provide

for audits at the partnership level. Since the Internal

Revenue Service need no longer conduct audits on a partner-

by-partner basis, the ALI proposal has lost its rationale.

In this regard, we also note that the existing

publicly traded limited partnerships have developed sophis-

ticated computer programs to account for transactions in a

more precise manner than most other partnerships. These

detailed record-keeping systems should make publicly traded

partnerships relatively easy to audit. For example, the

computer software of Newhall Investment Properties and

Newhall Resources is designed to handle the mechanics of a

Section 754 election and to track and report precisely the

tax attributes of each partner's investment, including his

allocable share of partnership income, his tax basis and his

capital gain and recapture income upon disposition of his

partnership interest.

The ALI proposal is logically inconsistent in

singling out publicly traded partnerships for corporate treat-

ment. Publicly registered partnerships with as many or more

partners than publicly traded partnerships would continue to

be treated as partnerships for tax purposes. There is no

reason for such a distinction. Furthermore, any supposed tax

Page 5



administrative difficulties associated with publicly traded
partnerships are no greater than such difficulties associated
with other publicly traded "tax pass-through" entities, such
as real estate investment trusts and mutual funds.

Significantly, the ALI proposal was rejected by
the Tax Section of the American Bar Association at its
Annual Meeting this past summer in Atlanta--despite the fact
that the Tax Section generally approved various other changes
to partnership taxation proposed by the ALl, including, as a
general rule, unrestricted access to partnership treatment.
This adverse reception-by the country's tax practitioners
clearly evidences the proposal's lack of a valid theoretical -
basis.

PUBLICLY TRADED PARTNERSHIPS REPRESENT APOSITIVE FINANCING ALTERNATIVE TO THECORPORATE FORM, NOT A TAX "ABUSIVE" FORMAT
The Staff's report speaks of the publicly traded

partnership as an "abusive" format. This label is unwarranted,
as an examination of the current publicly traded partnerships

reveals.

Some of these partnerships have been formed as a
result of complete or partial liquidations of corporations
faced with a market which accords a disappointingly low
value to assets "locked up" in corporate form. For various
nontax-related reasons, the same market attributes a signifi-
cantly higher value to assets in partnership form, and the

Page 6



formation of these publicly traded partnerships benefited

the entities and their shareholders by increasing equity

values and, in some cases, setting the stage for liquidation

of assets or further financing.

Other publicly traded partnerships have been formed

through the combination of numerous untraded partnerships--

so-called "roll-up" transactions. There is obviously no tax

abuse involved in a roll-up, since the partnership form is

maintained before and after the transaction. These transac-

tions have provided liquidity to partners who could not other-

wise readily dispose of their partnership interests.

It should also be noted that the currently existing

publicly traded partnerships either produce taxable income or

relatively minor tax benefits to their investors. Thus, we

are not dealing with entities generating substantial "tax

shelter" for their participants. In fact, the formation of

partnerships through corporate liquidations has increased

the government's revenue due to substantial corporate and

shareholder taxes paid in the transactions.

Any talk of "abuse" would be better addressed to

--.-- those many lower visibility, untraded partnerships throwing

off tax benefits greatly in excess of current cash investment.

Ronald Pearlman, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Treasury,

in testifying in opposition to the Staff's proposal, agreed

with this assessement:

Page 7



"(WIe suspect that the reporting requirements
imposed upon publicly traded and registered
partnerships and the public scrutiny that these
organizations receive make them less likely to
engage in abusive activities than partnerships
with fewer partners."

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

In the past the partnership was utilized almost

solely for small business ventures, and the law governing

partnerships was not well developed. We are now at a

different point in history. A separate body of law and a

separate type of entity which is, in certain instances, a

viable alternative to the corporate form has evolved in this

country. The proposed legislation would fly in the face of

this trend and would put severe limits on the use of the

partnership as a business vehicle by precluding the use of

a partnership for the purpose of obtaining financing from

those understandably concerned with having freely transfer-

able interests.

Tradeability of interests has never been viewed as

the preeminent factor for distinguishing partnerships from

corporations for tax purposes. Indeed, if it were, the vast

majority of the corporations in this country (whose shares

are not publicly traded) would be treated as partnerships.

It may be that the distinction between corporations and

partnerships should be reconsidered, as it has been through

the years. However, the factor of tradeability of interests

alone should not determine whether an entity is treated as a

Page 8
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partnership or a corporation. As Mr. Pearlman stated in his

opposition to the proposal:

"The proper classification and methodology for taxing
publicly held limited partnerships are difficult
questions which we think should be answered only after
a thorough review of the taxation of all similar
business organizations, including re-lr estate invest-
ment trusts. We have serious doubt that after-such an
analysis one would conclude that the degree of market-
ability of an organization's equity interests should
determine the manner in which the organization is
taxed. We also are not convinced that access to a
rational system of pass-through taxation should be
restricted on the basis suggested by the classifica-
tion proposal."

The Staff has reacted to an exaggerated article in

Forbes magazine entitled "Disincorporating America." The

Staff's proposal indicates that publicly traded partnerships

represent a widespread tax avoidance technique. In reality,

only a dozen or so publicly traded partnerships have ever

been formed, and even the Treasury Department has concluded

that "the concern over a migration of corporations into

partnership form is overstated." Furthermore, an examination

of the transactions which have been undertaken to date demon-

strate that they have significance and motivation independent

of tax considerations. The proposal should be rejected as

an unwarranted and unreasoned interference with commerce and

with taxpayers' choice of business form.

Page 9
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Mr. Roderick De Arment
Chief Qwnsel
Senate Finance Comittee
Dirksen Senate Building
Room SD 219
Washington DC 20510

Gentlemen:

The following is written testimony, on behalf of Petroleum Investments, Ltd., to
be presented at the October 24, 1983, hearings regarding publicly traded limited
partnerships:

PETROLELJM IMEMMi, LTD.

POSITION S MW - PUBLICLY TRADED PARMERSHIPS

It is the opinion of Petroleum Investments, Ltd. that the underlying reason for
the recent staff proposal regarding publicly traded partnerships is the
Treasury's concern over the possible revenue loss that might arise if, in fact,
the use of publicly traded partnerships leads to the 'disincorporation" of
America.

Petroleum Investments, Ltd. is not prepared to support a position that allows
for "disincorporation" and subsequent formation of publicly traded partnerships
where the specific intent and purpose is to avoid certain applicable corporate
tax provisions. Petroleum Investments, Ltd. supports and agrees with the posi-
tion that publicly traded partnerships, created for the specific purpose of
achieving liquidity for their limited partner investors, should be permitted.
The rationale for this position lies in the belief that the financial privilege
for, and the desirability of, liquidity is no less important for a limited
partner in a partnership than for an investor or shareholder in a corporation.

In regard to the special tax treatment for limited partnerships and their abi-
lity to distribute tax sheltered revenues to their unitholders, those part-
nerhip revenues would be substantially tax sheltered whether publicly traded or
not. Therefore, the "publicly traded" characteristic, ipso facto, in no wy
results in loss of revenues to the Treasury.

In addition, when depositary units are sold, the sale results in substantial IDC
recapture which would actually amount to a revenue gain to the Treasury.
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Petroleum Investments, Ltd. supports the right of limited partnerships to
achieve liquidity through public trading. We reiterate our firm belief that a
clear demarcation exists between the procedure of "disincorporating" an existing
corporation and that of transforming an existing limited partnership from a non-
publicly traded entity into one with free-transferability characteristics. This
distinction is paramotmt, and should form the basis for our legislative efforts.
Thank you.

Sincerely,

PEOLEUM INVESIrS, LTD.

BFE:pc
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SHARE THE WORK COALITION
We repreont the fifty million unemployed rorsons of tho Free Worle,

Waffce D. Barlow lOMsssusemAvo. Tel: 101) 2U6
1Xzutlvs Oreco' SewdsMO20 1 CsbWes: Intuesoon

PRuPARKD STATIHKIT FOR THS SV4ATE COOIXTT ONl FIANCE

Date of Hearing: October 24th, 1983

Subject; Reform of Corporate Taxation

In 1980s the corporation tax rate was 48%. The rates actually paid ver*:

For the capital intensive industries: 19%

For the labor intensive' industries: 337.

This difference i largely due to the granting of liberal tax credits. This has

been going on for sixty-five years. Since the "smoke stack" industries employ as much es

five times as many persons as the automated industries, the result has been an intolerable

increase in unemployment, hunger and moral decay.

We conclude that the foLlowing course of action is indicated:

Phase One: HASURE the labor content of all U.S. industries.

Phase Two: MODIFY the corporation tax rates so as to slow the rate of automation.

Phase One has been completed. The Coalition has published a book entitled "Labor

Content of U.S. Industries". Up-dated editions will be forthcoming. In our book, Labor

Content is defined as "Wages as a percentage of Value Added." In the United States, we

find that the labor content has fallen from 46% in 1870 to !0% in 1982. The range is from

10% to 607.

The term, 'agas", is broadly defined. Included in the term are:

Wages and fringe benefits

Salaries of clerical and professional viorkers

Salaries of "middle ranagenor t"

(1)



Included from the taro "Waee" are

troprtlary Iocse

sales of top managemat, (Officers and Directors)

top mnagement fringes, including "hTden parachutes"

Lakor Content is computed for each industry with a Standard Xndustrial Classification

code. Our source of informa4on Is the Census Bureau and other Coamro. Dopartmnt asenoies.

("um Iffort Content" way be a better label, since professional workers and middle mac8"

went persons are included,)

Phase Too will require legislation at the federal, State and County levels. Pates

3 and 4 of this statement are a rough draft of a proposed House bill. The Senate bill would

be Identical. Seven congressmen are pledged to support this bill.

Legislation will also be required to adjust tariffs to provide more protection

for the labor intensive industries; also, to insure that the proposed National Development

bank, if established, will use labor content as a guide in granting loans or in setting

interest rates.

The CoalitLon is working vith the United Nations to mke this method of controlling

unemployment available to all members.

The Coalition supports the Barlo Calendar. This new calendar would shorten the

work year by 61, thereby creating 8,000,000 new jobs.

Discriminatory taxation, as a method for achieving economic objectives, has been

in use since 1538. It has always proven to be the least costly method.

We have applied fox a U.8. patent on our plan to make the corporation tax rates

inversely, proportional to the labor content of the- product. This plan will avoid the estab-

lishment of a caste system In the U.S., based on the present system of "welfare".

(2)
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98th Congress
lot sesion

To snd the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to Impose a
discriminatory tax on corporations.

U TIN HOR OF RISPRUINTATIVK -S

Mr . , Mr. - and Mr... . introduced the following
biltF was referred to the Coomittee on Ways and 14eens

A DIL

TO emend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to iWpose a

discriminatory tax on corporations.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That Section Ilb of

part 1I of subchapter A of chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of

1954 is amended by deleting "(b) Amount of tax. - The amount of the

tax imposed by subsection (a) shall be the sun of - and by inserting

the folloing new section: (b) Amount of tax - The amount of tax imp

posed by subsection (a) shall be Inversely proportional to the labor

content of the average product of the corporation.

(c) Labor content is defined a wages, (broadly defined to include

all salaries, except for those of top management and proprietors) ,as a

perentage of value added.
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0* * * * * *

Footnotes Tables have been prepared from Census Bureau data which

show the following tax rates for the following industries, if their
taxable income exceeds $100,000:

Industry

Agricultural Chemicals

Aircraft and Parts

Blast Furnaces

Utilities

Labor Content

19.62

50.62

48.4

14.72

Suggested Tax Rate

57X

34Z

352

612

Source: "Labor Content of U.S. Industries"
Published by Share the Work Coalition, 6210 Mass. Ave., Bethesda, MD

(4)

592

1.K. -. continued

(d) The Internal Revenue Service is directed to prepare tables,

based on the present rates of tax, which vill average out the sam as

the present rates of tax, but which will be inversely 'proportional to

the average labor content of the products of the corporation.

(e) The Secretary of Commrce is directed to assist the internal

Revenue Service by up-dating these tables from year to year; also by

determining the degree of discrimination to be imposed each year. The

tilt will be changed from year to year to hold the unemployment rate

down to three per cent of the work force.
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October 21, 1983

Roderick A. DeArment, Esq.
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sir:

As individual attorneys and members of the tax department
of Sherman & Howard, we are writing from the perspective of a ninety
year old law firm which has advised thousands of small businesses in
the Colorado and Rocky Mountain region to express ouL views on a
report prepared by the staff of the Senate Finance Committee entitled
"The Reform and Simplification of the Income Taxation of
Corporations" (the "Study"). We request that this letter be included
in the Record of Proceedings of the Hearings conducted with respect
to the Study. In particular, we would like to comment on portions of
the Study recommending the repeal of Sections 311, 336 and 337 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended (the "Code"), thereby
invalidating the holding ifi General Utilities and Operating
Company v. Helvering, 296 U.S. 200 (1935). We sincerely believe
strong policy and economic considerations warrant the retention of
those sections in the Code and the preservation of the ngnaral
Utl±Li.g doctrine.

In general, Section 311 enables a corporation to distribute
property to its shareholders, either as a dividend in kind or, in
certain limited cases, in redemption of stock, without recognition of
gain or loss at the corporate level. Section 336 permits a
corporation to liquidate and distribute all of its assets while
avoiding recognition of gain at the corporate level. Section 337

28-219 0 - 84 - 39
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ermits corporations to sell their assets pursuant to a plan ofiquidation without recognition of gain. The nonrecognition princi-ple of both Sections 336 and 337 is subject to tax benefit recaptureprinciples. On September 22, 1983, the Senate Finance Committeestaff released the Study which, among other things, would repealSections 311, 336 and 337 and invalidate the General "Wilitifidoctrine; As did the staff, we will refer to the "General "tilliindoctrine" as a shorthand reference to the statutory policies which,in certain circumstances, permit corporations to dispose of theirappreciated assets without the recognition of gain at the corporatelevel. For th4 following reasons, we urge that Sections 311, 336 and337 and the General UtAlitJeR doctrine be retained in the presentcorporate income tax structure.

The General Uttilitie doctrine provides justifiable andnecessary relief from double taxation of closely held corporationswhich encounter legitimate business reasons for the sale of theirassets. The Study endorses the assumption that tax policy should beneutral in affecting investment decisions. Indeed, Section 351attempts to permit the tax-free incorporation of a business so as tonot discourage the operation of businesses in corporate solution.Sections 336 and 337 play an important role in the maintenance ofthat tax neutrality. In effect, a controlling shareholder makes atax neutral decision to incorporate his business and, upon disposi-tion of the business, under either a stock or asset sale, tax lawalso should be neutral and apply a single level of tax. In effect,the repeal of Sections 336 and 337 would destroy the tax neutralityof a taxpayer's decision whether to conduct his business through cor-porate form, a partnership or a sole proprietorship.

The adoption of the staff recommendations in this regardwould lead to a substantial increase in the number of businessesoperated through partnerships. The additional complexity of partner-ship operations would significantly increase the legal costs ofowning and operating small businesses as well as increase the diffi-culty of audits by the Internal Revenue Service. The economic policyof the United States should not provide substantial incentives forthe formation of partnerships. If we are correct in our belief thata substantial number of corporations would be converted into partner-ships in response to the repeal of the General Utiitj.o doctrine,little revenue would be raised by the recommendation.
The current national economic policy is to encourage theformation of small corporations. In this regard, studies have ndi-cated that approximately 80 percent of the new jobs created in theUnited States are generated by businesses which employ 20 or fewerpersons. Many bills are now pending in Congress to encourage the
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investment of funds in small businesses. While we do not endorse any
specific capital formation incentive bill, their introduction is
reflective of a national policy to encourage small business. The
repeal of the General ULilltiHQ doctrine is inconsistent with that
policy and would impose a substantial new burden upon the conduct of
small business in the United States.

Since Section 337 liquidations are primarily utilized by
small businesses, the burden of the repeal of the General Utlitlen
doctrine would fall disproportionately upon small business. The eco-
nomic vitality of small businesses mentioned above demonstrates the
foolishness of that course of action. Furthermore, the owners of
successful small businesses generally would utilize Section 337
transactions only once in their l lives. we question whether
once-in-a-lifetime transactions constitute the type of abuse which
would properly trigger a repeal of the General UtlIltie doctrine.
To the extent that the perceived problems are with large, publicly
held corporations, such problems can be separately addressed.

If double taxation may be avoided at the shareholder level
by the sale of stock to, or a tax-free reorganization with, a pub-
licly traded corporation, the effect of the repeal of the nerol
lties doctrine would provide a substantial incentive to central-

ize United States industry. Incentives to centralize fly in the face
of the national policy of fostering the development of small business
and are antithetical to the strong economic trend towards decentral-
ization voiced by author such as John Naisbett in his book,
Mlegatrendso Clearly, adoption of such an economic policy would be
unwise.

Finally, the repeal of Sections 311, 336 and 337 of the
Code would be unfair to taxpayers who chose to operate their busi-
nesses in corporate form in reliance on the provisions of
Sections 311, 336 and 337. If businessmen suspected the prospective
repeal of those sections, many of them would have chosen to form
partnerships 'instead.

Section 5.a.3(a) of the Study sets forth nine arguments
supporting the repeal of the General Utilities doctrine. In the
aggregate, those arguments are unpersuasive. We will comment upon
each of the supporting arguments in turn.

(i) The first argument alleges that taxpayers often pay
less tax under the current law than if no tax were
paid at the corporate level. No examples of this
phenomenon were reported. If the staff had the
examples included in argument (vii) in mind, the tax
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benefits described therein depend not upon the GanaJ 1ItitA doctrine, but rather up on other tax poli-cies unrelated to the issues of corporate leveltaxation. Disregarding the existence of graduatedcorporate income tax rates, we are unaware of anymaterial instance in which the taxpayer pays less tax
under current law than he would if corporate leveltaxation were repealed. Furthermore, if such a situa-tion exists, the answer is not to repeal Sections 311,336 and 337, but rather to address the particular
abuses demonstrated.

(ii) While the General Utilities doctrine has contributed
to the complexity of the Code, to suggest that the
complex recapture rules of Section 1245 and 1250 aswell as the Section 338 anti-selectivity rules areprimarily a result of the General Utilities doctrine
is an overstatement. Those provisions of the Code,while not perfect in scope or detail, have adequately
addressed the abuse situations present under currentlaw. The staff cited its fear of the development ofnew abuses as a reason for repeal. Legislation shouldnot be passed by Congress on the basis of an unsub-stantiated fear of potential, but as yet unidentified,
abuse. The appropriate legislative response, when andif additional abuses are identified, is to address
each such abuse directly rather than repealing a doc-trine which has served the nation well for 50 years.

(iii) We agree that the provisions of Section 341 of the
Code are both often ineffective and unfortunately
complex. However, the problems inherent in the defin-ition of a collapsible corporation do not provide anadequate basis for the repeal of provisions as econom-ically important as Sections 336 and 337 of the Code.

(iv) We agree that uniformity of treatment of transactions
under the Code is an appropriate measure for theeffectiveness of tax legislation. Section 337, howev-er, plays an important role in providing uniformity oftreatment in stock and asset sales. When a share-holder completely terminates his investment in a busi-
ness by reason of a stock sale or a Section 337 trans-
action, only one level of tax is appropriate.

(v) While we applaud a broadened tax base with lower
income tax rates, the repeal of the General Utilities
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doctrine is not an appropriate means to that end.
First, the anticipated revenue effects are
overstated. The repeal of the General Utilities doc-
trine will result in a substantial increase in the
operation of businesses through partnerships and
accordingly, the new corporate level tax will be
avoided. Second, if the corporate tax base is to be
broadened, more appropriate targets for change can be
found.

(vi) The concerns expressed in paragraph (vi) are addressed
in the other proposals set forth by the staff and do
not, by themselves, require a repeal of the G
Jtilities rule.

(vii) None of the examples stated in paragraph (vii)
addresses the General Utillties doctrine rather they
constitute indirect attacks upon other policies embod-
ied in the Internal Revenue Code. If Congress wishes
to address the taxation of foreign investors, tax
exempt entities or carry-over basis at death, then
those issues should be addressed directly and not by
way of a repeal of the General Utilities doctrine.
Clearly, the correctness or incorrectness of these
provisions is not a function of corporate level tax
policies. Accordingly, none of the examples listed in
paragraph (vii) provide a reason to repeal the nzn1
JiJ±Jepa doctrine.

(viii) The thrust of the comments in paragraph (viii) is
directed towards the ACRS system and not towards cor-
porate level tax policy. As the committee noted,
closely held corporations are subject to the anti-
churning rules and if the real target of the comments
is the creation of publicly traded partnerships, other
proposals included in the Study adequately address
that situation. Assuming that publicly traded part-
nerships will be taxable as. corporations, their cre-
ation in a liquidation transaction will constitute an
F reorganization and therefore, will not give rise to
a stepped-up basis to support new ACRS deductions.
Again, if reform of the ACRS system is intended, that
reform should be undertaken directly and not accom-
plished indirectly through repeal of the Gazaral
OWtWlitiea doctrine.
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(ix) The Tax Court's decision in Telephone Anawvrina
ierite v. Commissioner, 63 T.C. 423 (1974), provides
an adequate basis for the Service to attackliquidation-reincorporation transactions. Wheretransactions are not undertaken pursuant to a plan,then, as has always been the case under general prin-ciples of federal income tax law, the transactions
should be given independent tax significance.
Accordingly, liquidation-reincorporation problems do
notp roide a bas is for the repeal of the i~goaraJ.
.Ut1FjLJ±±a doctrine*

For the above reasons, we urge the Senate Finance Committeeto rejbct the staff recommendation that the General U1i~itim doc-trine be repealed. Better and more appropriate ways to address thetax policy issues raised by the arguments embodied inparagraphs 5.a.3. (iii), (vi), (vii) and (viii) of the Study can befound. Repeal of the Genera1 Utilitf-h e doctrine would impose a sub-
stantial and unwarranted burden on small business.

Sincerely,

The Tax Department of
SHERMAN & HOWARD

William P. Cantwell
Douglas M. Cain
Duane F. Wurxer
Constance L. Hauver
R. Michael Sanchez
David Thomas III
Cynthia C. Benson
Julian K. Quattlebaum, III
Jerome A. Breed
Greg H. Schlender
Peter B. Nagel
Barbara A. McDonnell
Susan B. Goddard
Peggy B. Knight
Ray J. Hernandez
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October 14P 1983

Roderick A. DeArment, Zsq.
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room OD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington# D.C. 20510

Res Hearings on Report on Reform of Corporate
1'txatign - Coencing Otober 24, 198

Dear Mr. DeArments

I hereby submit this letter for inclusion in the printed
record of the above-referenced hearing. I an making this state-
ment for submission because I an deeply concerned over some of
the issues raised in the Finance Committee's staff report as
it relates to so-called "loopholes" in the current tax laws.

The particular matter being considered by the Comittee
to which this statement relates is the 850 dividends-received
deduction available to corporations. It is my understanding
that the question has been raised as to whether such deduction
constitutes a loophole or a present unintended benefit and
whether the present holding period in Section 246(c)(1)(A) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 15 days should be extended to some
longer period.

p-1
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My concern is not addressed to the question which has been

raised of whether the full deductibility of short-term capital
losses when coupled with the deduction creates a *loophole, 1
an concerned that an extension of the present 15-day holding
period would cause more problems than are cured, and that more
realistic means should be available to deal with the issue of

short-term capital losses.

It is respectfully submitted that the present 85 dividends-

received deduction for corporations is not a *loophole.* The

deduction is necessary to avoid complete double taxation to the

corporate recipient of qualifying dividends since the issuer

thereof has already paid income taxes on the earnings available

for distribution as dividends. The l5 of dividends subject

to tax on the corporate recipient still constitutes a form of

double taxation. Furthermore, the corporate recipient's indivi-
dual shareholders are again subject to taxation on the same

dividend income to the extent such dividends become part of the
earnings paid out as dividends by such corporate recipient.

While the issue has been raised earlier about "liberalizing"

the corporate dividends-received deduction, for which signifi-

cant positive evidence exists, to now consider a narrowing or
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contracting of this deduction through an extension of the holding
period could have serious and far-reaching results.

The corporate dividend deduction has helped make equity
investments appealing to corporate investors. Many corporate
issuers, including banks, utilities and insurance companies,
have important financial and even regulatory reasons to streng-
then their balance sheets by issuing equity rather than debt
securities.

Under the existing overall structure of our tax laws, any
reduction in the incentive to corporate investors to buy equity
securities may create severe hardships on many issuers who would
be forced to compound the already staggering debt being issued
to finance operations and expansion. Although most corporate
investors as a general rule may hold equity securities for more
than one year, the mere existence of a restriction that would
cause them to lose the dividends-received deduction on dividends
already earned if it had or wanted to dispose of the security
within such year, would affect its initial decision on investing
in the issuer's equity securities in the first place.
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Recent studies have urged Congress and the Administration
to find means to encourage and help the capital raising functions
of corporations to finance the continued growth of our economy.
The capital needs over the next 10 years are forecasted to be
enormous. Any extension of the holding period for the corporate
dividends-received deduction therefore could easily have severe
repercussions on the ability of corporations to fund their capi-
tal needs by issuing permanent equity capital rather than debt.

Since corporate issuers pay dividends from after-tax
earnings and the Individual shareholders of the corporate recip-
ients of such dividends also pay full tax (after a modest $100
exclusion) on dividend income, it is difficult to perceive the
850 dividends-received deduction as a *loophole." it would,
in fact, appear that more revenues could be lost by the Treasury
if this corporate deduction is restricted to any degree since
the issuance of more debt securities instead of equity would
only increase the tax deductions at the initial corporate level.

Xt is respectfully submitted that any consideration of
modifying this deduction should be made only as part of a
comprehensive study of the entire capital raising needs of our

economy and the complete tax laws. Further ad hoc surgery on
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this Isportant provision will not be in the best interests of
anyone,

The Comitteeos consideration of this statement will be

greeted appreciated.

Very truly yours

y Simpson

0


